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linguis tani eruditis quam \'uli;aribus eximic doctus, de vaviis

linguaruin proprietalibus tracterat : in quibus qiuuque exccllat, in

quibus deticiat ostendens."

—

BacON ('' De Any. Scient.," vi. i).
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CHAPTER VI.

ROOTS.

" Innunicr;r lingurc dissimilliiiKi; inter sc, ita ut nuUis machinis

ad comimincm oiit;incni retnihi possiint.''— F. Sciii.KdF.i-.

•* Die Ktymoloj^nc hat den vollen Reiz aller dor Wisscnscluiften,

wclche sich mit den Anfan^^en unci dcni Werdcn grosser Erzeug-

nisse der Natur oder des Geistes beschaftigen."—G. CuK'i'lus.

In the Welsh book of Taliessin, a manuscript of the

fourteenth centurv, the bard declares that " there are

seven score OL,^yrven in song,"' and Prof. Rhys points

out " that these are the same as the "seven score and

seven Ogyrven," or roots, which, according to anothei

Welsh writer, who lived a century or two later, "are no

other than the symbols of the seven score and seven

parent-words, whence every other word." But the doc-

trine that all our words are descended from a limited

number of primaeval germs or roots is far older than the

Welsh bards. More than two thousand years ago the

grammarian's of India had discovered that the manifold

words of t'aeir language could all be traced back to

certain con: mon phonetic forms which they termed ** ele-

ments." Already the Prati'sakhya of Katyayana speaks

of the verb " by which we mark being " as a dJidtic or

' Skene: "The Four Ancient Books of Wales" (iS68), i. p 527,

ii. p. 132.

* " Lectures on Welsh Philolo;^'" (1877) p. 320,

IT. B
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root, and before the Niiukta of \'a-.ka was composed, a

fierce controversy had beL;iin as to whether these r(M)ts

were all necessarily verbs. Yask.i sums up the contro-

versy, antl after statin<^ fairly the arguments on both

sides, decides in favour of the Nairuktas or "etymolo-

f^ists," the followers of the philosopher 'Saka/ayana, who

held that every noun was derived from a verb. Vain

were the pleadings of Gart;ya and the Vaiyakara;/as or

" analyzers " on the other side. They urij;ed that if all

nouns came from verbs, a knowledc^e of the verb would

of itself make the noun intellii^ible, that whoever per-

formed the same action would be called by the same

name (all flying thinr_^s, for instance, being c^WcCi feathers,

from/^?/, "to fly"), and that everything would receive as

many names as there arc qualities belonging to it, while

the derivations proposed for many words were forced and

unnatural, and as things come before being per se, that

which comes first could not be named from that which

comes afterwards. But the Nairuktas had their answers

ready. All words, they said, really were significant and

intelligible, while custom rules that agents and objects

should get their names from some single action or

quality, the "soldier" from the pay he receives, the

"stable" from its standing up. If an etymology were

forced, so much the worse for the etymologist, not for the

method he pursued ; and as for the last objection, no one

can deny that some words are derived from qualities,

even though qualities may be later than the subjects to

which they belong.'

' Max IMullcr :
" History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature," 2ncl

edition (i.S6o) pp. 164-68.
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The question over whii:h the Hindu pjrainmarians

)MttMulcd has been revived in our own day. Conipara-

ti.e [)hilolo|,,^y was the result of the study of Sanskrit,

and the Sanskrit vocabulary had been ran<^ed uu'''^- a

certain number of verbal roots. Both the term and the;

conception, indeed, had already been made familiar to

the scholars of the West by their Arab and Hebrew

teachers, the only difference between the Sanskrit and

the Semitic root bein^; that the one was a mon»>s)'llable,

the other a triliteral. European philology beL;an to re-

cognize at last that words have a history; that wecannc^t

compare Latin and Greek and English words together

before we have discovered their oldest forms, and that

the common phonetic type under which a cognate group

of words is classed must be no mere arbitrary invention

of the lexicographer, but be based on reality and fact.

Roots are the barrier that divides language from th*

inarticulate cries of the brute beast ; they are the last

result of linguistic analysis, the elements out of which tlie

material of speech is formed, like the elementary sub-

stances of the chemist. But we must be careful not to

fall into the mistake of the Indian grammarians and

their modern followers, and confound these roots with

verbs or any other of the constituents of living speech.

The roots of language are like the roots of the tree with

its stem and branches ; the one implies the other, but all

alike spring from the seed, which in language is the

jndevcloped sentence of primitive man, the aboriginal

monad of speech. Roots, as Professor Max Miiller has

fitly called them, are phonetic types, the moulds into

which we pour a group of words allied in sound and
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meaning. Thus in the Semitic tongues, a root is the

unio»: of three consonants, out of which numberless words

are created by the help of varying vowels and suffixes,

i^^/rt/, for instance, is " he killed," >^^/^V, "killing," k'tol,

" to kill " and " kill," Utill, " killed," katl, kitl or kutl, " a

killing," where the difference of signification is marked

by a difference of vowel ; and the whole series of co-

existing forms presupposes a triliteral root or phonetic

type k-t-ly to which was attached the general sense of

"killing." Such a root could not, of course, have found

any actual expression in speech ; it was an unexpressed,

unconsciously-felt type which floated before the mind ot

the speaker and determined him in the choice of the

words he formed. When Van Helmont invented the

word gas^ he did but embody in a new shape the root

which we have in our ghost diwd yeast. The primordial

types which presented themselves almost unconsciously

before Ihe framers of language, which lay implicit in the

words they created, must be discovered and made ex-

plicit by the comparative philologist. Just as the phono-

logist breaks up words into their component sounds, so

must the philologist break up the groups of allied words

into their roots, for roots are to groups of words what

the letters and syllables are to each word by itself.

The influence of the Hindu tradition has introduced

into European philology expressions like "a language of

root' ," " the root-period of language," and the like, and

has made some writers even speak as though our remote

ancestors conversed together in monosyllables which had

such general and vague meanings as "shining," Agoing,"

or " seeing." Prof. Whitney, the leading representative

of

shi

coil

Va\
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of the "common-sense" school of philology, has not

shrunk from stating clearly and distinctly the logical

consequences of such language. He tells us that " Indo-

luiropcan language, with all its fulness and inflective

suppleness, is descended from an original monosyllabic

tongue ; our ancestors talked with one another in single

syllables, indicative of the ideas of prime importance, but

wanting all designation of their relations."^ Such a

language, however, is a sheer impossibility—even for a

body of philosophers or comparative philologists, and it

is contradicted by all that we know of savage and bar-

barous dialects. In these, while the individual objects of

sense have a superabundance of names, general terms

are correspondingly rare. The Mohicans have words

for cutting various objects, but none to convey cutting

simply ; and the Society Islanders can talk of a dog's

tail, a sheep's tail, or a man's tail, but not of tail itself.

"The dialect of the Zulus is rich in nouns denoting dif-

ferent objects of the same genus, according to some

variety of colour, redundancy, or deficiency of members,

or some other peculiarity," such as "red cow," "white

cow," " brown cow ;

" ^ and the Sechuana has no less

than ten words to denote horned cattle," The Cheroki

possesses thirteen different verbs to denote particular

kinds of washing, but none to denote "washing" itself;*

and, according to MilHgan,' the aborigines of Tasmania

* " Language and the Study of Language," p. 256.

^ "Journal of the American Oriental Society," i. No. 4, p. 402.

' Casahs :
" Grammar," p. 7.

* Pickering: "Indian Languages," p. 26.

" " Vocabulary of the Dialects of some of the Aboriginal Tribes

of Tasmania ," p. 34.
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had " no words representing abstract ideas ; for each

variety of guni-trce and wattle-tree, &c. &c., they had

a name, but they had no equivalent for the expression

* a tree;' neither could they express abstract qualities,

such as hard, soft, warm, cold, long, short, round." The

lower races of men have excellent memories, but very

poor reasoning powers ; and the European child who

acquires a vocabulary of three or four hundred words in

a single year, but attaches all its words to individual

objects of sense, reflects their condition very exactly. We
may be sure that it was not "the ideas of prime impor-

tance" which primitive man struggled to represent, but

those individual objects of which his senses were cogni-

zant. As M. Br6al observes,^ " It is not probable that

in the ante-grammatical period there were as yet no

words to denote the sun^ the thunder, or Xkio.flame. But

the day when these words came into contact with pro-

nominal elements, and so became verbs, their sense also

became more fluid, and they dissolved into roots which

signified shining, thundering, 3r hurfiing. We can under-

stand how the old words whi-jh designated the (indi-

vidual) objects, afterwards disappeared to make room

for words derived by the help of suffixes from these

newly-created roots. We can better understand, too,

the existence of numerous synonyms which signify

going, shining, resounding ; they are the abstracts or

abstracta of former appellatives. The idea of shinifig,

for instance, could be taken ffom the fire as well as from

the sun, and so a considerable number of roots, from

th:

Lai

is ra

u

* See his excellent article :
" La Langue indo-europdenne," in the

Journal des Savants," Oct. 1876 (p. 17).
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very different starting-points, have come to be united in

a common term." An elementary work on French etymo-

logy groups words like rouler, roiilement, roulage, rotdier,

rouleau, roulette, roulis, routid a root, roul, wit., the general

sense of " circular movement
;

" yet in this case we know

that this imaginary root roul is nothing else than the

Latin substantive rotula. The error of the Sanskritists

is really the same, though the loss of the parent-language

prevents us from checking it with the same ease as when

we are dealing with French. "Father" and "mother"

nuist have had names in Aryan speech long before the

suffix tar was attached to what we call the " roots " pa

and ma, and Buschmann has shown that throughout

the world these names are almost universally pa or

ta and ma. Words like our door, the Latin fores, the

Greek hu^a, the Sanskrit dzvdram {dur), cannot be traced

to any root ; that is to say, a group of cognate words has

either never existed, or else been so utterly forgotten and

lost, that we can no longer tell what common type they

may have representee'. "A word like [the French] car','

remarks M. Van Eys,^ " could pass for a root if we did

not know its derivation."

Roots, then, are the phonetic and significant types dis-

covered by the analysis of the comparative philologist as

common to a group of allied words. They form, as it

were," the ultimate elements of a language, the earliest

starting-point to which we can reach, the reflections of

the manifold languages framed by the childhood of our

race. Each family of languages has its own stock of

roots, and these roots are the best representatives

* *' Dictionnaire basque-franc^ais" (1873), P- v.

%
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we can obtain of the vocabulary of primitive man.

Like grammar and structure, roots, too, embody the

linguistic instinct and tendency of a race ; they are

the mirror whereon we can still trace the dim out-

lines of the thought and mental point of view which

has shaped each particular family of tongues. What

the language is, that also are its roots ; the roots of

Chinese or Polynesian are as distinctively and charac-

teristically Chinese or Polynesian as the roots of Aryan

are Aryan. We have to extract them from the existing

records of speech, and like the individual sounds of which

words are composed, the character they assume will be

that of the particular speech itself. " Unpronounced,"

says Prof. Pott,^ ** they fluttered before the soul like small

images, continually clothed in the mouth, now with this,

now with that, form, and surrendered to the air to be

drafted off in hundredfold cases and combinations."

They are, in fact, the product of the unconscious working

of analogy, that potent instrument in the creation of lan-

guage. The name given to an individual object becomes

a type and centre of the ideas that cluster about it; sense

and sound are mingled together in indissoluble union,

and the instinct of speech transforms the combination

into a root. Upon this root, or rather upon the analogy

of the name that is the true source of the root, is built a

new superstructure of words by the help of suffixes and

other derivative elements. But the root and all the

family of words that belong to it must remain the

shadow and reflection of the original word from which

it arose, and consequently display all the characteristics

' As quoted by Piofessor Max Miiller, " Lectures," ii. p. 85.

\

ofl

pal

Hi
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of the words itself, and the language of which it forms

part.

Hence it is that tlie roots of a family of languages

have the characteristics of the languages to which they

belong. Thus the roots of a Semitic tongue are triliteral,

consisting, that is to say, of three consonants, while the

roots of the Finno-Ugrian dialects exhibit the same vowel-

harmony as the developed dialects themselves.' Hence,

too, it is that the roots given by lexicographers merely re-

present the oldest forms of words of which we know, and

do not exclude the possibility that these words are really

compounds, or that phonetic decay has acted upon them in

some other way long before the earliest period to which

our analysis can reach back. In certain cases, indeed,

we ha\'e good proof that such a possibility has been an

actual fact. Thus the Arabic root 'dm, "to be orphaned,"

is a decayed form of an older 'dlam^ and such co-existent

Aryan roots as vridh and ridh, both signifying "growing,"

imply the loss of an initial letter, while it is only within

the last few years that the labours of Dr. Edkins and

M. de Rosny have given us any idea of the roots of Old

Chinese. By the help of the old rhymes, of a comparison

of the living dialects and of other similar sources of

aid. Dr. Edkins has restored the pronunciation of Man-

darin Chinese such as it was 2,000 or even 4,000 years

ago.^ Thus _;//", "one," was once tit ; ta, ''great," was dap;

» Donner in the " Z. d. D. M. G.," xxvii. 4 (1873).

* Ewald :
" Austiihrliches Lehrbuch der Hebraischen Sprac'ie"

(8th edition), p. ix.

^ See his " Introduction to the Study of the Chinese Characters"

(1876).
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yt\ " to throw," was tik. There are words in which wc

can trace a continuous process of change and phonetic

decay, tsic^ "a joint," for instance, being tsit in the

classical poetry, and since in Chinese k changes to /, and

not contrariwise, while there is evidence that the word

once ended in a guttural, we are carried back to a

period earlier than i loo IJ.C. for the time when tsit wai:

still tsik. But even tsik is not the oldest form to which

we can trace it back. Tsik is developed out of tik^ and

to tiky therefore, we must look for a representation of

the root to which it and other allied words have to be

referred.

Wherever ancient monuments, or a sufficient number

of kindred dialects are wanting, the roots we assign to

a set of languages will represent only their latest stage.

The further we can get back by the help of history and

comparison, the older the forms of the words we com-

pare, the better will be the chance we have that our

roots will reflect an epoch of speech, not so very far

removed, perhaps, from its first commencement. The

so-called " root-period " of the primitive Aryan, really

means the analysis of the most ancient Aryan vocabulary,

which a comparison of the later dialects enables us to

make. Behind that " root-period" lay another, of which

obscure glimpses are given us by the roots wc can still

further decompose. A series of words, for instance, like

the Greek yo-^Vn, and the Sanskrit yudhmas, presuppose

a root yudk(e\ but when we remember other sets of

words presupposing the roots yu ("joining together")

and dhe ("placing"), we are carried back to a time when

the word signifying " battle/' which embodied, as it were,

M
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the root jW//, was itself a newly-fornicd compound

meaning "conflict."

The existence of such a primary " root-period " is also

made clear to us in another way. M. Brdal ' draws at-

tention to the number of homophonous roots in com-

parative dictionaries like those of Kick or Curtius ; thus

we have a root kar, "making" (Latin creare), another

root /car, "mingling" (Greek KspawufAi), and a third root

Ji-iu; "cutting" (Latin ccrnere). So, too, in Old Chinese,

as we have seen, there were homonyms like tik, "to

throw," and tik, a "joint," which may both be referred

to a root t-k. Now in the actual speech there was little

danger of any confusion arising from the homophony ol

these roots. In Chinese, where phonetic decay has made

such widespread ravages, an immense number of words

has certainly come to assume the same outward ap-

pearance, but means have been found for distinguishing

between them by the invention of "tones," and by recourse

to writing. In the Aryan tongues the words embodying

such homophonous roots as those quoted just now are

conjugated differently. N vertheless, Chinese "tones"

cannot claim a very much greater antiquity than Chinese

writing, the spread of education producing a slovenly

pronunciation, and the results of a slovenly pronunciation

being obviated by the introduction of new tones, while

we can follow the Aryan verb up to an age when it did

not yet exist, and when, consequently, there were as yet

no verbal flections. We cannot suppose, however, that

language was at all less particular at this period about

distinguishing between its words than it has been during

* " La Langue indo-europdenne," p. 14.
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the historical epoch ; indeed, the observation of savaj^c

idioms proves that a barbarous dialect is much more

careful to keep its words apart in pronunciation than a

cultivated and literary one. The Frenchman with his

written speech, his large vocabulary, and his practised

keenness of intelligence, can far better afford to heap

homophone upon homophone than the inhabitant of the

Admiralty Islands. The Aryan kar and the Chinese tik

alike show that the epoch of speech they represent has

another behind it, when as yet the words embodying the

ideas of " making," " mingling," and " cutting," or of

"throwing," and "joint," had not coalesced in sound.

The roots which represented this epoch are irrecoverable,

because the words which contained them are lost, but we

may feel sure that the words from which the homopho-

nous roots are extracted, are but the worn relics and

remains of those earlier ones.

Roots differ as the languages to which they belong

differ ; here they are monosyllabic, there they are poly-

syllabic. In the Polynesian family every consonant must

be accompanied by a vowel ; in Aryan two and even

three consonants may follow one another ; while in

Semitic, and possibly Chinese, the root contains no

vowel at all. It is probable that the majority of roots in

most languages are of more than one syllable, and that

if we could get back to the first stage of speech, we

should find that this was universally the case. As Dr.

Bleek has pointed out, such natural sounds as sneezing,

and the like, can only be represented articulately by a

succession of syllables, and since languages change mainly

through the action of phonetic decay, we should expect

to

th(

will

of

prii
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to find the words becoming more and more polysyllabic

the further we mount back. Professor Whitney observes

with truth that " bow-wow is a type, a normal example,

of the whole genus 'root.'"* The sentence-words of

primitive language were probably at least disyllabic, and

the monosyllabism of Chinese or of the Taic and Hush-

man tongues would merely be an illustration of their

vast antiquity and the long-continued action of phonetic

decay. The roots of the Semitic languages are di-

syllabic,or if so'Mided with vowels trisyllabic, like kadhala,

and the attempts that have been made to reduce them

to a single syllabic have all been failures. Bohtlingk"

notes that many Tibetan words at present monosyllabic

were formeHy polysyllabic, and the polysyllabism of the

roots of the Ba-ntu family is well known. Such is also

the case with the roots of Kanuri, Wolof, Pul, Maforian,

and Malayo-Polynesian. In some of these instances

monosyllabic roots stand by the side of polysyllabic

ones, just as in Old Egyptian, where we find keb, "to go

round," by the side of kebehhy uonen, " to be," by the side

of U071. The
J/
stand out like the stray waifs of an other-

wise extinct world, the last record of the first beginnings

of speech. Like the child of the present day, the

primaeval speaker did not confine his utterances to a

simple akf or ok!

The Hindu grammarians reduced the roots of their

language to single syllables, and comparative philology

inherited from them the belief that the roots of the

Aryan family are necessarily monosyllabic. Such is un-

1 u

3 ((

Life and Growth of Language " (1875), P- 299.

Ueber die Sprache der Jakutcn," p. xvii. note 46.
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doubtedly the case with a root like /' ox ya, " i'^oinpr," but

there are ^ood grounds for believinfT that is not the case

with most other roots. Thus a certain number of these

roots end with the double consonant kv or kiv, like saku\

"following;" (Latin scquor), and whatever we may imagine

to have been the pronunciation of such a sound, we can

imai^ine none which would allow it to be pronounced

without a vowel after it.^ If, again, we compare the

Latin vectii or vcctui with the Sanskrit vodhavai, and the

Slavonic vc^^ti, we can discover no bond of union between

them, unless a root, vaghi-tavai, be presupposed. So,

too, compound roots, like yn-dh for yu-dhe^ are neces-

sarily disyllabic, and, as Fick has lately shown,'^ the so-

called stems in «, ya^ i, and «, are really rather roots

than stems. We cannot separate words like a-yo-g and

ayo-jUEv, the Sanskrit bkara-s, bhara-tha, and bhara-tiy " he

bears," any more than we can separate (po^o-g and (ps^s-rs,

or (pfi^o-g and e-(p^t^a-iut,iv. We cannot derive either the

verb from the noun or the noun from the verb ; they are

co-existent creations, belonging to the same epoch and

impulse of speech. The second vowel which characte-

rizes both alike, therefore, cannot be a classificatory

suffix ; it distinguishes neither noun nor verb, but is the

common property of both. What makes (p6^o-g a noun is

the pure flection—the change of vowel in the first syl-

lable. A form like b/mra-, accordingly, cannot be treated

* In fact, De Saussure has shown that the velar k implied a fol-

lowing a^ {a or a, o or o) when represented in Sanskrit by a guttural.

d^ or c^ (/, d) when represented by a palatal ('• Mdmoires de la

Socidle de la Linguistique de Paris"), and consequently sakw- (the

Sanskrit sack) must have been followed by d or /.

^ Bezzenberger's " Beitriige," i. pp. i, 120, 231, 12, &c.
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as a stem, because a stem is necessarily furnished with a

classificatory suffix or some other mark to determine to

what part of speech it belongs ; we have nominal stems

and verbal stems, but a stem which is at once nominal

and verbal is no*^^ a stem but a root. It is the ultimate

I element, the phonetic type, contained by a group of

i allied words whose crrammatfcal relations are indicated by

^ varying contrivances. The so-called suffix -ya must be

* banished along with the sufiix -a ;
"ayyE^/a is nothing else

'\ than a.fii'KyQ declined as a noun, whi'^h appears as a verb

I in ayyf^;^o-//£v," and ^laKk (z^^'o-j) and the Latin madeo

\ are equally based on a " root" madya. Even the "stems

fin -rti-" must lose their initial vowel; the classificatory

I suffix is -J, not the vowel, which is common to both

I nouns and verbs ; and though there may seem to be a

I grammatical difference between the final vowels of ^doj

land r\lvc,. the difference vanishes when we compare the
|) ^

^1 Greek fXB>.i-n^s; on the one side and the Latin argu~ere on

the other. 'Htfj/j would seem to stand for h^e-fe-^. As

Fick observes, even in the case of those nouns whose
" root " agreed with that of the sigmatic future and aorist

in possessing no vocalic ending, "the Indians with

horrible consistency assumed a sufHx—namely, the suffix

Zero."
'

^ In the fourth volume of Bezzenberger's " Beitrage" (1878), Fick
shows that the stem of a present, like Trttf^u; or ^evyw, is more original

than the stem of the aorist l-iriB-ov^ l-fvy-ov, the shortening of the

vowel being occasioned by the accent which in the aorist fell upon
the last syllable. Accordingly a, I, and v in the present are con-

tracted into o, If, and S in the aorist, and f disappears altogether.

I' ick further remarks that the old theory would logically make (ttt,

vt, d)!', and s^ir the roots of such verbs as aTrkoQai, rrrkaBai^ irt^vt, and
jiVtTv ''— ff-f7rth>), the final « being considered "thematic," and
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There is yet another reason for thinkinL,^ that the ma-

jority of Indo-European roots—that is of tlie types which

underlay tile oldest Aryan vocalnilary of which we know

—must be rei^arded as polysyllabic. Prof. Max Miiller'

draws attention to the fact that the existence of parallel

roots of similar meaning, but different terminations, X\Vv.

mardh, marg, mark, marp, inard, sniar, and mar, can be

better explained by elimination than by composition.

The so-called determinatives or final letters cannot be

classificatory, as they convey no modification of meanint]^,

and are to be found in words belonging to all the parts

of speech. " There is at all events no a priori argument

against treating the simplest roots as the latest, rather

than the earliest products of language." " It would be

perfectly intelligible that such roots as mark, mars;,

mard, mardJi, expressing different kinds of crushing, be-

came fixed side by side, that by a process of elimination

their distinguishing features were gradually removed,

and the root mar left as the simplest form expressive of

the most general meaning." In other words, the vocables

not belonging to the root, in the second part of the third vokinic

oftliesame periodical (1879), Fick points out that, "through the

influence of the accent the vowels c and can be reduced to / and

(^, mere voice-cheeky, for which loss of the vowel can be substi-

tuted, especially in open syllables. This original S and r", which I

call sh'wa for the sake of brevity, generally appears in Sanskrit as

i or I (also as « or u before and after liquids), in Zend as e and /,

in Greek mostly as a, in German as (Gothic u)." " In the aorist

the final sh'wa is retained in the a of the Greek aorist tx^vag," &c.

" Hence it is clear that stems like ai, Mid, or ride had no existence

whatever originally, but first arose out of e(/^, bhide^ and ruke ; the

Indian theory of roots, with all its perverse consequences (thematic

and union vowels, Guna, &c.), must be definitely set aside."

^ "Chips," iv. pp. 128, 129.
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tliat embodied tiiese roots underwent the wear and tear

of plionrlic decay, many of them passed out of the living

Speech anil were replaced by others, and there was left

at last a whole family of nouns and verbs, whose sole

common i)ossessi()n was the syllable luar. That alone

had resisted the attacks of time and change. We indeed

have some difficulty in realizing the variability of savage

an<l barbarous languages, or of the readiness with which

new words are coined and old ones forgotten. Mr. Theal,

jllustrating the Kafir rule that a woman may not men-

tion the names of any of her husband's male relations in

the ascending line,^ states that "a woman who sang the

S(jng of Tangalimlibo for me used the word angoca in-

stead o{ atnanzi for water, because this last contained the

syllable nzi, which she would not on any account pro-

nounce. She had therefore manufactured another word,

the meaning of which had to be judged of from the con-

text, as standing alone it is meaningless." It will be

noticed that the word is trisyllabic, and not a monosyl-

lable, as the Indianist theory would require, and if other

words came to be framed after its model, it would origi-

nate I root, which would certainly be of more than one

syllable. Phonetic decay alone could reduce it to the

orthodox monosyllabic form.

The existence of compound roots has already been

alluded to, implying a division of roots into simple and

compound, the first class consisting of those which were

really simple from the first, as well as of those which our

ignorance prevents us from decomposing. Compound
roots form part of the class of " secondary" roots as dis-

^ "Cape Monthly Magazine," xiv. 36 (June, 1877), P- 349*

II. C
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-it

tin^uishctl Ironi " primary ;
" yii and uiarhoAW^ examples

of primary xo(A't>, yudJLwwiS. yiig^ inardh, viard.marg, mark^

and sviar of secondary ones. A primary root, therefore,

is the simplest element of sound and mcaninij which can

be extracted from a i^n'oiip of words ; it constitutes their

characteristic mark and sii^n of relationship, and indi-

cates where the line of division must be drawn between

them and other unallied words. A secondary root deter-

mines a species within the lar^jer genus ; words contain-

ing the root inardJi^ for instance, form a specific class

within the wider class of those which contain the root

)nar. The LatinyV^-^-, "right" or " bond," is an example

of the genus of which yV/y/^'-'^r^, "to join," is an example

of the species ; but whereas in natural history a species

is posterior to the genus, the converse is the case with

the roots of the philologist. The reason of this is plain

enough ; the genera and species of zoology and botany

answer to actually existing forms of life, whereas the

roots ^f language are due to the reflective analysis of the

grammarian. At the same time, some of the secondary

roots are undoubtedly compounds, that is to say, are ex-

tracted from compound words, and wherever this is the

case, the species or secondary root will necessarily be

later than the primary or generic one.

One of the first attempts to decompose the secondary

roots was made by Professor Pott. He started the view

that a large number of them were compounded with pre-

positions ; thus pinj\ " painting," is derived from api or

Im and a7ij\ "anointing." But such a view is no longer

tenable. The loss of the initial vowel in a word like api

is peculiar to Sanskrit, and not a characteristic of the
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parent-Aryan ; the origin of the Latin piiig-crc would

therefore be inexplicable. Moreover, the preposition was

a late growth in Aryan speech, and in early times there

was no close amalgamation of it with the verb. Even in

Greek and Sanskrit the prepositions are still so indepen-

dent that tlie augment and reduplication are inserted be-

tween them and the verbal form, and we all remember

how loosely attached they are to the verb throughout the

larger part of Homer. Pott's theory must therefore be

given up, and another be proposed in its place. This has

been done by Professor G. Curtius, who suggests that

many of the compound roots were similar to such Latin

tenses of a later day as ainav-erain (for ainavi-erain) and

amav-ero (for amavi-erd), where we have tivo verbal form

agglutinated one to another. Hence in a secondary root

like yudhy we may see an amalgamation of the two

primary roots yu and dha, the first with the sense of

" mingling," and the second with that of " placing." It

was supposed that the Greek passive aorist E-rutp-Syj-v

and optative Tifjuxo-in-v might contain the roots d/ia, "plac-

ing," andya, "going," which we find in the Latin ven-eo,

venwn-ire ; at all events, the existence of such com-

pounds in the parent-Aryan is shown to ho more than a

mere conjecture by the Latin credo which appears under

the form of 'srad-dadhmni in Sanskrit. Sanskrit and

Latin alike throw light on one another, and show us that

credere, "to believe," is really a compound of cor{d)y "the

heart," the Greek Kcx^^ia, and the root d/ie, "to place,"

which elsewhere appears in the Latin ab-dere, con-dere,

e-dere} " To believe " was therefore originally " to

* Darmesteter :
" iMemoires de la Soci^td de Linguistique," iii. p. 52.
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place" or " set the heart" towards another oh t. How
old the compound is may be gathered from the form

it has assumed in Sanskrit. The ordinary word for

" heart " in both Sanskrit and Zend presupposes a root

ghard ; 'srad 2\o\\q in this curious old compound has the

same root, kard^ as the words which signify " heart " in

the European branch of the Aryan family. The parent-

Aryan had its dialects like ail spoken languages, and

these dialects possessed slightly differing forms of the

same word. One form finally triumphed in Western

Aryan, another form in Eastern Aryan, but before this

happened the compound credo, 'srad-dadhdnii, was al-

ready in existence, testifying to a time when the West-

Aryan form was employed in East Aryan itself.

A very common secondary root is one fornied by redu-

plication. Originally the whole root was probably re-

peated ; but in course of time broken reduplication be-

came prevalent, consisting in the repetition of only a part

of the whole root. Thus by the side of/xa^//ap-of and/wr-

fnr we find me-inor and 57-/9r(£)T-w, tu-tud-i and rs-rvir-oi.

The loss of the second consonant might be compensated

for ; in the Greek >^aii>.f], and ^at^a^^Eoj, for instance, a

diphthong marks the existence of a former consonant.

On the other hand, the vowel of the second syllable

might be lengthened or intensified, as in the Greek ay-

ayyj and eT-riru/j.og, and when the second syllable was thus

strengthened the vowel of the first syllable was very

liable to become correspondingly weak. So in Latin we
have d-conia and d-catrix, and in Greek ^i-^xaHu for ^i-^an-

(THu, and 'laTYjfxi for o-i-arrifxi. When the variation of vowel

had once been introduced, the changes that could be

rung upo
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rung upon it were almost innumerable. We have seen

how they were made subservient to the needs of flection

in the Greek verb where the difference of the vowel in

Si'-5iuja« and Je-^iuxa marked also a difference of tense.

But reduplication is one of those primitive contri-

vances of language which, though continually reappear-

ing in the nursery di ilect or thieves' slang, does not seem

to be a favourite witii a more cultivated age. There is

hardly anything which is attacked with more persistency

by phonetic decay than reduplication. Did alone bears

witness to the reduplicated perfects of our Teutonic

ancestors, and the reduplicated perfects of Latin are few

and exceptional. A reduplicated root can sometimes be

recovered only by a wide-reaching comparison of words,

and even where this is not the case the original redupli-

cation has often been so far obliterated as at first sight

to escape observation. If we take the Greek |3/of,
" life,"

we shall have some difficulty in detecting any reduplica-

tion at all, and it is not until we come to the Latin vivo

that the fact becomes clear to us. But vivo itself is but

a fragment of its primitive self The perfect vixi {vic-si)

tells us that it has lost a guttural, and what this guttural

was is only to be discovered by an appeal to the English

quick and the Sanskrity^V//^;;/, " life." Both jS/oj and vivo

are the bare and shattered relics of a word which con-

tained the reduplicated root gtvi-gwi.

Roots naturally display all the variability of the words

in which they inhere. The vowel may change not only

when they are reduplicated, but in other cases as well.

By the side of ar in aro^ " to plough," we have er in efETjuo'v,

"an oar," and or in o^-vufu, "to rise," and within the same

'

ll
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i

Greek verb itself we find e-kt(xv-i with a, Krmco for xrev-j/co

with e, and e-Krov-a with d?. As we h ive seen before, in

cases like (po^og by the side of (ps^co, the change of vowel

becomes a sign of flection, and we have to look to Sanskrit,

where the single vowel a answers to the three European

vowels a, ^, and o, for our root. At other times instead

of a change of vowel we find a change in the position of

the consonant. Thus, if we compare the Greek aX(pavco stnd

H^ivco with the Latin /al?or and cerno, or the Greek forms

tXcxu and Tahzvrov with one another, we have vocalized

consonants ^leveloping vowels in different positions.

The root is ah(p- for Greek, and /ad- for Latin. Again,

the consonant itself may vary in two allied dialects or

even within one and the same dialect ; in Greek, for

instance, et^-Qeiv and ^a/x^og stand by the side of Ef^o^aan (e'f-

crKOfxai) and hixipov, and the Latin vivere corresponds with

the Greek (3/oj. Sometimes the consonant may become

a vowel or a vowel become a consonant, as in >.ovz\.v^ " to

wash," the Latin lavere^ or i/Jiup, our water. The Latin

deus and divuSy like the Greek dToj and Jj^ao? (for hF?<.og),

go back to a root d^'v, whereas the allied words Zevg and

JiipiteVy for A>'£iy$ and Dyii-piter, answering to a Sanskrit

dyaus-pitaVy presuppose a root dyti. Here we see v voca-

lized to 71 in the one case, and i hardened to y in the

other. The roots have no existence apart from the words

which contain them, and the phonetic variations of the

words must therefore be faithfully represented in their

corresponding roots.

Now just as words are divisible into two great classes,

presentative and representative, conceptual and symbolic,

predicative and pronominal, so too necessarily are roots.
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There are pronominal and demonstrative roots, just as

there are verbal or predicative ones, and since a root docs

but reflect the common characteristic of the group of

words to which it belongs, pronominal roots, like the

pronouns themselves, are short in outward form and

symbolic in inward meaning. " Symbolic words," says

Prof Earle,^ *" are those which by themselves present no

meaning to any mind, and which depend for their intel-

ligibility on a relation to some presentive (or objective)

word or words." They are what the Chinese call

"empty" words, that is, words which have been stripped

of their original nominal or verbal signification, and ap-

plied as auxiliaries and helpmeets to express the relations

of a sentence. Ki, " place," /i, " interior," orJ',
" to use," for

instance, have all become empty words with hardly a trace

of their primitive meaning, ki being used as a relative

pronoun, // and j as mere signs of the locative and instru-

mental. The number of symbolic words in a cultivated

and analytic language like English is very considerable
;

a or a7i, the, but, from, if, of, is, there, then, and the pro-

nouns generally will occur at once to the mind of every-

one. Many of these symbolic words, like the "empty

words " of Chinese, can be traced back to a time when

they were still predicative, when they still denoted ob-

jects and attributes, and could be used as predicates of

the sentence. Others of them, however, have lost all

vestiges of any such predicative meaning, if ever they

possessed it ; even during the earliest period at which

we become acquainted with them they are already sym-

' " Philoloify of tlic Kn!:^lish Tonji^ue" (2n(l edition), p. 222. See

Locke's '• Essay on the Undcrstandin*^," iii. ch. vii. (" On Particles.^')
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bolic, already mere marks of relation. This is especially

the case with the pronouns, and since most of the pro-

nouns can be shown to have once had a demonstrative

sense, those roots which are not verbal or predicative

have been termed sometimes pronominal, sometimes

demonstrative. Pronominal or demonstrative roots form

a smaller class by the side of the predicative ones. Con-

stant use and close amalgamation with other words tciid

to attenuate symbolic words, and cause them to be espe-

cially affected by the action of phonetic decay ; hence it

is that pronominal roots consist for the most part of

open syllables like ka^ na, ma, ta. We may describe

them, in fact, as consisting of only one consonant, the

initial letter of those little but important words which

they represent. It has often been proposed to identify

the classificatory suffixes of a flectional language with

these attenuated pronominal roots, and appeal has

been made to the fact that the person-endings of

the verb

—

ad-mi, at-si, at-ti—actually are personal pro-

nouns. It is a grave question, however, whether such

is tlie fact ; but supposing that it is so, it is difficult

to see how it can give any support to a theory

which assumes the existence of pronouns where no

pronominal meaning can be attached to them. Decay,

it is true, attacks the meaning as well as the sounds

of words, and what was once significant may after-

wards cease to be so ; but before we can admit the

hypothetical presence of pronouns or pronominal roots,

we must be assured of the appropriateness or even the

possibility of the meanings to be assigned to them. The

similarity that exists between the phonetic form of many
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of the suffixes and that of the pronominal roots can be

accounted for very simply by the attenuated character of

these rooL. Now and then, however, a similarity has been

assumed that does not exist. Thus the gutiural suffix

ka can have nothing to do with the "root" of the Latin

qiiis, the Greek t<5 and the Sanskrit chit, " somewhat,"

since the guttural here is velar ; and as Prof. Ludwig

has pointed out/ the "pronominal" ta which plays so

great a part in the ordinary analysis of flectional forms

is a pure nonentity, as / is always followed by the vowel

i. In fact, the identification of suffixes and " demonstra-

tive roots" is due to a confusion of ideas ; suffixes can

have no roots ; they are only parts of words, common to

nearly all groups of words alike, and varying continually

within the same group. But groups of words alone can

be said to possess roots, and if we assign roots to sym-

bolic words, it is because they also, like the predicative

words of the sentence, fall into groups. The root is a

property of words, not of their suffixes.

It is highly probable that even those words which we

find acting as auxiliaries and pronouns as far back as our

linguistic analysis allows us to go, were themselves once

full or predicative words, and that if we could penetrate

to an earlier stage of language, we should meet with the

original forms of which they are the maimed and half-

obliterated descendants. Analogy certainly is in favour

of this view. Such symbolic words as an (one) or

will, of which we have a history, are known to have

been formerly presentative, and there is nothing to pre-

vent other symbolic words, with whose history' we are

* "Agglutination oclcr Adaptation '" (1S73), p. 18.
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unacquainted, from having been so too. The relative

pronoun in Chinese can be proved to have once been a

substantive meanini:^ "place," and it would seem that the

Hebrew relative ^asher had the same origin, ^asru in

Assyrian, 'rt///rt!r in Aramaic signifying "a place." The

Assyrian pronoun mala^ " as many as," is merely a fossil-

ized substantive meaning "fulness," and the Ethiopic lall

and ciyd^ which, when combined with suffixes, express the

nominative or accusative of the personal pronoun really

signified originally " separation " and "entrails."^ The

Malay tdtm^ " I," is still "a man" in Lampong, and the

Kawi ngwang, " I," cannot be separated from nwang, " a

man." In Japanese the same word may stand for all

three persons ; but this is because it was primitively a

substantive, such as "servant," "worshipper," and the

like. Even now the Chinese scholar will say, ts'ie (" the

thief") instead of "I," while tsidn ("bad") and ling

(" noble ") are used for " mine " and " thine." =^ " The in-

habitants of Ceylon," says Adelung, ^ " have seven or

eight words to denote the second personal pronoun,"

and Pott remarks* that even German is still so much

influenced by the habits of an earlier barbarism as scru-

pulously to avoid the employment of the second personal

pronoun, recourse being had, where Er and Sie fail, to

the uncivilized method of denoting the personal pronoun

by means of a substantive. In Greek we find 'o^^. avrip

used as the equivalent of " I," and a wholly unsatis-

» Pratorius :
" Z. d. D. M. G." xxvii. 4 (1873).

' Endlicher :
" Chines. Grammatik," pp. 258-89.

' " Mithridatcs," i. 233.
* " 13ie Ungleichheit mcnsclilichcr Rassen," pp. 5, 6.
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factory attempt has been made to derive this pronoun

itself, the Latin ego^ the Sanskrit aliam^ from the root agJi.

"speaking," which we have in the Latin ad-agi-um, "a

proverb," the Greek >iVs and the (jothic af-aik-an, "to

deny." However this may be, we must always bear in

mind the possibility of tracing symbolic words to concep-

tual ones, and of discovering that what we have imagined

to be the pronominal root is really a reduced and muti-

lated form. Above all, we must not fall into the mistake

of confounding these pronominal roots with the classifi-

catory suffixes, a mistake which has been perpetrated in

the classification of roots as material and formal. It is

perfectly true that some of the suffixes, such as -tar, or

our own -ward, or the person-endings of the Aryan verb,

can be referred to old nouns and pronouns ; but what is

true of some of them is not true of all, while even these

suffixes are not identical with pronominal roots but be-

long to groups of words containing both pronominal and

predicative roots.

And so we are brought back to our starting-

point. Roots are the phonetic and significant types

which underlie a group of words in a particular family

of speech. Each family of speech has its own stock of

roots, its own common heritage of words, which serve,

like its grammar and its structure, to mark it off from

every other family. We have seen how the various races

of man have started with different grammatical concep-

tions and modes of constructing the sentence ; they have

equally started v/ith different lexical types. Roots are

for the dictionary what the mental ways of viewmg the

relations of the sentence arc for grammar. Allied Ian-

%
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i i !l

jTua^es must agree in their roots as well as in their

grammar.

But it is not necessary that the roots possessed by

each member of a family of speech should all be the

same. We find cases and case-endings in Latin which

do not exist in Greek, while the Greek terminations in

-S< and -Sev are equally unknown to Latin. Similarly in

the vocabulary, one dialect may retain words which have

been lost by another, or drop words which are in use in

the remaining cognate tongues. This is one of the

causes of the difficulty experienced by etymologists in

finding a derivation for every word in the lexicon, that is

to say in settling the root to which it must be referred.

Unless we have allied words in cognate dialects with

which to compare our recalcitrant word, no etymological

tact or scientific attainments will enable us to determine

its roots and connections. The logicians tell us that we

can draw no inference from a single instance ; it is just

as impossible to discover an etymology for an isolated

word. But there may be other reasons for this impossi-

bility besides the simple one that a word may be the last

waif and stray of an otherwise extinct group. Lan-

guages borrow words from their reighbours, and it may

very well happen that the word whose derivation we are

seeking may be a foreign importation which has slightly

changed its appearance in being naturalized. We know

from Livy (vii. 2) and Festus^ that the Latin histrio

{hister)y " a play-actor," and nepos, " a spendthrift," were

borrowed from Etruscan, and the inscriptions have further

informed us that the Latin Auhes was originally the

^ Ed. Miillcr, p. 165.
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ICtruscan Avih\ "the lon^^-livcd one," but there is little

doubt that many words exist in Latin which were also

introduced from Etruria, but of whose parentage our

ignorance of the old Etruscan language forbids us to give

any account. Mairjc and hmnmoch seem genuine Eng-

lish words enough, but they have come to us through the

medium of Spanish from the dialect of the natives of

llayti.' To search for their etymology in the Aryan

family of speech would be parallel to M. Ilalevy's endea-

vour to explain agglutinative Accadian from the Semitic

lexicon. But there is yet a third reason for the existence

of roots peculiar to only one out of a group of allied

languages. Even in its most advanced and cultured

state, language never wholly resigns its power of creating

new words, and with them new roots. It is true that the

inventions of the nursery are nipped in the bud or con-

fined within the nursery walls ; it is also true that words

like the Kafir angoca^ mentioned before, could never be

introduced into literary idioms like Engh'sh and French
;

but it is also true that the native instinct of language

breaks out wherever it has the chance, and coins words

which can be traced back to no ancestors. The slang of

the schoolboy, the argot of the large towns, Americanisms,

and thieves' cant, all contain evidences that the creative

powers of language are even now not extinct. The

murderer Pierre Riviere invented the word ennepharer

for the torture to which, as a boy, he subjected frogs,

and the word calibhie for the instrument with which he

killed birds.^ Prince " Plon-plon " can be assigned no

^ Humboldt :
" Travels " (Engl, transl.), i. p. 329.

2 Charma :
" Essai sur le Langage" (1846), p. 66.
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parcnta;^^c, any mcjrc th.iii the i^ainc of squails with its

siuogi;^le aiul absqiiatnlatc Dii M6rit refers to the purely

musical names j^iven by children to those they are fond

of, and Nodier tells a curious story ttj account for the

origin of a lady's falbala} A witty prince of the last

century, Marshal de Lan^lee, entered a shop with the

intention of testing the assurance of the miTiner in it.

Me therefore coined the word falbala on the spot, and

immediately asked for one. The milliner at once brou<;lK

him the dress called volant^ which willi its lij^ht floating

points reminded her of the root involved in the newly-

invented word, and perhaps called up the sound and

signification of/<V^i//'^ or y/^//<?r.' Even natural science

has added to the stock of Aryan roots. To pass over

Van lIelmont's,^<r2.y, Ncckar invented sepal to denote each

tlivision of the calyx,-* Reichenbach the expression " Od
force," and Guyton de Morveau the chemical terms sul-

fite and sulfate. Here, however, v/e have a reference to

sulphur, just as M. l^raconnot's cllagic acid, the sub-

stance left in the process of making pyrogallic acid, is

merely galle read backwards.* To find the process of

word-making in full vigour wc must look elsewhere than

to the scientific age. We ix-^e something better to do

than to spend our time in inventing new words ; that

employment must be left to the disciples of Irving and

other theological enthusiasts. The heritage we have

received is large enough for our wants ; our part is to

* " Notions de Lin;^uistique," p. 211.

^ Falbala has been borrowed by niost of the European languages

under various forms, appearing in Knyhsh ^i-s furbelow. It is first

found in De Caillicres (1690).

^ Wlicwell :
*' History of the Inductive Sciences," ii. p. 535.

* Whcwell : op. cit. ii. p. 547.

l^'^.^^
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fmpn>ve and develop it. Hut tlic case is very different

with tile s.'ivaLjje tribes of tlie modern world or the still

more savai^e tribes amon;^' whom the lan^uarjcs of the

cartii Hrst t(jok their start. Witli them language is still

.1 playthinc,' ; a playthincj, it may be, wliicli has a myste-

rious inlluence for ^c^ood or ill, but nevertheless a play-

thiuL;- which may help to while away the lon«^ hours of

the day. Hence it is that the vocabularies of the lower

races arc in a perpetual state of flux and chanij^c ; the

word which is in fashion one clay is dropped the next, and

its place taken by a fresh favourite. But they are words

and not roots which arc thus suddenly called into exis-

tence. The Kafir woman coins a fully-formed word, not

the root which wc can extract from it. Here, as else-

where in nature, the complex precedes the simple, the

embryonic jelly-fish is older than man. What is logically

first is historically last.

Roots, however, are one of the instruments with which

the comparative philologist determines and classifies his

families of speech. Wc have seen that languages may
be arranged morphologically as polysynthetic, incorpo-

rating, isolating, agglutinative, inflectional, and analytic
;

wc have further seen that grammar forms our first

and surest ground for asserting or denying the relation-

ship of languages ; but besides similarity of structure and

grammar we must also have a common stock of roots

before we can throw a group of languages and dialects

together, and assert their connection one with another.

The genealogical classification of languages, that which

divides them into families and sub-families, each mount-

ing up, as it were, to a single parent-speech, is based on

tlie evidence of grammar and roots. Unless the grammar

i->
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agrees, no amount of similarity between the roots of two

languages could warrant us in comparing them together,

and referrinir them to the same stock. Accidental resem-

blances of sound and sense between words are to be found

all the world over, and the probable origin of language

in great measure from the imitation of natural sounds,

or the cries uttered during the performance of a common

action, would produce superficial likenesses between the

roots of unallied tongues. But on the other hand, where

we find dissimilar roots combined with grammatical

agreement, it is necessary to hesitate before admitting

a genetic relationship. There are instances, indeed, in

which nearly the whole of a foreign vocabulary has been

burrowed, whereas a borrowed grammar is a doubtful, if

not unknown occurrence ; but, nevertheless, such in-

stances are rare, and we must have abundant testimony

before they can be admitted. The test of linguistic kin-

ship is agreement in structure, grammar, and roots.

Judged by this test, the languages at present spoken in

the world probably fall, as Prof. Friedrich ]\i tiller ob-

serves,^ into "about 100 different families," between

which science can discover no connection or relationship.

When we consider how many languages have perished

since man first appeared on the globe, we may gain

some idea of the numberless essays and types of speech

which have gone to form the language-world of the pre-

sent day. Language is the reflection of society, and the

primitive languages of the earth were as infinitely nu-

merous as the communities that produced them. Here

and there a stray waif has been left of an otherwise

^ " Grundriss der Sprachvvisscnschaft," i. i. p. 'j'].

%
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extinct family of speech. The isolated languages of the

Caucasus, or the Basque of the Pyrenees, have remained

under the shelter of their mountain fastnesses to tell of

whole classes of speech which have been swept away. It

is but the other day that the last Tasmanian died, and

with him all trace of the four Tasmanian dialects which

our colonists found on their arrival in the island. Etrus-

can seems to be a language sui generis, the remnant

probably of a family which once spread over the present

Tyrol ; and all that we know of Etruscan is contained

in some three thousand short inscriptions, bristling with

proper names, and only half-decipherable. " Nature,"

said Aristotle, " does nothing sparingly," ^ and the myriad

types of life that she has lavished upon the globe are

but the analogue and symbol of the types of language

in which the newly-awakened faculty of speech found its

first utterance. So far as the available data allow, the

existing languages of the world may be classified as fol-

lows, though it must be remembered that in many cases

our information is scanty and doubtful, and languages

here grouped under a single head may hereafter turn out

to be distinct and unrelated.^

I. Bushman (agglutinative and isolating) :—^Baroa :

! Khuai : &c.^

^ "Polit.'M. I.

* The Hst of linguistic families, as well as the leading authorities

upon them, are taken from Dr. Fricdrich Miiller's " Grundriss der

Sprachwissenschaft" (1876), i. i. pp. 82-98, with modifications and

additions. The obelus (f) denotes that the language mentioned is

extinct.

•' Dr. Bleek: in "The Cape and its People, and otlier Essays,"

edited by Prof. Noble (1S69), p. 269, sq. ; lUeck: "A Prief Account

of Bushman Folklore and other Texts ''

(1875) ; f lahn ; in "Jahres,-.

II. D
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V

II. Hottentot (semi-inflectional):—Namaqua : ! Kora :

fCape dialect : Eastern dialects/ Perhaps a dialect

spoken near Lake Ngami is to be included.''

III. Kafir or Ba-ntu (prefix-pronominal):

—

(a). Eastern : Zulu ; Zambesi (Barotse, Baycye,

Mashona) ; Zanzibar (Kisuahili, Kinika, Ki-

bamba, Kihiau, Kipokomo).

(5). Central: Setshuana (Sesuto, Serolong, Sehlapi).

(7). Tekeza (Mankolosi, Matonga, Mahlocnga).

(J). Western : Hercro ; Bunda ; Londa ; Congo.

Mpongwe, Dikele, Isubu, Eernando-Po, Du-

alla or Dcwalla.^

berichte des Vercins fiir Eidkunde zu Dresden," vi. and vii. (1870),

pp. 71-73; Fr. Miiller :
" Grundriss d. Sprachw." i. 2, pp. 25-89

:

MS. grammar by Rev. C. F. \Vuras, in Sir G. Grey's Library^ Cape-

town.
^ Bleek : "Comparative Grammar of South African Languages"

(1862 and 1869); Tindall : "Grammar of Namaqua Hottentot;"

Wallmann : "Die Formenlehre der Namaqua-Sprache" (1857);

llahn :
" Die Sprache der Nama" (1870); Fr. rvliiller :

" Gr. d. W."
i. 2, p. 189 ; Grammar of the ! Kora dialect in Appleyard :

" The
Kafir Language " (1850), pp. 17. sg. ; vocabularies of Cape Hotten-

tot in Witscn (1691), and "Cape Monthly Magazine," Jan. and
Feb. 1853.

'^ This is Miss Lloyd's opinion, who has heard it spoken. She
thinks it resembles Namaqua.

' Blcek :
" Comp. Gram, of S. African Lang. ;" Brusciotto: "Re-

gular qua^dam pro Congcnsium idiomatis faciliori captu " (Rome,

1659); Appleyard: "The Kafir Language" (1S50) ; Bishop Co-

lenso : "Grammar of the Zulu Language'^ ('859) ; Grout : "The
loizulu ; a Grammar of the Zulu Language" (1859) ; Steere : "A
Handbook of the Swahili Language" (1870), and "Collections for

a Handbook of the Yao Language" (1875) ; Archbell : "A Gram-
mar of the Bechuana Language'' (1837) ; Clarke : "Introduction to

the Fernandian Tongue" (1S48) ; Saker : "Grammatical Elements
of the Dualla Language" (1855) ; Krapf :

" Outline of the Elements
of the Kisu.aheli Language, with special reference to the Kinika
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inative) :—Kayor : Walo : Dakar :

Bad : Gambia.

V. Mende (agglutinative) :—Mandingo : Bambara :

Susu : Vei : Kono : Tene : Gbandi : Landoro : Mende :

Gbese : Toma : Mano."

VI. Felup (agglutinative) :—F'elup : Filham : Bola :

Sarar: Pcpel : Biafada : Pajade : Baga : Kalluni : Temne:

HuUom : Sherbro : Kisi.^

VII. Central-African (isolating):—Sonrhay : ITausa :

l.andoma: Limba : Bulanda : Nalu : Banyum : liijogo.'

Vlil. Bornu (agglutinative):—Kanuri : Tcda : Ka-

nem : Nguru : Murio.'

IX. Kru (agglutinative) :—Grebo : Kru."

dialect" (1850); Cannecattim :
" Collecqao de Observacoe?; Grnm-

inaticaes sobrc a Lingua IJunda ou Angolense" (1S05); Halin :

Grimdziige ciner Grammatik der Herero-Sprache " (1857); Le

Ilerre :
" Grammaire de la Langue Pongucc " (1873).

' Dard : "Grammaire Woloffe" (1826); Boilat : "Grammaire

(le la Langue commcrciale du Sdndgal ou de la Langue woloffe
"

(1858).

^ Steindial, H. : "Die Mande-Neger Sprachen " (1867); Koelle

:

"OuUines of a Grammar of the Vei Languages" (1854). [For an

account of the Vei syllabary invented by Momoru Doalu Rukcreor

Mohammed Doalu Gunwar, Doalu meaning " Bookman," sec

Sicinthal :
" Mande-Neger-Sprachcn," p. 257, sg., and Koelle :

" Oudines."]

" Schlenker : "Grammar of the Temne Language" (1864);

Nvlander: " Grammar and Vocabulary of the BuUom Language"

(1814).

^ Barth: " Sammlung central-afrikanischer Vocabularien" (1862-

1S66); Schon: " Grammar of the Hausa Language" (1862).

' Kollc :
" Grammar of the Bornu or Kanuri Language" (1854) ;

Norris and Richardson: " Grammar of Bornu or Kanuri, v ith Dia-

logues, Vocabulary, (Sec." (1853).
" " A Brief Grammatical Analysis of the Grcbo Language

"

,Cape Palmas, 1838, 8vo.).
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X. Eve (agglutinative) :—Eve: Yoruba : Oji or Asli-

anti : Fanti or Inta : Ga or Akra/

XL Nubian (agglutinative) :

—

(a). Fulah or Poul dialects (Futatoro, Futajallo,

Bondu, Sokoto).'^

((3). Nuba dialects (Tumalc, Nubi, Dongolawi, Kol-

dagi, Konjara).^

(7). Wakuafi: Masai.*

XT I. Ibo (agglutinative) :—Ibo : Nupe.'

XIII. Nile Group (agglutinative) :—Barea : Bari :

Dinka : Nuer : Shilluk."

XIV. & XV. Unclassified Negro-languages :

—

(a). Isolating :-—Mbafu : Alabn : Michi.

(i3). Agglutinative:—Musgu : Batta : Logone : Ba-

ghirmi.^

' Schlegel : "Schliissel zur Evve-Sprache " (1S57) ; Bowcn:
" Grammar and iJict. of the Yoruba Laniiuage " (Smithsonian Inst.

1S58); Crowther: " Grammar and Vocabulary of the Yoruba Lan-

guage, with Introductory Remarks by O. E. Vidal " (1852) ; Riis :

" Elemente des Akwapim-Dialektcs der Odschi-Spracho" (1853)

:

Zimmcrmann: "A Grammatical Sketch of the Akra- or G?-Lan-

guage, with an Appendix on the Adamme-dialcct " (185S); Chris-

taller: "Grammar of the Asante and Fante language" (1876).
'^ Macbrair: " Grammar of the Fulah Language " (1854); Faid-

herbe in the " Revue de Linguistique et de philologie compar^e,"

vii. ])p. 195, set/. (1875).

^ Tutschek in the " Gclehrte Anzeigen der k. bayer. Akademic
der Wissenschaften," xxv. p. 729, seg.

* Krapf :
" Vocabulary of the Enguduk Eloikob, spoken by the

Masai in East Africa" (1B57).

° Schon :
"' Oku Ibo, Grammatical Elements of the Ibo Lan-

guage'' (1861).

" Mitterutzner:"Dier)inka-SpracheinCentral-Afrika"(i866);and
* Die Sprache der Bari in Central- Afrika" (1867); F. Miiller: " Die

Sprache der Bari" (1864); Reinisch: " Die Barea-Sprache " (1874I
'' See Barth :

" Sammhmg ccntral-aftikanischer Vocabularicn'

(1862-6).
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XVI. Ilamitic (inflectional) :

—

(a), t Old Egyptian :' f Coptic.^

((3). Sub-Semitic or Libyan: f Numidian:"' fGuan-

ches of Canaries -.^ Berber, Kabyle, Tania-

shek, Sec/

(7). Ethiopian : Beja, Denkali, Somali, Galla, Agau,

vSaho.*

XVII. Semitic' (inflectional) :—

(a). Northern : f Assyro-Babylonian ;

''

f Phaenico-

' Brugsch: " Hierc^lyphische Grammatik" (1872), and "Gram-
nuiire ddmotique" (1855); Le Page Renouf : "An Elementary

Manual of the Egyptian Language" (1876),
'^ Schvvartze :

" Koptische Grammatik" (1850); Revillout in

" Mdanges d'Archdologie Egypticnneet Assyrienne," ii. 2, 3, iii. i,

(1875-6); F. Rossi: " Grammatica Copto-Geroghfica " (1878).

^ See Pritchard : "Researches into the Physical History of

Mankind," iii. 2, 2, p. 32 ; and De Macedo in the "Journal of the

Royal Geographical Society," 1841, pp. 171-183.

* Hanoteau: " Essai de Grammaire Kabyle" (1858) ; and "Essai

de Grammaire de la Langue Tamachek" (i860) ; Faidherbe :

" Collection complete des Inscriptions numidiques," in the " Mc-

moires de la Society des Sciences, etc., de Lille," viii. p. 361

(1870).

' Isenberg: "A small Vocabulary of the Dankali Lr.nguagc "

(1840); Tutschek : "A Dictionary and Grammar of the Galla Lan-

guage" (1845); Halevy : "Essai sur la Langue agaou " (1874);

Munzinger :
" Ost-Afrikanische Studicn " (1864); Pratorius in the

"Z. D. M. G." xxiv. (1870); Pott in the "Z. D. M. G." xxiii.

(1869).

^ Renan: "Histoire des Langues scmitiques" (2nd edit. 1858);

Castell: " Lexicon Heptaglotton" (1669).

' Oppert : "Grammaire assyrienne," 2nd edit. (1868); Sayce :

"An Assyrian Grammar for Comparative Purposes" (1872), '"An

Elementary Assyrian Grammar and Reading-book," 2nd edit.

(1876), and " The Tenses of the Assyrian Verb," in the "J. R. A. S.'

Jan. 1877; Schrader: "Die assyrisch-babylonischen Keilinschrif-

ten,' in the " Z. D. M. G." xxvi. i, 2 (1872).

» •:!
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Hebrew;' T I'unic ; Samaritan;^ Aramaic

(t Chaldee, f Syriac, f Maiidaitc, Ncu-

Syriac)."^

{^). Southern: f Ghcez (Ethiopic);* Amharic;^

Tigre (Tigrina) ;' Harari ;
'

f Himyaritic

(Sabcan) ; « Mehri ;

" f Khkili ; « Arabic ;

"

t Sinaitic ; " t Safa ; " Maltese."

' (icsenius: "Hebrew Grammar," edit, by Rodigcr (Engl, trans.

1869); I^wakl : "Ausfiihrlichcs Lehrbuch der hebraischen Sprache

des Alten Bundes," 8th edit. 1870; Olshausen : "Lehrbuch der

iTcbriiischcn Sprache" (1861) ; Land: "Principles of Hebrew
Grammar" (transl. by Poole, 1876); Schroder: "Die Phonizische

Sprache'' (1869); Driver: " Use of the Tenses in Hebrew" (1874).

^ Petermann: " Hrevis linguae Samaritana; grammatica" (1873);

Nichols: "Grammar of the Samaritan Language" (1859); Uhle-

mann: " Institutioncs Linguic Samaritanx^" (1837).
^ Merx :

" Grammatica Syriaca" 1 1867-70); Hoffmann: " Gram-
matica Syriaca" (1827); Uhlemann : "Grammatik der syrischen

Sprache" (2nd edit. 1857); Noldeke: " Grammatik der neu-syrisch-

en Sprache am Urmia-See und Kurdistan" (1868), and " Man-
diiischc Grammatik" (1875).

* Ludolf: " Grammatica /Ethiopica" (1661); Dillmann: " Gram-
matik der acthiopischen Sprache" (1857); Schrader: " De lingua

/Ethiopica cum cognatis linguis comparata" (i860).

^ Isenberg : "Grammar of the Amharic Language" (1842);

Massaja: " Lectiones grammaticales pro missionariis quiaddisceru

volunt linguam Amaricam" (1867).

° Praetorius: "Grammatik der Tigrinasprache " (1871-2).

^ Praetorius in " Z. D. M. G." xxiii. (1869).
* Prideaux: "A Sketch of Sabean Grammar" in the "Transac-

tions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology," v. i, 2 (1877).
'' Von Maltzan in "Z. D. AL G." xxvii. 3 (1873).
10 Wright: "Arabic Grammar," 2nd edit. (1874-6) ; De Sacy

:

"Grammaire arabe," 2nd edit. (1831); Ewald: "Grammatica cr'

tica linguije Arabicas" (1832).

" Beer: " Inscriptiones veteres Litteris et Lingua hue usque in-

cognitis ad montem Sinai servata;" (1840-3) ; Tuch in the "Z. D.

M."G."xiv. (1849).
^'' Halcvy in the "Z. D. M. G." xxxii. i. (1878).

^^ Schlienz: "On the Maltese Language" (1838).
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Will, .\iyan or Indo-European (inflectional) ' :

—

{u). Indian Group : t Sanskrit ;'
f Prakrit ;'

f
Tali,

Sint^alesc or Klu ' (sec under Dravidtan; ;

modern vernaculars (Bcnf^alese, Assamese,

Oriya, Nepaulesc, Kashmirian, Scindhi, Pun-

jabi, Brahui, Gujarati, Marathi, Hindi, Hindu-

stani); ' Siyah-posh-Kafir ;" Dard ;

"^ Rom-
many (Gipsy), with 13 European dialects.''

' IJojjp: '' Vergleichendc Grammatik dcs Sanskrit, Zend, Gricch-

isciicn, Laleinischen, Lithauischen, Altslavischcn, (jothischeu und

Dciitschen" (1833-52, 3rd edit. 1868-70; English transhition by

l-]abtvvick from the Hrst edit. 1845); Schleicher: "Compendium dcr

vcrgleichend. Gran\matik der indo-germanischen Sprachcn" (1861,

jrdedit. 1871; English translation by Bendall, 1874).

- IJcnfey :
" Handbuch der Sanskritsprache " (1852-54); Max

Miiller: "A Sanskrit Grammar for Beginners,'' 2nd edit. (1870);

Monier Williams: " Practical Grammar of the Sanskrit Language,"

jrdedit. (1864); Delbriick: " Das altindische Verbum" (1874).
^ Lassen: " Institutiones linguae Pracriticic" (1837).

' Kuhn : Beitriigc zur Pali-Grammatik (1875); Minayeff

:

•' Grammaire Palie" (1874); Carter: *' Lesson-book of Singhalese,

on Ollendorf's System" (1873); Lambrick: "Sinhalese Grammar"
(1834).

'' Cust :
" A Sketch of the modern Languages of the PLast

Indies" (1878); Beames: "A Comparative Grammar of the modern

Aryan Languages of India" (1872); Forbes: "A Grammar of the

Ijcngali Language" (1862); Sutton: "An Introductory Grammar
of the Oriya Language" (1831); Trumpp: " Grammar of the Sindhi

Language" (1872); "A Grammar of the Panjabi Language" (Lodi-

ana, 1851) ; Yates: "Introduction to the Hindustani Language"

(1845); Garcin de Tassy : "Rudiments de la Langue hindoui"

(1S47); Shapuiji Edalji: "A Granunar of the Gujarati La; guage "

(1867); "The Stud nt's Manual of Marathi Grammar" (Bombay,

1868).

" Trumpp in "Z. D. M. G." XX. (1866).
^ Leitner: "Results of a Tour in Dardistan" (1868). *

^ Pot^: '• Die Zigeuner in Europa und Asien" (1844-5); Pa=;p.'Ui:

"Etudes sur les Tchinghiancs " (1870); Miklosich :
" Ucber die

Mundartcn und Wandcrungen dcr Zigeuncr Europa's " (1872-77);

Ascoli: 'Zigcunerisches " (1865).

>
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.11

(p). Iranian Group: f Old Persian (AchcX'incnian)
;

'

t Pahlav i ; ' Tarsi ; '' Neo-Tcrsian ;

^ Kurd-

ish ; ' Jkluchi;" fZcnd (Old l^aktrian);'

Pukhtu (Afghan) ;
* Ossetian." Armenian "

is generally included in this i^roup.

(7), Keltic Group: Insular (Welsh, fCornish, Breton,"

Irish,Manx,Scotch);tContincntal(tGauHsh)."

(5). Italian Group: f Umbrian;" fOscan; "f Latin;"

!

^

% :

' Spiegel: "Die altpersischen Keilinschriften" (1862); Kosso-

wicz: " Inscriptiones Pala:o-Persicae " (1872).
^ Spie^^el: " Grammatik der Huzvdresch-Sprache" (1856); Haug:

"An old Pahlavi-Pazcnd Glossary" (1870).

^ Spiegel: " (jrammatik der Parsi-Sprache" (185 1
).

* Vullers: " Grammatica lingu?e Persicas" (2nd edit. 1870).
•' Friedrich Midler :

" Pcitrage zur Kenntniss der neupcrsischcn

Dialekte" in the " Sitzunt^berichte der k. Akademie der Wissen-

schaften zu Wien," xlvi. and xlviii. (1864-65); Garzoni: " Grammatica
e Vocabulario dclla lingua Kurda " (1787); Chodzko: "Etudes phi-

lologiques sur la Langue Kurde " (1857).

' See Mockler's Grammar of the jMckrani dialect (London, 1877).
' Justi: " Handbuch der Zcndsprache " (1864); Hovelacque :

"Grammaire de la Langue zende" (1872); Haug: " Essays on the

Parsis," edit, by West, in Triibncr's -'Oriental Scries" (1878);
Bartholomae : "Das altiranische Verbum" (1878); Hiibschmann,
in Kuhn's "Zeitschrift," xxiv. 4 (1878).

^ Trumpp: "Grammar of the Pashto, or Language of the Af-

ghans" (1873).

® Sjogren: " Ossetische Sprachlehre" (1844),
^° Petermann: "Grammatica linguiuArmcuiacLe" (1837); Hiibsch-

mann, in Kuhn's "Zeitschrift," xxiii. i, 3 (1877); Cirbied: "Gram-
maire de la Langue armdnienne" (1823),

^^ Zeuss: " Grammatica Celtica " (2nd edit. 1871); Rhys: "Lec-
tures on Welsh Philology " (2nd edit. 1879).

^^ Aufrecht and Kirchhoff: " Die umbrischcn Sprachdenkmaler "

(1849-51);' Br^al: " Les Tables Engubines" (1875).
^^ Bruppacher :

" Oskische Lautlchre" (1869); Enderis: " Ver-
such einer Formenlehre der oskischen Sprache" (1871).

^* Corssen :
" Ueber Ausprache, Vokalismus und Betonung der
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Neo- Latin or Romanic (Italian, Saulinian,

Gallo-italic, French, Provencal, Catalan,

Spanish, PorLu<,nic.se, Runiansh, Frii, ..cin,

Rumanian);' f IMcssapian (lapygian).^

(e). Thrako-Illyrian Group: fThrakian;^ Alba-

nian.*

(^). Hellenic Group: f Phry^nan ; ' f Greek ; ' Mo-

dern Greek/

lateinischen Sprache" (2:k1 edit. 1868-70); and *' Kritiscbe Beitnige

zui lateinischen Formenlehre " (1863-C6); Drae;;er: '" Historisclie

Syntax der lateinischen Sprache" (1874-8); Roby: "A Grammar
of the Latin Language" (1872-4),

' Dicz :
" Grammatik der rom .bchcn Sprachen" (1836, 3rd

edit. 1870) and " Etymologisches Worterbuch der romanischcn

Sprachen'' (1853) (4th edition with additions by Scheler, 1878);

Prince L-L. Bonaparte: "'Ixcmarques sur los Dialectes de la Corse"

(1877); Lemcke's "Jahrbuch fiir romanische und englische Litera-

tur," since i860; Bochmer's "Romanische Studien," since 1871 ;

"Revue des Langues romanes," since 1870; "Romania," since

1872; " Ri vista di lilologia romanza," since 1872; Ascoli :
'" Archivio

<,dottologico italiano," since 1873 ; Bra^-het: " Grammaire historiquc

de la Langue frangaise" (1873); Littrd: " Histoire de la Langue
tVangaise" (1863).

•^ Mommsen: " Die unteritalischen Dialckte" (185c).

^ Bottcher: "Arica" (1851) [Lagarde: " Gesammelte Abhand-
lungen," 1866].

* Von Hahn: " Albancsische Studien " (1853); Camarda: " Sag-

gio di grammatologia comparata della lingua Albanese" (1864-7);

Dozon :
" Manuel de la Langue Chkipe ou albanaise" (1878).

' Fick: "Die ehcmalige Spracheinheit Europa's" (1873).
" Georg Curtius: " Grundziige der griechischen Etymologie"

''!858, 4th edit. 1874, English translation by W'ilkins and England),

uiid "Das Verbum der griechischen Sprache" (1873-6); Leo Meyer:
" Vergleichende Grammatik der griechischen und lateinischen

Sprache" (i 861-5); Kiihner: " Ausfiihrliche Grammatik der griech-

ischen Sprache" (1869-72).
" Mullach :

" Grammatik der griechischen Vulgiirsprache

"

(1856).

>
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(«). Lclto-Shivoiiic : (i) Slavic.' \ OV\ Slavonic

(Church Slavonic) ;" Hul^arian ; Russian
;

Servian ; Slovene ; Slovak ; Polish ; Polabic

(Cassubian)
; f Wciul ; (2) Lcttic : f Old

Prussian ;

' Litiiuanian ;
' Lett.

($). Teutonic Group: (i) f Gotiiic ; " Low German

(Old, Middle, and New); f An^^lo-Saxon

;

I'^niilish ;
Parisian; Dutch

; (2) lliy;h German

(Old, Middle, and New) ;" (3) f Old Norse;'

Icelandic;'" Swedish; Danish; NorweL,nan.

X 1 X. t I'vtruscan (ai^^i^lutinative).''

' Miklosich :
" Ver^^icichcnde (Jraminatik der Slavischcn

Sprachcn " (1852-76), and "Altslovcnischc Formcnlehi-c" (1874).
'' Schleiclier: " Die Formcnlchre der kirchenslawischen Sprache"

(i<S52) ; ClKHlzko :
" (iranimaire paldo-slave" (1S69) ; Lcskien :

" Ilamlbuch der alll)ulL;arischcn Sprache" (1871).

^ I'auli: '' I'rcussische Studien," in Kuhn's " lieitraj^c," vi. and vii.

* Schleicher: " liandbuch der litauischen Sprache'' ^ 1856-7).

' Ijielenstcin :
" ])ie lettischc Sprache nach ihren Laiitcn und

Fornicn" (1863-4), and " Handlnich der lettischcn Sprache" (1863).

" Leo Meyer: "Die gothische Sprache" (1869); Slamm: " Ul-

philas" (4th edit, by Heync, 1869); Holtzmann: ''Altdeuische

Ciramniatik, unifassend die ^otische, altnordische, altsiichsische.

angclsachsische und althochdeutsclic Sprachcn" (1870); Helfcn-

stein : "A Comparative Grammar of the Teutonic Languages '

(1870); "Zeitschrift fiirdeutsche I'hilologie," since 1869; "Archivfiir

die Cicschichte der deutschen Spraclic und Dichtung," since 1873.
" March: "A Comparative Grammar of the Anglo-Saxon Lan-

guage" (1870); Sweet: "An Anglo-Saxon Reader" (1876).
** Schleicher: " Die deutsche Sprache" (3rd edit. 1874); Wein-

hold: "Grammatik der deutschen Mundarteu" (1863-67); Schercr:

•'2.ur Geschichte der deutschen Sprache" (2nd edit. 1878).

' Wimmer: " Oldnordisk formlaere til Brug ved Undewisnung

og Selvstudium" (1870); (translated by Sievers : "Altnordische

Grammatik," 1871).

^° Cleaseby-Vigfusson: "An Icelandic-English Dictionary, chiefly

founded on the Collections made from prose-works of the Twelfth

to the Fourteenth Centuries" (1869-76).

^' Deeckc: " Coissen und die Sprache der Etruskcr" (1875), ^'^^
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XX l')a.s(|iu (l^'skuara), (iiicnrporatiiii;).'

XXI. Turaniaii or Unil-Allaic (UL;ro-AlLaic) (a^^^luli-

luitivc) :

^

—

(I), t West-Asia (iiDiii):—
{a), t i'Xccadian rind SunuM-iati.

f/Sj. t Susianian, f Kussaaii : f rrutoincdic/

(2). Uralic (Jump :
—

{a). Tchudic :— (^?'). Finiiisli or Siicmi," Vepsc or

Old Tchiidc/ Vulc,'* Karelian : Estiiu-

I

:^

i

'' I'.tniskisdu' ForschiinircMi," 3 pl.s. (1876-79); K. O. Miillcr: " Die

I"Ui-iiskcr,'" cd. by l)(;c{:kc (r<S75-7).

' Prince L-L. IJonapartf :

''
\ .v. Vcrbc hnsriue on tableaux, ac-

compaj^ue do notes graminalicalis, scion Ics luiit dialcctes dc i'Mn-

skara" (1869); Van I'^ys :
" lOs^ai dc OianinKiirc dc la Lan^nic

basque," 2nd edit. ('36?^ and particularly "(Jraminairc comparee

ties Dialectcs basques" (1H79) ; •' Ribdry: " Kssai sur la Langue
I)asque," transkitcd with notes, &c., by Vinson (1877).

^ Max Miillcr on the "Last Results of the Tm-anian Researches,"

in Bunsen's "Outlines of the Philosupliy of Universal History,"

vol, i. pp. 263-520.
•'' Sayce : in the "Journal of Philoloi^y," iii. 5 (1870), and the

"Transactions of the Phil(jli\t;ical Society,"' pt. i (1877) ("Accadian

Phonolo;4y ") ; Fr. J.cnorniant: *' luudes acculiennes '' (1873), and
" La. Languc primitive do la Chaldee" (1875).

* Sayce: in the "Transactions of the Socii;ty of Pjibhcal Archaeo-

logy," iii. 2 (1874) ("The Languages of the Cuneiform inscriptions

of Elam and Media").
' IjoUcr: "Die finnischen Sprachcn " in the " Pjcrichte der k.

Akad. zu Wien," x. i (1853); Tbomsen: " Uel;er den Einlluss der

germanischen Sprachen auf die linnischen-la[)pischen (1870) ;

Weskc : "Untersuchungen zur vergleichenden Grammatik des

tinnischcn Sprachstammcs" (18. 3); De Ujfrdvy, in the " Revue dc

Philologie et d'Ethnographie," i. i, 2 (1874-5).

^ Euren :
" Finsk Sprakliira " (1869); Strahlmann :

" Finnische

Sprachlehre" (1816) ; Kellgren: "Die Grundziige der finnischen

Sprachen mit Riicksicht aufdic andcrn altaischen Sprachen" (1847;.
"^ Lcinnrot: " Om dct nord-tschudiska Sprakct" (1S63).

^ Ahk[vist: " Wotisk Grammatik," in the "Transactions of the

Finnish Society," v. (1855).

, h
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nian,' Krcvini^ian : Livoniaii,^ f l-)ialcct of

Sails. (^). Lapp.'

(|3). Permian:—(«). Permian, Zjriaiiian/ {b), Votiak.'

(7). Volgaic:

—

{a). Tchcremiss :" (/;). Mordviii (Krsa

and Moksha).'

(5). Uigur :--(rt). Magydr." {b). Vo-ul." {c). (Oloi)

Ostiak.'"

(3). Samoied Group:"—Yurak : Tawgy : Ostiak-Sa-

moied : Yenissei-Samoied : Kamassin.

' Ahrens: " C'.rammalik dcr csthnischen Sprarhc rcvalschcn Dia-

Icktcs" (1853); Wiedemann: " Versiich ueber den wcrro-estlinischcn

Dialekt" in the " Menioires de I'Academic des Sciences de St. Pd-

ttisbourg," vii. (1.S64); Ilupcl :
" Ehsthnischc Sprachlehre " (1780).

* Sj6},frcn: " Livische Gramniatik " (1861).

^ Ganander :
" Granimatica Lapponica " (1743); Friis :

" Lap-

pisk (irannnntik'' (1S56); Lonnrot: " Uebcr den Enarc-Lapjiischen

Dialekt," in the " Actes de la Socidtc scientiiiquc finnuise," iv. (1854);

lUidenz (Bezzenberger's " Beitriige," iv. 1878) dissociates Lapp from

l''inn, and classifies the Ui^rian ijroup as fiOlows :—(i). North-

Ugrian : Lapp, Wotiak and Zyrianian, Magyar, Wogul and Ostiak.

(2). South-UL;rian: Tchcreniiss, Alordvin, Finnish.

* Castrdn :
" Elementa grammatices SyrjiL-me" (1844); Wiede-

mann: " Versuch einer Gramniatik der SvrjanischLii Sprache"

(1847).

'

•

^ Wiedemann: " Gramniatik der votjakischen Sprache " (1851).

® Castrdn : " Klenienta grammatices Tscheremissai " (1845);

Wiedemann :
'' X'ersuch einer Gramniatik der tscheremissischen

Sprache" (1847).

^ Wiedemann: "Granmiatik der Ersa-mordvinischen Sprache"

(1865); Ahlgvist: '•Versuch einer Mokscha-mordvinischen Gram-
niatik" (1861).

* Ricdl: " Magyarische Gramniatik" (1858); Fauvin: "Essai de

Gramniaire hongroise" (1870).

" Hunfdlvy: " Kondai vogul nyelv " (1872).

^° Castrdn: "Versuch einer ostjakischen Sprachlehre" (1849),

edited by Schiefner (1858).
^^ Castrdn: Gramniatik der Samojedischen Sprachen," edited by

Schiefner (1854).

(a).
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(4). Turkish-Tatar Group :'

—

(a). Yakute.'

(&), Ui,L(ur:' Konianian: Tcha^atai':* Turkoman:

Usbck : Kazan.

(y). N of^^ai

:

was!

Kumiik Ihshlv ir K irL,nsi Tslui-

Karachai : Karakalpak : Mcsch-

:licryak

(3). West Turkish (of Uurlocnd, Adcrhijan, Kriniea,

Anatolia and Runiclia= Osmaii]i).*

(5). Mongol:—

{a). Kast Moni^ol (Sharra, Khalkha, Sharaip^ol)/

{&). Kalmuk (Shoshot or Kok'onur, I)sunc;ur, Tor-

god, Diirbck, Ainiak)/

(y). l^uriat.'

(6). Timgusian :

—

(a). Tungusc (Chapogire, Or./iotig, Nycrtchinsk)/"

(^). Mantchu (and Lamuto and Yakutsk)."

«l

i 'J

^tj;'
•I

' Schott: "Altajischc Studirn" (1867-72).
•^ Bohtlii\^k :

" Ueber die Sprachc cler Jakutcn " (1851).

^ Vambrry: " Uigurische Spiachmonuincntc" (1870).

* Vambt'ry: " Chagalaische Sprachstiulien " (1867).

" Schott: " De lingua Tschuwaschoruni dissertatio " (Berlin).

—

See Radloff: " Die Sprachcn der tiirkischen stamnie Sud-Siberiens:

die Dialekte der Altajer u. Telciiten, Lebcd-Tataren, Schoren

und Sojonen" (1866).

* Kascin-Bcg : "Allgemeine Gramniatik der Tiirkisch-tata-

rischen Sprachc," translated by Zenker (1848); Barker: "Read-
ing-book of the Turkish Language, with Grammar and Vocabu-

lary " (1854); Rcdhouse: " Grammaire de la Langue ottouiane"

(1846).

' Schmidt: " Grammatik der mongolischen Sprache" (1831).

* Zwick: " Grammatik der westmongolischen Sprache" (1851).

^ Castr(5n: " Versuch einer biirjatischcn Sprarhlchre" (1S57).

*° Castrifn: "Grundziige einer tungusischen Sprachlehre" (1856).
^^ Adam: " Grammaire dc la Langue mandcliou " (1873); Von

der Gabclentz: *' Elemens dc 'i Grammaire mandchou ' (i8;73).

]
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46 THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE.

? Japanese and Loo-choo.^

XXII. Dravidian^ (agglutinative):—Tamil :"^ Tclugu :*

Tulu :' Canarese :
' Malayalam:'' Toda :

' Kudagu or

Coorg :" Khond or Ku : Badaga : Kota : Uraon or Dhan-

gar: Rajmuhali or Maler : Gond.^"

Elu (Singlialesc),^^ though ordinarily placed here, is

rather an Aryan language. [See under XVIII.

XXIII. Kolarian (agglutinative):—Santhal:^" Mun-

dari^^ (Bhomij ; ITo or Kole) : Kharia: Juang : Korwa :

Kur and Kurku : Savara : Mehto.

XXIV
(I). N

(2). Si

(3). A

(4). Ml

I-"?'

!

»

' Hoffmann: "A Japanese Grammar," 2nd edit. (1876); de

Rosny: " Prem'-^rs Eldmens de la Grammaire japonaise (languc

viilgaire)" (1873); Hall: " Voyage of Discovery to West Coast ot

Corca and the Great Loo-choo Island, with a Vocabulary f^*" the

Loo-Choo Language l^y Clifford ' (1818),

^ Caldwell : "A Comparative Grammar of the Pravidian or

vSouth-Indian family of Languages " (2nd edit. 1876).
' Graui: "Outlines of Tamil (grammar" (1855).

* Brown: "A Grammar of the Telugu Language" (2nd edit. 1857).

' Brigel: "A Grammar of the Tulu Language" (1872).
" Hodgson: "An Elementary Grammar of the Kannada or Ca-

narese Language" (2nd edit. 1864).
"^ Peet: "A (Grammar of the Malayalim Language" (1841).
•* Pope: "A brief Outline of the Grammar of the Toda Language"

in Marshall's " Phrenologist among the Todas" (1S73, p. 241).

" Cole: ''An Elementary Grammar of the Coorg Language"

(1867).
^° Uriberg and Harrison: "Narrative of a Second Visit to the

Gonds of the Nerbudda Territory, with a Grammar and Vocabulary

of their Language" (1849).
^^ De Alwis: "The Sidath Sangarawa, a Grammar of the Singha-

lese Language" (1852) ; Chater :
" A Grammar of the Singhalese

Language" (181 5).

" Skrefsrud: "A Grammar of the Santhal Language" (1873).
'^ Rrandrcth in the " Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," x. I

(iS77),PP-7, 8.

(5). Bu

]

(6). Trc

(7). Chi

^ Brandre
^ Bcamcs

" Essays on

Tibet" (187.

^ Hodgso
* See"Jc
' Hodgso

Vocabulary,
« See Rol
"^ Judson :

Chase : "Ai
Grammar "

1

' Wade:
* Csoma

(r834); Schi

i
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XXIV. Tibcto-Burman ^ (isolating) :

—

(i). Nepaul Group:—Siinwar : Gurung and Murmi :

Magar:^ Kusunda: Chcpang : Pahri : Newar

:

Bhramu : Kiranti : Vayu :^ Limbu.

(2). Sikhim :—Lepcha/

(3). Assam Group:—Dhimal:' Kachari or J^odo :

'

Aka : Dcoria-Chutia : Dophla : Miri : Abor :

Mishmi : Singpho or Kakhyen : Naga : Mikir:

Garo :" Pani-Koch (?).'

(4). Munipur-Chittagong Group :—Munipuri : Liyang

or Koreng : Maring : Maram : Kapui : Tang-

khul : Luhupa : Tipura or Mrung : Kuki : Lu-

shai : Shendu : Banjogi : Sak : Kyau.

(5). Burma Group :—Burmese (Mugh or Rakhcng) :

'

Khyen : Kumi : Mru : Karen :" Kui : Kho :

Mu-tse.

(6). Trans-Himalayan Group :—Gyarung : Changlo :

Thochu : Manyak : Takpa : Horpa : Kunawari

:

Tibetan or Bhotiya" (Sarpa : Llopaor Bhutani).

(7). China Group :—Lolu : Mautse : Lisaw.

^ Brandreth: /.r. pp. 9-25.

^ Bcames: "The Magar Language of Nepaul" (1869) ; Hodgson
" Essays on the Languages, Literature, and Religion of Nepdl and

Tibet" (1874).
^ Hodgson: '' Grammar of the Vaya Language" (1857).

* See " Journal, of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," vol. ix.

' Hodgson: "On the Kocch, Bodo, and Dhimal Tribes, including

Vocabulary, Grammar, &c." (1847).

® See Robinson. " Assam" (1841).

' Judson : "Grammar of the Burmese Language" (1866);

Chase: "Anglo-liurmese Handbook" (/852) ; Latter: "Burmese
Grammar " (1S45).

" Wade: "Grammar of the Karen Language" (1861).

® Csoma de Koros :
" Grammar of the Tibetan Language

"

(1834); Schmidt: " Grammatik der tibetischen Sprnche" (1839);

\i

I
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48 T//E SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE.

XXV. Thai or Tai' (isolating):—Siamese or Thai:'

Lao :^ Shan : Ahom : Khamti : Aiton : Tai-Mow or

Miau-tsi dialects (China).*

XXVI. Mon-Anam^ (isolating):—Mon, or Talain, or

Peguan :° Kambojan :' Annamite or Cochin-Chinese f

Paloiing : dialects of the tribes beyond the river Mekong.

XXVII. Khasi" (isolating) :—Khasi, Synteng, Batoa,

Amwce, Lakadong.

XXVIII. Chinese'" (isolating):—Amoy/' Cantoneseor

Kong, Foochovv, Punti, Shanghai,'" Mandarin.'^

XXIX. Corean:^^ (.?) Gilyak.

XXX. tLycian^' (inflectional).

Jaeschke: "A short practical Grammar of the Tibetan Lan^^uage"

(1865); Foucau\: " Grammairc de la Languc tibdtaine" (1859).
' Brandreth: /. c. pp. 27, 28.

Pallegoix: " Grammatica lingiuij Thai" (1850).

See "Journal of the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal" (1837).

ICdkins: "The Miau-tsi Tribes" (1870).

Brandreth : /. <;. pp. 28-30.

Haswell: " Peguan Grammar " (1876).

Janneau : " Manuel pratique de la Langue cambodienne

"

(very rare).

** Aubaret: " Grammaire de la Langue annamite" (1864),

^ Brandreth: /. c'. pp. 25-27; Schott: "Die Cassia-Sprache," in

the "Abhandlungen der k. Akad. der Wissensch. in Berlin" (1859),

These groups from XXI 1. to XXVI 1. witli their literature are

treated by Cust : "The Modern Languages of the East Indies " (1878).
^^ Endlicher :

" Anfangsgriinde der Chinesischen Granimatik
'"

(1845); Schott: "Chincsische Sprachlehre" (1857); Stanislas JuHen:

*' Syntaxe nouvelle de la Langue chinoise " (1869); Edkins: "In-

troduction to the Study of the Chinese Characters " (1876).

" Macgowan: "Manual of the Amoy Dialect" (1869).

'" Edkins: "Grammar of the Shanghai Dialect" (1868).

'^ Edkins: "Grammar of the Mandarin Dialect" (2nd edit. 1864).

'* De Rosny: "Apergu de la langue corccnnc " (1864)
'" Moriz Schmidt : "The Lycian Inscriptions after the accurate

copies of Aug. Schonborn " ( i S69).
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DidoXXX[. Lc.s'.',liic (inflectional) :—Avar:' /vndi

Ivasikunril^ : Akush : Kurbcchi : Hurkaniau.

XXXII. Udc ' (asTirliitinative): Kiirinian.

XXXIII. Circassian (prciix-a;.';glutinativc and incorpo-

ratini;) :—Abkhas or Absn6 : Chcrkcss '.^ Bzyb : Adi<^e.

XXXIV. Thushian (inllcctional) : — Thush :* Chct-

chenz,^ or Kistic, or Miziidzcdzlii : Arshte or Aristoiai :

Int^ush or Lamur.

XXXV. Akirodian (inflectional):—fVannic:' Gcor-

sn:in
.<! Lazian :^ Mingrelian :^ Suanian.^

XXXVI. Malayo-Polyncsian (ag-gliitinativc) :^

—

(i). Malayan Group :

—

{at). Philippine dialects (Tagala, Zebuana, Risaya,

Pampan(:^a, Ilocana, Bicol)
:

" Mariana (La-

' Schiefner :
" Versuch iibcr das Avarische," in the " M^moires

de rAc.idemie des Sciences de St. Pdtcrsbouri^," v. 8 (1862).

^ Schiefner: "Versuch iiber der Uden," in the " ^idmoires de

I'Acaddinie des Sciences de St. Petersbourg," vi. 8 (1S63); Fr. Le-

normant: "La Langue primitive de la Chaldc'e," pp. 424-5.
•'' Schiefner: " Bericht iiber des Generals Baron Peter von Uslar

abchasische Studien," in the " Aldmoires de I'Acaddmiede St. Peters-

bourg," vi. 12(1863); loosen: " Ossetischc Sprachlehre nehst einer

Abhandlung iiber das Mingrclische, Suanische und Abchasische,"

in"Abhandl. Bedin. Akad. (1845).

* Schiefner: " Versuch iiber die Thush-Sprache," in the " Mem.
etc." vi. 9(1856), and " Tchetschenzische Studien," in the " Md-
moires," vii. 5 ((864).

' Schulz in the "Journal Asiatique," 3rd ser. ix. (1828); Fr. Le-

normant :
" Lettres Assyriologiques," i. 2 (1871) ; Sayce, in Kuhn's

'•Zeitschrift," xxiii. 4 (1877).

® Brosset: "Elements de la LauL^ue gcorgienne " (1837).
"^ Rosen :

" Sprache der Lazen " (1843), in the "Abhandhmgen der

Berlin. Akademie."' See also his " Ossetische Sprachkhre '' (1845).

' Friedrich Miiller: "Reise der oesterr. Fregatte Novara um die

Erde: Linguistischcr Theil " (1867), pp. 267, sq.

^ Totanes : "Arte de la Lengua Tagala," 3rd edit. (1850); Men-
trida: "Artede la Lcngua Bisaya Hiliguayna" (1818); Bergaiio:
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50 THE SCIENCE OE LANGUAGE.

drone) Islands dialects: IVloli.cca Islands:

Timur Islands (Bima, Endeh, Solor and

Alior, Sumba, Timurese, Teto, Kissa, Savoe,

Rotti) : Malagasi -} Formosa dialects."

(^). Malayo-Javanesc (Malay,'' Achinese, Batak,

Rejang, Lamponcr, Javan or f Kawi/ Sun-

da,' Madurese,^ I'alinese," Sassak, Bu^ns,

15outon, Makassar,** Alfurian,^ Dayak [Bor-

neo],''' Kyan).

"Arte dc la LenL,nia Pampa«,fa," 2nd edit. (1736); Lopez: " Com-
pendio y Methodo de la Suma de las Reglas del Arte Ydioma Ylo-

canc " (1792); "Arte de Langna Zebuana" (616 pp. undated ; very

rare); Fausto de Cuevas : "Arte nuevo dc la Lengua Ybanag"
(1826); San Augustin: "Arte de la Langua Bicol " (1795)-

' Kessler: "An Introduction to the Language and Literature of

Madagascar" (1870); Dalmond: " Vocabulaire et Granimaire pour

les Langues Malgaches. Sakalave, et Betsimitsara" ( 1 842). See Cou-

sins, in the "Transactions of the Philological Society," pt. 2 (1878).

' H. C. von dcr Gabelentz in the " Z. D, M. G." xiii. (1859);

Happart :
" Dictionary of the Favorlang Dialect of the Formosan

Language written in 1650," translated by W. Medhurst (1840).

^ De Hollander: "Handleiding bij de bcoefening der Maleischc

taal-en letterkunde " (1856); Marsden: "A Grammar of the Malayan
Language" 11812).—VanderTuuk: " Bataksch Leesbock bevatiende

stukken in het Tobasch, Mandailingsch en Dairisch " (1860-2), and
" Kurzer Abriss ciner Batta'schen Formenlehre in Toba-dialekte,"

translated by Schreibcr (1867).

* De Hollander: " Handleiding bij de beoefening der Javansche

taal-en letterkunde" (1848); Wilhelm von Humboldt: " Ueber die

Kawi-Sprache auf der Insel Java" (1836-9).

' Coolsma: " Handleiding bij dc beoefening der Soendaneesche

taal" (1873).
^ Vreede: " Handleiding tot de beoefening der Madoeresche

taal" (1874).
"^ Van Eck: " Beknopte Handleiding bij de beoefening van de

Balineesche taal'' (1874).
** Matthes: " Makassaarsche Sprackkunst " (1858).

" Niemann: " Bijdragen tot de kennis der Alfoersche taal in de

]\Tinahasa"(i866).
^'^ Hardeland : " Vcrsrich ciner Grammatik der Dajackschcn

12).
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{2). Polynesian Group:'—Samuan :' Tontjan Ma-

ori' [New Zealand]: Tahitian :^ Raroton-

gan :
" Hawaiian:' Marquesan :* l^aster Is-

Spracbe" (1858); II. C. von der Gabclentz ;
" Grainmatik dor Da-

jak-Sprache" (1852;.

' Mr. Whitmee is preparinj; a " Comp;uiitive Dictionary and

Grammar of the Polynesian Languages," to be published by Messrs.

Triibner and Co., of which the " Samoan Grammar" by Mr. I'ratt

(2nd edit.) has already appeared. See also " United States Ex-

ploring Expedition during the years 1838-42 : Ethnography and

Philology," vol. vii. by Hon Hale.
^ Pratt: /. c. (ist edit. 1862, 2nd edit. 1878).

' West: " Ten years in South-Central Polynesia" (Grammar in

App.)(i865).
' .Maunsell : "Grammar of the New Zealand Language," 2ntl

edit. (1862); Kendall: "A Grammar and Vocabulary of the Lan-

guage of New Zealand" (1820).

' Davies: "A Grammar of the Tahitian Dialect of the Polyne-

sian Language" (1823); Gaussin: " Du Dialecte de Tahiti, de celui

des lies marquises et en general de la Langue polyndsienne" (1853).
" Buzacott: " Grammar of the Rarotongan Language" (1854).
'' Andrews :

" Hawaiian Grammar" (1836) ; Alexander : "A short

Synopsis of the most essential points in Hawaiian Grammar'' (i864).

" Buschmann: "Aperc^ude la Langue des lies marquises ''(1843)

Mr. Whitmee makes the Polynesian linguistic stem as follows :

—

JSaefiruffj/tt»i''ii'

t
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land: G.imbicr Islands: Nine: Tokclau :

Ellicc Islands : Uvea.

XXXVII. Mclanesian (ai^glutinativc) :— Dialects of

Viti or Fiji, Annatom, Erroniango, Tana, Mallicolo,

Lifu, Baladca, Bauro, Gcra or Guadalcanar, Mota, Dauru,

Fate, Api, Pama, Ambryn, Vunnuirama, Yehen or Yen-

gcn, Ulaua, Mara Ma-siki, Anudha, Mahaga, &c. (New

Caledonia, New Hebrides, New Britain, Loyalty, Solo-

mon's, and Admiralty Islands).^

XXXVIII. Papuan (ai^glutinative) :—

-

[a). Papuan of New Guinea.^

(/S). Negrito dialects of the Philippines and Semang.

(7). (.?) Dialects of the Mincopies or Andamanners.^

XXXIX. Aino of Japan/ and Kamchadal.

* See H. C. von der Gabclentz: " Die melanesischen Sprachen

nach ihreni grammatischen Ban und ihrer VerwandtscJiaft unter

sich und mit den malaiisch-polynesischen Sprachen," in the " Ab-

handl. der k. Sachsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften," vii. and
xvii. (pt. I, 1S60; pt. 2, 1873); Hazlewood: "Grammar and Dic-

tionary of the Fiji Language" (Bau dialect), 2nd edit., edited by

Calvert (undated).—Codrington: ''A Sketch of Mota Grammar"
(Bank's Islands) (1877); Moseley on the Admiralty Islanders in

the "Journal of the Anthropological Institute," May, 1877.
^ A. B. Meyer :

" Ueber die Mafoor'sche und einige andere

Papua-Sprachen auf New-Guinea," in the " Sitzungsberichte der k.

Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien," Ixxvii. (1874), pp. 299, sq.
;

Grey and Bleek: " Handbook of African, Australian, and Polyne-

sian Philology" (1858-62), vol. ii.; Earl: "The Native Races of the

Indian Archipelago: Papuans" (1853).

' Roepstorft": " Vocabulary of Dialects spoken in the Nicobar and
Andaman Islands" (1874).

* See Pfitzmaier: " Ueber den Bau der Aino Sprache," in the
" Sitzungsberichte der k. Akademie d. Wissensch. in Wien," vii.

(1851), pp. 382, sq. (pubhshed 1852), and " Kritischc Durchsicht

von Davidson's VVortersammlung der Ainds" (1852).
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XL. Australian (arrfrlutinati've) :—Kamilaroi,' &c., &c.

Possibly also the f four dialects of Tasmania.^

XLI. Unclassified South American lanp-".ages (poly-

synthetic) :—Pcscher^h or Fucirian ^ (divided into Ali-

kulip and Tekeenik'*) : Patagonian or Tehuelhet :'

Pwelche or Querandi (Argentine Republic and Pam-

pas) :' Charrua : f Chibcha (language of the Muisca or

Moska in New Granada) i*^ f Yaro and Guenoa : f Bo-

* Threlkeld: "An Australian Grammar, comprehendinfr the prin-

ciples and natural rules of the Languai^e, as spoken by the Abori-

gines in the vicinity of Hunter's River, Lake Macquarie, c*^lc., New
South Wales" (1834); Ridley: "Kamilaroi and other Austrahan

Languages," 2nd edit. (1875); Friedrich Miillcr :
" Reise der

oesterr. Fregattc Novara," iii. (1867); Hale in " U. S. Exploring

Expedition, &c." pp. 479-531 : Teichelmann and Schuermann :

" Outlines of a Grammar, Vocal)ulary, and Phraseology of the

Aboriginal Languages of South Australia" (184.0); "Australian Lan-

guages and Traditions," in the "Journal of the Anthropological

Institute," Feb. 1878.

^ Milligan: "On the Dialects and Language of the Aboriginal

Tribes of Tasmania," in the " Papers and Proceedings of the Royal

Society of Tasmania," iii. 2 (1859); see also Lhotsky in the "Journal

of the Royal Geographical Society," 1839, pp. 157-162.

^ See D'Orbigny: " L'Homme amdricain," i. pp. 412, sq.\ Hervas:
" Catalogo delle Ungue conosciutc" (1784), p. 15; Laet: " Orbis

novus s. descriptionis Indies occidentalis libri xviii." (1633), pp.

511, 516-18, 520. [The Pesher^h or Pesherai Indians are also called

Yakanaku, and are divided into the three tribes Kamentes, Karai-

kas, and Kennckas.] For a list and literature of the American

languages, see the exhaustive " Literature of American Aboriginal

Languages," by H. E. Ludewig, edited by N. Triibner (1858).
'' Hale: "United States Exploring Expedition: Ethnography

and Philology," pp. 656, sq. (1846); Muster: " Patagonians " (1871).
' Hale: pp. 653, sq. [The Puelches are divided into Chechehet,

Divihet, and Taluhet.]

® Uricoechea: " (jrammatica, vocabulario, catccismo i confesion-

ario de la Lengua Chibcha '' (1S71); Bern, dc Lugo: " Gramaticaen
la Lengua general del nuevo reyno llamada Mosca" (1619).

%
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bene: f Chana : Mimiane : Kasigua : 51 lanp^uap^es of

Brazil (Adelung's '• Mithridates," iii. i. pp. 461-469)

:

t Payagua : f Leiigua : f Enimaga : f Yakurure : Machi-

kuy : Mataf.^uaya : Malhalae : Pitilaga : Toba : Yarura :

Ele and Betoi.^

XLII. Guaycuru-Abiponian'' (polysyiithetic):—(Guay-

curu spoken between the Paraguay and the Pilcomayo,

Abiponian in the valley of the Silado):" Mokobi:'

Mbaya i' (?) Aquitcguedichaga : (?) Grato : (?) Ninaqui-

guil.i : (?) Guana (Adelung's " Mithridates," iii. i. pp. 473-

477).

XLIII. fArda:* Andoa : Shimigac (polysynthetic).'

XLIV. Araucanian or Moluch of Chili' (polysyn-

thetic) :—Picunche : Pehuenche : Huilliche.

XLV. Peruvian" (polysynthetic) :— Quichua :' Ay-

' For Yarura and Retoi Grammar see Adclung: "Mithridates,"

iii. I, pp. 635-47.
' Dobrizhoffer :

" Ilistoria de Abiponibus " (1784); grammars in

Adelung: "Mithridates," iii. i, pp. 498-506.
^ Mbaya Grammar in Adelung: " Mithridates" (1812), iii. i, pp.

482-488.

* Accvording to Alcedo spoken on the Upper Napo. A "Doctrina

Christiana" (Madrid, 1658) and a " Paternoster" are the only

specimens left of it. For the Andoa and 17 other possibly con-

nected languages see Adelung: " Mithridates," iii. i, pp. 583-597.
' Havestadt: " Chilidugu, sive res Chilenses" (with grammar and

dictionary), (1777); Febr^r: "Ane de la Lengua general del Reyno
del Child" (1765; 2nd edit. 1846); De Valdivia: ''Arte Grammatica,

Vocabularioen la Lengua de Chile" (1608); Adelung: "Mithridates,"

(18 1 2), iii. I, pp. 404-416.
' Lopez: "Les Races Aryennes de Pdrou" (1872). [LTnscien-

tific].

^ Von Tschudi : "Die Kcchua-Sprache" (1853); Markham :

" Quichua Grammar" (1864) ; Domingo de S. Thomas: "Arte y
Vocabulario en la Lengua general del Peru llamada Quichua"

(1586).
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mara :
' Juracares: Alayoruna: Calchaqui : Atacama :

ChaiiLjos : Conibos :
*
(?) Mochika (Tuquina, and Yunka ;

see Adelung's " Mithridates," iii. I. pp. 548-551).

XLVI. Andes-languages, or Maipurian (isolating) :

—

(a). Moxa :^ Chiquita :' Zaniuca :^ Panes : Mai-

pur :
* Pacaguayra.

((3). Barr6 or Parcni :' Baniwa : Tariana : Chima-

noo : Tikuna : Uainamben or Mauhe : Juri.

(7). (?) Salivi."

XLVII. Tupi-Guarani'' (polysynthetic) :

—

(i). North Guarani or Tupi :—Tupinaba : Tupinin-

quin : Tuppinamba.

(2). Chiriguano and Guarayi (West Guarani).

(3). South Guarani.

(4). Omagua.'

XLVIII. Carib' (polysynthetic):—Carib:'" Arawak:''

' Bertonio: "Arte breve de la Lengua Aymara" (1603-12); Moss-

bach: " Die Inkas-Indianer urd das Aymara" (1874).
'* See " Bulletin de la Socidtd Geographique de Paris," 1853.

' Marban : "Arte de la Lengua Moxa" (1701) ; Chiquita and

Znmuca Grammars in Adelung: " Mithridates," iii. i. pp. 553-563.
' For grammar see Adelung: " Mithridates," iii. i, pp. 619-23.

" Wallace: " Travels on the Amazon " (1853).
* For grammatical notes see Adelung : "Mithridates," iii. i, pp.

624-627.
'' Platzmann: "Grammatik der brasilianischen Sprachen" (1874);

De Montoya: "Arte y Vocabulario de la Lengua Guarani " (1640);

Adelung: "Mithridates," pp. 432-460; De Anchieta: "Arte de

Grammatica da Lingoa ma is us.ida na costa do Brasil" (1595).

^ For grammar see Adelung: " Mithridates," iii. i, pp. 606-10.

" Vocabulary in Davics :
" History of the Carriby Islands"

(1666); Raymond Breton :" Grammaire de la Langue caraibe
'"

(1668).

^° " Dictionnaire Galibi, prdc^dde d'un essai de Grammaire," par

"M. D. L.S." (1763); Grammar in Adelung: "Mithridates," iii. i,

pp. 685-696.
^^ Quandt: "Arowakische Grammatik," in Schoml)urgk: "Rcisen

\ I

I
i

I
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Chayma : Guarauna : Tamanaquc :' Cuniana : Cunian-

agota.

XLIX. Lule'** (in La Plata) (polysyntlictic) :—Isiftenc,

Tokistine, Oristine, Tonocotc : Vilcla:" (?) Chuniipy (in

Chaco).

L. Cueva (isolating) :—Guanuca or Cocamiia in Po-

payan : Tule : Cunacuna : Cholo : Uraba in Darien :

Guaimie or Huaimie in Vcraguas.'

LI. t Cibuney dialects of the Antilles (isolating) :

—

(?) The Mosquito languages:' (?) Nagranda or Oro-

tina :
" (?) Chorotega : (?) Cliontal : (?) Coribici.

LIL Maya (polysynthetic) : — Maya f ITuasteca :"

in Britisch-Guyann " (1840-48); Brinton : "The Arawak Lanp^ua^e

of Guiana," in " Trans. American Phil. Society " (Philadelphia, New
Ser. xiv. pp. 427, sq).

' Grammar in Adelung: " Mithridates," iii. i, pp. 656-66.
'^ Machoni: "Arte de la Lengua Lule" (1732); Grammar in Ade-

iung: " Mithridates," iii. i, pp. 510-516.
^ Hervas: " Catalogo delle Lingue " (pp. 69-72); Bancroft: "Na-

tive Races of the Pacific," iii. pp. 793-95 (1875).
* See Adekmg : "Mithridates," iii. 2. pp. 3,4; De Rochefort:

'* Histoire naturclle et mcrale des lies antilles,'"' ii. ch. 10 (1665).
" Grammar in Bancroft: " Native Racej," iii. pp. 784-790.
' Grammar in luancroft: " Native Races," iii. pp. 791-793.
^ Bellran: "Arte del Idioma Maya," 2nd edit. (1859); Gallatin in

the " Trans, of the American Ethnolo|^ical vSocicty," i. pp. 252, sq.\

Pimentel: " Cuadro descrijitivo y comparativo de las lenguas indi-

genas de Mexico" (1862), li. i; Ruz: " Si'^bario de Maya" (1845);

Squier: "States of Central America" (1858); Brasseur de Boiir-

bourg: " Dictionnaire, Grammaire et Chrestoinathie de la Langue

Maya" (1872); De Rosny: " L'interpretation des anciens Textes

Maya" (1875).

* Gallatin: /. c. pp. 276, sq.\ Pimentel: I.e. i. 3; De Olnios:

" Grammatica" (1560); De Charcncey: "Le Pronom personnel dans

les Idiomes de la famille Tapochulane-Huaxtcque" (1868), and
" Recherches surles Lois phondtiques dans les Idiomes dela famille

Quiche

Mamc
PUT.

(I), tl

(2).

(«).

(/3).

(7).

(a).

Mame-liii

seur de B(

frangaise, 1

Tzutuhil"

I'anticjuitd

Quichds "
(

' Flores
"^ Brassei

(1862).

^ Larios;

269, sq. ; y

dates," iii. :

' De Olr

with notes
' Caroch

" Guide de

mcxicain "

de Langues
" Buschn

lungen der

Grammars
' Buckin

guage" (i8(

* B. Smit

of Americai
^ Buschn
^o " Pacif

'
!i 'iiw
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Quiche :" Kacliiciucl:' Zutuhil '.'^ Poronchi, or Pokoiiiam :'

Mamc or Zaklulipakap.'

LI 1 1. Mexican (polysynthctic) :

—

(i). fNahuatl:* Aztec:'' Niquiran : Tlaskaltek.

(2). Sonorian:'

—

(a). Cahita : Cora : Tcpcc^uana : Tarahumara. •

((3). 'Opata : Ileve (or Eiulevc) ;' Tuljar : Yaqui :

Tejana : Ahome.

(7). Pima, or Nevome :* Papat^o.

Qi). Kizh f Netela :" Cahuillo:" Chemahucvi : Keclii.

J

I

If

M.

in

1-

);

Mame-Huaxt^que '' (Ff^72); Bancroft: /. c. iii. pp. 779-781 ; Bnis-

seur de Bourbourg: " (iranimaire de la Languc Oiiicli<5e-espa.<^Miole-

frangaise, mise en parallcle avec ses deux JJialcctes Cakclnqucl et

Tzutuhil" (1862), and " Popol Vuh, Ic livrc sacr^ et les niythes de

I'antiquit^ americaine, avec les livres hdroiques et historiques des

(2uichds"(i86i).

^ Flores: "Arte de la Lengiia Kakchiquel" (1753).
* Brasseur de Bourbourg: " Grammaire de la Langue Quichc'e"

(1862).

* Larios: "Arte de la Lengua Mame" (1697); Gallatin: /. c pp.

269, sq. ; Adelung : Poconchi Grammar in AdclunL^ :
" Mithri-

dates," iii. 2, pp. 6-13; Bancroft: /. c. iii. pp. 764-66,

* De Olmos: "Grammaire de la langue Nahuatl " (1547), edited

with notes by Rcmi Simeon (1875).
'' Carochi : "Arte de la Lengua Mexicana" (1645); De Arenas :

" Guide de la Conversation en trois Langues, frangais, espagnol et

nicxicain " (1862); De Charencey: " Notice sur quelques families

de Langues du Mexique" (1878).

^ Buschmann: "Die Sonorischen Sprachen," in the " Abhand-

lungen der k. Akadcmie der Wissensch. in Berlin" (1863, et seg.)\

Grammars in Bancroft: " Native Races," iii. ch. viii.

' Buckingham Smith: "Grammatical Sketch of the Heve Lan-

guage" (1862); 'Opata grammar in Bancroft: /. c. iii. pp. 702-4.

* B. Smith: *' Grammar of the Pima" (1862), in Shea's "Library

of American Lin;j;uistics," v.

® Buschmann: " Die Sprachen Kizh und Netela" (1856).
^^ " Pacific R. Reports," vol. ii. (1855).
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58 THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE,

(f). Shoshone, or Snake Indian or Marach"(;o dia-

lect.^ iJannaek : Slioshokec : Comanche

Mo{[ui : Utah : Tali- Utah or Tachica.

LIV. Isolating langua^^es of Mexico [belonging pro-

bably to several different families] :

—

Othomi or Hia-hiu/

Totonak.*

Tarasca.*

Matlazinca or Pirinda.'

Mixtek ' (Tcpu/.colana, Vanc^juistlan, Cuixlahuac,

Tlaxiaco, &c.) : Choclio or Cholo.

Zapotek or Oajpca 'P f Zacapulan : f Zacatek.

Mixe.

Mazahua.

Huave.

Chiapanek."

Fame (with 3 dialects).

^ "Trans, of American Ethnol. Soc." vol. ii.; Schoolcraft: "In-

dian Tribes," vols. ii. iv. (185 1-5).

^ Naxera: " Ue lingua Othomitorum dissertatio " (1835); Piccolo-

mini: " Grammatica " (1S41); " EUtmentsdela Grammaire Othomi,

traduits de I'espagnol " (Paris, 1863).

' Bonilla: "Arte de la Lengua Totonaca" (1742); Pimentel: /. c.

i. pp. 221, sq.

• Basalenque: **Arte de la Lengua Tarasca" (1714); Pimentel:

/. c. i. pp. 269, sq.\ Bancroft: /. c. iii. pp. 744-46.
• Pinelo: "Epitome" (Madrid, 1737-8); Grammar in Bancroft:

/. c. iii. pp. 747-8.

• De Ids Reyes: "Arte de la Lengua Mixteca" (1593); Bancroft:

/. f. iii. pp. 749-53.
' Cueva: "Aile de lagrammatica de la Lengua Zapoteca" (1607);

Rancioit: /. c. iii. j)p. 754-6.

" De Cepeda: "Arte de las Lenguas Chiapa, Zoque, Celdales, y
Cinacanteca" (Mexico, 1560).

LV.

Qucres

raba di.|

LVl.

walco :

jave: Ul

LVII.

thetic) :

(I).

(^).

(3).

(4).

(5).

(6).

(7).

(8).

(9).

(10).
'

(II). \

(12, i:

LVIII.

(I). Kn

' Vocnbu
croft: " Nal

^ See Ba
' Clavige
* Gramni
" Gramm

644-6.

® Gramm
655-6.

' Tatchd
' " Contri
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LV. Unclassified Pueblo dialects (isolating):—Zuili
:'

Qiicres (and Kiwomi) : Jcmez : Tczuque : Tcguc : IIu-

raba dialects.

LVI. Yuma (polysynthetic):—Cuchan : Mahao : llali-

walco : Yampaio : Cocop.ih : Pucmaja or Camoyc : Mo-

jave: Diej^uefio/

LVI I. Unclassified Californinn lanfjuapjes (polysyn-

thetic) :

—

(l). Cochimi dialects.

(2). Pericu dialects.^

(3). Guaicuri dialects.*

(4). Porno dialects.^

(5). Meidu and Ncshceninn,

(6). East Sacramento.

(7). West Sacramento.

(8). Runsien."

(9). Eslene.

(10). Tatche/

(11). San Mij^iiel.

(12, 13, &c.). Yakon, Klamath, Euroc, Sic.

LVIII. Selish (polysynthetic) :'—

(i). Kaitlcn : BillikiJla (British Columbia).

' Vocnbulary in " Pncific R. Report," vol. ii. (1855). Sec Ban-

croft: " Native Races," iii. pp. 682-3.
'^ See Bancroft: /. c. iii. pp. 684-5.

' Clavigero: " Storia della California," i. pp. \\o,sq. (1789).

' Grammar in Bancroft: /. c. n\. pp. 688-90.

" Grammar of the Gallinomero dialect in Bancroft : /. c. iii. pp.

644-6.

^ Grammar of the Mutsun dialect in Bancroft : /. c. iii. pp.

655.6.

' Tatchd Grammar in Bancroft: /. c. iii. pp. 656-8.

' " Contributions to North American Ethnology, in " U. S.

H

I

!'
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(2). Nandimuk : Kowitsin : Songhu : Soke (Van-

couver's Island).

(3). Kovvlitz : S'klallam: Tsihalis : Kwainautl* : Kwil-

lehiut.

(4). Ntskwalli :

—

{a). Skwanksnamish : Kwulseet (Skokomish.)

ip). S'hotlmaniish : Skwai-aitl': Sahewamish : Steli-

tsasamish : Sawamish: Nu-seht-satl'.

(r). Niskwalli proper: Segwallitsu: Stailaku-ma-

mish : Skwalliahmish.

{(i) Piiyallupahmish : T'kwakwamish : S'homamish-

{e). Sukvvamish : Samamish : Skopamish : St'ka-

mish: Sk'telilmish.

(/). Snohomish.

{g). Snokwalmu : Sto'.ts-whamish : Sk'talilc-jum :

Skihwamish : Kwchtl'mamish.

(//). Yakama.^

{i). Skagit : Kihiallu : Towah-hah : Nu-kwat-sa-

mis'^ : Smali-hu : S.iku-meliu : Skwonamish:

Miskai-whu : Swinamish : Miseekwigweelis.

(/). Lummi : Samish : Nuk-sahk.

LIX. Chinuk cr Tsinfik'^ (polysynthctic) :—Clatsop:

Clatlascon or Wasco : Wakaikam. Chinook jargon.*

C'leojjjraphical and Geoloc^ical Survey of the Rocky Mountain Re-

gion." i. (1877), pp. 241, j^'. ; Mengarini :
" Grammatica Hngiur

Seliciu"(i86i).

* Pandosy :
" Graminar and Dictionary cf the Yacama Lan-

guage" (1802), in Shea's " Library," vol. ?!.

" (iramniatical Notes on the Watlala Dialect in liancroft:" Native

Races," iii. pp. 628-9.

^ " Dictionary of the Chinook Jargon, to which is (jsic) added

numerous Conversations," 6ih edit., pnl)iished by .S. J. M'Cormick,

Portland, Oregon.

IV

LX.

tinapan

LXI.

TIaoqua

LXII
cliez

(Cherok

LXII

LXIV
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LXV.
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)p:

Re-

;iuv

an-

ivc

led

Ick.

LX. Sahaptin or Ncz-percecs ' (polysynth'jtic) :—Tai-

tinapan : ?T'likatat: ? Walla-walla.

LXI. Nutka or Yucuatl' (polysynthetic) :—Makah :

Tlaoquatsh.

LXI I. Appalachian (Florida) (polysynthetic) :—Nat-

chez :^ Muskogee or Creek Indian: Choctaw:* Cherokee

(Cheroki) or Chilake.'

LXIII, Pawnee (Pani) or Riccaree^ (polysynthetic).

LXIV. Dakota (Dacotah), spoken by the Sioux or

Issati (polysynthetic):^ Iowa or Sac:® Winnebago: Osage.

LXV. Iroquois (polysynthetic):—Onondago:'' Sene-

ca : Oneida : Mohawk : Cayuga : Tuscarora : Nottoway.

' "Contributions to N. A. Ethnology " (1877); Bancroft: " Na-

tive Races," iii. pp. 621-5.

•^ Vocabulary in "American Ethnology," vol. ii.
;
grammatical

notes in Bancroft: /. c. iii. 610-12.

^ Brinton- "On the Lan;gu;i;ge of the Natchez," in the " I'ro-

cee<Ungs 01 the American Philosophical Society," xiii. (5th Dec.

1873).

* Byington: " Grammar of the Choctaw Language" (1870), edited

by Brinton.

' Jonathan Efhvards :
" Observations on the Language of the

Muhhekanecw Indians,'' edited Ijy Pickering (1823); "Cherokee
Primer" (Park Hill, Arkansas, 2nd edit. 1S46). For the native syl-

labary invented by Segwoya (George Guess) in 1820, see Faulmann;
" Das Buch der Schrift " (1878), p. 12.

' See W. Matthews: " Ethnography and Philology of the llitlatsa

Indians" (1877). ^Classed with the Caddo of Texas by Latham.]
' Riggs: "Grammar and Dictionary of the Dacota Language"'

(Smithson. Inst.) (1851); H. C. von der Gabelentz :
" Grammatik

der Dakota-Sprache" (1852); Pond: "Dakota Reading-book,"

(1842).

" Hamilton and Irwin: "An Iowa Grammar, illustrnting the

principle^ of the language used by the Iowa, Otoe, and Missour

Indians'' (1848).

' Shea: " Dictionnaire FVanqais-Onontaguc!' " (with grammar), in

Shea's " Library of Amer. Linguibtics," i. (1859).

•
»' i

\

I

'
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» '
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I I

LXVI. Algonquin ' (polysynthetic) :—Cree : " Ottawa :

Ojibway or Chippeway^ (4 dialects) : f Mohican, or Mo-

hegan, or Pequot : Micmac or Miramichi (including

Acadian and Gaspesian) :' Shawnee : Blackfoot : Leni-

Lenape or Delaware : Abenaki : f Narragansets :
* t Na-

tick or Massachusetts.^

LXVII. Athapaskan or Tinneli^ (polysynthetic) :

—

(i). Athapaskan proper, or Chippewyan (dialects of

the Hare, Dogrib, Yellow-knife, and Copper-

mine Indians) : Sarsee : Tacallie.

(2). Tinnch :—Qualhioqua : Owillapsh : Tlatskanai :

Umkwa : TQtutcn : Hupah.

(3). Apache :
* Navajo : Lipanes.

^ Fr. Miiller: " Der grainmatischc Bau der Alt;onkinsprachcn"

(1867); Cf. Dii Ponceau: '' Mcinoire sur le Sysicine grammatical

des Langues dc quelques nations indiennes de I'Amdrique" (1S3B),

pp. 207, sq.

'^ Howse : "Grammar of the Cree Langiia:_;c" (1805). [For

the native syllabary of the Crees andTinnehs, sec Faulniann: "Das
Buch der Schrift," p. ii.]

^ Schoolcraft :
" Ethnological Researches concerning the Red

Man of Americo," iv. pp. 385-396; Edwin James: " Chippeway

First Lessons in spelling and reading " (undated) ; Baraga :
" A

Theoretical and Practical Grammar of the Otchipwe Language

'

(1850).

* Maillard: " Grammar of the Micmac Language" (1864).

' Roger Williams : "A Key to the Languages of America " (1643).

" John Eliot: "The Indian Grammar Begun," reprinted by

Pickering, in Second Ser. of " Collections of the Mass. Hist. Soc."

(1832), ix. pp. 223-312, and i.-liv.

'^ liuschmann: ''Der athapaskische Sprachstamm " (1856), and
" Ueber die Verwandtschaft der Kinai-Idiome mit dem grosscn

Athapaskischen Sprachstamme," in the " Monatsberichte d. k.

Akad. d. Wissensch. in Berlin" (1^54), pp. 231, sq. [The Tinnelus

have a native syllabary.]

"* Grammar in Bancroft: /. c. iii. pp. 596-601.

(4).

\

C

LXV
(0
(2).

(3). "A

(4)

(5)- K
LXI}^

{a),

(/3).

LXX
thetic) :-

(I). W

' "Contr

40(1877).
• "Contr

Ijy G. Gibbs
' " Contr
* Buschm

l(jsclicn"(if

' Wenjan
(S. Petersbi

pp. 22-24.

" (iramm;
^ Kleinscl
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in Bancroft:

'!ic Sprachei

126, sq.
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(4). Tinneh or Alnali dialects in Al.iska :—3 Western :

7 Eastern : 10 Kutchin dialects (2 extinct).'

[Tinneh or Atnah is called Kolsliina by the

Russians.]

LXVIII. T'linket^ (polysynthctic) :—
(I). YakOtat.

(2). Chilkaht-kvvfin : Sitka-kwrui: Staklun-kvvan.

(3)- Kygahni. •

(4). Nass : Chiinsyan.*

(5). Kolush/

LXIX. Aleutian or Unungun' (pi)lysynthetic) :

—

(a). Eastern or Unalashkan."

(/3). Western or Atkan.

LXX. Eskimo (Esquimaux) or Innuit' (polysyn-

thctic) :

—

(l). Western Eskimo (N. W. America and North-

East Asia) :

—

((7). West Mackenzie Innuit
;
(d).

Western Innuit: (c). Eishing Iimuit: (d). South

Eastern Innuit."

' " Contributions to North American Ethnology," vol. i. pp. 24-

40(1877).
- ''Contributions to N. A. Ethnol.," p. 40, pp. 1 11-114 (Grammar

by G. Gibbs), .p. 121, s(/.

' " Contrib.," ike. pp. 155-6.

* Buschmann :
" Die Pima-Sprachc und die Sprache der Ko-

Itjsclicn" (1857).
' Wcnjaminoff :

" Opyt grammatiki Aleulsko-Usjevskago jazika
"'

(S. Petersburg, 1046); "Contributions to North Amer. Ethnol.,"

pp. 22-24.

° (irammatical Notes in " Contributions," &c., pp. 115, 116.

"" Kleinschmidt: "(irammatik dergronliindischen Sprache" (1851).

" " Contributions to N. A. ilthnol.'' pp. 9-24 ; Gramm:itical Notes

in Bancroft: " Native Races," iii. pp. 576-77; Veniaminoff : "Ueber
lie Sprachen der russischcn Amer." in Erman's "Archiv," vii. i. pp.

126, J-/.

u
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(2). Eastern Eskimo or Grcenlandish or Karali.

(3). Arctic Highlanders.

LXXI. American Ciiukchi.*

LXXII. Asiatic Chukclii and Koriak (ai^glutinativc).^

LXXIII. Yiikhagir or Andondonimi (ac^gliitinative).^

LXXiV. Yenissei-Ostiak and Kott (Khotovvski) or

Kanski (agglutinative).*

LXXV. Unclassified isLmd-languages :

—

(i). Mcrgui Archipelago languages.

(2). (?) Andaman languages. [See under XXXVII.]

(3). Nicobar languages,' &c. &c. &c.

LXXVI. Micronesian (aggkitinative) :—Gilbert Is-

lands :
" Ponapc :

^ Ladrone : Yap : Marshall Islands

(Ebon) : Tobi.

' " Contributions," &c., pp. [2-14.

^ Rcadloff in " Mdmoires dc TAcaddmie impcriale des Sciences dc

St. Pdtersbourg," vii. pp. 3S2, sq. (1851).
^ Schiefner in the " bulletin de TAcaddmie impcriale des Sciences

de St. P(<tersbourg"(i859).

* Castrcn: " Versuch einer jenissei-ostjakisclieu und kottischen

Sprachlehre"(;858).
' De Roepstortf gives a vocabulary of five dialects ''Calcutta,

1875).

' Hale in " United States E.xploring Expedition,' 1838-42, vol.

vii.

' GuUck: "Grammar and Vocabulary of the Ponape Languaj^e,"

in the ''Journal of the American Oriental Society," x. (1872).
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CHAPTER VII.

THE INFLECTIONAL FAMILIES OF SPEECH.

"Si nous connaissons la langue des Aryas telle qu'elle existait

vers le moment de leur dispersion finale, et sans doute ddjk divisde

en dialectes, nous pourrions y retrouver avec beaucoup de surete

I'histoire de leur ddveloppement antdrieur dans ses phases succcs-

sives."—PiCTET.

Prophets and preachers have never been weary of de-

nouncing the innate vanity and deceitfulness of the

human heart, but their success hitherto has been but

scanty. It is difficult, if not impossible, to sec ourselves

with the eyes of others, to measure truly our own impor-

tance and that of the society in which we live. It is only

the historian of a later age that can calmly and impar-

tially trace the causes and effects of H\c events which

have marked a particular era ; the aclo 's themselves, as

well as those who live near the same epoch, behold every-

thing through a blurred and distorted medium, wherein

the true proportions of things arc altogether lost. Tlie

greatest of thinkers have never been ab) to free them-

selves wholly from the prejudices and habits of their

time : Aristotle could not conceive of a state of society

in which slavery did not exist ; and Lord Bacon, like his

contemporary Raleigh, still retained a lingering belief in

astrology, even saying that ** comets without doubt have

power over the gross and mass of things." We are apt
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to fancy that the culture and civiHzation of modern

Europe are superio; to those of any other age or of any

other part of the world ; the Anglo-Indian calls the de-

scendants of Manu and Vikramaditya " niggers," and a

great English poet has declared :
" Better fifty years of

Europe than a cycle of Cathay." It is hard to remember

that ours is not the only civilization the world has seen
;

that in many things it falls short of that of Athens, or

even those of ancient Egypt and Babylonia, or modern

Japan; and that we are not the best judges of our own

deservings.

The spirit of vanity has nivaded the science of lan-

guage itself. We have come to think that not only is

the race to which we belong superior to all others, but

that the languages we speak are equally superior. That

inflection is the supreme effort of linguistic energy, that it

marks the highest stage in the development of speech, is

regarded as a self-evident axiom. The Greek and Latin

classics have formed the staple and foundation of our

education, and if we have advanced beyond them, it is

generally to the study of Hebrew or Sanskrit, them-

selves also inflected tongues. The inflected Aryan lan-

guages, whether living or dead, have formed our canons

of taste, and our judgment of what is right or wrong in

the matter of language. Even the grammars of our own

English speech have been forced into a classical mould,

and been adorned with tenses and cases, if not genders.

The belief that whatever is rnfamiliar must be either

wrong or absurd, exercises a wider influence than is ordi-

narily imagined, liverything has tended to make the

European scholar see in an inflected language the normal
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type of a perfect and cultivated tongue. The dialects he

speaks or studies are mostly intlectional ones, and even

should he be acquainted with languages like Chinese or

]^asque, which belong to another class of speech, the ac-

quaintance has seldom been made in the earlier and

more impressionable years of life.

But there is a further reason for the widespread opinion

that an inflectional language must necessarily rank before

all others. The founders and cultivators of comparative

philology were Germans, who spoke therefore one of the

most highly inflected languages of modern Europe. The

vanity of race and education was thus supplemented by

the vanity of nationality and custom. The great Grimm,

it is true, recognized the superiority of grammarless Eng-

lish, and even urged his countrymen to adopt it, but it is

needless to say that he met with no support. It was just

the " poverty " and want of inflections which characterize

modern English, that seemed to indicate its degenerate

and imperfect nature. If great works had been produced

in it, this was in spite of its character, not by reason of it.

The prejudices of a classical education were still strong;

the literature of a language was confounded with the

language itself, and the fallacy maintained that because

certain writers of Greece, or Rome, or Judea were models

of style, the languages in which they wrote must be

models too. Comparative philology has had a slow and

laborious task in rooting up these false notions, and lay-

ing down that whatever may be its form, that language

is best which best expresses the thoughts of its speakerb^

Language is an object of study in and for itself, not be-

cause of the books that may have been composed in it, an

•1 I
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63 THE SCIEXCE OF LANGUAGE.

it not unfreqtiently happens that some of the most precious

of its secrets arc to be discovered in jari^ons the very

names of which are almost unknown. It is not in Greek

or Latin or Sanskrit that we shall find the answers to

many of the most pressing questions of linguistic science,

but in the living dialects of the present world. The

antiquarian study of language is no doubt indispensable

to a historical science like glottology ; but this anti-

quarian study must be preceded, corrected, and verified,

by a stur ' of ' e pronunciation and usages of actual

speech. ( irsparitive philology rests upon phonology,

and in phon^ ' gy ^'/'" must begin with the known sounds

of living language.

Just as the type of physical beauty differs among the

various races of the earth, so, too, does the type of literary

excellence. The Chinaman finds more to admire in tlie

language and style of his classics than in those of Plato

or Shakspeare, and Montezuma would probably have

preferred an Aztec poem to all the works of yEschylus

or Goethe. If we are to decide between the rival claims

of different forms of speech to pre-eminence, it must be

upon other grounds than the excellency of the literature

belonging to them ; and we have already seen in a pre-

vious chapter how seriously it may be doubted whether,

after all, an inflectional language stands on a higlier

level than an agglutinative one.

The number of known inflectional families of speech

is not large, though the literary and historical impor-

tance of two of them far exceeds that of any other group

of languages. Passing by Hottentot, the inflectional

character of which, though maintained by Bleek and
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Lepsiiis, is denied by Friedrich Muller, all the iiiflcc-

lional lan^uaGres of which we know are confined to

Western Europe and the basin of the Mediterranean.

South of the Caucasus comes Georgian, the leadin<^

representative of the so-called Alarodian family, to which

the dialect of the cuneiform inscriptions of Van may have

belonged. It is just possible that the extinct language

of the Lykian inscriptions is to be included in this

family, though Savelsberg and others would connect it

with the Indo-European group, and especially with Zend.

Neither roots nor grammatical forms, however, seem to

permit this ; and it is for the present safest ' regard the

ancient Lykian as, like the Etruscan, a relic o( n other-

wise extinct family of speech. South of j-")rg:a, again,

comes the domain of the Semitic language which once

extended from the Tigris to the Mc "^c'^anean, and

from the Tauros and Zagros ranges to the Indian Ocean

and Abyssinia. Probably the Old Egyptian of the

monuments, which goes back to between 4000 and 5000

B.C., along with its daughter, Coptic, must be considered

as remotely connected with the Semitic group, as well as

the so-called Sub-Semitic dialects of northern Africa,

Berber, Haussa, &c. The larger part of Euro])e, to-

gether with India, Persia, and Armenia, is occupied by

the Aryan family which has now scattered its colonies

over the whole world. In fact, modern emigration is

almost wholly confined to Aryans, Jews, and Chinese.

The Aryan or Indo-European family has been baptized

with a variety of names. " Indo-European" is perhaps

the one in most favour, and the chief objection to it is its

length. " Indo-Germanic," the term chosen by l^opp, has

(
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70 T//E SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE.

now a wide circulation among German scholars, " for no

other assignable reason," says Prof. Whitney, " than that

it contains the foreign appellation of their own particular

branch, as given by their conquerors and teachers, the

Romans." ^ " Sanskritic " has also been proposed, but is

now universally discarded, as giving undue prominence

to a single representative of the family. " Japhetic,"

modelled after " Semitic," is still occasionally used ; it

is, however, thoroughly objectionable, as the so-called

*' ethnological table " in Genesis is really geographical,

and the descendants of Japhet do not cover the different

branches of the Aryan group. " Caucasian " is another

term, which has been immortalized by Tennyson ; but

the term originated rather with the physiologists than

the philologists, and is in no way applicable, since

none of the Caucasian tribes, with the single exception

of „he little colony of the Iron or Ossctes, belong to

the Aryan race. Iron is but a form of Aryan, a name

which is due to Prof. Max Miillcr. In the Rig-Veda,

"dfya occurs frequently as a national name and as a

name of honour, comprising the worshippers of the gods

of the Brahmans, as opposed to their enemies, who are

called in the Veda Dasyiis!'- The word is a derivative

from arya, perhaps " ploughman " or " cultivator," which

is applied in later Sanskrit to the Vaisyas or " house-

holders " of the third caste. The great recommendation

which "Aryan" possesses is its shortness, and since it has

been widely adopted it is the term which is generally

used in the present work. It must not be forgotten,

* " Life and Growth of Lanj^^iagc" (i'?75), p. 180.

' Max Miiller :
" Lectures,'" i. (8th edition), p. 275.
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however, that the term is realh^ of Sanskrit orij^in, and

therefore more applicable to the Asiatic branch of the

Indo-European family than to its European branch. It

is on this account tiiat certain French scholars, while

adopting Chavee's "Aryaque" as a designation for the

whole family, confine "Aryan " to its eastern members,

making it include both Indie and Iranian. On the other

hand, Prof. Max Miiller may be right in seeing the word

in Aria, the old name of Thrace, as well as in the German

Arii, near the Vistula, whose name, however, Grimm
would connect with the Gothic harji^ "army."

A glance at the genealogical table in the last chapter

will show that the Aryan family must be subdivided into

Ease Aryan or Indo-Iranian and West Aryan or Euro-

pean, the first branch comprising Indian (Sanskrit, Pra-

krit, Hindi, &c.) and Persian (sometimes called Iranian),

the second Greek, Italic, Keltic, Slavonic, Lithuanian,

and Teutonic, llubschmann would place Armenian and

Ossetic between these two groups ; Friedrich Miiller,

on the contrary, makes them Persian dialects. The main

difficulty in the way of Hiibschmann's view is that the

cuneiform inscriptions of Assyria show no indications of

any Aryan settlers in Armenia or the Caucasus before

the eighth or seventh century B.C., even the Aryan

Modes, like their brethren the Persians, not advancing so

far to the west as Media Rhagiana until the ninth cen-

tury B.C. It is, of course, quite possible that the Arme-

nians may have crossed the Caucasus in the wake of the

Scythians, but P^ick seems to have proved that the Scy-

thic words preserved by the classical writers belong to

the European, and not to the Iranian branch of the Aryan

.11
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lainily. The scanty relics of the Aiyan languages of

Asia Minor found in inscriptions and the glosses of

Greek grammarians belong to the Western division of the

family, and thus bear out the old traditions which made

Lydians, Carians, Mysians, and Phrygians brethren one

of the other, which derived the Mj'sians from Thrace,

and saw in the Phrygians the Thracian liriges. The

Halys formed the eastern boundary of Aryan domination

in Asia Minor ; the country beyond was possessed per-

haps by Alarodians, certainly by tribes not of the Aryan

stock.

At the head of the Indian group of dialects stands

Sanskrit, the classical language of Hindustan and its

sacred books, which though long since extinct, is still

spoken by the Brahmans as Latin was in the Middle

Ages. We must distinguish, however, between Vedic

Sanskrit and classical Sanskrit, the older Sanskrit of the

Veda differing in many respects from the later Sanskrit

of the Hindu epics. Thus the second and fifth lines of

the first hymn of the Rig-Veda end with the words vak--

sJiati and gaviat, forms unknown to classical Sanskrit,

but corresponding to the Greek sigmatic and " second
"

aorists conjunctive i(:v-^r,{^) and TVTtY^i)), from the roots

vach, " to speak," and gam^ " to go." So, too, the old

modal forms of the aorist disappear in the post-Vedic

language, with the exception of the precative or benedic-

tive,* as well as the augmented preterite, which Delbriick

has compared with the Homeric pluperfect, w^hile post-

' The benedictive is really the optative of the simple aorist in

the parasmaipada or active voice, and of the sigmatic aorist in the

atmanepada or middle voice.
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\'cdic Sanskrit introduces a new ten':" in tlu- shape ol

the first future h/iavit^snii, a compound of the noun

bhnvi'tar and the substantive verb as)ui.

Botli Vedic and post-Vedic Sanskrit were poor in

vowels, possessinj^' only rt-. /, and u \o\y^ and short, with

the diphthongs r, ai, o, and au, and the lini;uals r aiul /;

on the other hand, they were rich in consonants, ani()nf:r

which the "cerebral" or linguo-denta! /and ^are usually

supposed to jiavc been borrowed from the Dravidian

tongues.^ The euphonic laws are strict and delicate, the

final sounds of a word being affected by the initial sounds

of the word foUowing according to precise and well-ob-

served rules. The syntax is comparatively simple, zo\\\-

position taking its place, cs[)ecially in the later period of

the language. The grammatical forms, however, ar:

very full and clear, and it is to them that Sanskrit mainly

owes the high position that it has occupied in the com-

])arative study of Aryan speech. It has often preserved

archaic forms that have been obscured elsewhere, though

it must not be forgotten that this is by no means invari-

ably the case ; Greek and Latin, for instance, are some-

times more primitive than the old language of India.

The declension is especially complete, preserving the

dual as wtII as a locative and an instrumental. Other

cases, however, which must have been once possessed by

the parent-speech, have either disappeared or left faint

traces bel.nd them ; thus we have the secondary abla-

u r
' Such is stili Bishop Caldwell's opinion in the 2nd edition of h'.s

Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Languages" (1875;, but

it must be remembered that these consonants are possessed by the

Aryan Pashtu of Afghanistan, west of the Indus. 11
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itself, shows in some respects a marked superiority over

the Prakrits of the plays, and has certainly been less af-

fected by phonetic decay than most of its sister idioms.

The three Sanskrit sibilants, however, have been mer.':^cd

in one, the vowel ri has disappeared, being mostly

replaced by ^, the long vowels have been frequently

shortened, the dual and dative arc lost, and all words

must end cither in a simple or in a nasalized vowel. The

modern Aryan languages of India have developed out

of the other Prakrits, and in their present form are con-

sidered not to go back further than the tenth century.

Bengali and Assamese retain many features of Sanskrit;

Sindhi and Gujarati in the north-west, Nepali and Kash-

miri in the north, Hindi in the centre, and Marathi in

the south, are all more or less changed from the primi-

tive type. Hindi is merely the modern form of Hindui,

a language which was m.uch cultivated during the IMiddle

Ages of recent Hindu literature, while Hindustani or

Urdu, the language of the "camp," is Hindi mixed with

Arabic and Persian—in fact, a li)igua franca which grew

up at the time of the Mahommedan invasion in the

eleventh century. The chief characteristic of these

marians. Kern (" Over do Jaartelling der zuidelijkc Buddhisten,"

1873) believes it to be an artificial language based on sonic unde-

termined Prakrit dialect ; Pischel ('* Academy," 1873, p. 397, sq)

maintains that Pd'i was the popular Magadhi, the Magadhi of the

grammarians and playwritcis being an artiticial jargon. Wester-

gaard (" Indbydelsesskrift til Kjobnhavns Universitets Aarsfest,"

i860) has pointed out that Pali is almost identical with the lan-

guage of an inscription of A'soka, set up near Ujjayini (Girnar in

Guzerat), and he and Kuhn hold it to represent the dialect spoken

in Malava in the third century B.C., and brought to Ceylon by the

Buddhist apostle Mahcndra.

1
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76 THE SCIExWCE OF LANGUAGE.

modern dialects is their analytical tendency, even the

plural being expressed by particular suffixes, while on

the phonological side they incline towards assimilation,

the change of y to i and r to d, and the substitution of

the simple aspirate h for the aspirated explosives k/i, p/i,

and th.

Among these neo-IIindu dialects must be included the

Rommany of the Gipsies, who seem to have penetrated

into Europe in the twelfth or thirteenth century of our

era. Miklosich has endeavoured to trace their line of

march by a careful ex.imination of their vocabulary,

and concludes that they m- t have passed successively

through Persia, Armenia, Greece, Rumania, Hungary,

and Bohemia, whence they scattered themselves towards

Germany, Poland, Russia and Scandinavia, Italy and

Spain, England and Scotland.^

Recent researches, and more especially the decipher-

ment of early inscriptions, have obliged us to add the

Sinhalese or Elu of Ceylon, in which the commentaries

on the Buddhist canon were nrst written, to the Indian

branch of the Aryan languages. According to Mr. Rhys

Davids," " it is based on the dialect spoken by the colony

from Sinhapura in Lala, on the west coast of India, who

drove into the remote parts of the island the former in-

habitants, borrowing very little indeed from their Ian-

Later on the Sinhalese derived their relicrionguage.

and literature from the opposite side of India, but in

' " Ueber die IMundarten und die Wanderungen der Zigeuner

Europas," Th. 2 (1873).

* "Annual Address of the President of the Philoloj;ical Society"

('875). P- 71-
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dialects akin to their own.' Sinhalese possesses the

h'nguals t and ^, has lost all gender except in the pro-

nouns and names of living things, all case-endings for

adjectives, and many for nouns, as well as the person-

endings of tlie verb, expresses number and case by post-

fixes, different postfixes being used for the plural of

animate and inanimate beings, as in Persian, and has

borrowed a large number of Sanskrit words.

West of the Indus is the Pashtu or Pakhtu of the Af-

ghans, the descendants probably of the Paktyes of Hero-

dotus, which has long been considered to belong to the

Iranian group, but since Dr. Trumpp's labours must be

classed among the Indian dialects. It forms a stepping-

stone, as it were, between the Indian and Iranian divi-

sions, partaking to a certain extent of the features of

both, but with predominant Prakrit characteristics. L-ike

Sindhi, it has borrowed from its Iranian neighbours a

whole system of pronominal suffixes. The language is

also known under the names of Patau and Siyiih-Push.

In a small triangle to the extreme north of Afghanis-

tan, with Badakshan on one side and Kashmir on the

other, lies Dardistan, the country of the Dards, among

whom Dr. Leitner has discovered a number of interesting

dialects. The principal of these seems to be the Shina,

a name sometimes applied to the whole Dardu group
;

among the others may be mentioned the Arnyia, the

Khajuna, the Ghilgiti, the Astori, and the Kalasha-

Mander. Dard probably holds much the same position

as Pashtu, being an Indian rather than an Iranian lan-

guage. The present tense of the substantive verb in

Arnyia is conjugated asihn, asfc^^ astir, asihi, asihni, asuni;

'r
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I

the aspirated explosives are generally preserved instead

of being changed into // as in the Prakrits ; and the past

t':nse—at all events in Kalasha—preserves the initial

augment (as in Sanskrit and Greek).

We now come to the Persian or Iranian group, the

most nearly akin to Sanskrit of all the Indo-European

languages, and forming with the Indian dialects the

Eastern or Asiatic branch of the family. In some re-

spects, as in the retention of the old ablative in at or the

preservation of the diphthong an, ao, Persian is more

archaic than Vedic-Sanskrit. Its literary monuments,

however, are of more recent date ; the oldest parts of the

Zend-Avesta, the Bible of the Zoroastrian faith, being

younger than the hymns of the Rig-Veda and belonging

to an age when a portion of the Aryan community had

broken with the polytheistic religion of their brvhren,

and under the conduct, it may be, of an individual pro-

phet, had turned back from the Punjab to the mountains

of the north-west. But we have one great ad\ir.ritage in

studying the Iranian group, and that is ovx op} rtunity

of tracing the history of the language through successive

and long-continued periods. Wi may divide this history

into five periods, r'^presented b^ Zend, Old or Achae-

menian Persian, Huzvaresh or Pehlevi, Parsi, and Neo-

Pcrsian.

The first knowledge Europe obtained of Zend and the

Zend-avesta was due to the enthusiasm of a Frenchman,

Anquetil Duperron, who, without means, and in the face

of great hardship, learnt the language from some Parsi

priests at Surat, and returned to France in 1762 with

over a i undred MSS. These enabled Eugene Burnouf
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to correct the attempt of Dupcrron to translate the Zend-

avesta from a modern Persian translation, as well as the

faulty and uncritical teaching of the language he had

received from the Parsi priests, Burnouf must be re-

garded as the true founder of Zend i)hilology.

Now Zend was the lancruac^c of the ancient Persian

Zoroastrians, or worshippers of Ormazd, in eastern Iran,

and consequently the language in which their sacred

books were composed. All that has come down to us of

the latter are the four books—the Ya'sna, the Vispered,

the Yashts, and the Vendidad—which make up the pre-

sent Bible of the Zoroastrian or Parsi community, the

last of them giving a legendary account of the early

migrations of the Iranian tribes. The modern Parsis

regard avesta as meaning the text, and zcnd as the Peh-

levi commentary; but this is certainly wrong, and Prof.

Haug would explain the first by a hypothetical dvista^

"what is notified," from d-vid, the second being usually

taken as a corruption of zainti, "knowledge," the Saii-

skrity<^«^/ (yvioT-Js). Dr. Oppert is probably right in think-

ing that neither zend nor avesta belonged to the dialect

of eastern Iran, but are identical with two words {pandi

and dbastaya) which occur in the cuneiform inscriptions

of western Persia, and mean respectively "p- yer" and
" law." At any rate, the great inscription set up at Be-

histun by Darius Hysta^-pis, commemorates 'lis restora-

tion not onlv of the Zoroastrian faith after 'ts overthrow

by the Turanian Magi, but also of the text and commen-

tary of the Zend-avesta itself, which had been neglected

or proscribed. In a passage, unfortunately defaced in

the Persian origmal, but preserved in the Protomcdic

/
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version, wc find, according to Dr. Oppcrt's version :

—

"And Darius the kin;^- says : I have made also elsewhere

a book in the Aryan language, that formerly did not

exist. And 1 have made the text of the Divine Law
{Avcsta), and a commentary of the Divine Law, and the

prayer, and the translation. And it was written, and I

sealed it. A.nrl then the ancient book was restored by

me in all nations, and the nations followed it."' In fact,

Darius describes himself as acting like another Ezra of

the Jewish tradition, and there can be little doubt

that additions were made to the book at this time. In-

deed, we can clearly distinguish fragments of varying

antiquity in the portions that have been preserved. The

Gathas, certain obscure hymns in the Ya'sna, are older

than any other part o{ the Zend-avesta, in spite of Prof,

de Harlcz's doubts ; '" they are quoted or referred to in

all other parts, and stand to the latter in much the same

relation as the Rig-Veda stands to the later Vedic and

I^rahmanic literature. The dialect of the Gathas differs

slightly from that of the remaining Zend writings, pos-

sibly because it is earlier, possibly because it was spoken

in the highland regions. However this may be, both

dialects are included in the Zend, the oldest form of

Persian speech to which we can go back. As Zend was

the language of eastern Iran, bounded by Sogdiana on

the north, by Hyicania on the west, and by Arachosia

on the soi^th, it is frequently called Bactrian or Old Bac-

tri'in. It see.'Ps to have lingered on till the Greek period,

^ " Recoias 01 the Past" (1876), vii. p. 109. Dr. Oppert has

omitted tbe vords " by the favour of Ormazd," which introduce the

king's asse )n.

'^ Avesta .

" Livte sacrd des Seciuieurs de Zoroastre" (1875-6).
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and thus to have been a contcnipurai \' of the Old or

Achcemenian Persian which was spoken in the west.

The latter dialect has been recovered from tiie cunei-

form monuments o^ Darius Ilystaspis and his successors,

tile key to which was first found by the genius of Grote-

fend. In some points Old Persian is less removed from the

primitive Aryan than is Zend
;
generally speaking, how-

ever, the contrary is the case. The cuneiform alphabet

of forty characters in which the inscriptions arc written

was obtained in a very ingenious manner from the com-

plicated syllabary of Assyria and Babylon, apparently

under the direction of Darius himself. It fell into disuse,

however, almost before a century had passed. What
kind of writing was used by the eastern Iranians before

the time of Darius it is impossible even to conjecture.

Pehlevi or Huzvaresh is known to us by translations

of the Zend-avesta, a treatise on cosmogony called the

" Bundehesh," and the coins and inscriptions of the

Sassanian dynasty (a.D. 226-651), and seems to have

been the language of the western district of Sevad,

though subdivided into the two dialects of Chaldeo-

Pehlevi and Sassano-Pehlevi. Not only its vocabulary,

but even its grammar has been invaded in a most ex-

traordinary way by Semitic influences, and if we are to

suppose that the language we find in books and inscrip-

tions was ever spoken beyond the limits of a Court circle,

we shall have to admit the possibility of a mixed gram-

mar. It seems most probable, however, that the mixture

was to be found rather in the writing than in the spoken

Ian Gfu aire ; at all events the Muzvarcsh translation of the

Avesta was read by substituting Iranian for Aranican

II. G
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expressions, Iranian terminations being added in the

MSS. to Semitic words. While this curious idiom was

being cultivated in the west, another idiom, Parsi or

Pazend, had grown up in the east, and was perpetuated

in India by the Guebres, or fire-worshippers, who

fled from Mahommedan persecution to Guzerat. Parsi

differs but slightly from the language of Firdusi, the

great epic poet of Persia, whose "Shahnameh" or

" Rook of Kings," commemorating the past glories of

Aryan Persia, was composed about lOOO A.D. With

Firdusi the history of modern Persian begins ; in his

hands it is a pure Aryan dialect, free from foreign ad-

mixture ; but by slow degrees it incorporated an increas-

ingly large vSemitic element until its dictionary became

half-filled with Arabic words. Neo-Persian rerembles

Itnglish in the simplicity of its grammar ; it has even

rid itself of any distinction of gender in the third per-

sonal pronoun, while the idea of the genitive is expressed

by the vowel /', a remnant of an old relative ; the lan-

guage, nevertheless, is melodious and forcible, and Per-

sian poetry takes a high rank. Of course, the literary

dia»cct of modern Persia is only one out of many

;

among the provincial dialects the best known is perhai)s

that of Mazenderan.

Rut we have not \'ct iinished our survey of the lan-

guages belonging to the Iranian section of Indo-P^uropean

speech. There still remain the Kurdic dialects, of which

the chief are the Kurmanji between Mosul and Asia

Minor and the Zaza, the Reluchi of Reluchistan, and the

dialects of the Lurs (Rashiari and Faili), of the Tats in

the south-east of the Caucasus, and of the Iron or Os-

setes
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setes in the same neicrhbourhood. Ossctian is divided

into a great variety of patois, and is closely connected

with the Armenian, which along with it, must be ex-

cluded from the Iranian group, if Hiibschmann's opi-

nion is right. The classic period of Armenian begins

with the formation of the alphabet by Mesrop in the

fifth century of our era, and the works of Moses of

Chorene, Lazar of Pharp, Eznik of Kolb, and others.

The literary dialect declined in the eleventh century,

when the XocdX patois began to take its place. A leading

phonetic feature of Armenian is the change of the hard

into the soft explosives, and of the soft into the hard ones,

while original/ becomes h (as in Jiayr=pater). Three

new tenses—a perfect, a pluperfect, and p '"uture—have

been created in the verb by the help of participles.

We must now pass at a leap to the westernmost of all

the Aryan languages, that still spoken by the Kelts of

Wales, Brittany, Ireland, and the Scotch highlands.

Cornish became extinct only in the last century, and

Manx may even now be occasionally heard in the Isle of

Man. The ancient Gaulish or Gallic disappeared wholly

from France before the inroads of Latin and Teutonic,

leaving behind it only some twenty or thirty half-deci-

phered inscriptions in Roman characters ; but its utter

disappearance must have been subsequent to the time of

Sidonius Apollinarius, who congratulates Ecdicius, his

brother-in-law, on inducing the Arvernian nobility to

give up the use of the Keltic language.^ The Breton or

'f

11!
I !

%

* " Quod sermonis CeUici squamam dcpositura nobilitas, nunc
oratorico stylo, nunc etiam cama?nalibus modis imbuebatur,"
" Epist." 3. iii.
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Armorican of Brittati)'' was a subsequent importation,

derived from the Hritoiis of Cornwall and South Wales,

who were led there by Maximus in the fifth century, (jr

afterwards driven out of their country by the Saxon

invaders. The Keltic tongues are generally divided into

Kymric, comprising Welsh, Cornish, Breton and Gaulish,

and Gaelic or Goidelic, which includes Irish or Erse,

Scotch Gaelic (also called Erse), and Manx. This divi-

sion, however, is founded on the fact that Kymric and

Gaulish agree in changing c {qii) into /, where the

original guttural is preserved in the Goidelic branch of

the family. The inscribed stones of Wales and Devon-

shire on which the qji appears, as, for example, in the

word inaqui ^^son^' are evidences of an Irish occupation

of this part of our island. The (^ luls of the Con-

tinent had transformed their k's into/'s centuries before

their kinsmen in Britain did so, and if we find local

names of Keltic origin in the south of England which

contain/ instead of ^', this is to be accounted for by the

Gaulish conquest and occupation of this part of our

island to which Caesar is a witness.^ There was a time

when a Keltic-speaking people inhabited parts of Swit-

zerland, the Tyrol, and even the country south of the

Danube, as may be proved by the evidence of local

names, as well as those of certain plants of Dacia de-

scribed by the physician Dioskorides ; but it has left

but little trace behind, and like the rest of the Keltic

family, been pressed westward by the stronger tribes

from the east. The Kelts of Gaul, however, took

their revenge by military expeditions southward and

' See Rhys :
*' Lectures on VVclsh Philology " (1877), pp. 19 sq.
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eastward, amoni; which the two most ccli-bralctl arc

those led by Brennus (a name of unknown meaning)

when Rome was destroyed B.C. 390, and Del[)hi threat-

ened a hundred years later. Unsuccessful in Greece, the

Gauls settled in some places on the Thracian coast,

while a much larger colony crossed into Asia Minor, and

there occupied the district called Galatia after them. The

Galatian language survived down to the daysof St. Jerome.

The Keltic dialects arc distinguished by a regular

mutation of the initial consonants, as it is termed, the

final letters of '^ne word influencing, as in Sanskrit, those

of the fc. .ving word. But their grammar also displays

certain features which seem to indicate the action of a

non-Aryan influence at a time when the Aryan Kelts

were in close contact with the earlier populations of

western Europe. Prof. Rh^s has suggested the possi-

bility of seeing Basque or " Iberian " influence in the

incorporation of the pronouns between the Irish verb

and its prefixes, a pha^nomenon that appears exception-

ally in Welsh, as well as in the Breton verb to have. The

differentiation of the verb and noun, again, which had

been effected at an early time in Aryan, has been partly

effaced in Welsh, as though the latter language had come

into contact with one in which the verb and noun were

not distinguished ; while the inflection of the Welsh pre-

positions (as erof, "for me," erot, "for thee"), and of the

substantive yr eiddof, " my property," i. e. " mine," re-

minds us strongly of Magydr usage. It is remarkable

that we find a mixture of two very distinct races among

all Keltic-speaking peoples ; the first, generally called

" Iberian" by physiologists, being short ancl brachyce-

'1
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phalic with black eyes and hair, and the second, the

pure Keltic, being, on the contrary, tall and fair with

long skulls, light hair, and blue eyes.

Excepting glosses of the eighth century, and a few in*

scriptions of still earlier date, Welsh literature begins

with the revival in the eleventh century, when such of

the older poems as had been preserved were modernized

in language, and a large number of additions were made

to them and ascribed to the traditional names of Aneu-

rin, Taliessin, and other bards. Ihe best part of the

literature belongs lo the next two centuries, when among

other productions the Triads and a number of chronicles

were composed.

The oldest literary relic of Cornish is a glossary en-

titled " Vocabula Britannica," of the twelth or thirteenth

century.' The only remarkable specimen of Cornish

literature, however, is a Passion-play of the fifteenth

century, which is full of English loan-words.^

In Breton we have the chartularies of the monasteries

of Rhedon and Landevin, dating from the tenth and

eleventh centuries,^ the " Buhez Santez Nonn," or " Life

of Saint Nonna,"* of the fourteenth century, and a few

other works. The "ancient" Breton poems given by

Villeneuve in his "Barzaz Breiz" have unfortunately been

proved to be as modern as the " Bepred Breizad " or

" Toujours Breton " of M. Luzel.

' Marked Vesp. A 14 in the Cotton Collection in the British Mu-
seum, and edited in Norris's " Cornish Drama," vol. ii.

^ Edited by Whitley Stokes in the " Transactions of the Philolo-

gical Society of London" (1862).

' See Courson's " Histoire des Peuples Bretons" (1846).

* Edited by Legonidec (1837).
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Irish literature is perhaps the oldest and most impor-

tant of any produced by a Keltic people. Glosses of

the eighth century, ecclesiastical and poetical literature,

tales and chronicles such as the famous " Annals of the

Four Masters," are among the works that may be men-

tioned. The " Book of Kells," now preserved in the

Library of Trinity College, Dublin, and written in Latin,

is the most exquisite example in the world of that minute

and intricate style of illuminating for which the Irish

monks were especially esteemed. In the earlier part of

the Middle Ages, indeed, Ireland, "The Isle of the Saints,"

was regarded as a centre of light and intelligence, and it

was not without reason that Charlemagne made " Cle-

ment the Scot " head of the Palatine School, and estab-

lished another Irishman, John of Mailros, at Pavia.

A considerable number of early inscriptions have been

discovered in Ireland, written in the so-called Ogham
characters, which are also met with in Wales and Eng-

land. Prof. Rhys has attempted to show, with fair suc-

cess, that the Ogmic alphabet was primarily derived

by the Kymric Kelts from a Teutonic people, and after-

wards passed on to the Kelts of Ireland.^

Scotch Gaelic is the most corrupt of all the Keltic

tongues, and its pronunciation bears but a very faint

resemblance to its spelling. Its chief literary interest is

connected with the Ossianic controversy, which is still

far from being completely settled. The Dean of Lis-

more's book, however, compiled about 1530, and con-

taining popular poems relating to Fingal the Finn,

some of which are ascribed to Ossian, make it clear that

^ See his " Lectures on Welsh Philology" (1877).
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Arian bishop VVulfila or Ulphilas in Ma^sia (born A.D.

318, died 3<S8). His parents had been carried captive

from Cappadocia by Gothic invaders, and after convert-

ing large numbers of the Goths to Christianity, he and

his converts had to escape into Roman territory shortly

before Constantine's death. It says much both for the

difficulties he must have encountered, and for his own

practical sense, that he refused to translate the books

of Kings on the ground that the Goths were already

too fond of war and bloodshed. The famous *' Codex

argenteus," now preserved at Upsala, is the main autho-

rity for the text of his Bible, of which all that is left are

considerable portions of the Gospels, the Epistles of St.

Paul, and fragments of a Psalm, of Ezra, and of Nehe-

miah. Excluding a mutilated calendar, and two short

documents from Naples and Arezzo, this constitutes all

the materials we have for a study of the Gothic tongue.

The language seems to have died out in the ninth cen-

tury. Its phonetic system agrees with that of the Low
German, and not of the High German group.

Norse is represented by Icelandic and Norwegian,

Danish and Swedish, the two first forming the East

Scandinavian section, the two latter the West Scandi-

navian. Icelandic, thanks to its isolation, has changed

but little since its importation into the island in the ninth

century, and is practically identical with the Old Norse,

the Dansk of the Skalds or poets, and the Court dialect

of all the Scandinavian nations as late as the eleventh

century. The East Scandinavians had advanced along

the Bothnian Gulf, driving out the Finnic population

they found there, while the western branch crossed over

'/
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inensc. Thus an island could be called by 120 different

words, and a sword by nearly as many. This poetical

dialect made free use of foreign words, and we find

a poem called the "Alvissmal " (or " Speech of the

AUwise"), preserved in the Old Edda, assigning the

Low German biorr ("beer") to the /Esir or gods, while

the Norse ol ov ale belongs to the language of men. It

is hardly necessary to refer to the curious parallel and

illustration this affords of the similar distinction drawn

in Homer between the languages of "gods" and " men."

The literary era of Iceland lasted till its union by

Hacon VI. of Norway, and we owe to it the larger num-

ber of the Sagas, such as the story of the "Burnt Njal," or

of " Grettir the Strong," which have recently attracted so

much attention. The oldest monuments of Danish lite-

rature mount back to the thirteenth century, and among

them we may perhaps include the Latin History of Saxo

Grammaticus, embodying a number of ancient myths

;

modern literary Danish has grown out of the Zeeland

dialect of the sixteenth century. Swedish and Lithu-

anian are the only two Aryan languages which have

retained any traces of the original musical accent, and

the number of vowels and diphthongs possessed by Old

Norse is a proof of the delicate character of its organiza-

tion.

The Low German family is especially interesting to

the Englishman, whose own language belongs to it.

Anglo-Saxon, that is, the three slightly varying Anglian,

Kentish, and Saxon dialects,^ was spoken by a mixture

^ " The Anglian was characterized by a special tendency to

throw off final n, and by a frequent use of the weak ending u{n).

i! » i
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close relationship with the Old Saxon o{ the coast be-

tween the Rhine and the Elbe ; indeed, from the second

to the fifth centuries the three groups of dialects, Frisic,

Anglo-Saxon, and Old Saxon, probably formed but a

single language, which differed chiefly from the extant

Old Saxon in its preservation of the diphthong ai and

of the thematic i and u} The most important relic of

this Old Saxon tongue is the Christian poem of the

" Heliand," or "Saviour," preserved in two MSS. of the

ninth century.^ Its modern representatives arc the Low
German proper, or " Piatt Deutsch," spoken in the low-

lands of northern Germany, and the Netherlandish,

divided into its two dialects of Dutch and Flemish.

Flemish was once the Court language of Flanders and

Brabant, but has had to yield its place to the Dutch.

High German, with all its dialects, is the language of

the greater part of modern Germany. Its history falls

into three distinct periods. The Old High German

period can be traced back to Charlemagne and the oaths

of Strassburg, preserved in the "Annals" of Nithard,^and

may be divided into Frankish, Alemanno-Suabian, and

Austro-Bavarian. From the twelfth century onwards the

vowel endings tend to disappear, and the language enters

upon its second or Middle High German stage. This is

the period of the redaction of the Nibelungen Lied and

of the great Minnesingers, Walther von der Vogelweide,

Wolfram von Eschenbach, and Tanhuser. The Court

1"

' f

* Sweet : loc. cit. p. 27.

2 Edited by Schmeller :
" Heliand : Poema Saxonicum Sceculi

noni" (1830).

' Edited by Pertz (1839), pp. 38, 39.
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[)cculiarities of Slavonic pronunciation, but the Slavs bc-

longiiii; to the Latin Church rejected this in favour of

another called Gla<Tolitic. The modern dialects of the

Slavonic family are the Russian, the Ruthenian or Little

Russian, the Polish, the Czech (Chek) or Bohemian, the

Slovak, the Slovenian, the two Sorabian idioms, also

called Wendic and Lusatian, the Bulgarian, and the

Servo-Croatian. Russian (or Great Russian) is characte-

rized by the same phonetic and grammatical complexity

as the sister Slavonic tongues, and its power of forming

agglutinative compounds has often been noticed. Thus

the two words bez Boga^ " without God," can be fused

into a single whole, from which, by the help of an adjec-

tival suffix, bezbozhvut, " godless," can be formed ; from

this, agnin, the iioun besboshnik, "an atheist," then the

denominative verb beznozhnichat, " to be an atheist," with

a whole crop of derivatives, including the abstract

bezbozhnichestvo , "the condition of being an atheist,"

from which we finally get the barbarous compound bez-

bozhnichestvovatl' " to be in the condition of being an

atheist." Participles, too, have replaced the aorist and

imperfect, which have also been lost in Ruthenian,

though retained in Servian and Bulgarian, and in this

change we may perhaps trace the influence of those

Tatar tribes whose blood enters so largely into that of

the modern Russian community.

Ruthenian or Rusniak occupies a large part of southern

Russia, comprising Kiev, the ancient capital, and is also

spoken over a considerable portion of Galicia. Its litera-

ture is chiefly national and traditional, like that of Rus-

sian proper, which has shown signs of activity and

.<»
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cliaiigecl coiisjdc-niljly since it first comes hcfoic iis in the

eiL;hth century, the o!d imperfect and aorist have chs-

appe.T- ' ind phi)nctic decay has been somewhat active.

Anions" t le vowels at present possessed hy it may be

noticed the vocahc r and /, always short in Czech, but

often louL,^ in Slovak, which ^ive its words, when spelt, a

stranL,^e a[)iiearance. A reforni in the orthoj^raphy of the

lan|4uaL;e was completed in liSjo 1)\' substitutinij Roman
for Gothic letters, and tlie Polish and German iv has sub-

sequently been (iiscartled for the Latin v.

Sorbian or Sorabian is distinj^uished into two dialects,

High Lusatian aiul Wendic, or IIii;h and Low Sorabian.

The district in which it is spoken is now reduced to

small dimensions watered by the Spree, and lyini,^ partly

in Prussia, partly in Saxony. Its literature is insignifi-

cant, in spite of a literary society founded in 1845 to re-

vive and cultivate it, and its first printed book is a work

of Catholic devotion, published in 15 12. Servo-Croatian

or Illyrian, on the other hand, has of late been takinc^ a

somewhat promiii.ent position. The countries over which

it extends—Servia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Montenegro,

Slavonia, Croatia, and part of southern Hungary, have

been made notorious by the events of the recent Turkish

war. Istria and Dalmatia are also included in its domain,

and though the dialects spoken over this large tract of

country are necessarily numerous they may be divided

into three main groups:—the Servian, the Dalmatian,

and the Croato-Bosnian. The three groups arc character-

ized by the different pronunciation of a vowel originally

i\ which at Belgrade remains t\ while at vXgram it appears

as i, and in Cattaro as jj/r or iyc^. Servi.in literature was

II. il
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practically founded by Vouk Stcphanovitch Karajich at

the beginning of the present century, though the east

Servian dialects can boast of documents at least five

hundred years old, and the west Servian of records that

date from the twelfth century, while the admirable litera-

ture of Ragusa goes back to the sixteenth. But it is the

Pesma (Pisma) or ballad, which characterizes the native

and national literature orCc**via. Many of the ballads

arc quasi-historical, and of great age, and Kappcr, in

185 1, united a portion of them relating to the same

mythical cycle in a long Epic, and so created a Servian

Homer. A large number of Turkish and French words

have found their way into the modern dialect, but the

old aorist and imperfect have been retained {bih ~ "fui,"

bijah = "eram "), while a perfect has been formed by

means of a participle, as saui bio, " I have been."

Slovenian is spread over southern Carinthiaand Styria,

as well as Carniola and a part of northern Istria, and is

the native tongue of more than 1,200,000 persons. It is

very closely connected with Servo-Croatian, and may be

classed with the latter under the general name of Illy-

rian. Its literature begins with the sixteenth century,

and it is the native dialect of the great Slavonic philo-

logist, Miklosich. Last of the living Slavonic languages

comes Bulgarian, spoken north and south of the Balkans

by about 6,000,000 persons, a large part of whom, how-

ev^er, arc Ugrian Huns by descent. The adoption of a

Slavonic language by a race, whose skulls still belong to

the Finnish type, according to Virchow, is an interesting

illustration of the small relation that exists between

philology and ethnology. The fact explains the attenu-

JF|1
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ated condition of Bulgarian grammar when compared

with that of other Slavonic tongues, as well as the post-

position of the article which it shares with Wallach and

Albanian. The vocabulary also is full of Turkish, Greek,

Albanian, and Rumanian words. Some efforts have

been made of late 3^ears to introduce schools and a taste

for literature into the country. Like Servo-Croatian,

Ruthenian, and Russian, Bulgarian has lost the dual in

the verbal conjugation possessed by Church Slavonic
;

on the other hand, in agreement with the other Slavonic

languages, it has a " compound declension '* in which the

adjective is made dcfmite by postfixing the pronoun 7.

Thus in Servian vast visok means " a lofty oak," visoki

rasty " the lofty oak." The same form of declension is

also met with in Lithuanian, and we may even compare

the difference between the terminations of the German

adjective, when standing alone or preceded by the article.

It may be added that a Servian writer, Danitchitch, has

lately proposed the following classification of the Slavonic

tongues, on purely phonetic grounds :

—

Polish and Polabish

Czech and Sorabian

Primitive Slavonic

<

(

Church Slavonic

Servo-Croatian

Ruthenian

Russian

(Bulgarian

[Slovenian

There are various other conflicting schemes, however,

and the " primitive Slavonic " is probably a figment ot

the philological analyst, the several Slavonic lanf^uagcs

W
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being the relics of co-existing dialects which existed from

the beginning. Many of these dialects have of course

perished, among them being the Polabish or old dialects

of the Slavonians of the Elbe, whose literary remains

belong to the beginning of the last and the end of the

preceding century.

The Lettic group comprises the two living dialects of

Lithuanian and Lettish spoken by a population of nearly

three millions on the south-east coast of the Baltic and

in Courland and Covno, and the extinct dialect of Old

Prussian once dominant between the Vistula and the

Niemen. The latter is only known to us from documents

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the most im-

portant being a translation of the German Catechism

printed in 1561, and a German-Prussian vocabulary of

more than 800 words compiled in the fifteenth century,

and lately edited by Nesselmann.* Lettish may be

described as Lithuanian in a later stage of development,

its accentuation, for instance, being invariably on the first

syllable and not movable as in Lithuanian. It is usually

divided into High and Low Lettish, the k st being again

subdivided into north-west Kurish or Tahmish, and the

Middle dialect on which the common literary LiUguage

is based. Lithuanian was similarly divided by Schleicher

into High and Low, distinguished by the change of tj

and dj into rz, and dz in the former ; but tiiis division

has been successfully attacked by Kurschat," v/ho pro-

' " Ein deutsch-preussisches Vocabi'lariiim aiis dem Anfans^ dcs

15 Jahrh.-' (1868). See Pott in the " Beitriigc zur vcrgl. Sprachf.,"

^ "Worterbuch der Litauiscben Spraclie," p. viii. (ii>7o).
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poses to call the dialect of the extreme south of Prussian

Lithuania (the common literary languai^e) High Lithu-

anian, while a somewhat widely divergent dialect spoken

in the north a few miles below Mcmel might be termed

Low Lithuanian. Lithuanian licerature consists in large

measure of dainas^ or " national songs," and prose tales,

and it also boasts of one poet, Christian Donaleitis (1714-

So), whose poem of " The Seasons " in 3,000 lines pos-

sesses considerable merit. Lithuanian phonology agrees

strikingly in some respects with that of the Indie branch,

ss ( = sJi) answering to I-E. k, Sansk. 's, Zend q ; k \.o

I-E. kWy Sk. ch, Zend k ; z {=- Frenchy) to I-E. ^, Sk.y,

Zend^/ and ^ to l-K. gzu, Sk. and Zend ^'(7). These

sounds have undergone further modification in Lettish,

where k and g have become c {= is) and dz before the

soft vowels, as in cell, " to lift," Lith. kciti, and sz and z

have become s and 2, as sirds^ " the heart," Lith. szirdis

or seniCy " the earth," Lith. zeme. Lithuanian has pre-

served the dual as well as the various case-endings in the

noun and the present and future tenses in the verb. A
new perfect and imperfect, however, have come into

existence, the latter being a compound tense formed by

the help of the auxiliary to do.

We must now pass on to another and very important

branch of the Aryan family, the Greek, or Hellenic. In

no other of the allied languages has the vowel system

been developed with such perfection and adapted to the

expression of grammatical forms. In fact, the Greek of

the historic period is characterized by a sensitive euphony,

a plastic clearness, and a logical consistency. It is diffi-

cult to know how far to the north dialects belonging to

\
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the Hellenic stem may have extended : Thessalian was

regarded as a rude yEolic dialect, Macedonian was still

further removed from classical Greek, and Thracian

seems to belong to another stock. At the same time

the scanty remains that have been left of the Phrygian

language in inscriptions and glosses prove the latter to

have been Hellenic, and the Phrygians traced their

descent from the Briges or " IVeemen " of Thrace. The

other Aryan languages of Asia Minor, Mysian, Lydian,

and perhaps Karian, must also, it would appear, be classi-

fied as Hellenic. At the same time it must be remembered

that if Lydian or Karian are to be classified as Hellenic,

it can be only in so far as the non-Aryan languages that

underlie them have been Hellenised by contact with the

Greeks. The affinities of Karian, at all events, are prob-

ably to be sought among the Caucasian languages. Within

Greece itself and the islands and colonies adjacent three

main dialects were considered to exist—Doric, Ionic, and

ALolic. Doric was spread over the Peloponnesus, Megara,

Crete, Rhodes, and the colonies of Sicily, Libya, and

Southern Italy. The Doric "accent" was especially

strong in Laconia. Ionic must be divided into Old Ionic,

New Ionic, and Attic, and while Doric was pre-eminently

the dialect of landsmen and mourtaineers, Ionic was the

dialect of sailors and merchants. Its centre was the

.^gean, on either side of which it was spoken in Attica

and Ionia, where there were four local varieties according

to Herodotus.i Old Ionic has been preserved in many

of the forms and phrases of the Homeric poems, and

is distinguished from New Ionic by its more archaic cha-

* i. 142.
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ractcr, preserving the primitive long vowels for instance,

which become short in New Ionic, as in veoj instead of vjjo^

(= ndvas), or the old genitive termination in -ojo, which

subsequently passed through -00 into the contracted -ou.

Attic stands midway between Old and New Ionic in the

matter of conservative tendencies ; thus the loss of the

digamma in iidvas is compensated by the lengthening of

the second vowel (vsw^), which is never made short, ^olic

was, perhaps, the most widely used of the Greek dia-

lects, and may be classified as /Eolic proper, Boeotic, and

Thessalian. It was the dialect of Lesbos, Cyprus,

Thcssaly, Bceotia, Elis, and Arcadia, though the last two

are made Doric by Westphal/ The form it assumed in

Cyprus has recently been disclosed to us by the de-

cipherment of the Cypriote syllabary, and is particularly

interesting, its main features being the amalgamation ot

the article with the initial vowel of the next word and

the preservation of the digamma (2;), which was elsewhere

lost early, as well as of the yod {y). Besides these

dialects there was also an artificial epic dialect, based

partly on Old Ionic, partly on New Ionic, and resulting

from the recitation of half-modernized epic poems by

clans of rhapsodists who frequently used archaic words

and forms wrongly or created others by false analogy.

The epic dialect of Homer and the other fragments of

1 " Verglcichende Grammatik der indogermanischcn Sprachen,"

i. p. 48. See, however, Gelbke and Schrader, in Curtius' " Studien,"

ii. I, X. (1869, 1878), who show that Arcadian occupies a middle place

between Lesbo-Cyprian and Thessalo-Boeotian. Elean must be

classed with Arcadian, though after the fifth century B.C. it is much
affected by Laconisms, and from the first had a remarkable predi-

lection for the vowel a.
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tlic epic cycle, together with that of sucli later imita-

tors as Apollonius Rhodius, is a kind of tcsselated pave-

ment in which the whole history of the poems is reflected.

Thus such stray yEolisms as Tna-u^eg, (pri^, ^a^eo;, ai(TUfjLvriTYig,

cifxudig, ©Efo-iTws confirm the tradition that the home of epic

verse was in ^Iiolian Smyrna and the neighbourhood of

the Trojan plain, whence it was handed on to the Court

poets of the Ionian cities. The intermixture of Old and

New Ionic forms, the use of the same word now with the

digamma and now without, the sporadic appearance of

j^W (as in Seofjw^j, or of a long -a in the neuter plural,

the co-existence of two or three different forms charac-

teristic of successive stages in the growth of the language

(as the genitives in -oio for -oayo, -00, and -ou, or the dative

plural with and without -t), are among the many indica-

tions of the length of time during which the lays were

orally handed down, and so reflected the several changes

undergone by the living speech. The false forms, such

as kiaaro from hij.i with a digamma, or e^^oc^e and E/xfxa9E

with a double consonant, the mistaken meanings at-

tached to words preserved in some ancient formula

or epithet, the extension given to an assumed " poetic

licence," all show the artificial character which the poeti-

cal language gradually assumed. The Atticisms which

occur on every page, and caused Aristarchus to consider

Homer as an Athenian, as well as words and phrases which

seem to belong to the Periklean era, are witnesses to more

than one Attic recension after the poems had been trans-

ferred to the mainland of Europe. And lastly, the few

forms which bear the impress of the Alexandrine age

testify to the harmonistic labours of the critics of Alexan-
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diia, who souc^ht to remove contradictions and incon-

sistences by expunc^ing whole passages or introducing

trifling corrections. JUit the epic dialect, such as we have

it, was essentially a creation of the Ionian mind ; it grew

up among the yEolian and Ionic settlers in Asia Minor,

.vho had fled from the Dorian invaders of the Pelopon-

nesus ; it recorded their glories and their hatreds, and

with the exception of a single Hne in Odyssey (xix. 177),

there is as little trace of the Dorian name as there is of

the Dorian dialect.

This Dorian dialect, however, as befitted the idiom of

uncorrupted mountaineers, is the most conservative of all

the Greek dialects. Thus it preserves the digamma, as

well as the primitive dental, which had become a sibilant

in the other dialects, as in ^i'^con ( = ^l^coai), tutttovti

( = ru7rrou(Ti), fiHtxri ( = sIkoji) ; while the accent of the

aorist huTtov embodies the fact that the last syllabic has

been shortened by losing a final consonant (eti/ttovt).

Next to Doric, Old Ionic and Attic exhibit the most

archaisms. The Homeric and Hcsiodic literature bear

witness to the comparatively l?te date at which the

digamma became extinct in the Ionic dialect, though

only one Ionic inscription with this letter has yet been

found (in Naxos), and the legends scratched on the

granite colossi of Abu-Simbel by the Ionian mercenaries

of Psammitichus (probably B.C. 590) show no sign of its

existence. Except in the matter of the digamma, which

was retained up to a comparatively late date, Lesbian

^olic has gone furthest in the path of phonetic and

grammatical change. Even the accent has been uni-

formly thrown as far back as possible. However, the

\i
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verbs in -^a* were more numerous than in the sister-

idioms, (p/^rj^i for example answering to the ordinary

<pjX£w, but most of these are of late formation though

modelled after an ancient pattern.

It has been the fashion to class Greek with Latin, and

even to constitute a hypothetical Hellcno-Italic or

" Pelasgic " language from which the dialects of Greece

and Italy have been supposed to have sprung. But such

a theory is but the echo of the effete prejudices and be-

liefs of pre-scientific " philology." Greek and Latin were

generally the only dead languages taught and known,

and where Hebrew did not come into competition it was

imagined that everything must be derived from Greek.

Not only were the two classical tongues thought to be

intimately bound together, but it was further laid down

that Latin was but a dialect of Greek, a sort of corrupt

iEolic in fact. It is no longer possible to believe that

the relation between Greek and Latin is especially close.

Latin gravitates rather towards the Keltic languages,

where, as in Latin, we find a passive in -r, and a future

in -by while Greek is much more nearly related to

Asiatic Zend. Alone in Greek, Zend, and Sanskrit has

the augment been preserved ; the comparative in -rsfof,

the alpha privative, the (xri {ind) prohibitive, and the voice-

less aspirate, all find their analogues in Zend ; while,

as Prof. Max Miiller points out, there are striking re-

semblances between the lexicons of Greek and Zend.

Thus the Greek (Tto(xoc, TrUlcrrog, avx, oiog, yepag, Bsfxig, oiKOvh

answer to the 2,Q.r\di qtaman, fraesta, ana, aiva ("one"),

garaiih ("reverence"), ddmi ("creation"), vaeqmen-da.^

*
» " Chips," iv. p. 249.
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On the other hand, Greek stands in marked contrast to

Latin as n^j^ards phonoloL,^y. While Greek preserves the

vowels, Latin preserves the consonants, and the aspirated

tenues, x. •^j <P, become in Latin the simple // and /.

Equally opposed is the verbal conjugation where Latin

has dispensed with a large number of the old tenses and

supplied their place with new compounds. By way of

compensation the Greek decleniuon is poorer than the

Latin, in spite of its retention of the dual and use of the

archaic endings -Se(v) and -Jif.

The loss of consonants, v,y, s, &c., has been the chief

cause of the phonetic changes of the Greek language.

The rule that drops s between two vowels has been espe-

cially prolific of change. So also has been the disap-

pearance of J/, which, when coming after a dental, has

given rise to s. The grammatical terminations, again,

have been strangely transformed by the rule which for-

bids a word to end in any consonant save ;/, r, s (and in

two cases /f*). The decay of the final consonants was,

however, but slow, and the late date at which the final

nasal of the accusative disappeared may be judged of

by the preservation of the vowel a, as in (ps^ovra, a nasal

preventing any modification of a preceding alpha. In

the declension, the locative has taken the place of the

dative, as 7rci/xev-t, vau-ai, ttoct-o-i ( = 100-71), and the instru-

mental ending is preserved in the Homeric vau-(pi{v). In

the verb the old middle or intransitive voice has been

retained, which has been lost in Keltic and Letto-

Slavonic, and has left but few traces in Latin. Though

' -m is a compound of the two locative endings -sii and -/, and

stands for sui.
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capable in an eminent dei;rce of ft)rinin^ compounds,

Greek has remained free in this respect rrt)m the extrava-

gances of Sanskrit, and its syntax has reached a high

level of development.

Political and literary reasons made Attic the standard

dialect of Greece, and in the hands of the Alexandrian

writers it became the Kom ^ia>.£jirog, or '* common language,"

of the Greek world. But outside the literary coterie and

such University cities as Athens or Alexandria, this

" common language " changed considerably, and we have

only to compare the Greek of the New Testament with

that of Plato or Thucydides to see how great the change

could be. The transference of the capital of the Roman
limpire to Constantinople, and the mixture of national-

ities which took place there, gradually produced the

Byzantine Greek of the Middle Ages, out of which grew

modern Greek or Romaic, properly applied to the edu-

cated dialect of Greece at the time of the war of inde-

pendence. By the side of this stood a large number of

local varieties, amounting, it is said, to as many as

seventy,^ one especially, the Tzakonian of the Morea,

differing from the literary language in a very marked

degree.'^ Some of these dialects have now disappeared,

but several still remain, especially in the islands, and

to such an extent docs dialectic variation still proceed

that in Lesbos "villages distant from each other not

' Stoddart :
" Glossoloi^y," p. 33. But see above, p. 204.

'^ An exhaustive grammar and vocabulary of this dialect, in three

volumes, is being prepared by Dr. Deffner. The vocabulary will

contain 6,000 words, with examples. Many of the words and

phonetic peculiarities of the dialect go back to the " Laconisms "

recorded by Hesychius and other ancient lexicographers.
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more than two or three hours have frefiucntl)' prtnliar

words of their own and their own pecuh'ar pronunciation."'

The educated ch'alect, however, was hut shghtly removed

from the Attic Greek of classical times, and tlie leaders

of Greek Hterary fashion have found it [)ossihle with the

aid of school;-, and newspapers to weed "Romaic" of

modern forms and idioms, to restore old cases, tenses

and words, and in short to revive classical Greek. This

revival is one of the most cur'ous Hn^^uistic facts of the

present century ; even the dative has been recovered,

and the infinitive in -siv is bcini:^ substituted for the peri-

phrastic va ( = m) witli the conjunctive, which had lonc^

taken its place. The conjuc,^ation, nevertheless, still dis-

plays an analytic tendency, the dual has disappeared,

and the pitch-accent has been changed into a stress-

accent, causing the accented syllable to be long and the

unaccented one to be short. Modern Greek pronuncia-

tion, moreover, is very far removed from that of classical

times ; iotacismns is predominant, nxlucing vowels and

diphthongs to the common sound of 2, while the aspirated

consonants have become surds.'*

One group of Aryan speech is still left for notice. The

numerous Romanic tonc^ues which trace their descent from

the language of Rome make the Italic group one of

special importance. These tongues not only have a con-

tinuous history of their own, but we can also trace them

^ Max Mijllcr : "Lectures," i. p. 52 (8th edition).

^ A (".reek dialect is spoken in ei^i,dit small towns in the neigh-

bourhood of Otranto and Lecce. It changes x into h, as in ho7>ia

or Jmuia for x^^w^ reminding us of the replacement of the guttural

aspirate by the simple aspirate in Latin. See Morosi :
" Studij sui

Dialctti Greci della terra a' Otranto" (1870),
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l).'ick to .1 \vcll-kii(»\vii foiuitain-lic.ul. 'I'licy ciia!)lc us to

verify or correct our attempts to restore tlu' i)arent-Ar)'an

by a conij)arison of the derived Uinj;uages, as well as to

study the laws of lettcr-chanj^e in actual, living speech.

Hut Latin, the iangua^^e of Uome, was but one out of

many It.ilic dialects. l'uttinL>" aside the non-Ar\an

ICtruscan, we find in Italy two i^reat stocks, the lapy-

gian and the Latino-Sabellian. The lapy<,n'an is repre-

sented by the inscriptions of the ancient Messapia in the

ith. which but partially deciphered. They

suffice to show, however, how distinct their lani^uai^n; is

from the other Aryan dialects of Italy; the ijenitives

in -aif/i and -i/ti, the use of aspirated consonants, and

the avoidance of ni and / at the end of words, comiect it

rather with the Greek than with the true Italic stock.

The latter falls into two branches, the Latin and the

Umbro-Samnite, comprising the idioms of the Umbrians,

Sabines, Marsians, Volscians, and Samnites or Oscans.

Oscan, whici is chiefly knowm tons from the inscriptions

on the bronze tablets of Agnone^ and Bantia," and the

Abella Stone,'' was spoken in Samnium and Campania,

and is, on the whole, the most conservative of the Italic

dialects; while Umbrian, on the other hand, the language

of the north, has suffered more than any other from the

action of phonetic decay. Our knowledge of Umbrian is

principally derived from the bronze tablets known as the

Eugubinc Tables,
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rL;uviiiin, in 144^>, in a subtcrraiicai) clLiinbcr. Tlicy

relate to the twelve sacrifices and iituri^ies to be per-

formed in honour of the twelve ^ods b\' various ^^uilds.

Both Uinhrian and Oscan differ from T.atin in substitut-

\\v^ p for (/ii {/ccv), as in />is for quis, in replacini;" / before

/ by a stronfjly pronounced as[)iratc, as in Ohtavis for

Octavius, and in cluuv^inL; aspirated tenues to f in the

middle of a word where Latin has /;, .is in tcfc {tibi), si/ri

{sibi). Unibrian also developed a peculiar r out of an

orijjjinal r/, and invented a new character to denote it
;

thus riDium answers to the Latin doninu : rcrc to the

Latin dcdit. It tended to omit vowels altoi^c'ther. and

to reduce diphthongs to simple vowels even more than

Latin, while the terminations fell into the utmost dis-

order. Oscan, on the contrary, preserves the diphthongs

and retains the organic a where Latin has /, as in

n)itcr by the side of the Latin inter ; it avoids the change

of^'to;' between vowels, as well as the assimilation of

sounds ; kcnstur, for instance, corresi)onds with the Latin

censor for cois-tor. Both in Oscan and Umbrian the

genitive of nouns in -a is -as, that of nouns in -iis, -eis

and -es, while the locative is retained, and the dative

plural in -bus discarded. Much use, too, is made of the

old infinitive in -Jim, and whereas the Latin future has

had recourse to the auxiliary ///<?, the Oscan /ler-est, "he

will take," preserves the old sigmatic form. As Momm-
sen observes, the relation between Latin and Osco-Um-

brian may be compared to that between Ionic and Doric,

Oscan and Umbrian differing from one another much as

the Doric of Sicily differed from the Doric of Sparta.

But whether Latin, Oscan, or Umbrian, all the Italic
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was given lo the supines and gerunds. Here and there,

it is true, a reduplicated perfect was left ; but its place was

more usually taken by an aoristic form like scrip-si

or a compound of the stem with the verb Juo^ as in

ama-vi {inna-fici), and this compound was again com-

bined with a compound tense of the substantive verb—as

scripsissevi (= scrip-si-es-sein) or amav-isseni—to form

fresh tenses. Other tenses—the imperfect and future

—were created by means of the auxiliary ///6>, just as in

Keltic, where the Old Irish carub answers to auiabif, and

confutes the view first started by Scherer,' that the for-

mative of Latin tenses was the stem d/ia (as in the Teu-

tonic Lov-{d)ed), since a Keltic b cannot come from an

earlier dJi. Like Keltic, too, Latin developed a curi.^as

passive in r, which was long considered as a refle^iive

voice formed by the pronoun se^ just as in Letto-Slavic,

where the Lithuanian dyvy-jk-s, the Church Slavonic

divlja-se answers to the Latin ** miror," or in Old Norse

where the middle is formed by the suffix -sk, that is, the

reflective pronoun sik^ " self." But though we might

bring the Latin amor from aino-se through an interme-

diate amc-re, it is impossible to do so in Old Irish or

Welsh, where j' does not change to r, and for the present,

therefore, the origin of the characteri-^tic of the J atin

passive must remain unexplained.^ Several tenses of the

' " Geschichte der deutschen Sprache," p. 202.

- The Latin passive r appears also in Vedic forms, like the 3rd

pi. imper. active ^se-r-atam^ from 'jt/, and Fick atid Hezzcnbcr;^er

suggest that it is further found in the Greek dev-p-u, a 2nd sing,

imperative, as compared with tlie plural otuTe (Ikzzenberger's " liei-

triige," ii. 3, p. 270). In a^naris, for aiiia-r-is, it is suffixed to the

verbal stem, and not to the person-endings, as in the Sanskrit and
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[)cis.sivc, however, were formed upon the analytic principle,

the substantive verb bcintTused with the p.'.rtie ^ le active,

while in both active and passive the optative and con-

junctive and even future were confounded together.

The analytic tendency displayed in the Latin verb has

been carried out in the Neo-Latin or Romance languages.

The ** vulgar" Latin of the people necessarily differed

slightly in the different parts of the Empire; the further

removed a province was from the capital, the greater

was the chance of change in the dialect spoken in it, and

the greater also the influence likely to be exercised upon

it by neighbouring languages.^ Out of these varieties

of provincial Latin have grov/n the modern Romance

idioms—Italian, Spanish, Provencal, French, Portuguese,

Rumansch and Wallachian or Rumanian. They all

agree in one point, that of retaining the accented syl-

lable of the Latin word, but while Italian and Spanish,

geographically the nearest to the old language of Rome,

have made but few changes in the form of the vocabulary,

P^'ench has distinguished itself by the desire it has shown

of throwing away as many unaccented syllables as pos-

sible, and of thus suppressing vowels and consonants

alike. No doubt the proress was aided by the Prankish

conquest ; numberless Teutonic words have made their

way into the PYench dictionary, and French idiom hc.s

been largely affected by that of Germany. Thus the

French aveniry that is, ad venire, has been formed after

Creek words just mentioned, and it is possible that the attachment

of it to the full forms of the indicative, in order to denote the

passive, was due to the false analogy of the imperative aina-re.

' Sec Schuchardt : '' Der Vokalismus dcr Vulgiirlateins " (1866-8).
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the analof^y of the German aiikunft, h'terally " to come ;

"

contr^e, that is {term) contrata, is the result of the asso-

ciation of the German Gcgcnd, " country," and gcgtii,

" against," and avalcr, from ad vallcin, is a skivish trans-

lation of ^//t Thai. But iherc is another respect in which

French and Provencal separate themselves from Italian

and Spanish. The declension in the two latter tongues

has altogether disappeared in the earliest monuments to

which we have access, whereas in French and Provencal

the relics of the old declension were preserved up to the

thirteenth century, resulting, as M. Littre has remarked,'

in a semi-synthetic syntax. Old French distinguished

between the nominative and the accusative, which were

// cJicvals and le cJicval in the singular, and // clicval and

Ics chevals in the plural, where the fmal -s preserves the

-tis and -OS of the Latin noun. French and Provencal,

however, are not the children of a common Neo-Latin

language. They are independent dialects which have

grown up on Gallic soil out of the provincial Latin once

spoken there, and modified by the influence of foreign

tongues. Both dialects, it is true, supplanted an earlier

Keltic idiom, but the number of Keltic words that have

crept into their vocabularies is singularly small.

Latin, as spoken in Gaul, had a strong affection for

diminutives, a characteristic which may have been ot

Keltic origin. At all events, Irish shows this tendency in

a marked way, as in sanctan, " saint-ikin," corrupted into

** St. Anne," or squireen, from the borrowed squire. The

same tendency, however, is found in a good number of

languages in which the Court dialect has become that of

' " Dictionnaire dc la Languc franc^aise," i. p. xlvii. (1863).
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the people, and ue have the German Swiss turning every-

thing into a diminutive, down to Kaisti,r Karli, and the

Itahan using sorella as a substitute for soror. Indeed, we

have only to look at Diez's Dictionary to see how fond

the provincials must have been of diminutives throughout

the Roman world. We also find them making great use

of neuter adjectives, like viaticum (voyage), or cetaticuni

{Age), instead of the simple substantives, and employing

words different from those in ordinary use in the classical

speech. Thus villa [yille) took the place of urbs, bitcca

{bouche) that of c;^, basiare (baiser) that oiosculari, cai?ibiare

{changer) that of mutare, andare [aller) that of ire. Had
it not been for a few lines of Horace and Juvenal we

should never have known of the existence of cabalhis

in literary Latin of the golden age, and yet caballus

{cJicval) has entirely ousted equus from the languages

which boast of their descent from it. In the eighth century

French was still the lingua roinana rustica in which

the clergy preached, and the glosses found by Holtz-

mann (in 1863) at Rcichenau in a MS. of the year 768,

present us with words like caba^majinciolo, manatees as the

equivalents of the Latin tuguriuni, sindones, minas. The

oaths of Strassburg (A.D. 842) preserved by Nithard^ are

the next oldest specimens of French, the languedoU as it

came to be called. With the Cantilhie dc Sainte Eulalie

begins the golden age of the Old French tongue, and of

the epic poetry, the best example of which is tiiC Chanson

de Roland. It was with snatches fiom this poem that

the trouvhe Taillefer encouraged the Norman soldiers at

the battle of Hastings. With the Sire de Joinville the

^ ** Historiarum," iii. 5 (edit. Fertz, 1839).
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language en^-ered upon a new stage of development

The laiigiied'oil had four principal dialects, corresponding

with the principal political centres, and still preserved in

the modern patois. These four dialects were the Bur-

gundian, the Norman, the Picard, and the French of the

Isle of France, the present representative of which differs

scarcely at all from the Burgundian. The three first-

named dialects differ chiefly in the vowels, as the following

table will show :

—

Burgundirin.

oi, ai, ei, ie

oi, ei, ai

o

Norman. Picard.

e oi, ai, ie

ei oi, ai

u o, ou, eu

ui i, oi, oui ui, oi, eui, oui.*

All three dialects have contributed towards the forma-

tion of modern French,/'^2j(/'^/^j) and attacker for instance

coming from Burgundy, peser and attaqiicr from Nor-

mandy and Picardy. The Norman preference for u has

been perpetuated in the sound indicated by the spelling:'

of such English words as colour or courage.

Proven9al or the langue d'Oc, the language of the

troubadours, is the language of southern France, and

includes not only the dialect of Provence proper, but

the dialect also of Languedoc, Limousin, Auvergne,

Gascony, and part of Dauphiny, to which it is advisable

to add further the Catalonian now spoken in Catalonia,

Valencia,and the Balearic Islands, and once used through-

out the territory ofAragon. Its westernmost sub-dialect,

the Gascoun of Bayonne, may still be heard in the village

of Anglet.^ In some respects Provencal throws light on

^ Burgundian also changes the nasal into_^, as \njuig, iox jiiin.

^ For a specimen of this dialect, see " Poesies en Gascoun," by

Mi:
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the grammatical forms of its northern ncif^hbour
; thus

the origin of the French dirai^ from diccre habeo, is fully

shown by the Provencal future dir vos ai, " je vous dirai,"

which also suggests an explanation of the incorporation

of the French pronouns. The earliest P'-ovengal poem,

the Song of Boethius, is not older than the tenth century,

but the best literature of mediaeval Europe grew up with

the brilliant but shortlived civilization of Provence, whicl".

the Church stamped out by fire and sword. The Albi-

gensian Crusades prevented the Provencal from obtaining

the place afterwards held by the more fortunate Italian

and French.

The oldest written monuments of Italian do not reach

back beyond the twelfth century. In fact, literary Italian

was the creation of Dante, who adopted it from the

splendid Court of Frederick II., that precursor of the

Renaissance, in whom the Papacy instinctively felt that it

had a deadly foe. Already Frederick himself and his

Chancellor, Pietro della Vigna, had composed their poems

in it, and from the mouth of Dante it passed to his

Florentine countrymen and became the native tongue of

Tuscany. In his treatise " De Vulgari Eloquentid,"

Dante reviews all the dialects of his country, reckoning

fourteen in all, and dividing them into Eastern and

Western. The more scientific division of modern days

arranges them in three groups—rnorthern, central, and

southern, the first comprisingGenoese,Piedmontese,Vene-

tian, iEmilian and Lombard ; the second Tuscan, Roman,

and Corsican ; and the third, Neapolitan, Calabrian,

P. Th. Ln.c^ravere (Bayonne, 1865), and " Podsies Gasconnes," by

J. Larrebat (Bayonne, 1868).
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Sicilian, and Sardinian. Most of these dialects differ very

widely from the classical Italian ; Sicilian, for instance,

rcadt* like a new languat^e, and in the Chiaja of Naples

there are few travellers who wo'ild recognize the Plana

of Tuscan speech,

Spanish departs more widely from Latin in both

phonology and vocabulary than any other of the Romanic

languages, but its grammatical forms are regular, antl

when once the phonetic rules of the languag'j are known,

its similarity to the parent-tongue will strike the most

careless student. It is probable that the changes in the

phonology may have been due to Arabic iniluence, as

the changes in the vocabulary certainly have been.

Spanish has driven Catalonian from Aragon, and is even

now making way against Basque in the north ; it is pecu-

liarly the dialect of Castile, and the Andalusian of the

south differs from it in many respects. The oldest relics

of Spanish are scattered through the pages of St. Isidore

of Seville, in the seventh century ; its earliest text, how-

ever, belongs to the middle of the twelfth.

Portuguese, together with Gallician, approaches French

in several particulars more nearly than it does Spanish,

thouf^h on the whole it must be clas.sed with the latter.

It has lost the initial / of the article, and, in addition to

the Arabic words it contains in common with Spanish, it

possesses also a number of French words, which it is

supposed were introduced under Henry of Burgundy at

the close of the eleventh century.

In the isolated valleys of the Rha^tian Alps is to be found

another Romanic language, the Rhaitian, or language of

the Orisons, with its two dialects, the Ladin (Latin)

spoken by the Protestants of the Fngadinc, and the
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main modifications, tonic e and 0, on the one side, be-

coming the diphthongs ea and on ; other vowels, on the

other side, acquiring a semi-nasal sound. We have

already alluded to the postposition of the definite article,

as in omul {homo ilk), " the man," which Rumanian shares

with the neighbouring Albanian and Jkilgarian. The

term Wallach, it may be observed, is the German JVnlsc/t

( Welsh) or " foreign," a name given to them by their

Teutonic neighbours.

One morelanguageof the Aryan family now remains for

review. This is the Skipetar (" Highlander") or Albanian,

the linguistic position ofwhich is still unsettled. There is

little doubt, however, that it belongs to the Indo-European

stock, and the opinion has often been hazarded that it re-

presents the ancient Illyrian or Thrako-Illyrian whose

territory it occupies. A recent writer ' has even connected

it with the ancient Pelasgic—that delight of ethnological

paradoxers—and sought to explain the early proper

names of Greece by means of it ; but his attempt cannot

be pronounced successful. The vocabulary contains a

large number of borrowed words, especially Greek, and

certain phaenomena seem to indicate that it bears a closer

relation to Greek than to any other member of the Aryan

family.

This Aryan family of speech was of European origin.

The fact was first pointed out by Dr. Latham,^ and

Poesche has lately advocated the same view with great

ability
;

' followed by other anthropologists and philo-

* r)enlow :
" La Gri^ce avant les Grecs" (1877).

' In his edition of the " Germania" cf Tacitus, p. rxxxvii.

» "Die Arier" (1878).
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loi^n'sts, more csi)Lcially Poiika and Schradcr. Pocsclic

assumes that the Aryan hin<^Hia<j^es were the product of

the white race, whose colour was due to the alhinoism

caused by a long residence in the marshy comitry

between the Niemcn and the Dnieper. Penka, with

more probability, identifies the primitive speakers of the

Aryan languac^es with the tall, fair-skinned, h*,L]^ht-h aired,

dolichocephalic inhabitants of southern Scandinavia in

the neolithic age, these again being lineally descended

from the long-headed population of western Europe

during the palaeolithic era, their white complexion being

the result of their long subjection to the arctic conditions

which at that time prevailed in Europe. The older

doctrine of Comparative Philology which brought the

Aryans from Asia rested mainly on the assumption that

the nearer a dialect is to its primary centre the less

alteration we are likely to find in it, and the further

belief that Sanskrit stands nearer to the Parent-speech

than any other member of the Indo-P2uropean family of

sp ech. This belief has been overthrown by the dis-

covery that the European system of vowels is more

primitive than that of Sanskrit, while the assumption of

which it formed the minor premiss is r oviously fallacious.

But it led to the creation of many baseless theories.

Thus Pictet made the Aryan mother-country a point

within an ellipse, close to Indie and Iranian on the one

side, and at varying distances from the languages of

Europe on the other. Hovelacque, however, suggested

that the point might have been eastward even of the Indie

and Iranian groups, and towards the Chinese frontier.

This, too, was virtually the view of Johann Schmidt, who

derived the several Aryan languages from dialects of the
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parent spcccli, cacli of which lay furtlicr to the westwanl

of the hypothetical centre the more it had departed from

the character of the primitive tongue,' Mr. Douse, on

the other hand, in tracini:^ the phrunomtMiaof Cirimm's law

back to the oripjinal dialects of the parent-si)eech, would

rather make Low German, Ilij^h German, Letto-Slavic

and Classical, the latter includini^ Sanskrit, Zend, Greek,

and Latin, merely neii^hbouring dialects <^rouped round

a single centre, from which we may imagine them to have

radiated.'' The current opinion, Vvhich commanded the

assent of eminent names, placed the primceval Aryan

community in Bactriana on the western slopes of lielurtag

and Mustag, and near the sources of the Oxus and

Jaxartes. Here, it was said, was the Airynneui vacjo,

"the Aryan seed," of the first chapter of the Vendidad,

where Ahuramazda tells Zarathusta was his first creation,

and whence the Aryans advanced towards the south-west

through fifteen successive "creations" or countries. It is

true that this legend is at most a late :radition, and applies

only to the Zoroastrian Persians ; the geography, how-

ever, was alleged to be a real one, and the position

assigned to the first creation seemed to agree with what

comparative philology has to teach us about the early

Aryan home. Thus we know that it was a comparatively

cold region, since the only two trees whose names agree

in Eastern and Western Aryan are the birch^ and the

pine,* while winter was familiar with its snow and ice.

!••

I I

»
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* " Die Vcrwandschaftverhaltnisse der I-E. Sprachen" (1872).

' " Grimm's Law ; a Study," p. 96 (1876).

' Skt. bhurjja, Old H. G. dirca,

* Skt. pitu-ddrus^ Greek 7r/rv(;, Lat. pinus.

n
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It was a rt'i^ion, moreover, in which j^foKl and p^'rhaps

bronze were procurable, and (ierland' has pointed out

that the universal Aryan myth embodied in the wander-

ings of Odysseus [)resupposes tlie existence of a lar^^e

lake or sea near the first dwelling-place of the Indo-

luiropean family. Jkit a comparative study of the lexicon

proves that thouL^h the primitive Aryans were av^cfuainted

with salt, crabs and nuiss;:ls, and boats with rudders,

these latter were of a very rude descrii)tion and not yet

provided with a sail, while the absence of a common
name for the "oyster" or "the sea" in Eastern and Wes-

tern Aryan is a fact of some significance. Humboldt

believed that the sea of Aral is the remains of a great in-

land lakewhich once included the Caspian and the Euxine,

ami this belief has been confirmed b\' recent researches."'^

We may therefore imagine that the eastern Aryans, the

ancestors of those who afterwards spoke the Indo-luiro-

pean languages of Persia and India, after quitting the

primaeval community, may have followed the course of

the great rivers of Russia in their rude canoes, until at

last they found themselves on the shores of a vast inland

sea. It was this inland sea with the desert that lay to the

south of it which cut the Aryans off from communication

with the civilized races of Babylonia, and forced them

to wander towards the south-cast As has been already

noticed, the parent-speech was no undivided, uniform

tongue ; like the provincial Latin that developed into the

Romanic languages of modern Europe, it was split up

' " Altgriechisclie Marchen in dcr Odyssee " (1869).
"^ See Sporer, in Petermann's *' Mittheilungen" (1868-72), and

"Nature," May 20th, 1875.

W.
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into dialects, each w ith its own peculiarities, which have

been perpetuated in tlie ilerivetl ichoms, or even associateil

in the same idi(jin, Mke the pecuUarities of the OKI

I'Vench dialects in the Parisian P>ench of to-day. Tims

M. Br6al ' observes that while the words which sii^nify

"heart" presuppose a stem ,i,' //<'?';v/ in the laii^ua^es of Asia,

they pi'esuppose a stem hard in the lani^aiai^^es of Iuiroi)e,

though the compound 'srad-dlui, whence the verb 'srad-

dad/uhni, the Latin crc-do, shows that the stem /-/tr^/ itself

is not a stran^er to the Asiatic idioms. The variant

forms, again, of Si^^a and dv(ip% or the coexistent demon-

stratives S(){9), to{s) testify to the same f.ict. Artificial

laiii^uai^e alone is free from dialectical variety, and the

older and more barbarous a community the greater will

be the number of the dialects it speaks.

No written record has come down to us of this primi-

tive Aryan settlement, where the languages of luirope

first began to be formed, it may be, some five or six

thousand years ago. Hut a fuller and truer history of its

hfe and thought than could be given in any written record

may be read in the archives of speech. By comparing

the dialects of Europe and Asia, we can learn what words

were already formed and used before the period of Aryan

migration set in. Where we find the same fully-formed

word with the same meaning in both Greek and Sanskrit,

or German and Zend, we are justified in believing that it

existed before the separation of the Aryan family, and

that the object or idea it denoted was already famih'ar

to our linguistic forefathers. In this way we can restore

^ " La Langue indo-europc^enne," in the " Journal des Savans,"

Oct. 1876. See above, p. 20. (Vol. II.).
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the civilization and history of the parent cominunity, can

discover its mode of Hving, can reproduce its experiences,

can trace its habits and beliefs. But we cannot prove a

net^ative : we cannot, that is, infer from the absence of

the same word in the same sense in both Eastern and

Western Aryan that the idea or object signified was un-

known before the period of migration ; it might have

been known, yet lost or forgotten, during the long years

of wandering. Greek and Sanskrit both possess the same

term for " razor," ksJniras, l^fo'v ; nevertheless Varro as-

serts chat shaving was not practised at Rome before the

third century, B.C.,^ and the assertion is confirmed not

only by the peculiar Latin name of the razor (novacula),

but also by the fact that the small crescent-shaped razors

so plentifully met with in the islands of the Greek archi-

pelago, in Attica, IkL'otia, in many parts of Etruria, and

even north of the Alps, have never been found in the

cemetery of Alba Longa, or in any other of the oldest

Italic touibs. Nor, again, must we forget the possibility

that words which look of native growth may really have

been borrowed, or that borrowed words may exterminate

native ones. In G^oMc, pasc/ia ^\\A purpura have become

caisg and corcur^ through the analogy of the general law

that represents the Kymric p by the older c {kw) ; and

few of those who speak of pansy cr dandelion, remember

that they are the borrowed French pcnsee and dent de

lion. On the other hand, the Basque terms for " knife
"

are all loan-words

—

ganibeta from the French canif, and

nabala from the Spanish nabaja {^novacula)
;
yet we can-

not suppose the Basques to have been ignorant of any

^ "De Re Rustica," ii. 11.
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cutting instruments whatever, and Prince L-L. Bona-

parte has discovered the native word Jiaistoa in an obscure

village. How important these cautions are is evidenced

by the fact that Fick, to whom we owe above all others

the restoration of the primitive Aryan dictionary and

civilization/ has from time to time argued as if the

absence of a common term in east and west Aryan

necessarily implied that a particular object was unknown

to the parent-speech, or has accepted words as native

because they conform to the phonetic peculiarities of the

language, and have undergone the regular action of

Grimm's law. Bearing in mind, therefore, that our pic-

ture of the primitive Aryan community can never be

complete, that we can never know how many further de-

tails have still to be filled in, let us see how it comes

before us in the pages of Pick's ** Comparative Dic-

tionary."

Like the language, the civilization of the community

was highly advanced. Man was iiianus, " the thinker,"

and the society in which he lived was strictly monoga-

mous. The family relations, indeed, were defined with

the severest precision, and there were separate words for

a wife's sister {syalt), and the wife of a brother {ydtaras,

{ivixtzi^^c,, janitrices). The father, at the head of the family,

exercised the same patria potestas as we find existing at

a later day among the Romans ; he was the/^r/w, moTi<;, or

" lord " of the household, just as the wife was the patm^

TTorvia, or " mistress." The community itself was but a

' In his " Vcrgleichendes Wortcrbuch der indogernianischen

Sprachcn " (3rd edit. 1875-6), and "Die ehemalige Spracheinheit

der Indogermanen Europa's" (1873).
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large family, governed on the same principle as the

family, by the vi'spati, or ''head of the clan." The vi'spati,

again, seems to have been under the rdga?i, or " king,"

who was assisted by a body of councillors consisting of

the pataras, or " fathers " of families. The community,

liowever, resembled the Slavonic mir, or the village com-

munities of India, whose constitution has been explained

to us by Sir Henry Maine. Like the Keltic clan, it was

a yevoj or ve'sas (oiKog), holding in common the pasturage

and other lands, which were redistributed among its

members from time to time. These members, neverthe-

less, had separate possessions of their own (ap-nas, oiipvog,

res), consisting of the house with its court, its goods, and

its cattle. The king or chief, too, had a special residence

{regia) and domain (te/xevoj), "cut off" from the property

of his neighbours. The house (domos) was no mere tent

or cave ; it was built of w ^od, with a thatched roof, and

was entered by a door, not by the half-underground

passage of the Siberians. But the community itself was

but part of a larger whole—the vastu {ot.<T'x\j)^ puris' (7r6hig\

or *' township ;" and these townships were connected with

one another by .roads (pantl), along which pedlars tra-

velled with the wares of trade. Naturally such an

organized community had its settled customs or laws

{dMman,^s/x<x,), like the Homeric ^s/jLiarEg, or "dooms," laid

down (d/ui) by qualified judges, and accepted as prece-

dents for the future. "Justice" was azva, "the path" of

right, from z, " to go ;" right itself was j^aus (Jus), that

which a man is " bound " to, from yu{g), " to join ;"

punishment {kai-na) was inflicted only after inquiry

^ Root vas^ " to dwell." ' Root pur {ple-o), " to iill."
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{qticB-rere), and the accused was called upon to provide

sureties, those who " knew " him {gnd-tar). The com-

munity contained free men only ; slavery as yet did not

exist, and free labourers worked for hire {inisdJia, fjnaQos).

Aryan religion was simple, but, like the community,

already organized. It consisted in a worship of natural

objects and phaenomena, more especially of the sun and

dawn, and other bright powers of day. But it must

be called henotheistic, rather than polytheistic ; out of

the many gods he believed in, the worshipper prayed to

one only at a time—he had not yet room in his thoughts

for two co-existing deities. The gods ruled and guided

the universe; they were immortal, all-powerful, and holy,

dwelling like a human family on an Olympus of their

own with the dyauspitar {Diespater) or " father of heaven *'

at their head. Of this father, who was himself but the

" bright " sky, the stars and moon were conceived as the

sons and daughters ;^ i<- was not until the old theology

had begun to yield to the nature-myths of a later age

that they became the myriad eyes of Argos, the " bril-

liant " one. Of this later mythology, the hymns already

addressed to the gods were a fruitful seedplot ; they

were, too, the basis of a liturgy, fragments of which were

carried away by the various bodies of emigrants. In

these liturgical forms the gods were praised as "givers of

good things " {ddtaras vasudm), were prayed " to show

kindness " {vdram b/iar, ri^a,
<p£f

e<v), and asked to bestow

'* good courage " or " sense " {fxkvo; y]v, Zend vo/m manaflh)

and "undying renown" {sravas akshitain, Khso; acp^nov). In

^ Compare the Vedic duhifar divas used of tlie Dawn and other

<fCoddesses with the Homeric ^uydn/p ^jof and Kovpm Ai6g alyioxoio.
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addressing tliem, the worshipper had to face the rising

sun, with his right hand to the south ; hence the Skt.

<iakshina {dakshind, the Deccaii), the Welsh deJiau, and

Old Irish dess, all mean at once "right hand" and

" south ;" it is only in the Ghilghiti of Dardistan that the

right hand is synonymous with the " north."

But besides these bright and favourable gods, there

were the evil spirits of night and darkness, whose symbol,

the snake, lurked during the day in the coverts of the

woods. Night itself was the demon Aj-dahaka (Astyages,

Zohak), " the biting snake," ever contending with day-

light for the possession of the world, but ever worsted in

the struggle. It was during his hoti'- of apparent victory

that ghosts and vampires prowled about, and witchcraft

could work its evil will. At such a time, the Aryan felt

a consciousness of sin, which he expressed in words like

the Sanskrit agaSy " transgression," Greek ocyoq, " guilt
;"

and sought for forgiveness in penance and self-mortifica-

tion (compare the Skt. ^sramana, " an ascetic," and Irish

ci'dibdech, "pious," craibJidJiigh, "people who mortify the

flesh ").^

Cattle formed the basis of material existence. In the

possession of herds and flocks {pasii, peciis) lay the chief

wealth of the Aryan community, which had " sheep-

walks" and pasture grounds {agra, crger), stables and

sheep-cotes, fields and pigsties. The horse was domesti-

cated ; indeed, it is probable that the horse, which the

Accadians of Chaldea called " the animal of the East,"

was first tamed by the primitive Aryans. It was not,

however, used for riding, but only, like the ox, for draw-

^ Rhys :
'• Lectures on Welsh Philology," p. 13 (1877).
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ing carts. The other domesticated animals were oxen,

sheep, goats, swine, and dogs
;
geese and bees were also

kept, though beehives were not yet invented, and the

honey was made into mead (Skt. inadku). But milk

from the cow, sneep, and goat was the chief drink ; and

flesh was eaten when baked or roasted. To eat raw flesh

was the sign and characteristic of the barbarians (^;;/^?i/rtJ-,

ufxo(pixyol). Apples also were eaten, and black broth or

hodgepodge (Skt. yAsha, Lat. jus, Greek ^w^o?. Old Slav.

jiicha, Welsh mvd, ixovci yu "to mix") formed a principal

staple ol ^ood. Leather was tanned, and wool shorn and

probably woven, the dresses of the community con-

sisting entirely of these materials. The hunter had

the bear, wolf, wild duck, hare, otter, and beaver to

pursue or trap ; crabs and mussels were collected for

food, and mice and vermin were already a household

plague.. Quails and ducks were further eaten, and the

future was divined from the flight of birds, especially

the falcon.

The Aryans, however, were mainly a pastoral people.

Agriculture was still backward, though two cereals at

least were grown—one represented by the Skt. sasya,

Zend hahya, " corn," and Welsh kaidd, "barley;"^ and

the other by the Sktyavas, Lithuanian yrt:z^<3;/, Greek ^g/a,

" spelt" (Old Irish eorna, "barley"). We may infer that

the latter grain was the one most cultivated from the old

Homeric epithet of the earth, ^elccopcg, "spelt-giving." A
kind of rude plough was in use ; hay was cut with the

^ Rhys :
" Lectures on Welsh Philology," p. 9 (1877). Dr. Whit-

ley Stokes refers to Pliny N. H. xviii. 40 :
" Secale Taurini sub

Alpibus {s)as/am vocant."
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sickle {rava), and the grain was ground in the mill, and

baked into bread. Straw was collected for winter em-

ployment, o.' for roofing the house ; and a few garden

heijswere grown. Salt, too, was used as an article of

food ; and the year was divided into the three seasons of

spring, summer, and winter, while the moon received the

title of "measurer," from the lunar month, by means of

which time was reckoned. The dress of the Aryans shows

that their country was far from being a warm one. It

consisted of tunic, coat, collar, and sandals, made of sewn

and woven wool or leather.

Gold and perhaps bronze were known, though not

worked, implements of stone still continuing in use ; and

even at a relatively late epoch, we find the Teutonic

Aryans naming the " dagger " sea//s, from the " stone
"

(Lat. saxuin) of which it was made. Smelting and forging

were in later days carried on by a special class of smiths,

who occupied a high position, as in most primitive com-

munities, and were even sometimes supposed to possess

supernatural powers. The axe seems to have been the

chief weapon, but the sword (Skt. asiy Lat. ensis) and

bow were also employed ; and wars appear to have been

frequent.

Surgery and medicine were in their infancy,' charms

being mainly relied upon as a means of cure ; and two

diseases at least had received names—the tetter {dardrit)

and consumption {skayay skid). Boats fitted for lakes

and rivers had been invented ; and the numerals on the

decimal system were known, and named, at all events, up

to one hundred. Baked, and not merely sun-dried, pot-

^ Compare Latin medeor and Zend, nuuihaya.

a
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tery was in daily use, consisting of vases, jars, pots, and

cups, some of which had a pointed end to drive into the

ground. Since several words exist denoting painting and

motley colours, wc may infer that this pottery was some-

times ornamented. Painting, however, was not the only

art the germs of which had already shown themselves.

Music, too, was already developed ; and the Sanskrit

taiitiy " a chord," and tata, "a stringed instrument," answer

to the Greek tovoj, " a chord," and the Welsh tantt " a

musical string," plural tannau^ "a harp."

Even the names by which these old Aryans called one

another were organized into a system. Fick has shown ^

that every proper name was a compound of two words,

neither more nor less. Thus we might have Deva-sruta,

" heard by God," in Sanskrit, (dzh-oapo; in Greek, Hari-

berht in Old German, Mils-drag in Servian, Cyn-fael in

modern Welsh. The number of names, however, by

which a child might be christened was limited ; and many

of them could be doubled by putting the first element

last

—

Deva-sriita for instance, being changed into 'Sruta-

deva, (dio-ouDQc; into Awco-^Eor. The second part of the name

rcvight be contracted so as to be hardly recognizable; thus

m Greek 'AvtZ-yovoj becomes Avr/y^v, K^fo-Trarn^ K^wTraj, and

Baunack has proved that the Kretan 0/i3o5 stands for 0?"-

/SoyAoj.^ After the separation of the Aryan family, a good

many shorter names were formed out of the old ones by

omitting one of their two elements, and using the remain-

ing element by itself, with or without a special termina-

* " Die griechischen Personennamen " (1874).
"* Curtiua' " Studien zur griechischen und lateinischeu Gram-

matik," x. i (1877), pp. 83-88.
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tion, as in the Sanskrit Dattu from Dcva-datta, or the

Greek Nix/aj, N/«a;v from l^tKo-fjuxxoi, NiKo-jrficicTog, or the like.

The Latin proper names fall outside the Aryan system,

and are based on an entirely different method, which is

probably due to Etruscan influence.^

Such, then, was in brief outline the civilization of the

early Aryan community, which was little removed from

the lowest barbarism. Still following Kick, we may trace

the Western Aryans after the departure of their kinsfolk

for the northern shores of the Caspian." Whatever might

have been their old home, they were now settled in a

region between the Baltic and the Black Sea, but m jst-

ward of a line drawn from Konigsberg to the Crimea, as

is shown by the common possession of a name for the

beech by the European dialects. Here, it would seem,

they remained for a while, before again breaking up and

turning now to the west to become Kelts or Teutons,

now to the south to become Italians and Greeks. The

European dialects have certain marked features in com-

mon ; such as the possession oft? and /, where the Asiatic

dialects have a and r, and a present-stem formed by the

suffix -ia. If we compare their vocabularies together we

shall gather some idea of the progress that had been

made since their separation from their eastern kindred.

Family relationships have become more closely defined
;

there are names now for the grandfather, the sister-in-

^ At any rate the Latin name-system is the same as the Etruscan,

and we now know that certain proper names are of Etruscan origin,

Aulus, Aulius, or Avilius, for example, being the Etruscan Avile or

/i'Z//?, from ^z///, "life."

* See Sayce :
" Principles of Comparative Philology " (2nd edi-

tion;, pp. 387-94,
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law, and the sister's son, and terms of aifcction for old

[)eoplc, such as ami {anus), and iimd {aniita), "grand-

mother," but not, it would appear, for father and mother.

An advance may be noted, too, in civil relations ; the

community now called tauta (Goth, tliiuda) has become

more compact, and a conception has been formed of the

citizen or " civis," as opposed to the '* stranj^er " or liostis.

The members of the same community are necessarily

friends, but it requires a special act to enter into frieiidK'

relations with the member of another community, and be

to him a "host " {hospes. Old ^Vdv. gos-podt). We find a

new term for "law," / A-S. hugii, "what is laid down,"

and there are further words for " pound " and " steal."

If the Greek had nothing corresponding to leXy hospes,

hostis, civis^ it is not that he lacked the ideas denoted by

these words, or had separated earlier than the rest of his

European brethren from the old stock, but because his

intercourse with the east and his maritime pursuits kept

the relations of civil life in a constant state of mobility,

and displaced old terms by new ones, such as ^x^iMv^,

yraval, Seof, h^svg. But it was their introduction to the sea

that brought the European Aryans their largest increase

of knowledge and experience. Not only were better

boats built, and the sea itself named from its "barren"

nature (inari), but sea animals—such as the lobster, the

oyster, and the seal—were caught and named. New plants

on the land, too, became known—the elm, the alder, the

hazel, the oak, the Scotch lir, the vine, the willow, the

beech, and the nettle, as well as new animals—the stag,

the lynx, the hedgehog, and the tortoise, and new birds

—the thrush and the crane. The duck, perhaps, was
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added to the list of domesticated animals, and a threat

improvement took place in agriculture, the old pastoral

life passing into an agricultural one. We now have cul-

tivated fields, with millet (/as^vT)), barley («/3i9>i, liordeinu),

oats {avena), and rye (Old Slav. /_;';v) ; forks, seed-sow-

ing, harvesting, and harrowing. Peas, beans, poppies,

rape, onions, and possibly hemp were also grown, and, as

Pick acutely remarks, bread of an inferior sort was

baked, which afterwards gave way to better sorts, and so

occasioned the loss of its common European name.

Yeast, too, made its appearance, together with glue and

pitch ; leather work was improved ; hurdles and wicker-

work began to be made, and the stock of tools and

weapons was enlarged by the addition of hammers and

knives, shields, spears, and lances.

It was left to each branch of the European family to

improve upon the heritage it had received. The dictio-

nary of every separate language is filled with words of

peculiar form and meaning, bearing witness to the ex-

tent to which this improvement was carried out. In

Greek, for instance, we find new terms in abundance.

Even the deity has received a fresh name, since in

spite of every effort that has been made to connect the

Greek Seaj with the common Ar} an term that we meet

with in the Latin deus^ it still stands obstinately alone,

and favours the view of Herodotus and Rodiger * that

the Greek looked upon his gods as " the placers " or

" creators " of that divinely arranged universe to which

he afterwards gave the name of Koafxo^ or " order." With

the Greek, too, individualism reached its highest point

;

^ Kuhn's " Zeitschrift," xvi. pp. 1 58, sq.
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oriental monarchy and llcllcMiic despotism were not far

removed iVom one anotiier, and consequently we need

not be surprised at finding such peculiar Greek words as

^aaiUiK;, fdva^, and Tii^ano^, or that rtj^ano; was of Asiatic

origin, and fcc\a^ the title of the Phrygian kings. Strength

and holiness, again, seemed to the Greek closely allied,

and l€p6g (Skt. ishiras), which still retains its old meaning

of "strong" in such Homeric formula; as U^om /^£vo5,

came to signify "sacred," and so gave a name to the

sacrificing priest. The Athenian Sij^o? goes back to the

root (id, " to divide," and bears witness to a time when

there was still a communal division of land among the

lonians, while the ayc^caand mala {a>la} were the invention

of a race w^^ich laid special emphasis on the gift of

eloquence. No/zc?, " law," may indeed be older than the

Hellenic age, but in its extension to denote the common
thought of men (vo^/^w) or the currency ordained by cus-

tom (vofxia-fjicc), it is certainly altogether Greek. Nor did

the Greek pantheon and mythology escape the influence

of the Semitic stranger. Aphrodite is as much Phoenician

as Indo-European in her attributes, and the myth of

Adonis has now been tracked back to the epics of

primaeval Babylonia.

It is obvious, however, that we cannot be too careful

in determining the relative amount of civilization pos-

sessed by the fragments of the Aryan family as they suc-

cessively broke off from the larger community. We
may find a particular word, for instance, common to all

the European dialects, and not occurring in the Asiatic

ones ; and yet this need not prove that it was unknown

before the westward emigration, since the Eastern Aryans
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may have once luid it, but displaced it subsequently by

another word. On the other hand, as Ascoli has ob-

served,' a derivative of the same form and meaninj:^ may
develop independently in two distinct languaijes. Are

we to suppose that the Sanskrit ad-ana-vi and Greek

E?-aro-v go back to the period of Indo-European unity or

sprang up independently in the two idioms, or that the

Sanskrit a-sivapiia-s, the Greek a-wK'-a-c, and the Latin iii-

soifntis could not have been formed independently in all

three tongues ? We may easily go too far in our attempt

to restore the past liistory and civilization of a group of

languages, and forget the possibilities of which the strict

method of science bids us take account.

The reconstruction of the history of Aryan grammar

is a safer task than the reconstruction of the history of

its civilization. The same root may yield a derivative

of the same form and meaning in two languages inde-

pendently ; but we are justified in holding that this could

never be the case with grammatical forms. If we find

asvii in Sanskrit and esnd in Lithuanian serving to ex-

press the first person singular of the present tense of the

substantive verb, the reason must be that they are both

relics of a time when the ancest' )rs of the Hindus and the

Lithuanians lived together, and spoke a common tongue.

Now, just as a comparison of words has enabled us to

sketch the history of Aryan civilization, so, too, a com-

parison of grammatical forms will enable us to sketch the

history of Aryan grammar.

It has been pointed out in a former chapter that Aryan

accent originally fell mostly on the last syllable, or rather

* " Studij critici," ii. p. lo.
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the clement which denoted the pi; Ipied by

course

: occuj

the accent was

thrown back, these final syllables, the symbols of flection,

became affected by phonetic decay, and tended to dis-

appear. The more modern an Aryan language is, the

less traces does it exhibit of flection ; what was once

synthetic becomes analytic. The parent-Aryan was a

highly inflected tongue ; its later history and modifica-

tions are a record of a perpetual loss of flection and the

growth of other modes of grammatical expression. The

primitive noun possessed a number of difterent cases and

case-terminations, which came, however, to be limited

now to one, now to another case. The same case could

be denoted by dififerent terminations ; the genitive, for

instance, was represeJiced by at least three forms, -sya

(as in tii(" Sanskrit siva-sya, Homeric d»i/-co(cr)io), -aSy -is,

-OS (as in /xoua-ai, generis) and -i (as in dornini). A large

number of Sanskrit nouns have eight cases with dift'erent

terminations in the singular, three in the dual, and six in

the plural ; of these Latin preserves only six (and with

the locative seven), while Greek reduces them to five,

though the latter language makes •occasional use of other

old cases in -Sev and -\ which must have existed in the

parent-speech, though scanty traces of them arc left in

the sister-dialects. The six Latin cases were still further

diminished in course of time in some of the declensions
;

owing to the loss of the final dental of the ablative, the

dative and ablative singular came to coincide in the

second declension, while a similar confusion was occa-

sioned between the genitive and dative in the first

declension. So, too, in certain Sanskrit nouns the geni-

!
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tive and ablative singular assumed the same form, whi'e,

as we have seen, only two out of the six Latin cases sur-

vived in Old French, and even these have disappeared

in the modern language. In Sanskrit, again, the mean-

ings of the cases interchange to a large extent, and

Prof. Ludwig has sought to trace the origin of this con-

fusion, or rather indefiniteness, of sense to the Rig-Veda.

Price or value is denoted by the instrumental in Sanskrit,

by the locative and ablative in Latin, and by the genitive

in Greek and Lithuanian ; tiie moment of time at which

an event happens by the instrumental or locative in

Sanskrit, by the dative in Greek, by the ablative in Latin,

and by the locative in Lithuanian ; while the absolute

construction is expressed in Latin by the ablative ; in

Sanskrit by the locative, genitive, and ablative ; in Greek

by the genitive ; in Lithuanian and Old English by the

dative, and in modern English by the nominative. The

same grammatical relation may be regarded from different

points of view according to its position in the sentence
;

and hence the fluidity of signification which we seem to

find in the cases of the primitive Aryan speech, as well

as the number of terminations or flections by which they

were symbolized.

Modern research has confirmed the reality of the

distinction drawn by the Sanskrit grammarians between

the strong and the weak cases, the strong cases being

the nominative, accusative, and vocative. The nomina-

tive, symbolized by the suffix, represented the subject

whether active or passive, no distinction being made

between the two cases as in some languages, the Eski-

maux for example. Here a noun receives a "subjective

tl
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affix" if it denotes the possessor and the agent, a neutral

affix if it is followed by an intransitive verb. Thus

tekJdania-p taktivd is " the fox saw him," tekJiiania-q

takuvd, " the fox was seen by him." The suffix -s, how-

ever, was mostly confined to masculine nouns ; feminines

were provided with other suffixes, and neuters were really

objective cases without any proper nominative. The

accusative, marked by -in (and -as), expressed the object

towards which the action of the verb travels, and wherein

it finds rest ; and since there might sometimes be a

double resting-point, that is to say a double object, we

find verbs used with two accusatives. Thus the Greek

might say oiooium -niv /xouo-ikyiv cte, which we can translate,

without change of syntax, " I teach you music." Hence

the use of the so-called accusative of limitation, as in

Oihfxevoi Tou; TTodocg, " OS liumerosque deo similis," so ab-

surdly explained by classical "philologists" as depen-

dent on xara or secimdmn *' understood," the true expla-

nation being that the accusative is here the final object

by which the movement of the thought is limited.

Hence, too, the " accusative of motion," the end or place

towards which the action is directed being naturally ex-

pressed by the objective ca3C> Both nominative and

accusative were primarily abstracts, masculines in -s alone

excepted, and their formatives continued to mark ab-

stracts to the last.^ The vocative was the mere stem, or

more properly the noun deprived of the -s of the nomina-

tive, and with its accent withdrawn from its final syllable.^

' See above, p. 413.
'*' This frequently resulted in shortening the termination, e.^.

»'/''/*0a, h'ta-KOTCL^ or in thinninjj the vowel, e. ^. 'iinrt from tTrwo-. Cases
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The reason of this was twofold ; in raising the voice to

call another, the accent falls rather on the beginning than

on the end of a word, and where there was no suffix

there was no necessity for accentuating the last syllable.

It was only the confused linguistic instinct of later days

that employed the nominative for the vocative as in (pv'ux.^^

but how easy the transition was may be seen from such

passages as :
" Equitem, Messapus, in armis Et cum

fratre Coras, latis diffundite campis," ' or " Semper cele-

brabere donis, Corniger Hesperidum fluvius regnator

aquarum."^

Among the weak cases the genitive is the most im-

portant. We saw, when we were dealing with the mor-

phology of speech, how it has grown out of an adjective

used adverbially, that is to say, as a crystallized case,

though it is true that it is difficult to explain the geni-

tives in -OS and 4. According to Prof. Friedrich Miiller,"

the genitive is symbolized by the vowel, not by the

sibilant, vak-a-sa {vocis) being the original genitive

in contradistinction to the nominative vak-sa [vox).

Certainly the suffix of the genitive plural -dm

{= o-\-am) shows no sign of the sibilant, which only

appears (in -sd^/i) where the genitive singular ends in

-sya; but it must be remembered that we have no

proof that either the genitive -os or the nominative -s

was ever followed by a vowel. In the partitive use of

the genitive, as it is termed, the genitive merely expresses

like dva for uvukt, ttoI for TraiS, are due to the Greek rule of not

ending a word with any consonants except semi-vowels.

' Verg. JEn. xi. 464.
- Verg. i^n. viii. yy.

• " Grundriss d. Sprachwissenschaft," i. p. 1 19 (1876).
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tlie relation between tlie wliole and the part ; what that

relation i.s, is left to be supplied by the mind. The ijeni-

tive is really an attributiv^c case, being to the substantive

what the object is to the verb, defining its meaning and

limiting its application. Hence its employment in Greek

with verbs of feeling, hearing, and the like, where it de-

notes the part of which there is perception.

The dative seems to imply primarily a reference of one

object to another, just as the ablative implies the remo-

val of one object from another; the locative its indwelling

in another, and the instrumental its employment through

another. All these cases, therefore, would have origi-

nally been local in their application ; their temporal and

modal uses being derivative and later. ^ The dative ex-

presses the second or further object towards which the

body inclines ; hence we find it denoting the " remoter

object," as well as the person interested in the fact stated.

The " ethical dative," in short, over which grammarians

have expended so much needless admiration, merely

represents another person viewed as a second object.

If the Roman said voces tibi, ivascor tibi, it was only

because the person addressed was the further object of

thought to whom the first object, "hurt" or *' anger," was

extended. The dative is thus an attribute of an attr"-

bute, standing in the same relation to the object that

the object does to the verb, or the genitive to the sub-

stantive. In Greek it has become confounded with

other cases, the locative and the instrumental, but in

Latin it has fairly maintained its separate individuality,

though the progress of decay has caused it to amalga-

^ See Hubschmann : "Zur Casuslchre "

(1875), pp. 131, sq.
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mate with the genitive singular cird ablative plural of

the first declension, and with the ablative singular and

plural of the second and third. In this respect Latin

resembles Vedic Sanskrit in contrast with the classical

Sanskrit of a later period, both Latin and Vedic Sanskrit

using the dative to express the purpose of an action, that

towards which we look when doing it. We may say

"exitio est mare nautis," since naiitis is the "ethical"

dative dependent on exltio, diXidexitiois the final result of

the sea so far as sailors are concerned. It is noticeable

that none of the other Aryan languages employ the dative

in this way. In the infinitive, again, we have a crystallized

dative, not a locative, as has been sometimes asserted.

The Vedic cidvdne, " for giving," " to give," answers to

the Greek te'«i (Sbpevat), jeshe, " to conquer," to T^vaai^

vayodhai, "to live," ior vdyas-dhai.io "i^zvha-QM, ]\.\st as

jtv-dse does to the Latin amare (aina-se), where the final

vowel was once long, as m fieri {fiesei)} Our own analy-

tic infinitive "to give," is but a translation of the Anglo-

Saxon dditive gifanue ("dare"), whence the Old English

form is -en or -an, which came to be spelt -ing or -ingc

in the fifteenth century, and so to be confounded with

the present participle in -ing for an earlier -endCy as well

as with nouns in -U7ig, which afterwards became

-ing. Modern English also lets us see how readily a

case can lose all its real relation to the rest of the sen-

tence and be crystallized into an " absolute " form. We
say ''to err is human," with as little compunction or

recollection of the original meaning of the preposition as

the old Roman had of the primitive force of " erra/'f est

' Max Miiller :
" Chips," iv. pp. 49-63.
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humanum." In Greek the infinitive can even be declined

with the article through all the cases of the noun. The

dative, however, was by no means the only case which

was hardened and stereotyped into an infinitive or

verbal noun. Thus we have the accusative, as in the

Sanskrit ddtiuii^ ** to give," \q.6\z ydmaviy "to get," iden-

tical with the Latin supine, the instrumental, as in the

Vcdic vidmdnd, " by knowledge," the genitive, ablative,

and locative, as in the Vedic vilikhas^ "to draw," Atridas,

"to strike," drisiy "to shine," and even the bare stem

formed by the suffixes -men or -veil. The latter is the

source of the common Greek infinitive of the present

active, ff^etv, when compared with the ^olic ^sfw, and

Doric ^£f£v, pointing to an original ^e/5£-(f)£v.^ Hence the

nineteen Homeric aorist infinitives in -££jv, like mkn,

£tViJ££iv, are formed by false analogy from contracted verbs

in -£iy, and indicate a late and artificial stage of language.

From the suffix -men come the Homeric infinitives in

-/x£v, found only, however, after a short vowel with the

single exception of <t£yr;i///£v, as well as the ten aorist in-

finitives which terminate in -£,u£v.

The locative was distinguished from the dative by a

lighter ending, QiKQ\. in Greek instead of oixw<, nirt^ Romd-t

in Latin instead of patrei, Romd-i. So in Sanskrit we

find navi, "in a ship," instead oi nave, "to a ship," *sive

(siva-\-i) instead of ^sivdya, though feminine bases in

-a have another locative ending in -dm, which Dr. F.

Miiller would derive from an earlier -ans (as in the pro-

noun ta-sm-is for ta-sm-ins), and that again from -ant.

The loss of the locative or its confusion with other cases

' Curtius :
" Das Veibum," ii. p. 1 10.
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in so many Aryan dialects, is but an illustration of the

progress lanij^uage is ever making from the material to

the more abstract ; the idea of space tends continually

to be supplanted by those of time and manner.

The ablative is found with more than one termination,

-OS, -dhos (as in the Greek o:/^avo-SE[v]), -tos (Latin cceli-

tns), and -ad or -d, the last being the most common. The

dental was long in disappearing from Latin ;
gnaivod

occurs on the tombs of the Scipios, and legal docu-

ments embodying old formulae, and the adverb antidhac

{ante Jiac) bore witness to its former existence. A con-

siderable number of the adveibs and adverbial preposi-

tions, indeed, were merely old ablatives
;
facillunied is

found in the senatorial decree concerning the Bacchana-

lian orgies, and the Greek ra^fa;; or aJj stand forraxsajT and

yAt (or kivdt). The so-called accusatives of the personal

pronouns, incd, ted, scd, which are met with in Old Latin,

have been shown by Prof. Max Miiller to be really bases,

which reappear in the Sanskrit uiat-tas, tzvat-tas.^ The

ablative disappeared at an early period from the Teu-

tonic idioms as in Greek ; in Latin it took the place of

the instrumental, and denoted the instrument or agent,

though ab was generally employed where living persons

were referred to. This instrumental use was easily

derived from its employment to express origin^ a se-

condary sense which grew out of its first signification of

removal from a place or object, but which caused it to

be supplanted in Greek by the genitive. From its in-

strumental use came its employment to represent the
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manner of an action, while its employment to denote

comparison most probably comes immediately from its

radical meaning, inclior inai being literally ** better away

from me," that is to say, ''when I an. removed," or dis-

counted. Similarly, in Hebrew, comparison may be

indicated by the preposition ini/i, "away from." That

the " comparative " use of the ablative was known to the

undivided Aryans seems clear from the fact that it is

common to Sanskrit and Latin as well as Old Greek

{e.g^. H^iKTam b/xs9ev).

The instrumental, like the ablative, was symbolized by

several different terminations, relics of which have sur-

vived here and there. The most usual is -d (at least in

Sanskrit), but we also find -d/ii (as in the Latin mt/it,

tibi, sibi, ibi {qu)tibi, and old Greek ^in<pi), -SDia or -stni

and -i7ta. The first termination may be detected not

only in the Greek a.ixx, to^x^, ot.\k^ 7rcx.^tx, avra, Travrn, but

also in the Early English JortJit and for/nvt, where tki and

hivt are instrumentals of the and zuho. Mr. Peile notes

that forwJiy, " because," occurs in the old version of the

looth Psalm, in which the line^Forwhy the Lord our

God is good " is often erroneously printed as a question.'

The suffix -b/il is found in combination with a second

suffix in the dual naii-bJiy-dm, and the plural naii-bhi-s

and iiau-bhy-as {navi-biis), as well as in the singular

dative tu-bhy-ain ("tibi"), and we may see how little a

priori reason there can have been for setting it apart to

denote a special case from its appearance as a mere deri-

vative suffix in words like the Sanskrit garda-b/ia-s, ** an

» "Philology Primer" (1877), p. 109.
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ass," vrisJia-blia-s, "a bull," or the Greek £\x-;po-j, e^i-^o-i,

Kp6T(x-(po-g, or Kofivipyi.^ The same suffix marks the dative

and locative in Old Slavonic. Misled by the preposition

al?/n or dd/ii, our of, the Latin ad, the Sanskrit gram-

marians separated the plural -d/n's from its stem in the

Pada-text of the Rig-Vcda ; but this error was more

venial than the attempt of Enn.us to harmonize matter

and metre in his famous line " cere-comminuit-brum."'"'

The use of the instrumental has been widely extended

in Sanskrit, as also in Lithuanian, which has so many

affinities with Eastern Aryan. Lithuanian, indeed, em-

ploys it to denote an idea cognate to that of the verb,

like the cognate accusative in Greek or Latin, as well as

predicatively after a verb of being wliere in Latin we

have a dative. The Latin ablative of description (as in

" vir animo magno ") is also replaced in Lithuanian by

the instrumental ; but in this case Lithuanian seems to

have preserved the primitive Aryan usage, as it has cer-

tainly done in its employment of the instrumental in a

sociative sense. Lc is possible that the instrumental and

sociative were once distinct cases as they still are in Fin-

nic or Ugrian, but it is more probable that the sociative

meaning only gradually developed out of the instrumental

one. " To strike with a sword," or " to go with a ship,"

may be equally regarded as instrumental or sociative.

We have seen in a former chapter that the dual is

' Bergaigne :
" Mdmoires de la Socicte de Linguistique de

Paris," ii. 5 ; Curtius : "Zur Chronologic der indogermanischen

Sprachl'orschung," p. 79 ; Jahn's " Jahrbiicher," 60, p, 95.
'^ Such freaks do not even imply that the termination was felt to

be separable from the stem, since in cerebrum the stem is ceres

(Sansk. ^siras)^ sr becoming br in Latin.
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older than tlie plural, and that the survival of the dual

into the undivided Aryan epoch, and even into the clas-

sical age of Hindustan and Greece, shows how hard it is

for linguistic forms to die in a settled language even when

there is no longer any need or meaning for them. Its

various cases, however, were less and less used, and

hence many of them came to be lost or confounded to-

gether. In Sanskrit three distinct forms only were pre-

served, in Greek only two, while the scanty relics of the

dual in Latin present us with but a single case.

We need not dwell upon those crystallized cases, the

adverbs, and the prepositions which have grown out of

them. The genitive Trocpo;, the locative TraoM^ the instru-

mental TTotpoc, or the ablative apud, all tell their own talc.

Even in Homer, as in our own modern English, we may
watch the passage of the adverb into a preposition.

There is but a short step between using e/j as an adverb,

the object being governed by the verb as in aurou; V elariyov

Be7ov oo/jtov (Od. iv. 43), and turning it into a veritable pre-

position/ or between saying in English "what he told us

of" and " of what he told us."

'

We can trace the history of the verb with far greater

completeness and certainty than we can the history of

the noun. The history of the noun is one of continuous

decay. We may catch glimpses, indeed, of a time when

the cases were not as yet sharply defined, when the stem

could be furnished with a number of unmeaning suiTixes,

' See Hoffmann :
" Die Tmesis in der Ilias" (1857-60).

' P nka, in his " Nominalflexion der indogermanischen Sprachen "

(1878), gives a useful review and criticism of the different theories

that have been held as to the origin and meaning of the Indo-Euro-

pean cases, but his own views on the subject are retrograde.
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and when tlicsc suffixes could be used indifferently to

express the various relations of the sentence. But long

before the age oi Aryan separation, the several relations

in which a word might stand within a sentence had been

clearly evolved, and certain terminations had been adapted

and set apart to denote these relations. The creative

epoch had passed and the cases and numbers of the noun

had entered on their period of decay. But with the verb

it was quite otherwise. Here we can ascend to a time

when as yet an Aryan verb did not exist, when, in fact,

the primitive Aryan conception of the sentence was

much the same as that of the modern Dayak. Most

verbs presuppose a noun, that is to say, their stems are

identical with those of nouns. The Greek /ji£>^ivu for

/zE^ai-j'w presupposes the nominal /ue^av just as much as

the I atin amo for ania-yo presupposes avia.

So, again, the \.?i\^\\\ parturio comes from the suffix -ior^

-icr, which plays so large a part in Aryan inflection.

Perhaps the truest account that can be given of the

relation between verb and noun is that both go back to

the same steins, but that the verb is of later origin than

the noun. Indeed, the verb has no special classificator}'

suffixes of its own ; those which it possesses are all bor-

rowed frcin the noun. The so-called root-verbs, like the

Sanskrit ad-mi, which affix the personal ending to the

bare root, are more probably decayed relics of older and

longer forms than primitive verbs. What characterizes

the verb are its inflections, and these inflections have

been usually resolved into affixed personal pronouns.

In Old Egyptian meh-a is "I fill," /^r-^, " my house,"

where no formal distinction can be drawn between the
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verb with its prononiiiial alVix anti the noun with its pos-

sessive ; in Mat^yar vdr-om is " I await him," nip-om,

" my day ;
" and so, too, the ancient Aryan bhara-ini

probably served ccjually well for *' I bear," anil " my
bearing." But there was this important difference i3e-

tween the Ar\'an and the Magyar or Old ICgvptian

forms : in Aryan the pronoun was att.iched to a stem,

and this stem might embody more than one suffix.

It is questionable, hov.'cver, whether the usual theory

which sees in the terminations of the Aryan verb affixed

personal pronouns, can any longer be maintained. All

attempts to exj)lain the third person in accordance with

this theory have utterly failed. In fact, as in Turkish or

the Semitic languages, the third person is simpl)' the

st'jm or case of a noun. We cannot separate (p£fcvT» the

original form of <pk(^ou7\. from the participial (pf^ovT£-j, or

(p£^£T( the original form of (p^i\. from a noun in -// like

(pa-Ti-j and 7fV£-frj-5. Moreover, as was first pointed out

by Brugmann, the termination of a first person such as

<p'£^ui,fcrd, implies a suffix ^, the long vowel being due to

a contraction of 6^ and a, and it is impossible to discover

in any Indo-European language a pronoun a which

denotes the first person. When we remember to what

a large extent it can be proved that the forms of the

verb in the several Aryan languages, both ancient and

modern, have been altered by the action of analogy, it

seems reasonable to think that analogy also played a

considerable part in producing the verbal forms of the

Aryan parent-speech. It is difficult not to believe that

the termination of (ps^ovri is due to the analogy of (pzptn—
perhaps an old locative rather than a stem—and that the

I
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so called " secoiKlary " ending preserved in hiiro-x or

hiqiKnn has become -;///, as in riQn-fxi or hharAuti, from

the same cause. At all events there are no plionetic laws

wliich would explain the chanj^e of -//< into -/x or -v. If

(p'^oyA {bhardmi) owed its final vowel to ihe analogy of

^EfETj, (pi^tdi (bJiaviUi) would do so too. The primitive con-

jugation would then be (pf^-o/u, ^£ffj, <p£f£T<, -;;/ and -cs being

well-known nominal suffixes. Tlie dual and plural

suffixes 'Vcu, -vcs^ -vc and -men^ -lucs, -mc (Skt. -)na)

admit of a similar explanation, -vcn and -;;/<•// being

terminations of the Greek infinitive, while in -yn^'^cL and

-//£-fla the nominal suffix -fla has been attached to -Dies

and -vie. The Greek (pk^in;, (pipei have been long since

explained as the creation of analogy, the diphthong of

the second person being derived from the third.

From the first the Aryan verb seems to have denoted

time as well as mood and relation. Its first two tenses

represented the one a momentary action, the other a con-

tinuous or completed action. The meaning expressed by

each was fitly symbolized by the bare stem or root and

reduplication. Out of the first tense grew what is termed

the second aorist in Greek, of which t->^i7ro-v is a type
;

out of the second the perfect. But the perfect soon as-

sumed a variety of forms and covered a variety of signi-

fications. The full reduplication of the root might be

contracted into a broken one by phonetic decay; /ud-

tud, for instance, might become tutud. Or it might be

replaced by a lengthened vowel, just 2sfeci in Latin stands

for an earlier/<y/a/ and thus Itp-ltp, perhaps, passed into

y^uTT-, The ideas, again, which could be represented by

reduplication were numerous. Not only might it mark

past time or continuous action, it coiiid equaliy express
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completion, intensity, tlesire, or causalit)'. Tluis the

Scotch ^^<///j,'", Gothic ^j^r^.^i,^/?, is ahnost the sole remnant of

a reduplicated perfect left in the Teutonic lanj^uai:[cs
;

reduplication characterizes intensives and dcsideratives

in Sanskrit ; and the Greek /oi-/3aaj or Latin sido for si^-

st^Jo have a causal force. Tlie idea of continuous action

moreover involves not only that of completion, but what

seems quite opposed to it, that of present action as well.

The present is divided from the perfect by a narrow and

shifting line ; to havchcQW doing a thing does not exclude

the possibility of still doing it. In Gicek >i'«w is a perfect

and olJjt a present ; and the Latin use of ctupi or monini

need not be referred to. The present, accordingly, was

developed side by side with the perfect, and like the

latter required reduplication to show that the idea was

to be dwelt upon. Greek presents like S^t'Sio/xj are among

the oldest relics of the grammar, though the reduplicated

vowel has been changed to distinguish the present and

perfect tenses.

With the creation of a present tense, a nev/ verbal

stem was called into existence. While the simple stem

or root was left to the aorist and the reduplicated perfect,

a stem with lengthened vowel seemed requisite to denote

present time. Hence the number of reduplicated presents

tended constantly to decrease, while those with augmented

vowels tended to increase. Simultaneously new stems

were taken up from among the nouns, and the person-

endings were attached to roots furnished with the clas-

sificatory suffixes nil, 11a, ta, and ya. Sometimes two or

more suffixes were combined together, and a time came

when almost any noun-stem might be turned into a verb

I I
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by affixing j^— itself a nominal suffix—and the person-

endings.*

Meanwhile the aorist had undergone a change. A
short vowel, the so-called temporal augment, was pre-

fixed to it, the origin and explanation of which have been

a sore puzzle. Buttmann and Pott suggested that it

was a case of broken reduplication ; Hoefer identified it

with the Teutonic ga-y ge- ; Benfey made it the instru-

mental of a pronominal stem <?-, used like sma in later

Sanskrit to denote past time. Then Bopp made a second

guess, and supposed it might be the same as the privative

<?, or rather ana, " he does it not (now) " being equivalent

to " he did it." After Scherer's attempt to explain it from

a, " in the neighbo'"'hood of," Bopp's third suggestion

that it mi<^ht be th ,roiioun a in the sense of" that " or

" there " was adopted by Schleicher and Curtius, but this

suggestion too was far from satisfactory. It is possible

that after all Buttmann ana Pott may have been in the

right, though their theory must undergo some modifica-

tion bcfoic it can be accepted. The augment, it will be

noticed, is identical with the rcdu])licated syllable of

verbs the s^xms of which begin with a vowel, l^oth

augment and reduplicated syllable, it must be remem-

bered, arc now known to have been represented by the

vowel £ and by no other in the Parent-speech, so that the

reduplicated syllabic of a perfect like laya. from a^-^ixi.

* This is llie usual tlicory. Uut Fick has gone far to show that

the lon;^ stem of the present is the pri'niti^'e one, out of which the

shortened aorist-stem has "^rown through a shiftin;^ of the accent

from the stem-syllable to the final syllaljles of the tense (Bezzenber-

ger's '-Bcitriige," iv. 1S7S). Benfjy was the Ih-st to notice that the

aorist is nn old impci Icct.

W
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would be the same as the augment of an aorist like la^y..

It is not difficult to conceive that such a s}'llable was

extended by analogy from verbs whose stems began with

a vowel to vcbs whose stems began with a consonant,

the double group of tenses thus constituted being sub-

sequently differentiated in use and meaning.

But new ideas presented themselves, and new forms

were needed to express them. Composition has always

been a favourite process to the Aryan mind, and nothing

is easier than to [)ut two verbs together when we want to

denote a compound verbal idea. This is what the Se-

mites did ; and this, too, is what the modern Greeks did

when they said ^sy^o/xsv'v ava%wfwo//£v, for " I will go;" and

what the Romanic peoples did when they made aiiiarc

habco {ainierai) serve for a future. It has. therefore,

been often supposed that the Aryans, even before their

separation, possessed compound tenses, l^ut the suppo-

sition cannot be supported. The sigmatic aorist, San-

skrit adiks/uini, Greek £flE(|a(Ai), like the future {b/iaris/i-

ydtiil, >.v!ju for >.v7ra), presents us with the s;ime suffix -.i-

that we find in the noun, while the future contains the

suffix -yo or -ya, which wc meet with also in the optative

{bJiavcyani, sicni, (pscoifxi) as well as in the stem of the

present. The theory of i^opp must be abandoned which

saw in these forms a compound of the stem with the sub-

stantive verb as and a verb of " L^oin^." Curlius is wroncr

in holding that the termination of the oi)tative which

we have in the Greek qsca/xi is a relic of that early period

when the person-endings were still primary. In Latin

the suffix j'6' became I and i\sicin passing into siin on the

one side, and into .y^;;/, as in cs-sem ax fo-rcm infuse)n)^o\\
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forms, forgetting others, now amali^amatinc^ and now

dissociating. In classical Sanskrit, owing, in large mea-

sure, to the excessive growth of composition, several of

the tenses of the Vedic verb were lost, such as modal

forms of the simple aorist, while new tenses came into

use. Among these may be noted a future formed by

adding the present of the auxiliary as to a derivative

noun of agency in tar {hhavitdsmi), and a periphrastic

perfect like bJidvaydm cJiakara, *' he caused to be " (lite-

rally, "he made a causing-to-be "). In Greek we meet

with many additions to the primitive system of the verb.

A. pluperfect was formed from the perfect, after the ex-

ample of the imperfect from the present, by the help of

the auxiliary as\ but the Homeric s7r£7rci()£{T)x passed by

false analogy into sTrEvrolOsiv, and was finally replaced by a

periphrasis. A new perfect in -hx made its appearance,

as well as a few aorists created by the aid of the same

suffix; while in other cases the tendency to aspiration

which made the Athenians speak of IWoj (aszcas, cqiius)

or vo'^^ {ndas, luliis) affected the second consonant of the

root so that the old 'xitutto. became TST^/^iat.' Like the weak

'^assive future and optative future, this aspirated perfect

is not to be found in Homer, In Homer, too, we find

only one instance (II. x. 365) of the strong future pas-

^ The perfects in k arc peculiarly Attic. There arc twenty

instances in Homer, brit only from stems which end in a vowel.

This is also the rule with the instances found in Herodotus (except-

ing Kfjco/iocwc, ix. 115), ^Eschylus, Sophokles, and Tluikydides. The
perfects in k are further met with in ^'IColic and Doric. No as-

pirated perfect occurs in Homer, except in the middle voice {e.g.

limxaTai)^ nor in Herodotus (except t7rt7ro/«/)ff, i. 85), nor in the

Tragedians (except Ttrpo(pa in Sophokles), nor in Thukydidcs (except

Tif-ofKpa).
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sive, and only two of the late Attic dcsidcrative (II. xii.

263, xiv. I"]). The paulo-post ruture, the two passive

futures, and tlie two passive aorists are all ai^ain products

of Greek soil, the latter being formed by the aid of the

suffixes c and (ilic ; the last was originally the aorist

of a verbal stem like v)i-Sa;. The primitive Aryan verb

possessed no passive voice ; in fact, the passive, like

the neuter verb, is a comparatively late creation. To

the early intelligence every action seems to require an

object, and to turn ^i\\ object into a subject needs con-

siderable powers of abstraction. 1 lence the parent-speech

knewonly of the transitive or active voice ; t\\G parasmai-

padd, or "words for another," as the Sanskrit gram-

marians called it, and the middle or deponent voice, the

dtviaucpada, or " words for self." " I am loved " means

the same as " one loves me," " I am fed " as " I feed my-

self " {vt'scor) ; and we can, therefore, easily understand

not only that it was long before language needed a pas-

sive, but also that when the need was at length felt, it

was readily supplied by the middle forms. In Greek,

accordingly, no distinction is made between middle and

passive, except in the two aorist tenses, and in Latin

"deponents" have the same forms as passive verbs,

while the second person plural, anuDiiini {estis), is but

the middle participle, which we elsewhere find in anc-

luinnus, vcrtunnihs, or 'hiyofxivo';. It has been thought that

the terminations of the old middle voice may be ex-

plained by the amalgamation of two personal pronouns.

In Sanskrit the primary person-endings of the singular

.are -i,-se, -tc, in Greek -ixm, -crcci, -rai, while the secondary

endings are -/, -^/las, -ta, Greek -/x«v, -cro, -to; but to resolve

6 i
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these with the older school into fna-\-uii, " nie-me.
M

thee-tli/-^Y^^/7c/^ '• thee-tliee, and /<? + //, * he-he, is to violate

all known phonetic laws and to invent imat^inary forms

for the personal pronouns. in Letto-Slavonie the

middle is formed by the reflective pronoun of the third

person, as Old Slavonic divljq sc^divisc se, " 1 admire my-

self," "thou admirest thyself," or Lithuanian dyvyju-s, " 1

admire myself," just as in German dialects we meet with

wir bedankcn sic/i, instead of uiis, or in the dialect of

Mentone the reflective sc takes the place of 710 (fwus)^

when the first person plural is both subject and object

(e.g. 7iauire S{J yialema, " nous nous flattons").^ In Old

Prussian w/W/ and t/''i have tiTken the place of the third

personal pronoun in the first and second persons, throuj^h

German influence. In the Old Norse reflectivcs and

middle voice -7t/l' for 7/ii/c, " me," and -sk for stk, " self,"

mark the first and third persons ; "I come," for instance,

being (ek) ko7}m'ink, *' they love one another," t/iau elska-

sk. The third person pronoun, however, forced its way

in time into the first and second persons also, berjii-riik^

for example, becoming bcT-sk v hile on other occasions it

coalesced with the pronoun of tne first person, producing

the abnormal ko77mmsk.' Biia in Icelandic signified " to

build," " make ready," bita-sk, "to make oneself ready ;"

and from this comes the Old English busk, just as bask is

• vSee Brugman :
" Ein problem dcr homcrischen Textcritilc

"

(.876), p. 38.

- Wimmcr-Sievers: "Altnorclische Grammatik'' (1871), pp. 135, sq.

In a Sleswig Easter-play of the fourteenth century we find ivir

woln sich wet'n (Kehrein, iii. § loi), and many instances of the

same use of the third person reflective pronoun for the first or

second person in Griramelshauscn's " SimpHcissimus" (ed. Keller),

ll
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either " to bathe oneself" or "to bake oneself." Naturally

enough, the different Aryan languages did not always

agree as to the idea to which they assigned a reflective

or middle sense ; the idea of " taking," for instance, im-

plies the further object "self," for whose sake a thing is

taken ; and in Sanskrit, accordingly, labh is only conju-

gated in the middle voice, though active in sense. The

corresponding Greek ^a/^^avw, ht^wever, is as frequent in

the active as in the middle.

We have already alluded to the revolution undergone

by the Latin verb. The old reduplicated perfect was

almost extirpated by the new formatives in the aoristic

-si and -vi or -ui ; new pluperfects and futures were

created by attaching eram (esam\ essem, and ero to the

perfect ; a new optative was made by the help of sem

{sieui), and a new imperfect and future in -bam and -bo

were derived from the auxiliary fiiain, fuo, Scherer,

indeed, has suggested that the auxiliary verb in the two

latter instances was dha^ " placing," on the ground that

this was the source of the new Teutonic perfect {lag-i-da,

lai-d) ; but the suggestion is untenable, not so much be-

cause the root dha appears as do in coiido, abdo, as because

we find an Old Irish future in b {diS caric-b—ama-bo), and

though a Latin b may come from dh, a Keltic b cannot.

We have here an illustration of the importance of extend-

ing our field of observation as widely as possible before

laying down philological dogmas, or propounding philo-

logical theories. One of the most frequent fallacies

committed in linguistic science is that of insufficient

induction, a few leading languages, such as Sanskrit or

Greek, being assumed as standards by which all conclu-
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sions must be tested and arrived at. A study of Keltic

'grammar lias enabled us to correct another error in

regard to the Latin verb, which has been long and widely

believed, and is at first sight extre-nelv plausible. It

will be noticed that almost the whole of the middle or

passive voice in Latin has undergone a transformation,

which makes it exceedingly unlike the middle voice of

the undivided speech. The characteristic of the Latin

passive is the letter r, which Bopp thought might be ex-

plained from the reflective pronoun se^ s between two

vowels changing into r in Latin. In this case amor would

stand for amo-se, aniari or amarier for amasi-se, and the

formation would be in strict harmony with that of Old

Norse or Letto-Slavic. But unfortunately it turns out

that the characteristic of the Old Irish passive was also r,

and a Keltic r cannot be derived from an earlier s. At

present, therefore, we must remain without an explana-

tion of the Latin and Keltic passive, content only to

discover how close a connection exists between the

grammatical forms of the two groups of tongues.* The

terminations of the Latin perfect present another pro-

blem which still awaits a satisfactory solution. Prof

Harkness*^ has ingeniously suggested that we should

compare it with the Sanskrit dsa for asasina. In this

case the Old Latin esi, " I was," would stand for estmi,

and that for esismi, esit and esinins would be similarly

for esist {esisti), and esisimis^ while esisti, esistis, and

csisunt (compare dedtritnt, dedisont) would need no ex-

' But see above, p. 113, note 2.

^ " Transactions of the American Philolotxical Association

"

(1875).
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planation. lUit the first link in the chain of reasoning is

not a strong one.

This sketch of Aryan grammar must have made it

clear that the principle of flection is not carried out

purely and persistently in our family of speech. Flec-

tion primarily consists in internal vowel -change, or some

corresponding mode of symbolizing the relation that

words bea'- to one another in a sentence. In the Aryan

family this symbolization seems to have been effected as

often by /ovv-els or syllables following the "root" as by

a ' 'inTso:; in the vowels within the root itself. If we ask

why '*
; i'-fixjj/rt should have been chosen to mark the

feminme gcii^er, we can only reply that this was the

grammatical conception of which it was made the sym-

bol. M. Hovelacque believes that the suffix ta denotes

the passive, the suffix ti the active, and that the latter

suffix has produced a large number of active nouns as

opposed to the passive and older forms in ta. In this

case the difference of meaning will be indicated by the

final vowel. We have more than once had occasion to

notice the variation of signification assigned by the Greek

language to the variation of vowel in the nominative

oTTfj and accusative QTra.^^ where Sanskrit would have in-

differently vachns and Latin voces, though the exis-

tence of the alpha in the accusative was originally d??.e

to the presence of a nasal (oVavf), as well as the way in

which the language seized upon the difference of vowel

that had grown up between oW; and eVo?, making the

first a plural and the second an abstract singular. But

it is in the verb that the principle of symbolism comes

' " La Linguistiqiie," p, 200.
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most into play. A slight change of vowel in the redu-

plicated syllable distinguishes the present o/5&j/^j from the

perfect dsSiuxa, and the conjunctive was denoted from time

immemorial by an inserted a. No doubt these variations

of pronunciation were at the outset purely phonetic, at"'

frequently caused by the accent ; but as nevvgrammati -h.'

ideas and relationships came to be conceived, they were

turned into flections by being used as marks and sym-

bols of the newly realized relations of the sentence

Examples of the process maybe found in the distinction

of gender that gradually grew up between major and

maJHs or in the Greek employment of verbs in -ooj as

transitives and verbs in -£w as intrai. it. ds, though both

terminations alike answer to the S »sk. . -aydnti.

The pattern set by vowels c 20 -sonants within a

word was soon followed by the hitherto meaningless

terminations, or suffixes, as we :: \\ them, found at the

end of words. These, too, came to be used as flections,

though it not unfrequently happens that the " flection-

suffix" betrays its origin by its identity with a mere

classificatory suffix, or a suffix in which we can trace no

signification or symbolization at all. Thus the same

syllable which in iro^-t^ denotes the nominative plural is

in TTodoiv, that is, tto^sjt-wv, at most but classificatory. We
must rid ourselves of the notion that " suflfixes " were

ever independent words like our "if" or "in ;" so far back

as our knowledge of Aryan speech extends, they pos-

sessed no existence apart from the words to which they

belonged, and which, again, only existed as words in so

far as they possessed these sufifixes. Suflfixes becaine

flections through the help of analogy.

'•I
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In course of time, but still \ox\^ before the separation

of the family, Aryan speech entered upon its ai^glutina-

tivc sta^^e. A number of definitely fixed flections were

in existence, and the isolated word had been clearly dis-

tiniruished from the sentence of which it was a member.

The need of a verb be<^an, accordingly, to be felt, while

old words from constant use had become attenuated both

in form and meaning, and tended to attach themselves,

like enclitics, to other better preserved words. These

attenuated enclitics, or " empty words," to adopt the ex-

pressive Chinese name, soon came to be undistinguish-

able from other suffixes whose ancestry had been entirely

dififerent, and along with the latter were liable to be

turned into flections. Such flections, however, were by

nature imperfect ; their agglutinative origin never alto-

gether passed out of the consciousness of language, and

a certain dualism was admitted into Aryan speech.

When the synthetic period of its life was over, there was

everything to favour the introduction of that analytic

spirit so congenial to the Aryan genius.

It is not to the Aryan languages, then, that we have

to look for the principle of flection in its purest form.

This must rather be sought in the Semitic idioms.

Here the fundamental distinctions of grammar are

wholly expressed by symbols. The verb is a late growth

;

indeed, the Semitic languages cannot be said ever to

have acquired a verb properly so-called, the tenses con-

tinuitig to denote not time but mere relation. It is only

under exceptional circumstances, and through the in-

fluence of another language, thit such Semitic idioms as

Assyrian or Ethiopic came to possess real tenses. The

it
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Semitic verb reniained a noun, and whatever tenses and

moods it has were of kite oriiifin. The first tense was the

imperfect (or future) formed by the attachment of the first

and second personal pi ^nouns to an abstract noun, the

singular of which was used without any suffix for the

third person singular, and the plural for the third person

plural. The perfect grew up similarly by the agglutina-

tion of the first and second personal pronouns to par-

ticiples and other nouns at a period only just preced-

ing the separation of the Semitic languages, and Assy-

rian, which was crystallized into a literary language as

early as B.C. 3000, allows us to trace its genesis and his-

tory. Even in the case of these two tenses, however,

the principle of symbolization had full play. The pro-

noun was prefixed in the imperfect, affixed in the per-

fect, and so in accordance with the Semitic law which

places the defined word before the defining, the perfect

brings the verbal stem into prominence and expresses a

fact, while the imperfect lays chief stress on the pronoun

and expresses the activity underlying a fact. In dealing

with Semitic flection, therefore, wo must direct our atten-

tion to the noun out of which the verb, such as it is, has

grown. Now the primitive Semitic noun possessed three

cases, nominative, genitive, and accusative, characterized

by the symbolical terminations um {nil, tc\ ini {iil, t), and

a7n {aft, a). The genitive termination seems a weakened

form of the accusative, the latter expressing the object

towards which thought is directed. There were three

numbers, singular, dual, and plural, the dual being older

than the plural (which originally ended in -dmum, ih/i/iin)

and symbolically represented by a lengthened vowel

'I
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{-iiamuni). The feminine gender was distinp^uishcd from

the mascuUne by the symbol /, which (along with tan)

played a large part in the classification of nouns, l^ut

most of the leading distinctions of sense were marked by

internal vowel-change ; thus kadJiala is "he killed," kti-

dhila, '* he was killed," kadlil, "murderer," kidhl, "enemy,"

kudJd, '* a killing," kddhel, "killing;" while the govern-

ment of one noun by another was indicated by the two

being pronounced in one breath, which led to a shortened

pronunciation of the first and the eventual loss of the

case-endings. A time came, however, when the Semitic

languages entered upon their analytic stage ; the old

genitive relation was replaced by the insertion of the

relative pronoun (itself originally demonstrative) between

two nouns, and substantives that had stiffened into prepo-

sitions narrowed the use of the ancient cases. To the last,

nevertheless, the Semitic tongues have remained faithful

to their characteristic feature of triliteralism
; that is,

every root consists of thrceconaonantsor semi-consonants,

which form the skeleton, as it were, to which the vowels

give life and significancy. Phonetic decay has, of course,

attacked these roots and reduced many of them to single

or double consonants, while others have been enlarged

by additional letters ; but in the main every Semitic

language is still characterized by its triliteral radicals.

Many of them differ but slightly in both sound and

meaning, and we must regard them as so many phonetic

types that floated unconsciously before the mind of the

primitive Semite, whose sole requirement was that they

should be capable of being uttered in three syllables.

Why three syllables should have seemed the precise
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phonetic equivalent of a th(Hi«;ht we cannot tell ; wc

must be content with the fact that it was so. Naturally

the extent to which llcction was carried in Semitic

speech restricted the employment of composition, and

compounds, accordinc]^ly, have always been rare in the

Semitic lani^uages. Where an Aryan would use a word

like irCy " to go," with a pre[)osition ex to signify " to

go out," the Semite coined a new root. The memory

was developed at the expense of the reasoning and

analytic faculties.

The Semitic family may be divided into northern and

southern. Tc the northern division belong the sister-

dialects of Assyria and Babylonia, the sister-dialects

known as Hebrew and Phoenician, and the Aramaic of

Syria. Aramaic, however, differs very widely both in

phonology and in grammar from the other members of

the northern division, and must have branched off from

them at an earl}'- period. It comprises Biblical Chaldee,

the dialect of the Targums, the Syriac of Christian

writers, and the Nabathean and Mendaite or Sabean

(Zabian). To the southern group belong Arabic, that is,

the vernacular of northern and central Arabia, and the

idioms of southern Arabia and Abyssinia. Under the

latter are included the extinct Himyaritic (Sabaean),

Minnean, and Ghe'ez or Ethiopic, and the modern

Ehkili, Tigr6 and Tigrina, Amharic, and Hirrari. The

'Semitic dialects form a compact group whose original

hume was Arabia, and resemble the Romance languages,

except that their mother-language is unknown. The

close similarity that consequently exists among Oiem,

together with the loss of their parent-speech, has thrown
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speecli. In fact, Assyrian may justly be dcscriljcd as

the Sanskrit of the Semitic idioms ; and its student has

the double advantai^e of dealing with contempornneor.s

documents, and with a mode of writing in which the

vowels as well as the consonants are marked. Assyrian

literatu.'e, though consisting mostly of translations from

old^t* Accadian wi^rks, is very extensive, and only a tithe

of it has as yet been examined. Every great city had

at least one library, and most of these are still lying

mder the soil,under me soil, awaiting the spade of the explorer. The

literature was partly on papyrus, partly on clay ; and

though the papyrus has perished, the clay tablets, the

lateradcB coctiles as Pliny calls them, with their minute

writing, have remained in a more or less perfect condi-

tion. It is with their help that we must reconstruct not

only the ancient language of Assyria and Babylonia, but

also the religion and history, the culture and the civili-

zation of oriental antiquity. Like one of the Himyaritic

dialects, Assyrian [)reserves the initial sibilant which has

become Ji in the other Semitic tongues (as in su\ "he,"

si\ "she," and a s/iap/iel fcjr the //z///// conjugation), but

stands alone in changing j- to / before a following

dental.

Hebrew is but a local dialect of the Canaan ite group

to which belong Phoenician, Moabite, and other neigh-

bouring idioms, from which it differs no more than

Assyrian from Babylonian, or Somersetshire from Dorset-

shire English. The fragments o{ its ancient literature

preserved in the Old Testament are the only sources of

our knowledge of it, and the language of most of these

has been reduced to the same uniform level shortly after

•i
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the Babylonish captivity. Hebrew was gradually sup-

planted by Aramaic as a spoken language, and though it

continued to be used as a literary dialect was more and

more coloured by the encroaching idiom of Syria. After

the Maccabean epoch Hebrew became extinct even as a

literary dialect, though it was still employed for theo-

logical and kindred purposes much as Latin was in the

Middle Ages. Modern Hebrew maybe divided into two

periodS; the first extending to the twelfth century, with

the Mishna as its principal monument, and the second

taking its start wilh the revival uf Jewish literature in the

south of France. /. amaic, Greek, and Latin words

characterize the Hebrew of the first period, the words

and phrases of the modern European languages, the

Hebrew of the second. The square characters of modern

Hebrew are descended from the Aramaic branch of the

Phoenician alphabet, and supplanted in the first century

before our era the old Phoenician letters, such as we see

them on the Moabite Stone. The old letters are still re-

tained in a modified form by the Samaritans, whose

dialect, though mixed with Aramaisms, belongs to the

Canaanite group. The vowel punctuation of the Old

Testament was the invention of the Massoretes of the

sixth century A.D., the text up to that time containing

consonants only. It embodies the traditional pronuncia-

tion employed in Palestine when intoning the Scriptures,

and can bear, therefore, but a remote resemblance to the

original pronunciation of the language while it was still

living. The number and nature of the vowel-sounds

must have been much increased and changed, and the

accentuation is due to the necessities of monotone.
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Phoenician, like Assyrian, is known only from coins and

inscriptions, a passage in the " Poenulus " of Plautus being

the sole exception. The " Periplus of Hanno " and the

" History of Sanchuniathon " have come down to us only

in fragmentary Greek translations. Of the inscrijjtions,

that on the sarcophagus of King Eshmunazar of Sidon

(fifth century B.C.) is perhaps the most important. The

Punic of the Tyrian colony, Carthage, however, has left

us a good many monuments, and though the older Punic

is identical with the Phcenician of Palestine, the Neo-

Punic, whose chief remains have been found in Tunis and

eastern Algeria inscribed in an alphabet of its own, differs

from it considerably.

Distinct from Assyrian and Hebrew in phonology,

grammar, and vocabulary, though belonging also to the

northern division of Semitic, is Aramaic, now represented

by a few Neo-Syriac dialects in the neighbourhood of

Lake Urumiyah. Aramaic was the dialect of the Semitic

highlands, and was once widely diffused over Syria and

Mesopotamia. The mercantile position of Carchemish

(now Jerablus) on the Euphrates caused it to become the

liui^ua franca of trade and diplomacy from the eighth

century B.C. downwards, and in the course of time it

succeeded in extirpating Assyro-Babylonian, Phoenician,

and Hebrew, just as it was itself afterwards extirpated

by Arabic. Syriac, or Christian Aramaic, has no monu-

ments older than the first century of our era, to which

some of the Palmyrene inscriptions go back, but the

Peshito or Syriac translation of the Bible (made about

the beginning of the third century) laid the foundation

of an extensive and important literature, mostly, how-

'J
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ever, of an ecclesiastical character. The Syriac writers

were the first, it would seem, to elaborate a system of vowel

notation and stops, and they served to introduce Greek

science to the Arabs. In fact, most of the early Arabic

translations from Greek were made by Syriac writers and

based on Syriac versions. A considerable literature also

appears to have flourished among the Mendaites of the

fourth and fifth century, partly in the Nabathean, partly

in the Sabean dialects. All we know of Nabathean

literature, however, is derived from the Arabic translations

of Ibn Wahshiya (A.D. 904), the most notable work being

Kuthami's " Nabathean Agriculture," and the medical

fantasies of Tenkelusha or Teukros. The " Book of

Adam " is the chief product of the Sabean dialect. The

Mendaite idioms are remarkable for the extent to "which

the confusion and decay of the gutturals 'iave proceeded

as well as the numerous contractions undergone bywords.

The Aramaic group is distinguished by its tendency to

change the sibilants into dentals, by th.-^ so-called " em-

phatic aleph," which is really a post-fi:; i article, and by

its formation of passive conjugatid is with the help of the

prefix cth.

The Arabic of Cent; il Arabia, more especially of

Mohammed's tribe, the Koreish of Mecca, may be classi-

fied under two periods, though to this day the Bedouins

of the interior still speak a language which is not only

as pure and unaltered as that of the Koran, but even in

some respects more archaic than the Assyrian of Nineveh,

The first period is that of the pre-Islamitic poems, of the

Moallakat, the Ilamasa, the Kitabcl Agani, the Divan of

the Ilodheilites, and culminates in the Koran as revised by
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the Klialif Othnian (A.D. 644-656). In the modern period

the lani^iiac^e has underi^one plionetic decay to a certain

extent, the case-end inij^s have been lost, and foreign words

introduced. The four Arabic dialects of Barbary, Arabia,

Syria, and Egypt vary but very slightly from one another,

the dialect of Barbary alone presenting some grammatical

differences. Arabic, or Ishmaelite, as it is better called,

has, like Assyrian, retained many of the features of primi-

tive Semitic grammar ; its phonology, however, in com-

mon with that of the other south Semitic dialects, departs

widely from that of the north Semitic group, and pos-

sesses certain peculiar sounds {(i, tz, sh, hJi). The original

termination of the case-endings in -;;/ has become -;/, the

demonstrative has passed into an article, as in Hebrew,

and the old plural has been almost entirely replaced by

collectives or "broken plurals," which characterize the

whole of the south Semitic branch. Of the nineteen

primitive conjugations or forms of the verb Arabi : pre-

serves nine, and its vocabulary is singularly large and

abounds in delicate distinctions of meaning. Arabic

literature is enormous and very varied ; but we may
notice its contributions to science in the Middi^ Aj^es

and its lyrical poetry, for which it is still famou.^. The
" mixed " jargons of Maltese and Mo rabic may be de-

scribed as corrupt Arabic dialects ; ti latter was spoken

in the south of Spain, and did not become quite ex-

tinct till the lar.t century. The language of the Sinaitic

inscriptions, which are written in Nabathean alphabet

of the third and fourth centuries, is also Ishmaelite,

though influenced by Aramaic.

The " Joktanite" dialects of southern Arabia and Abys-

it;

A
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sinia prcsept several peculiar features. The earliest we

know arc the two dialects of Saba and Minna (Ma'n), con-

tained in the Himyaritic inscriptions, many of which are

earlier than the Christian era. They have preserved the

primitive mimmation (or case-ending in -in) of the Semitic

languages, as well as the three cases themselves, and

they h?vp the peculiarity of forming a subjunctive from

the imperfect by affixing n to the third person singular,

and doubling it in the plural. The Minnean or Minaean

dialect agrees with the Assyrian in retaining the oldei

Shaphel conjugation instead of the Hiphil of Sabaean

and Hebrew, and the older forms of the third personal

pronoun {sa, su, siunii), with s instead of h. The P^hkili

dialect of Mahrah is the modern representative of the

extinct Himyaritic. From the south of Arabia the

Joktanite Semites crossed over into Abyssinia under the

name of Ghe'ez or " Free Emigrants," carrying with them

their language and alphabet. The language became

known as the Ethiopic, and the alphabet was changed

iiito a s}'llabary, written like the Assyrian cuneiform from

left to right. Two inscriptions in Ethiopic of the fifth or

sixth century exist at Axum, and after the conversion

of the country to Christianity in the fourth century,

Ethiopic was much cultivated as a literary language,

and many theological works as well as the Bible were

translated into it. It is to these translations that we owe

the Book of Enoch, the Apocalypse of Isaiah, and the

Book o^ Jubilees in a complete form. Ethiopic is now a

dead 'anguage, only used for liturgical purposes, its place

havi'^g been taken by the Amliaric in the south-west,

the figre in the north, and the Tigrina in the centre.
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The latter dialects have borrowed a good number of

words from the surrounding African tongues.'

Attempts have been made from time to time to con-

nect these Semitic languages with the Aryan family,

and as a necessary commencement of such an undertaking

to reduce their trilitcral roots to monosyllables. But all

such attempts have ended in failure. Roots like k-dh-l,

" to kill," obstinately refuse analysis, and the investigators

cannot agree as to whether the refractory letter is to be

sliced off at the end, at the beginning, or in the middle,

or even in any place that seems most convenient. But

words are changed rather by the action of phonetic decay

than by the addition of new letters, and the resemblances

that have been pointed out between Aryan and Semitic

roots are in almost all cases easily accounted for by the

imitation of natural sounds. The number of parallel

roots that exist in Semitic of similar sound and meaning,

such as katsatSy kasas, gazaz, gazah, gazain, gaza\ gazal,

gazai\ kJiadad^gadad, kadad^ gada/i, guz, kJiatsats, kJiatsaJi,

katsa\ katsar, cdsakh, cdsam^ khatsah^ all containing the

idea of " cutting," can only be explained, not by a theory

of addition and subtraction, but by looking on particular

sounds as so many phonetic types which presented them-

selves before the unconscious mind as symbols of the

conceptions attached to them. In fact, the Semitic root

can have no possible existence outside the dictionary and

^ The recent decipherment of the inscriptions of Safa, east of

Damascus, by M. Haldvy, shows that a South-Arabian population

had been settled in this country from time immemorial, distinct

from the new settlers from the Hidjaz, whose presence is recorded

by the Grasco-Arabic inscription of Harran in Ledja (a.d. 568),

"Z. D. M. C'xxxii. i (1878;.

t
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grammar. Before a combination of three consonants can

be pronounced vowels must be supi)liecl, and the root

consequently changed into a word whose meaning varies

according to the vowels with which it is sounded. But

whether the Semitic root was oric^inallv "biliteral" or

not, the endeavour to derive the Semitic and Aryan

families from a common ancestor violates all the axioms

of linguistic science. The two families are each inflec-

tional, it is true, though in a varying degree ; but here

the likeness between them ends. In phonology, in

structure, in grammar, and in vocabulary no two groups

of speech can be more dissimilar. Grill contrasts the

"formal" consonantalism of the Semitic root with the

" materialistic " vocalism of the Aryan, but the reason of

this contrast lies deeper than he seems to suppose.

Vowels cannot form the skeleton, as it were, of Semitic

speech, since they constitute its flesh and blood, the

symbols of those relations of grammar which are denoted

in the Aryan languages by suffixes. Speaking generally,

we may say that the part played by suffixes in Aryan is

played by the vowels in Semitic. Hence it is that while

composition is the very life and essence of Aryan speech,

it is thoroughly repugnant to Semitic modes of thought.

With the Semite the universe is an undivided whole, not

a compound resolvable into its parts. If we turn to

phonology, here, too, we are met by the same contrast.

The Aryan velar gutturals {kzv, qu, gw) are as foreign to

the Semitic tongues as the Semitic \iin and dJietJi are to

the Aiyan. The power of augmenting its vowels by pre-

ying a to a, i and ii {gnna and vriddhi) possessed by

le^v^ryan dialects is unknown to the Semitic. .So,

al

nl
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again, in the grammar it is difficult to conceive of two

more opposed points of view than those embodied in

Aryan and Semitic. The Semite has never developed a

true verb ; such verbs as he has presuppose a noun just

as much as the Aryan noun, on the contrary, presupposes

the verb. Relation, not time, is expressed by the Semitic

sentence. As in Turkish, therefore, the third person

remains a pure noun, undistinguished by any pronominal

suffix, and like the noun admits of a distinction of gender.

It is needless to refer to other points of contrast, the

three cases of the Semitic noun, for instance, as opposed

to the numerous cases of the Aryan substantive, or the

insertion of a letter (^) with modifying force v-j'-iin the

body of a word ; it is enough to draw attention to the

fundamentally different conceptions upon which the

whole syntax of the two classes of speech is built. In

Aryan the predicate and governed word were originally

placed before the subject and governing word ; the con-

verse was the case in Semitic. The entire point of view

from which the grammar started was thus reversed in the

two families of language. It is true that with the lapse

of centuries the Aryan sentence became complex and

confused, and though Teutonic English still says " good

man," and " man's good," the Frenchman speaks of

rJiomme bihih)ole and la beneficence de riiormne ; it is true,

also, that Assyrian acquired the habit of making the ob-

ject precede the verb, possibly in consequence of Accadian

influence ; nevertheless if we look at the two families of

speech as wholes, we shall see that the syntax of each

has remained faithful to its primitive starting-point. It

is difficult, however, to compare the rich development of

II. N
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tlic Aryan sentence, witli its numberless conjunctions and

verbal forms, with the bald simplicity of Semitic exjjres-

sion. The Aryan sentence is as well fitted to be the in-

strument of the irieasurcd periods of reasoned rh»^toric as

the Semitic sentence is of the broken utterances of lyrical

emotion.

The attempts, then, that have been made to derive

the Aryan and Semitic families fnjni a common source

must be pronounced scientifically worthless. Mere mor-

phological agreement hardly raises even a presumption

in favour of genealogical relationship. It is quite other-

wise, however, with the endeavours to prove a connection

between the Old h^gyptian of the monuments, along with

Coptic and Libyan, and the Semitic group. A relation-

ship of some kind certainly t xists between them, since

the grammatical agreement is most striking, though the

disagreement in both structure and vocabulary is equally

strik. ig. We have already had occasion to refer to this

puzzle of comparative philology, and to suggest that at a

certain period of growth a language may possibly borrow

from the grammar of another. However this may be,

the Old Egyptian which can be traced back upon con-

temporaneous monuments to an antiquity of about six

thousand years is an inflectional language, like the Coptic,

which has sprung from it, though the flection is simple

and imperfect. As in Semitic, the feminine is denoted

by an afiixed t, which may also precede the noun, there

is a construct genitive, and the personal pronouns bear a

remarkable resemblance to the Semitic ones. A dual (in

-ui) exists as well as a plural (in -?/), but no signs of

case-endings have been detected. The verbal forms arc
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simple enouLjh ; much use is made of auxiliary verbs,

and the persons are expressed by suffixinj^ the personal

pronouns. Indeed, the pronoun suffixes have the same

form whether they are attached U) a noun used as sucli

or as a verb, pcr-a, for instance, l)einc^ " my house," mch-a,

" I fill." There are several conjugations, four formed by

partial or complete reduplication (as kcbkeb, kckeb, kcbcb,

and kchck from kcb), one by the insertion of t within the

root {keteb), as in Semitic, one by the insertion of « and

sometimes r (kr/ieb), one, again, by prefixing r? (akeb), and

another by prefixing se {sekcb). It is remarkable that

.^ last conjugation is causative like the Semitic shaphel.

A passive may be formed by the postfix /«, ta^ or /. The

subject is occasionally placed before the verb, but the

usual order is verb, subject, direct object, indirect object,

and adverb. Egyptian literature was at once ancient

and extensive, though fragments only have escaped

destruction. Perhaps its most important document was

the " Ritual of the Dead," a chapter of which is quoted

on the coffin of Men-kau-ra or Mykerinus of the fourth

dynasty (H.c. 41 00), though additions and glosses con-

tinued to be made to it up to the Pt(jlemaic period.

During the long course of centuries along which we can

trace its history, the Egyptian language necessarily

underwent considerable change, ts, for instance, becoming

first ^and then t, until it finally passed into Coptic. The

Coptic is divided into three dialects, the l^ashmuric in

the north ; the Theban in the south ; and the Memphitic,

which had the aspirated kh, th, and ///. Coptic is a pre-

fix language, the affixes of the Old Egyptian having

been exchanged for prefixes, as in the neighbouring
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African idioms. In the verb, liovvever, the suffixes may
be affixed as well as prefixed. Coptic literature is

Christian, and flourished from the second to the seventh

centuries. It is written in a modification of the Greek

alphabet, the old mode of writing, whether pictorial,

hieratic, or demotic, having been thought to savour of

heathenism.

Connected with Old Egyptian is the Libyan or Berber

group of tongues, extending from Marocco to the south

of Tripoli, and split up into several dial >-cts, among which

the Kabyle, the Towareg, and the Ta-mashek may be

mentioned. More than 200 inscriptions, some of them

bilingual, have been found, which present us with an old

form of Berber speech/ As in Egyptian and Semitic /

is the sign of the feminine : it may be prefixed or affixed

or even prefixed and affixed at the same time. The

personal pronouns are affixed, though they may also be

prefixed in the case of verbs, and there are different

forms for the dative and accusative. Two real tenses

have been developed, one aoristic, as iskcr, " he made,"

the other present, as zsdker, " he makes." The two forms

correspond most remarkably with the Assyrian tsam,

" he made," isdcin, " he makes," and seem to bear out the

view that the Assyrian distinction of tense was imported

from abroad. The causative conjugation is formed by

the prefix is-, the passive and frequentative by the prefix

/"/-. The language of the Guanches or aboriginal inhabi-

tants of the Canary Isles belonged to the Berber family.

^ See Faidherbe's " Collection complete des Inscriptions numi-

diques," in the " Mcnioires de ki Soci^td des Sciences etc. de

Lille," 3rd ser. viii. p. 361 (1870).

!
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To the south and west of Abyssinia He a number of

dialects—Somali, Galla, Saho, Denkali, and Agaii/ which

are classed together as Ethiopian or Khamitic, and show

striking marks of agreement with the Coptic and Berber.

Thus t, whether prefixed or affixed, is a sign of the femi-

fine, s ores the characteristic of the causative conjugation,

while there are two " tenses," with much the same mean-

ing as those of the Semitic verb, and similarly distin-

guished by prefixing and affixing the personal pronouns.

These Ethiopian dialects lead on to the Haussa of the

Soudan between the Niger and Lake Chad, which, though

spoken by a purely negro population, resembles the

Libyan family in many of its grammatical and lexical

details. Thus the plural may be denoted by the termi-

nation -una, -d7iH, -due, shortened to -u, like the Egyptian

-u and the Semitic -dnu^ -unu, the feminine by the

termination -nia or -ia, abstracts by the suffix -ta, and

local and instrumental nouns by the prefix ma, A cau-

sative is formed by the suffix -shie, a passive by the

vowels -u and -^, while the personal pronouns bear a re-

markable resemblance both to the Egyptian and to the

Semitic* The pronominal suffixes are also used in the

same way as in the Egyptian and Semitic languages.

Barth believes that the Haussa represent the Atarantes

of Herodotus (iv. 184), whose name he would explain as

a-tdra, " the collected." At any rate, it seems clear that

the Haussa once occupied a position much further to the

* The Beja dialect, spoken by the Hadendoas and some of the

Beni-Amer, north of Abyssinia, also beloni.^s to the same ^roup.
'^ Na, nt, " I," 7m7, " we," /ca, kai (masc), ke, ki (fem.i, " thou,"

ku^ " you," sha, shi,ya, " he," ta, " she," j//, "they."

'1 ;•
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north-C'iet than that in whicli they are at present found,

and it is possible that while thus bordering on the Libyan

tribes they may have borrowed those portions of their

grammatical machinery which have so Semitic an ap-

pearance.

But whatever may be the opinion formed on this head,

if we turn our eyes to the extreme south of Africa, we

shall find a family of dialects which Bleek has claimed

for the inflectional class of tongues. These dialects are

the three Hottentot idioms, known as the Nama or

Namaqua on the west, the Khora or Khorana on the

east, and the almost extinct Cape Hottentot in the south.

Hottentot possesses twenty simple vowels, and about

twelve diphthongs ; its consonants, however, are deficient,

and consist largely of gutturals. These are eked out by

four clicks, dental, palatal, cerebral, and lateral, relics, it

may be, of those animal cries out of which language arose.

There are also three tones by which homonyms are dis-

tinguished, as in Chinese ; the accent usually falls on

the stem-syllable. Suffixes play a large part in the

formation of words, roots being thus marked off from

stems as in the Aryan languages, and the verbal stem is

generally kept distinct from the nominal stem, though

the distinction is not carried far, since the verb may drop

its person-ending when the subject is a substantive. The

noun has three genders—masculine, feminine, and neuter

;

three numbers—singular, dual, and plural ; and two cases

—nominative and accusative : all marked by different pro-

nominal affixes, which also denote the persons. Thus

for the second person singular the suffixes are in the

nominative -ts{i) masculine, -s feminine, and -ts neuter,

I-
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in the accusative -tsa, -sa, and -tsa, but different suffixes

would have to be used for the first or third persons.

These suffixes may be attached one to anotlier just as in

our own family of speech, and they differ from those of

the agglutinative languages in frequently being merely

classificatory or even meaningless. At the same time it

must be allowed that the flectional instinct cannot be

strong, since there is no concord between the adjective

and the substantive. As in so many other tongues, the

dative and accusative are not distinguished from one

another, but the genitive may be denoted by the demon-

strative di. Present, aorist, future, and perfect tenses

arc formed by the help of suffixes, as are also passives,

causals, reciprocals, and similar conjugations, and a large

number of postpositions are in use. We see from this

short sketch of Hottentot grammar that it resembles our

own Aryan grammar in two important respects, the power

of composition and the conception of three genders.

Perhaps Bleek is right in thinking that the fondness of

the Hottentots, or KhoikhoTn, as they call themselves,

for sidereal worship and beast fables is largely due to the

character of their speech, in which everything must be

personified by receiving the suffixes of gender. On the

other hand, the natural home of the beast fable seems to

have been among the Bushmen, from whom the Hotten-

tots and other African peoples derived it. The beast fable

we must remember flourished among the ancient Egyp-

tians,^ and there are many indications to show that the

I I i

' See M.ihaffy :
" Prolc.cjomena to Ancient History" (1871), pp.

389-92, who thinks that the beast-fable made its first appearance in

Egypt, having been derived from "the primitive Africans, who may

L l.\ I i J
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The verbal conjugation is extremely complicated ; there

are several different forms, and a large number of tenses.

Many of these incorporate the objective pronouns, and

are able to lengthen themselves by the addition of what

are now, at all events, unmeaning suffixes. The native

grammarians are not far wrong in considering their lan-

guage as sui generis} Georgian literature is in large part

ecclesiastical, but it comprises also several chronicles,

romances, and poems, such as the " Story of Tariel," in

8,000 lines, besides a dictionary compiled by Prince Sul-

khan Orbelian in the seventeenth century.

We have no reason for thinking that the inflectional

groups of speech which are still spoken are the only

specimens of this class of languages that have existed in

the world. On the contrary, it is probable that there

have been others which have disappeared, leaving no

traces of themselves behind. The language of the Lykian

inscriptions is as inflectional as Greek, but all attempts

to connect it with the Aryan family have hitherto failed,

and it is safest to look upon it as a waif and stray of an

otherwise extinct family of speech. A fortunate accident

has preserved for us a few old monuments in which we

can study it ; a still more fortunate accident has made

some of these monuments bilingual. If Lykian continues

resolutely to resist being forced into the Indo-European

group, it will have to be classed with the mysterious Etrus-

can, as a relic of a lost system of speech whose kindred

have all perished without memorial. Etruscan itself, in

spite of its agglutinative character, wears so frequently

an inflectional appearance that scholars of repute have

* De Brosset :
" Elements de la Langue gdorgienne" (1837), p. v.

Hi
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tried to compare it now witli Semitic and now with

Aryan. In tliis respect it resembles tlie I^'imiic idioms,

where aui'irlutiiiation has so disiriiised itself imder the

mask of inflection as to tem[)t a scholar like Weske to

suggest their inclusion within the Intlo-luiropcan f.imily.

In fact, any distinction that can be drawn between the

Finnic and tlic Aryan verb is a purely artificial one ; the

forms in both have originated in agglutination, and be-

come what they are through the influence of phonetic

decay. So far as form is concerned, there is little diffe-

rence between the Ostiak madadm, inadan, madd; madau^

viaddr, viaddda, and the Sanskrit bhavd})ii, bhavasi, blia-

vati; abJiavain, abJiavaSy abhavat. In the declension, too,

the postpositions have in many instances ceased to be in-

dependent or even semi-independent v/ords ; indeed, the

marks of certain of the cases (the genitive -n{(i), the

abessive -ta^ the adessive -/, &c.) are throughout the

Turanian or Ural-Altaic world mere symbols, whose

origin has been long forgotten. But for all that the

Finnic idioms remain agglutinative, the Aryan languages

'.nflectional. The Aryan languages started with flection,

and made their agglutinated compounds conform to the

prevailing analogy ; the Finnic idioms owe the appear-

ance of flection which they possess to the wear and tear

of time. In the one case analogy, in the other case pho-

netic decay has worked the change. The two groups of

tongues have met, as it were, in the same spot, after

starting from opposite quarters ; and the fact need not

surprise us any more than the common resemblance in

many points presented by English and Chinese. After

all, languages, however unallied, have all originated under

P
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similar circiinist.'inccs fnnii men of similar mould ; tluy

are but varyini^ species of one and the same ^aMUis.

Ilencc that i^radual passafje from one form of speech to

another, described in a former chapter, and tliat sporadic

participation of one form of speech in the characteristics

of another. We may discover the principle of flection in

the a^L:^lutinative ])ravidian of western India, where tlie

Tulu dialect forms the frequentative viall^cve, and the

causative vialpdvi^ ixom. the active nialpuvL\ " I do," or in

the Ba-ntu of southern Africa, where the fmal vowel of

the noun has a passive meanini^ if it is -6, an active or

causative one if -/, a neutral one if -«,' while in Mponi^we

;;// kdiuba is " I speak," mi kdinba, " I do not speak." In

the Mnnic languages we can actually trace a change of

signification in a root accompanying^" a change of vowel,

and so be reminded of our own distinction between iti-

cense and incense, tonnait ?vnd torment. Thus karyan is " to

rin^" and "to lighten
-'^

kar-yun^r\d kir-yun, "to cry," but

kir-on, ^' to c\xYsc\'' kah-iscji, koh-isen, knh-isen, "to hit" or

"stamp ;" kdh-isen, koh-iscn, "to roar;" keJi-isen, kih-iscn

" to boil."" What is this but the Semitic mode of indi-

cating a change of signification by a change of vowel }

The difference between the two is that the one utilizes

the variation of vowel for lexical, the other for gram-

matical, purposes ; it is the only difference, but, for deter-

mining the morphological position of a language, it is a

most important one.

' Bleek :
" Comparative Grnmniar of the South African Lan-

guages," p. 138.

2 Donner in the " Z. D. M. G.," xxvii. 4 (1873).
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CHAPTER VTII.

THE AOni.UTINATIVE, INCORPORATING, POLYSYNTIIR-

TIC, AND ISOLATING LANGUAGES.

" L'icMe dc rinfdrioritd dos nations touraniennes, de Icur inapti-

tude h I'art et k la civilisntion, est un vieux prdjugd qui a fait son

temps, et qui no doit gucres son origine qu'aux affirmations vani-

teuses, et surtout intdicssi^es des nations germaniques."— Fr.

Lknormant.

Putting aside the polysynthetic dialects of America, the

majority of the languages of the world belong to the ag-

glutinative class. But just as the inflectional families of

speech differ one from another, so also do the agglutina-

tive ; indeed, there is a greater difference between the

rude and unformed Bushman and the polished Finnic,

with its semblance of flection, or the Dravidian ofWestern

India, with its power of modifying the sense by internal

vowel-change, than there is between any two groups of

inflectional speech. Agglutination, too, may be of more

than one kind. The agglutinated adjuncts may be either

prefixed, as in Kafir, or affixed, as in Ural-Altaic ; or,

again, they may be almost wholly dispensed with, as in

Malayo-Polynesian. The root may be modified in sound

during the process of agglutination, or may remain fixed

and unchangeable, whatever incrustations may attach

themselves to it A verbal stem may exist apart from a

!''(.
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nominal stem, or, as in Polynesian, a verb may not have

cmcrj^cd into exi. ence at all. The root may influence

the sv'^rixcs, producinj^ that law of vowel harmony which

assimilates the vowel of the suffix to the vowel c f the

root, or suffix and root may resemble two atoms in

close contact which each keep their own unalterable

character.

The important part played in history and civilization

by the races who speak the various dialects of the Ural-

Altaic or Turanian family makes a brief review of the

leading lani^uages of this family as necessary as a review

of the Aryan or Semitic families of speech. From the

eastern shores of Siberia to Scandinavia and western

Russia extends a group of tongues which can all be

traced back to a com.mon r^other speech. The Finns

and Lapps of the North, the Esths and Ugric tribes of

Russia, the Magyars of Hungary, the Osmanlis of Turkey,

the Tatars, the Samoieds, the Mongols, the Mantchus,

and the Tunguses all share the fragments of a common
patrimony. Possibly Japanese may have hereafter to be

added to the list ; for the present, however, it must re-

main isolated and unclassified. The oldest monuments

of Turanian speech have been of late revealed to us by

the cuneiform monuments of Babylonia ; the wild hill-

tribes of Media and Susiania, the citizens of the ancient

empire of Elam, and the primitive population of Chaldca

itself all spoke cognate languages, which, it would seem,

must be assigned to the Ural-Altaic group. Already the

same intellectual power which to-day distinguishes the

Finn or the Magyar had begun to show itself; and the

Accadians of primaeval Babylonia were the inventors of
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the cuncifDrm systiin of writitiLj, tlic l)iiiI(U'rs of tlu!

j^ncat cities of the coiitUry, the first students of mathe-

matics and astronomy, and, in short, the orij^inators of

tlie cuUnrc and civinzaticjii wliich was liaiuled on to tlie

Semites, by whom they were afterwards coiKiuered and

dispossessed. Conteinporaneous records prove that

Western Asia possessed its China in Turanian Accad at

least five thousand years ai^o ; and Ihat the " wisdom of

the Chaldeans," stored up in tiieir imperishable libraries

of clay, was no imai^inary dream of a later age, but a

startling- and solid fact.

Of course it does not follow that the communities

which now speak the allied dialects of the Turanian

family all beloni^" to the same race. The La[)ps, in fact,

thoui^h now usini^ a Finnic idiom, are not related to the

Finns in blood, and it is more than doubtful whether we

can class the Mongols physiologically with the Turkish-

Tatars or the Ugro-Finns. It is even possible that the

Mongolian dialects themselves were originally ilistinct

from those of the Turanian group, and owe their present

inclusion in the group to their common agglutinative

character, and to a long and close contact with the

Turkish-Tatar languages, which have made them ap-

proximate so nearly to the latter as to compel us to

classify them together. However this may be, the whole

Turanian family is bound together by its structure, its

grammar, its stock of roots, and its law of vocalic har-

mony. It may be divided into five branches, the Finno-

Ugric, the Turko-Tatar, the Samoyedic, the Mongolian,

and the Tungusian, the first two representing the culti-

!:' Il
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vatcd members of the family. The Accaih'ans of lial)y-

lonia looked upon "the Mountain of the ICasl," the pre-

sent Moun. . ..vandiz, as the spot whereon the ark of the

Clialilean Noah had rested, arui as the eraiilc of their

race ; but it is very possil)le that this was but the; first

centre ami startinii^-point of the extinct Chaldeo-lClamite

branch, the orii,dnal home of the whole family really lyin^^

far to the north-west amon^; the slopes uf the Altai

rani^e.

'J'he h'inno-U^ric or Uralic dialects are divided by

Prince L-L. Jionaparte into four sub-families, the Chudic,

the Permian, the Vulj^ic, and the Uij^ur. The Chudic

sub-family is aijain divided into two branches, one branch

bcini^ the P'innic, comprising Finnish, Vepse, Vote and

Karelian, Esthonian and Krevin^n'an, and Livonian with

the extinct dialect of Salis and the dialects of Kolken

and Pisen, while tlie other branch is the Laponic, in which

Lappic holds a solitary place. The Permian is spoken

in the north-east of Russia, and includes Permian proper,

Zyrianian, and Votiak, Voli^dc branches off into Chere-

niissian and Mordvinian (with its two dialects) on the

Vol^a, and Uigur into Ostiak, Vogul and Magyar or

Hungiu'ian, once spoken on the banks of the Obi. The

researches carried on of late years into the Uralic lan-

guages have not only demonstrated their close afifinity

and common origin, but also a system of equivalence of

sounds similar to that known as Grimm's law. Thus

Riedl has established the following table of consonantal

utations for the Y\pc ryar

k - kh zz h; h —j; g= SUS S = d; n = // —g— k; j— gj; j z=
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Hj , j = 7// I — j-=. gj ; /-zzn — r; t ~ ,/ — I :=. f ; d zzaj f=: s;

n "^.i^j ; m "=./>; av r. } ; ev •=. 0; iv=. «.'

The same method of comparison wliich has been so

successfully apphed in the case of the Aryan tongues has

also revealed to us the civilization and mii;rations of the

primitive Uralic tribes, as well as their indebtedness to

their Aryan neighbours. There ^^as a time when the Finns

had not yet penetrated to the snows of the far north, when

they still bordered on Slavonic, Scandinavian, and Ger-

man populations to whom they lent some words and from

whom they borrowed more. Thus Thomsen has shown

us that the Finnic raippa, "rope," is the Old Norse reip,

the Swedish rep; the Finnic laukka, "a leek," the Old

Norse laukr ; the Finnic /^«^^7, "a bench," the Swedish

bank; the Finnic nuotta, "a net," the Old Norse not; the

h'innicy»c7//^, "a shirt," the Gothic paidJia ; the Finnic

piitja, "a mattress," the Gothic hadi?

Ahlqvist has followed in the same track and sketched

the coiidition of the Finnic tribes when they first settled

in Europe and learned the arts of agriculture and cattle-

breeding from their neighbours, the Teutons and the

SI

lu

e:

bd

' So, according to Erman, in Kazan Tatar j;'' becomes / in Yakute.

tt:'^.l
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Shivs. Ik'fore their contact with tlie latter, they were

Uirf-cutters rather than acrriculturists, numerous words

existing in the various dialects which signify turf-cutting,

but none of native origin which signify "a field." The

plough [aura for aatra) was borrowed, it would seem,

from the Goths, and the only cereals which have native

names are the barley {o/ira, otra) and the turnip {negy'is).

So, too, the words for "cattle" and "swine," naiita and

sika, come from the Norsk 7iaiit and siiggc, while the

name of the "houo," hcpo or hevoncn, is the Swedish

hdppa, the Danish koppe ; and that of the *' sheep," lam-

maSy the German lamni, our lamb. The names of the

stallion, the mare, the cow, and the bull, on the other

hand, are all of native derivation, and prove that these

animals must have been known to the Finns before

their contact with the Aryans. Like the other members

of the Ural-Altaic family, the Finns were acquainted

with metallurgy from an early period ; indeed they seem

to have used iron long before any of the Aryan tribes.

Meteoric iron was probably the first worked, and it is

curious that the Accadian of Babylon prefixes the deter-

minative of divinity to the name of the metal as if to

point out its heavenly descent. The smiths of the ancient

legends are all divine beings, and the adventures of the

Finnish Wainamoinen, the old limping smith of heaven

and earth, and his friend llmarinncn, ** the divine

blacksmith,"' or the fall of the Greek Hephaestus irom

the sky, appear to symbolize the origin of the first

' M. Fr. T.enormant has very happily compared Wainainoincn

with the Accadian Ea. Sec " La Ma^ic chcz les Ch ilclccns,"

!'!'• ^«9-37-
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his time at home in making fish-hooks, hunting-gear,

and the like ; the instruments being generally of stone,

though copper and silver were likewise used. The iron

axe was first known on the shores of the Baltic, where

,

too, the river-beats without sails were exchanged for

stronger and more capacious ones. The reindeer, how-

ever, was still the chief means of locomotion, as it had been

before the period of separation. From the first, too, the

tribes had lived in communities, each under a war-leader

{ivanevt), who was elected from time to time. Individual

freedom was, however, highly prized, and the community

accordingly did not exercise the despotic power it

enjoyed among the primitive Aryans. There were

neither judges nor laws, but family life was complete

and well organized, slavery was unknown, and skins

(especially those of the squirrel) formed the medium of

exchange.^ Turning to the south, we find a similar state

of society among the ancestors of the Magyars, before

they had yet left their kinsmen in the Ural mountains.

They possessed houses and villages, but mainly lived by

hunting and fishing. They had the dog and the horse,

but apparently no cattle. They could braid, weave, and

knit, and were acquainted with gold, silver, lead, zinc,

and iron. Indeed, their goldsmiths and silversmiths

were already of repute. Cobblers, furriers, turners,

tailors, wheelwrights, harness and rope makers, with

their tools and trades, all have Magyar names, and beer

was drunk on holidays. Like the Turks, their numerals

were based on a septimal system, and thirteen months,

' Ahlqvist and Blumberg (•' Sitzungsberichte dcr gelehrten est-

nischen (icsellschaft zu Dorpat," 1876, p. 149).

'J
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of twenty-eight days each, made up the year, at the end

of which came an intercalary day. As among the Ac-

cadians, the months were divided into weeks of seven

days. It was from the Turks, however, that these primi-

tive Ugrians learnt a large part of the elements of civi-

lized life. The names of the ox, the calf, the sheep, the

pig, and the hen, are of Turkish origin, as is also all that

has to do with agriculture—harvest, stubble, sickle,

wheat, barley, apples, sowing, reaping, and grinding in

the mill. From Turkish, too, are borrowed the names

for axe, door, mirror, thimble, ring and pearl, as well as

words for demon, witness, wine, and writing. Even the

Magyar name of the sea, tenger, comes from a Turkish

source, from which, perhaps, we may infer that the fore-

fathers of the Hungarians lived in the most southerly

part of the district occupied by the Ugrian tribes, the

rest of whom have a common term for the sea of home

growth. The same fact is further indicated by the

Turkish derivation of the words used by the Magyars

for such southern animals as the lion, camel, badger, and

bustard. The Turkish dialect laid under contribution,

however, was not the Osnianli, but the Shuvash, which

makes it clear that the advance in ci^'ilization had been

made by the Magyars before they had settled in Hun-

gary, and probably while they still occupied their original

seats.*

We have yet to learn what was the civilization of the

primitive Turkish-Tatar horde, or of that people of the re-

mote past, who spoke the parent-lani^uage of Ural-Altaic

' Hunfdlvy :
" Ma^jyarorzszdg ethnographidja," in the Transac-

tions of the Hungarian Academy, 1S76, pp. 221-75.
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speech, it may be, before the Accadians had descended

southwards and under the favouring influences of a

southern sun developed the civilizations of I^lam and

Chaldea. Already, however, it would seem, the religious

and poetical tendencies of the race had begun to display

themselves. Ural-Altaic religion is essentially Shaman-

istic ; every object and force of nature is believed to be

inspired by a spirit, sometimes beneficent, sometimes

malevolent, but the spirit can be approached only by the

qualified sorcerer or shaman. A belief in magic and

witchcraft lies at its very roots. It is strange that by the

side of such a religion there has existed a rich mytho-

logy, mostly solar, and the creator of numberless lays

and epics. The Finnic Kalevala is an epic worthy of

comparison with Homer or the Nibelungen Lied. Its

22,000 verses, it is true, were redacted into a whole by

Lonnrot and Castren only within the present century,

but the popular lays which compose it, though of varying

age, all refer to the same cycle of mythology, to the same

heroes, and the same legendary facts. The adventures

of the three divine smiths—Wainanoinen, Ilmarinnen,

and Lemmakainen or Ahti, their travels in the under-

ground world of Pohiola, their final struggle with Luhi,

" the hostess of Pohiola," and their search for the myste-

rious Sampi are equal in interest and imagination to the

best products of national genius found elsewhere.^ Similar

^ The Kaldvala has been edited with introduction and glossary

by F. W. Rothsen (1870). A. Schiefiier has published a German
translation (1852), Ldouzon-le-Duc a French translation (1868; see

also his "La Finlande," 1845). Latham has given an abstract of it

in his " NrJionalities of Europe," vol. i. pp. 182-209 (1863). Cas-

triin's " Vonesungen ueber die Firnische Mythologie," translated

i
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to the Kalcvala is the Kalevipoe^^ of the Esthonians, which,

however, still wants its Lonnrot to make it thoroughly

complete. The groundwork of the poems which make

up the Esthonian epic is identical with that of the

Kalevala, and show that the Finns and Esths started

with a common stock of ancestral myths. The half-

savage Ugric Voguls of the Ural, too, have their epic,

consisting of long poems on the Creation, the Deluge,

and the giants of the ancient world, which have recently

been made known to us (in 1864) by Hunfalvy.' It is

very remarkable to find these myths of a wild secluded

tribe on the barren slopes of the Ural strikingly resem-

bling those of the cultivated Accadians of primaeval Baby-

lonia. The legends of the Creation and the Flood, whicli

were translated by the Semitic Babylonians into their

own language after forming part of a great national epic,

have been recovered from the buried library of Nineveh,

and show to what a vast antiquity these old Altaic myths

must go back. Even the Lapps have their mythical

epic,'^ in which they relate how Pawin parne (" the Son of

the Sun "), " the offspring of Kalla "
(

} Kaleva), along

with his brother giants used the Great Bear as his bow,

and hunted and tamed the heavenly stags—Jupiter "the

bright stag," and Venus, " the colour-changing hind "

—

in the constellation Cassiopeia ; how Paiven neita (" the

Sun's Daughter ") bestows her reindeer and all her goods

into German and annotated by Schiefner (1853), should also be

studied.

^ See the summary of this ** Vogul Genesis," given by M. Adam
in the " Revue de Philologie et d'Ethnologie," i. i (1874), pp. 9-14.

' See Donner :
" Lieder der Lappen."
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on him who can catch her unawares ; and how a hero,

born after his father's murder, asks his mother for his

father's name, and slays the murderer in single combat.

The myths and tales of the Tatars are equally numerous,

and those who care to read Castren's collection of them

may discover a reflection of the Sun-god in most of their

heroes whose names are compounded with the term for

gold. In short, throughout the Ural-Altaic family we

find a rich outgrowth of myth and legend, and the

agglutinative character of the language, and the conse-

quent transparency of the proper names, make it easy

to trace their original meaning. Ural-Altaic poetry

is, like Assyrian and Hebrew, parallelistic, and mostly

in the metre made familiar to us by Longfellow's

" Hiawatha."

The Turkish-Tatar languages may be classed as

Yakute, Kirghiz, Uigur, Nogair, and Osmanli. The

Yakutes live in the midst of the Tungusian tribes of

North-eastern Siberia ; the Kirghiz, divided into the Black

Kirghiz or Burnt and the Kazak Kirghiz, in Chinese

Turkestan and the neighbourhood of the Aral ; the

Nogairs or Russian Cossacks, in thw Crimea and the

district of Astrakhan ; while the Uigur, with its sister-

dialects of Yagatai and Turkoman, had an alphabet of

its own as early as the fifth century, and once produced

a considerable literature. Osmanli, with the outlying

Shuvak south-west of Kazan, is the tongue of the domi-

nant race of Turkey, and though the literary dialect has

borrowed a large part of its vocabulary from Persian

and Arabic, the country dialects are comparatively pure.

The Turkish verb, like the Finnic, is exceedingly rich in

) , I'
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forms ; suffix ma)' be piled upon suffix so as to represent

the most minute and varied differences of meaniULi.

J^oth root and suffix, however, always remain clear and

marked ; hence the transparency which characterizes the

conjugation and makes it so perfect an instrument of

logical thought. A periphrastic conjugation is also in

use in which various participles are combined with the

auxiliary to be, and the number of verbal forms is thereby

greatly increased. Turkish literature is copious ; but

perhaps the best known work is the " History of Nasr-il-

Din Khoja," a sort of Turkish Eulenspiegel.

Midway between the Finnic and Turkic idioms may
be grouped the Samoied dialects, our knowledge of which

is in large measure due to the self-denying devotion of

Gastrin. They stretch along the shores of the White Sea

and North-west Siberia, and comprise five main dialects,

which are, however, split up into an infinity of smaller

ones. Yarak is spoken in European Russia and as far as

the river Yenisei, Yenisei Samoied on. the banks of the

Lower Yenisei, Tagwi further to the east, Ostiak Samoied

on the Obi, and Kamassic in Southern Siberia. Ostiak

Samoied and Yenisei Samoied must be carefully dis-

tinguished from Ugrian Ostiak and Yenissei Ostiak,

which is allied to the Kot (or Kotte), and with it forms

a stray fragment of what is apparently an otherwise ex-

tinct family of speech. The Samoieds are perhaps the

most degraded of all the members of the Ural-Altaic

family, more so, certainly, than the Mongols. The latter

speak three principal dialects—the Eastern or Sharra,

spoken in Mongolia proper, the Western or Kalmuk,

stretching westward into Russia between the Kirghiz
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and Nogair Turks, and the Xurthcrn or Buriat in tlie

ncit^hbourhood of Lake Baikal. The latter is the most

barbarous of the Monf^ol idioms, the others beini;- more

or less cultivated. The pronouns in Moiil^^oI have not

aniali^amated w ith the verb, as they have in Finnic or

Turkic ; thus in Buriat bi bis is " 1 am ;" ski bis, '* thou

art;" ogon bis, "he is;" bi yaba, "I was;" ski yaba,

" thou wast ;
"

01:^011 yaba, ** he was ;
" bi bilci, " I have

been ;
" ski bilei, " thou hast been ;

" ogon bilei, " he has

been."

Closely allied to Mongol is Tunguse, in the centre and

extreme east of Siberia, divided into the three branches

of Mantchu, Lamutic, and Tungusian. Of these Mant-

chu has become the best known in consequence of the

Mantchu conquest of China. The Mantchus, however,

have long possessed a literature, their alphabet of twenty-

nine characters having been originally introduced by

Nestorian Christians. Contact with Chinese, and per-

haps also literary cultivation, have had the same effect

upon Mantchu that similar influences have had upon

English ; the sign of number has been lost, like the pos-

sessive pronoun affixes, and to find them we must look

to the ruder Lamutic and Tungusian. The harmony of

the vowels, too, that distinguishing feature of Ural-Altaic

speech, is reduced to small dimensions in the Mantchu

dialect, and the possessive pronouns are not affixed.

The adjective simply consists of a noun placed before

another to qualify it, like our wine merchant^ and properly

speaking there is no verb signifying " to have."

The chief distinguishing feature of the Ural-Altaic

family is the so-called law of vocalic harmony. The

1 I
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vowels in the jK'incip.ii hiiiguat^es of the Ural-Altaic

family:'

—

The origin of this division of tlu; vowels is to be sought

in the phonetic tendency to anticipate a foUowin;^ vowel

in a word by assimilating an earlier one to it, as in the

German uinlaut, or, conversely, to harmonize the vowel

of the next syllable with one that has just been uttered.

The latter assimilation would naturally be adopted by

speakers who accented their wortls at the beginning in-

stead of the end, as did the Aryans, As Sievers suggests,

" it is a question whether a connection does uot exist

between the different forms assumed by assimilation and

the accentuation of words. At all events, the accentua-

tion of the first syllable of the word in the Ural-Altaic

languages would agree with such a view."'"

Affixes, and not prefixes, characterize Ural-Altaic

agglutination. The noun has some eight cases, the

principal among them being marked by the termina-

tions, -71 or -na, -I or -la, -s or -sa, the origin of

which is rendered obscure by their antiquity. The

other relations of the noun are expressed by simple or

^ Adnm :
" De I'Marmonie
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compound words, ai^^lulinat-jd at the ciul ; and tlicsc,

though amali^^aniatcd w ith the noun into a single wliolc,

by the action of vocahc harnion)', nevertlieless, in the

majority of instances, maintain their original and inde-

pendent signification. They are, in fact, other nouns

attached to the Hrst, in order to limit its meanitig and

reference. In the Finnic idioms, the amalgamation has

become so com[)lete that it is difficult to trace either the

original meaning or the original form of the agglutinated

nouns ; and, except for their number and uses, forms

such as the Votiak mnrtly, " to a man," or the Magyar

atyd-nak, •' to a father," might easily be taken for the

cases of the Aryan declension. In the verb, too, the

same amalgamation has taken place, and it is difficult at

first sight to distinguish the Ostiak forms quoted above '

from the persons of the Sanskrit verb. A closer investi-

gation of the language, however, reveals the fact that the

Ugro-Finnic verb, like the Ugro-Mnnic noun, is virtually

based on the same principles as the verb of Osmanli

Turkish. This displays the analytic genius of Ural-

Altaic speech at its best. The forms of the iurkish verb

are at once clear, simple, and minute. Sevmek, " to love,"

where inek is the sign of the infinitive, becomes reflective

by the addition of in {sev-iti-mek)^ reciprocal by the

addition of isJi isev-isJi-viek), causative by the addition of

dir [sev-dir-inek), passive by the addition of il {sev-il-

mek\ and negative by the addition of me {sev-me-rnek)

^

and all these forms can be united together, so that, for

instance, sev-ish-dir-il-niek^ an amalgamation of the re-

ciprocal, the causative, and the passive, means " to be

* Page 1 86.
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brouf];ht to love one annther," sev-in-dir-il'ViC'Vick, " not

to be made to love oneself." But the mechanism of the

Turkish verb is almost erjualled by that of the ancient

Accadian ; thus gar-uiu is " I made," gar-dan-nnt, " I

caused to make," gar-dau'ra-inu, " I caused one another

to mdikd'' gar-daU'iiii-inu, " I did not cause to make." In

fact, from the very first, the Turanian or Ural-Altaic

languaj^es have been characterized by a perspicacity and

loLjical vigour, which enable us to understand how their

speakers could have been the originators of the culture

and civilization of Western Asia. In disregarding the

distinctions of gender, in analyzing the forms of speech,

in making each word tell its own tale, and in assigning

one definite signification to each element of their gram-

matical machinery, the Turanian languages resemble

English, and like the latter mark a high level of intelli-

gence and power.

More involved and delicate is the mechanism of another

family of agglutinative speech—the Dravidian of India.

It would seem that the Dravidians entered India before

the Aryans, but by the same road from the north-west,

and, like the Aryans, successfully established themselves

among the Kolarian and other aboriginal races. The

Dravidian dialects are twelve in number, six (Tamil,

Malayalam, Telugu, Kanarese, Tulu, and Kudagu) being

cultivated, and six (Toda, Kota, Khond or Ku, Gond,

Oraon, and Rajmuhali) being spoken by barbarous tribes.

Tamil literature is especially abundant, though a good

deal of it is borrowed or adopted from Sanskrit sources.

It is mostly in verse, moral poems and didactic saws

constituting its most ancient portions, the lyrics, epics,

M
,'

'
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and dramas being of later date. Unlike Telugu, Kana-

rese, and Malayalam poetry, Tamil poetry is in large

measure free from foreign words. Dravidian phonology

is chiefly distinguished by the occurrence of cerebral

letters, which Bishop Caldwell believes to have been

handed on to the Aryans ; every r, again, must be pre-

ceded by a vowel, while a soft explosive cannot begin a

word, nor a hard explosive stand as a single consonant

in the middle of a word. Modifications of sense are pro-

duced by suffixing the vowels «, ^, /, otherwise the rela-

tions of grammar are almost entirely expressed by affixes.

The power of agglomerating these suffixes one after the

other into a single word far exceeds that possessed by

the Turanian tongues, and reminds us of our own English

conglomerates, such as " Employers' Liability for Injury

Bill." Thus in ancient Tamil poetry, sdrndaykku means
*' to thee that hast approached," composed of sdr, " to

approach," d, sign of the past, dy, the verbal suffix of the

second personal pronoun, and ku, the postposition " to."

There is no verb " to be " or " to have," but any noun can

easily be turned into a verb by means of the suffixed

pronoun ; the Tamil tevarir, for instance, is " yoi: are

God," tevair being the honorific plural, and ir the termi-

nation of the second person of the verb. The verb has

only three tenses—present, past, and indefinite future,

—

and the indicative is its sole mood. A masculine and

feminine gender, however, are distinguished in nouns

which denote adults, and the accusative is marked by the

termination -at or -^/, the genitive by the termination -in.

As in Aryan and Semitic languages, a difference of sig-

nification may be symbolized by internal vowel-change
;

v 't
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thus in Tulu, vialpuvt is •'
I do," but ;;/i?/J/:"W (frequenta-

tive), " I often do," indlpdvc 'yy:AW>A\.\\c), " I cause to do,"

;//r^//;7/^^t• denoting the intensive, and w^/^^t'//;// the nega-

tiv^e.

In the Malayo-Polynesian group, the agglutinative

elements may be placed after the root, or even inserted

in the body of it, but they are more commonly prefixed.

Prepositions accordingly take the place of postpositions,

and a prefixed article occupies a prominent position.

Reduplication, also, is largel)^ employed ; thus, in Malay,

it serves to mark the plural, as in Bushman, and through-

out the Polynesian dialects the verb makes considerable

ase of it. The verb, however, properly speaking, has

hardly come into existence; "his house has many rooms,"

for instance, would be in Dayak huvia-e bakaron ani,

literally " his-house with-rooms many ;" "thy boat is very

beautiful," kotoh ka-halap-e arut-in, literally " very its-

beauty thy-boat " Phonetic decay has played great

ravages in the whole of this family of speech. The

alphabet is reduced to the simplest elements, and every

consonant must be accompanied by a vowel. The

general resemblance pervading the scattered dialects of

Polynesia proves that this decay must have set in before

the brown race settled in the Polynesian islandp. 'J'he

language spoken at the time, however, was not Malay,

as has sometimes been supposed, but an offshoot of the

.same parent speech as that from which both Malay and

the idioms of the Indian Archipelago are descended.

The Polynesians present us with the spectacle of a race

which has declined in civilization, of which their nume-

rous songs and legends are a last relic. The Malays, on

! , II
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and in Mpongwe while tdnda means " to love," tiUida is

"not to love." The signs of case are of course prefixed,

like the signs of tense and voice ; in Zulu, for example,

ng-omuntu is " with the man," ng-abafitu, " with the

men."

Many of the agglutinative languages are more or less

incorporating; thus we have just seen that the objective

pronoun in the Zulu si-m-ta7ida comes between the sub-

ject and the root, and scvcial of the Turanian languages

have an " objective conjugation," in which the objective

pronoun is intercalated between the verb and its subject

pronoun. In Magyar, for instance, besides hallok, " I

hear," hallasz^ " thou hearest," hall, *' he hears," we have

vdr-om, "I expect him," vdr-od, "thou expectest him,"

vdr-ya, "he expects him," where the objective pronoun

maybe either singular or plural. In Mordvin and Vogul,

however, a difference is made between the forms sodasa

and kietilem with the singular pronoun, and sodasahia

and kietidnem with the plural. Mordvin and Vogul also

have special forms for the second personal pronoun when

used as an object, sodatd^xi^ kietilem being " I eat thee,"

sodatdddz and kietdnem, " I eat you." ' Mordvin is able

to go even yet further in the creation of objective forms,

sodasa-m-ak being " thou eatest me," and sodatamdst,

" thou eatest us." But these forms can easily be decom-

posed into an amalgamation of the verb with two per-

sonal pronouns, one employed as object, the other as

subject, and so scarcely differ from the French je vous

donne, which, though written as three separate words, is

' Magydr can also incorporate the objective second person when
the subject is the first person, as vdr-l-ak^ " I await thee."

11. F
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hard ; double consonants -^re unknown
; g, d, b, n, and

soft r disappear between two vowels, and k, /, and p
before a nasal. The cases are formed by postpositions

which may be added one to the other, and in the modern

dialects ' the singular is distinguished from the plural

only in the definite declension, where the postfixed article

is a in the singular and -ak in the plural. This article is

still used as a demonstrative ui Biscayan. The singular,

when used as a subject, also takes a final -k, but the 'jXn-

guXdLV jaimdky "the master," is distinguished from the

\)\m'^\Jaunak, "the masters," by the position of the accent.

The verb constitutes the great difficulty of Basque, and

made Larramendi entitle his Grammar " El Imposible

Vencido," " the Impossible oveiconic ;" and this difficulty

is occasioned by the incorporation of the pronouns which

have been fused with the verb-stem into a compact whole

by the action of phonetic decay. Although there are

practically but two verbs—" to be " and " to have "—all

other verbs being generally used as participles, the

number of forms possessed by these is almost endless.

Not only is there a different form for each of the per-

sonal pronouns, whether in the objective or the dative

case, but there are also different forms for addressing a

woman, an equal, a superior, or an inferior.^ Thus, in the

! ^ <

'

te it IS

loes, as

verbal

' The analysis of the verb shows that one way of forming the

plural was once by the help of the postfix t{e). See Vinson's '• Essai

sur la Langue basque par M. Ribc4iy," p. 109. M. Van Eys by his

discovery of the change of /^ into /has been enabled to show that

this postfix i{e) is identical with the old symbol of the plural -k

("Gr.immaire compirce des Dialectes basques," pp. 15, 16),

* The form which denotes respect incorporates the plural second

personal pronoun zu^ and except in the second person is found only
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indefinite conjugation, that, namely, used when an equal

is addressed, we have dety " I have it," ditnty " I have

them," mien, " I had it," nitucn, " I had them," izaugo

nuke, " I should have it," izaugo nnkean, " I should have

had it," izan dezadan, " I may have it," iza?i n^zan, " I

might have it," izan dezakct, ** I can have it," izan neza-

kean, " I could have it," izan nezake^ " I could have had

it," aut, " I have thee," zaitut, zaituztet, " I have you,"

zinduztedan, " I had you," diziit, " I have it for thee,"

dizkiznt, " I have them for thee," dizutet, " I have it for

you," dizkizutetj " I have them for you," diot, " I have it

for him," dizkiot, "I have them for him," diet, ** I have it

for them," diozkatet, " I have them for them," nazu, "thou

hast me," gaituzu, " thou hast us," didazii, " thou hast it

for me," dizkidazii, *'thou hast them for me," digiezu,

"thou hast it for us," dizkignzu, "thou hast them for us."

When we examine the few verbs, other than the two

auxiliaries, which are still conjugated, the analysis of

these multitudinous forms becomes plain. Thus, if we

take ekarri or ekarten, " to carry," we shall find d-akar-t

signifying " I carry it," d-akar-zii, " thou carriest it,"

where it is clear that the initial dental is a relic of the

objective pronoun, t and zii being the affixed subject-

pronouns. So, again, d-akar-zki-t is ** I carry them,"

d-akar-zki-zii, " thou carriest them ;" where zki is the

sign of plurality. Zki appears as zka, tza, and tzi in

other dialects ; thus, in Labourdin, d-aki-zka-t is **I know

them," in Guipuzcoan d-aki-tzi-t, while Biscayan presents

in the Souletin and eastern Bas-Navarrais, which often substitutes

it for the form used when addressing an equal (Vinson's " Ribdry,"

p. io6).
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us with the form d-aki-da-s/m which the plural suffix {z)

occupies a different place/

The incorpoi tion of the pronouns characterizes a

language in which the intelligence of the speakers is ,'^till

sluggish. A mere hint is not sufficient to convey the

meaning ; the object as well as the subject must be

emphasized in order to be clearly indicated. The em-

phasis is obtained by adding the pronoun after the noun

to which it refers : it is not sufficient to say ** John killed

the snake ;" the needful definiteness is secured by saying

"John the snake he-killed-it." The same usage charac-

terized the Old Accadian of Chaldea ; here, too, as in

Hungary and Northern Russia, the pronouns could be

incorporated, and by the side of gar-mu, " I made," we

find the more common gar-nin-mii, " I made it." Even

Semitic was no stranger to the practice of pleonastically

repeating the pronoun ; thus in Assyrian it is by no

means unusual for a noun in the objective case to be

followed by a verb with the pronominal suffix -su, " it

"

or " him." After all, the incorporation of the objective

pronoun is only one step further than the incorporation

of the subject pronoun which meets us in the much-vaunted

classical languages of our own family of speech, if the

theory is right which refers the termination of the third

person of the verb to a demonstrative pronoun. It seems

more probable, however, that the third person of the

Aryan verb is but an abstract noun, like the third person

in Tatar-Turkish, v^Xxqvq dogur, "he strikes," is really the

' rl

I I

' Vinson's " Ribdry," &c,, n. 109. For the analysis of the verbal

forms and the origin of the verbal roots see W. Van Eys :
" Gram-

niaire compar^e dcs Dialcctes basques" (1879).
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participle " striking," and dogd, " he struck," the abstract

*' a striking," or like the third person of the Semitic verb,

which similarly is a participle in the perfect and an ab-

stract in the imperfect.^ But even so, in the first and

second persons the Greek was obliged to repeat the per-

sonal pronouns if he would express the subjects syw and

The Basque vocabulary confirms the inference drawn

from the structure of the language. Here, too, there is a

poverty of imagination, a backwardness of intelligence.

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that two-thirds of the

lexicon are borrowed from French and Spanish, or from

the earlier Latin and Keltic. Abstracts of native growth

are rare in the extreme, and though there are names for

various kinds of trees and animals, there is no simple

Basque word for tree and animal themselves. This is the

more noticeable when we remember that Basque shows a

great facility for composition, and in some cases its com-

pounds are welded together, as in the polysynthetic

languages of America, by dropping parts of the com-

ponent elements. Thus illabcte, *' month," seems to be a

compound of iilargi-bete, " full moon," illargi, " moon,"

itself being composed of il or ////, " death," and ai-gi,

" light," and orzanz, " thunder," is similarly derived from

or:s, " cloud," and azanz, " noise." It is unfortunate that

our knowledge of Basque is so recent. The native songs

and " pastorals " are of late date, and the oldest printed

book, the poems of Dechepare,^ was only published in

' Sayce : "The Tenses of the Assyrian Verb," in the "Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society," Jan. 1877.
' See the " Edition Cazals/' Bayonne {1874).

''

I.':*
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1545- The Frencli Basques appear to have crossed the

Pyrenees since the Christian era, and though Wilhchii

von Humboldt endeavoured to find traces of the Basque

language in the local names of ancient Spain, Southern

Gaul, the Balearic Islands, and even Italy, his facts and

conclusions have been strenuously controverted by

MM. Van Eys and Vinson/ It is certain that the trans-

formations undergone by local names make it very un-

safe to argue from them, and an inscription in an unknown

language found at Castellon de la Plana, and written in

a form of the Keltiberian alphabet shows no resemblance

to Basque. But it must be remembered that the modern

dialects necessarily wear a very different appearance

from their ancestors of two thousand years ago, and twat

the name of the colony established by Gracchus in

Northern Spain

—

Graccurris, " the town of Gracchus " ^

—

implies that a language was even then spoken in the

neighbourhood of the Pyrenees, which contained a word

for "city" resembling the modern Basque iri or hiri.

The ethnologists have unfortunately brought the term

Iberian into disrepute by extending it to that unknown

race which occupied Western Europe before the arrival of

the Kelts ; it can never be too often repeated that

language and race are not convertible, and since " Iberian"

has now acquired an ethnological sense it should be care-

fully shunned by the philologist. The Iberians of ancient

Spain probably spoke languages allied to the dialects of

^ " La Langue ib^rienne et la Langue basque," by W. Van Eys,

in the "Revue de Linguistique," vii. i (1874); "La Question

ibdrienne," by J. Vinson, in the " Memoires du Congr^s scien-

tifique de France," ii. p. 357 (1874).
^ The earlier name of the city, Ilurcis, has a veiy Basque ring.

1

1
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tile Eskuara, but we have little proof of it, and still less

proof that all the tribes called Iberian by classical writers

shared the heritage of a common speech.

The analogy of some of the Basque compounds to

those of the polysynthetic languages of America has

just been alluded to; but whereas the principle upon

which these compounds are formed appears only casuall)

in Basque, it is the distinguishing feature of the American

tongues. Polysynthesism or incapsulation may be defined

as the fusion of the several parts of a sentence into a

single word, the single words composiiig it being reduced

to their simplest elements. It is, in fact, the undeveloped

sentence of primitive speech, out of which the various

forms of grammar and the manifold words of the lexicon

were ultimately to arise, and it bears record to the earliest

strivings of language which have been forgotten elsewhere.

The polysynthetic languages of America, in short, pre-

serve the beginnings of grammar, just as the Bushman

dialects have preserved the beginnings of phonetic utter-

ance.

We will follow Steinthal * in selecting the barbarous

Eskimaux of Greenland and the cultivated Aztec of

Mexico as the two extreme types of American polysyn-

thetic speech. The differences between them are as great

as the differences between Turkish and Kafir ; their sole

resemblance to one another lies in their common structure.

The Eskimaux, like the natives of America generally,

knows little of abstracts, but he has an infinity of termi-

nations for expressing all the details of an action and the

' " Charakteri stile Her haiiplsachliclistcn Typen des Sprachbniies,"

pp. 202, sqq. (i860).
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individual objects that meet his gaze. Thus the affix

-fia denotes the "place" or "time" of doing a thing,

JJishuaq^^' largeness," -nginu], '*smaHness,"-/W</, "merely,"

-tsiak, "somewhat," -liak, "made," -siak, "possessed,"

-pait, "several," and there are other terminations to ex-

press what is hateful, suffering, useless, poor, beautiful,

pleasant, monstrous, numerous, new, old, divided, near,

single. So, too, there are verbal forms signifying to

intend, to obtain, gradually, futurity, present, past, no

more, to have given up, to seek, to go or come for, to

hurry, to wish, to be willing, to be able, to be capable, to

assist, to be easily able, to be better able, to be always

able, to be no more able, further, much, actively, badly,

well, better, merely, thoroughly, fully, too much, singly,

continually, repeatedly, nearly, quite, conjecturally,

probably, expressly, &c. But practically there is no dif-

ference between the noun and the verb ; both form but

parts of a sentence which is hero the word, and hence

the same word contains at once subject, verb, and object-

Thus sialuk is " rain," but sialugsiokJipok, "he is outside

in the rain," Kakortok is the name of a place, but Kakor-

tiiliakhpok, " he goes to Kakortok." Objects are regarded

as either the possession of another or as suffering some-

thing from another, or, again, as active and as possessors.

If the object is possessed it requires the possessive affix,

if a patient the objective affix. The agent and the pos-

sessor take the subjective affix. The possessive affixes

are themselves of a twofold kind, since though the object

possessed must always be the same as regards its pos-

sessor, it may be either active or passive as regards

another object or another action. Thus in the sentence :

1
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In Eskimaux and North American Indian, the pro-

nouns are affixed, kipivuttauiii-akum-iiyii in Cree, for

example, signifying " he is smothered in the snow,"

where ayu is the pronoun, rt/v?;// the noun. The contrary

is the case in Mexican. Here the pronouns are all pre-

fixed. Thus iic-o-ni-k-isuih is " I Jiave done it " (literally

" I-hnve-I-it-done"), ni'Sotsi-tcmoay "I look for flowers,"

nivdtS'tsihdivaka-thxsbtla,'' I-thee-much-love." Hut like

Greenlandish, Mexican has broken through the rigid rules

of polysynthetic structure. While in the sentence ni-

sotsi-tiitwa it " incapsulates " the noun sotsiy it can also

substitute the objective pronoun for it, and use the

noun as an independent word. Thus ni-k-miktia se-

totolin, " I-it-kill a hen," differs but little from a Basque

sentence, except that the Mexican attaches the noun

somewhat awkwardly at the end as a kind of after-

thought, conscious of its departure from the normal

form of speech. But it has gone even further than this.

It can individualize a substantive, treat it, that is to say,

as an independent and separate word, by affixing the

termination -tl. Thus **
I roast the flesh on the fire

"

would be ni-k-tlc-watsa in nakatl (
" I-it-fire-roast the

flesh "), " the songs are sought like flowers," sotsi-temo-

lo ill twlkatl, where lo is the passive sufiix. Reduplication

and vowel-change play a considerable part in Aztec

grammar, and in the adaptation of vowel-change to ex-

press a meaning which lies at the root of all inflectional

languages we may sec how the different classes of speech

tend to overlap one ariother. Ni-tla-sakUy for instance,

signifies " I bring something along," ni-tla-sdsaka, " I

bring something along vehemently," iii-ila-sdsaka^ " I

! \
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bring somethins^^ along vehemently from many quarters ,

**

so, again, kotdna\?> "to cut," kokotona, " to cut into many

pieces," khkotonay " to cut many things." Reduplication

is largely used in forming the plural, though rhe affixes

-vie and -//« are now commonly employed for the purpose.

In fact, modern Aztec has changed a good deal during

the last three centuries in consequence of the degradation

of its speakers and their mixture with the whites. Wc
must not forget that it was once a literary language, and

that the Aztec civilization which was destroyed by the

Spaniards and Christianity was, in spite of its unlikeness

to the civilizations of Europe, of no mean order. The

Mexicans, indeed, had not attained the developed system

of writing of their Maya neighbours in the South, who

used characters that were partly hieroglyphic, partly

syllabic, and partly alphabetic ; but the numerous MSS.

written in Aztec hieroglyphics that existed at the

time of the Spanish conquest prove that the traditions of

native literarv culture v/ere not without foundation. Few

of these escaped the ravages of Spanish bigotry, and

none of those we possess seem to contain any specimens

of the poetry for which the ancient Aztecs were famous.'

Of the Old Maya literature only three works remain, the

" Second Mexican Manuscript " in the National Library

at Paris, the "Dresden Codex," and the "Manuscript

Troans."

Chinese is naturally the first example of an isolating

language that occurs to the mind. Chinese civilization and

literature reached back beyond B.C. 2000, how much be-

yond we shall probably never know. It arose in the

' .Sec li.uicroft :
" Native Races of the Pacific," ii. ch. xvii.
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alluvial plain of the Hoang-ho or Yellow River, perhaps

at the same time that an independent civilization was

arising in the alluvial plain of the Tigris and Euphrates.

Since those early days the language has changed greatly

;

phonetic decay has been busy with the dictionary, tones

have been introduced to express relations of grammar,

position and syntax have been replaced by " empty

words," which have come to be mere grammatical sym-

bols like our to or of, and the whole speech has grown

old and weather-beaten. It is the Mandarin dialect

which chiefly shows these marks of ruin ; here the initial

and fmal consonants have been dropped one by one until

every word save onc^ ends with the same monotonous

nasal. Elsewhere, however, the dialects have displayed

a more strenuous resistance. In the north, indeed, the

prnnitive scat of Chinese power, no less than three

fmal consonants have been lost, but along the southern

bank of the Yang-tsi-kiang, and through Chekiang to

Fuh-kien, Dr. Edkins tells us, the old initials are still

preserved. As has been noticed in a former chapter, it

is partly by means of these dialects, partly by the help

of the ancient rhymed poetry, partly by a thorough

investigation of the written characters that Dr. Edkins

and Prof, de Rosny have been enabled to restore the

original pronunciation of Chinese words, and to trace the

gradual decay of this pronunciation first in the long ages

that preceded Confucius (B.C. 551-477), and then in the

centuries that have followed. As sounds disappeared,

and words formerly distinct came to assume the same

form, a new device was needed for marking the difference

' /:///, " two " and " car."

\\
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between them. This was found in the multiplication of

the tones, which now number eight, though only four arc

in common use, the tones playing a similar constructive

part in Chinese to that played by analogy in our own

family of speech. It takes abuut 1200 years, says Dr.

Edkins, to produce a new tone, l^ut from the first the

words of Chinese are monosyllabic ; there may have

been, and probably was, a time when polysyllables ex-

isted, as they still do in Tibetan,^ but all record of it has

perished. In spite, therefore, of the tones, the same

word has often a great variety of meanings, as in Old

Egyptian; thus j/^ is "me ;" "agree," "rejoice," "mea-

sure," "stupid," "black ox," and///, "turn aside," "forge,"

"vehicle," "precious stone," "dew," "way."

" In Chinese," says Prof. Steinthal,^ " the smallest real

whole is a sentence, or at least a sentence-relation, or

perhaps a group of roots, which, even if it is not yet a

sentence, or a sentence-relation, is still something more

or other than a word. Thus while other languages can

form words and sentences, Chinese can form only sen-

tences, and its grammar really resolves itself into syn-

tax." In fact, when once we know the prescribed order

of words in a Chinese sentence, we arc virtually masters

of its grammar. The subject always comes first, the

direct object follows the word expressing action, and the

genitive, like the attribute, precedes the noun that governs

it. The defining word, in short, stands before the word

fi' vt

' See Bohtlingk :
" Sprache der Jakuten," p. xvii. 7totc 46, who

observes that several Tibetan roots that are now monosyllabic can

be proved to have once been polysyllabic.

' "Charakteristik," p. 113.

W '
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it defines, the completing word after the word it com-

pletes. Nowhere is the order of the Chinese sentence

better illustrated than in the ideographic use of the

Chinese characters in Japanese, which are read as though

they were Japanese. Thus, in ord'jr to express the

words, " but 1 shall not see him to-day," in this mode of

writing, the characters would follow one another in the

order required in Chinese, " but not shall I sec to-day

him," but they would be read by the Japanese in exactly

the reverse order, "him shall 1 see to-day not but."' It

must not be assumed, however, that the order of the sen-

tence follows one hard and fast rule. We have just seen

that while the genitive and attribute precede the noun,

the object follows the verb, to which it might be supposed

to stand in much the same relation as the attribute to the

noun. Sentences which express the purpose, again, fol-

low the principal clause, as do also "objective substantival

sentences" in most cases, although adjectival, temporal,

causal, and conditional ones precede it. Though each

word has its own fixed place, that place depends upon

logic and rhythm, and not upon a general law which

forces every part of the sentence into the same mould.

Literary development has doubtless had much to do with

this result, and inversions of the established order which

were first introduced by the requirements of rhetoric

have now made their way into the current speech. In

sharp contrast to this comparative flexibility of Chinese

stands the stereotyped arrangement of the Burmese or

^ The Chinese ideographs are called koy^ or won (Chinese >'/«),

the Japanese reading of them, yomi or ktm or idku. See Hoffmann :

" Jnpanese Grammar," 1st edition, pp. 32, 46,

i: )
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the SiaiiiCse sentence. Here no distinction is made be-

tween the different grammatical relations of a sentence

or the different kinds of sentences ; in Siamese or T'hai

every word which defines another must follow it, in Bur-

man it must equally precede. No account is taken of

the fact that the nature of the definition cannot always

be alike. Hence the inability of these languages to de-

note the various turns of expression, the various forms

of sentence and syntax, that we find in Chinese: hence,

too, the greater need ot auxiliary or " empty" words to

avoid the uncertainty occasioned by the constant appli-

cation of one unbending law of position.

Not that Chinese, especially modern Chine':'^' dispenses

with those symbolic auxiliaries which Prof. Earle has

christened " presentives ;

' just as the Old English flec-

tional genitive in -s is making way for the analytical

genitive with "of," so the Old Chinese genitive of position

may now be replaced by the periphrastic genitive with

// or "of." Ti, originally meaning " place," has now come

to be merely a relative pronoun, marking the genitive,

the adjective and participle, the possessive pronoun, and

even the adverb as well. So, too, the plural, the dative,

the instrumental, the locative, and the like, may all be

denoted by particles instead of by position only. These

particles are merely worn-out substantives, twi, for in-

stance, the symbol of the dative, having once meant

"opposition," isung^ the symbol of the locative, ** the

middle." Similarly person and time niay be expressed by

pronouns, adverbs, and auxiliary verbs, not by syntax

merely. In fact, the same tendency towards increasing:

clearness of expression which has shown itself in the
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modern languages of Europe, has also shown itself in

Chinese. Less has been left to suggestion ; thought has

been able to find a fuller and distincter clothing for itself,

and requires less to be understood by another. Science

needs to be precise, and it is in the direction of science,

that is to say, of accurate and formulated knowledge, that

all civilization must tend. Language is ever becoming a

more and more perfect instrument of thought; the vague-

ness and imperfection that characterized the first attempts

at speech, the first hints of the meaning to be conveyed,

have gradually been replaced by clearness and analysis.

It is true that language must always remain more or less

symbolic and suggestive ; it can neither represent things

as they are, nor embody exactly the thought that con-

ceives them ; to the last we must understand in speech

more than we actually hear. As Chaignet has said,^

*' Les rapports necessaires ne s'expriment presque jamais

;

les plus grossiers d'entre les hommes sont encore des

sages ; ils s'entendent a demi-mot ; ils parlcnt par sous-

entendus;" and Prof. Breal has emphasized the fact

under the name of " the latent ideas of language,"

calling attention to the manifold relations and senses in

which a single word like compaiiy is understood according

to the connection in which it is found.

Words, and the ideas which lie behind them, define

and explain each other. It is by comparison and limita-

tion that science marches forward : it is by the same

means that the dictionary is enlarged and made clear.

Nowhere is this fact better known than in the isolating

^ " La Philosophic de la Science du Langage dtudide dans la

Formation des Mots" (1875), p. 83.
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languages of the far East, where each word taken by

itself may belong to any one of the parts of speech.

Thus in Siam^ se luk met, "son + t»'ee," is " fruit," 7H(i

fid, " mother + water," is " stream," c/ial plaw, " heart -f

empty,'* is *' extravagance," while in Burman kay kJiyan,

" rescue + thing," is " deliverance," In gale, *' horse 4-

young," is "boy," ran prii, "strife 4- make," is "to con-

tend." ^ But it is in Chinese that • he principle has been

carried out to its fullest extent. Out of the 44,500

words in the imperial dictionary of Kang-hi, 1097 begin

with (or are formed upon) sin, " the heart." So, too,

thyan, " the sky," in the general sense of " time," serves

to define a, whole class of words. Chun thyan is "spring,"

h'ya thyan^ " summer," chyeu thyan, "autumn," tung thyan,

" winter ;" tso thyan is yesterday, kin thyan, " to-day. Tsi

by itself is at once " finger'' and " pointing," but the

combination with it of than, *' the head," renders its

meaning at once unquestionable. No doubt can arise as

to the signification of tau and hi, which both mean

"road" when they are joined together, any more than in

the case of such combinations or compounds as kJiing

Sling, "light-heavy," i.e. "weight," or fii-mii, "father-

mother," i.e. " parents." Sometimes not only two, but

six or seven words may be united, and the whole com-

bination used as one word with a single meaning of

its own ; thus in Kiang-nan a man may say : phyau-tu-

chi-cJiwen, " pleasure + play -f eating -f- drinking," with

* So in Malagassy reni-landy, " mother -f silk," means the silk-

worm," reni-tantely, " mother -f honey," " the bee." Van der

Tuuk :
" Outlines of a Grammar of the Malagassy Language,'

p. 7.
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the common signification of the pleasures of life.* Usage,

however, determines the order and employment of these

compound expressions ; thus the phrase just quoted

would run in the northern provinces chi-JHo-phyati-tu^ and

it would often be incorrect to use the determinative of a

certain class of words with a word which might seem

naturally to belong to the same class. But it must be

remembered that it is as impossible for an isolating lan-

guage to think of the single word apart from the sentence

or context as it is for polysynthetic language to do so,

and SteinthaP remarks with justice that "the Chinaman

never uses the root [or rather word] sa alone, but always

in conjunction with an object."

Accentual rhythm is further employed to help out the

meaning of a sentence. Where one word is defined by

another, or accompanied by an "empty" word, the accent

rests upon it ; where the two words are synonyms or

mutually defining, the accent rests upon the second,

though in some dialects on the first. Where four or five

words are joined together, a secondary accent springs up

by the side of the principal one, resting on the second

word should the principal accent fall on the fourth or fifth.

Chinese literature is at once extensive and ancient, in

spile of the destruction of it ascribed to the Emperor

Chi-whcing-ti (B.C. 221), a destruction, however, that could

in no case have been complete, and is very possibly as

legendary as Omar's destruction of the Alexandrine

Library.^ At all events, in the Shu-king, the classical his-

* I''dkins :
" Giammar of the Mandarin Dialect," p. iii.

^ " Charakteristik," p. 122.

' Only works on medicine, divination, and agriculture are said to

I »
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1V

I Li^ki

tory of China, we have a work of Confucius himself, and

the nine other Chinese classics, consisting of the five clas-

sics and four books, claim an equal or greater antiquity.'

In the Shi-king upwards of 300 odes have been preserved,

many of them in rhyme, a Chinese invention which was

rediscovered in Europe at a far later date, according to

Nigra, by the Kelts. Besides the religious, or rather

moral works, of Confucius, Mencius, and Lao-tse, Chinese

literature comprised books upon almost every conceivable

subject, including the famous " Tai-tsing-ye-tung-tse," an

encyclop<Tedia of the arts and sciences in 200 volumes. It

was published at the instance of the Emperor Kien-luni,

(a.D. 1735-95), and is but one example out of many ol

the encyclopaidic labours of the Chinese savans. China

has long since entered upon the period of its decrepitude

;

the perfection to which the examination-system has been

carried has fossilized its civilization and dried up the

springs of the national life ; and if the Chinese people

are ever to expand and progress again, it will rather be in

the new worlds of America and Australia than in the

effete Celestial Empire itself But we must not forget

that the beginnings of Chinese civilization are lost in a

fabulous antiquity ; when our ov/n forefathers were sunk

in abject barbarism or struggling through the gloom of

the Dark Ages, China was building up the fabric of an

isolated culture, and inventing writing and printing, silk

have been exempted from the edict of destruction. A copy of the

Shu-king, or " Book of History," was, however, discovered sub-

sequently in pulling down an old house.

' The earliest of these is the Yh-king, portions of which go back

to the third millennium B.C. For an explanation of it see de la

Couperie in the Journal R. A. S. xiv. 4 (1882) and xv. 2 (1SS3).
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ENNYSON.

place. Now I quite acknowledge that these explanations

are very nice, but he is not to be envied who has to ^ive

them; much labour and in^^enuity will be required of

him ; and when he has once begun, he must go on and

rehabilitate centaurs and chima:ras dire. Gorgons and

winged steeds flow in apace, and numberless other incon-

ceivable and impossible rrionstrosities and marvels of

nature. And if he is sceptical about them, and would

fain reduce them all to the rules of probability, this sort

of crude philosophy will take up all his time." ' The

fantastic world of mythology confronted the cultivated

Greek of the age of Sokrates and Plato in a way which

it is hard for us to realize, and there were few equally

bold enough to confess their inability to explain it. For

it much needed explanation ; the popular mythology

shocked the morality of the Greeks of the Sophistic and

philosophic age, as much as it offended their reason and

experience. And yet this mythology formed the back-

ground of their art and their religion ; it had been made

familiar to them in their childhood, and every spot their

eyes rested on recalled some ancient myth. It was not

so very long before the time of Sokrates that the old

mythology had exercised a potent influence upon the

politics of the day ; the five Spartan arbitrators had ad-

judged Salamis to Athens, whe.; Solon had wrested it

from the hands of the Megarians, on the ground that it

was to Athens that the sons of Ajax had once migrated.

Unless the Greek was prepared, like Xenophanes, to de-

nounce Homer and Hesiod as the inventors of his mytho-

logy and the " lies " it told about God, or to banish the

* " Phaedrus," p. 229. Jowett's translation.
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poets from the ideal state, like Plato in his Repuhlic,

and forbid them to repeat their L\L;ends in the hearin^^ of

the young, he was sorely tried to harmonize the belief of

his manhood with the myths that had been bequeathed

to him by the childhood of his race.

Theagenes of Rhegium (H.C. 520) is said to have

first attacked the problem, and lik^^ the Jewish and

Christian commentators of a later time to liave fountl

the key in allegory. The tales of Homer were but

veiled forms beneath which the truth lay hidden to

be revealed by the qualified interpreter. The myths

had ceased to be fairy-tales belonging to another world

than this, and constituting no rule of action ; their abso-

lute incompatibility, when literally understood, with the

morality and science of a newer age, was brought out

in full relief, and the doctrine laid down that " the letter

killeth, but the spirit giveth life." What, however, this

spirit was, what the allegory was intended to convey,

admitted of dispute, and led to the formation of different

schools of interpretation. There were those who saw in

them symbols of scientific phaenomena, and regarded

the old poets as wonderful physicists acquainted with

all the facts and phaenomena of nature which a later

age had to rediscover. Thus we find Mctrodorus re-

solving Agamemnon and the other heroes of the Trojan

Epic into the elements and physical agencies, the gods

themselves not escaping the process of transmutation.

There were others, again, like the Neo-Platonists, for

whom the myths were moral symbols, and with tliem

Helen became the soul of man, around which must fight

the powers of light and darkness, the reason and the

n;i
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passions, the strivinc^s after good, and tlie temptation to

evil, riato, \vc have seen, hesitated in liis (»pinion on

the matter. At one time he looks upon the myths as

the mischievous products of the poets, between whom
and the philosophers there must be perpetual war ; at

another time he shrinks from pronouncing sentence

against them, and confesses that they embody feeling

and religion. The more practical mind of Aristotle ac-

cepted the facts, and made no attempt to explain them

away. Secure in his own conception oi the impersonal

reason, of thought thinking upon itself, he was content

to leave to the multitude their myths partly as yielding

an easy and popular explanation of the difficulties of life,

partly as serving to satisfy their spiritual needs and pre-

vent them from becoming dangerous to the State. The

myths themselves, he holds, are the " waifs and strap's
"

which have come down t > us from those earlier cycles of

existence through which the universe has been eternally

passing ; though how they survived the cataclysms with

which each cycle ended we are not told.

Aristotle was the last of the philosophers who saw in

the old myths something more than the deliberate fabri-

cations of an interested class of persons. Such belief

as still remained in the traditional mythology was rapidly

passing away : the educated classes had found a religious

resting-place in the atheism of Epikurus, while the masses

were eagerly accepting the strange and wonder-working

superstitions which were pouring in from the East. On
all sides it was agreed that, if the gods of Hellas existed

at all, they took no part in the affairs of this world.

Their holy serenity could never be ruffled by the passions

! 4 ( 1'
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and the miseries of human life. With them, therefore,

the myths could have nothing to do, and the contrary

belief was but one of those worn-out superstitions which

could not survive the extinction of Greek freedom.. To
ICuhemerus was due the great discovery that the gods

and demi-gods of the ancient mythology were but deified

men ; men, too, more immoral and dissolute than even

the polished coteries of Alexandria or Pergamus. Euhe-

merus, it would seem, threw the statement of his doctrine

into the form of a romance. In the words of Diodorus,it

began by asserting that " the ancients have delivered to

their posterity two different notions of the gods ; one of

those that were eternal and immortal, as the sun, moon,

stars, and other parts of the universe; while others were

terrestrial gods that were so made because they were

benefactors to mankind, as Herakles, Dionysius, and

others." Euhemerus professed to have derived his inior-

mation from inscriptions in Egyptian hieroglyphics on a

golden pillar in an ancient temple of Zeus at Panara, a

tovv^n in the island of Pankha^a, off the coast of Arabia

Felix. Above Panara rose a mountain where Uranus

had once dwelt, and the inhabitants were named Triphyl-

lians, being three Kretan tribes who had settled in the

country in the time of Zeus, but were afterwards expelled

by Ammon. The inscriptions were written by Hermes

or Tlioth, and recorded the lives and adv^entures of

Uranus, Zeus, Artemis, and Apollo.

Such was the framework into which the rationalistic

explanation cf mythology, since known as luihemerism,

was fitted b)' its author. It suited the spirit of the time,

and was transplanted to Rome by Ennius, the apostle of

> i
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Epicurean scepticism, where it found a ready welcome

among an unimaginative and rationalizing people. His-

tories were now written in which the old myths, stripped

of all that was marvellous in them, and therefore of their

real life and essence, figured side by side with the facts

of contemporaneous history. The primitive condition of

the human mind, the character of the age in which the

myths arose, was grotesquely misconceived, and in de-

stroying the halo of divinity which encircled its ancient

myths, paganism destroyed itself. The work begun by

Kuhemerus was completed by the irreverent satire of

Lucian, the Voltaire of the Roman Empire.

But a new power was growing up in their midst,

of which the wits and sceptics knew and thought

but little. Christianity was slowly attracting to itself

all those who still felt that they needed a religious

creed. And Christianity, not yet freed from the

influences of its Jewish birthplace, was prone to

identify the deities of heathenism with the demons of

Pharisaic philosophy and to turn the mythology of

ancient Greece into a record of demoniac activity. The

Christian was quite ready to accept the clement of the

miraculous contained in a myth, but he referred it to the

agency of Satan. In the hands of the Christian writers,

therefore, Greek mythology lost all its beauty and attrac-

tiveness ; reminiscences of it still survived to mingle

with the legends—Jewish, Norse, or Arabic—which satis-

fied the literary cravings of the Middle Ages, but other-

wise it was lost and forgotten, or else looked upon with

dread and abhorrence. It remained for the Renaissance,

for the new birth of Europe from the slumber of the

1
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Dark Ages, to revivify tlie old myths of Greece and with

them the paganism of v/hich they had once formed part.

But hke most revivals, the neo-paganism of the Italian

Renaissance was forced and artificial. The spell exer-

cised by the Greek myths was due to their connection

with Greek literature and art ; it was not founded on

belief and education. Between the society of Athens in

the days of Sokrates and the society of Italy in the age of

Leo X., there was a great gulf fixed, and the scholars and

humanists who believed they had crossed it merely de-

ceived themselves. The old Greek, even though he were

a follower of Epikurus, started with the assumption of the

truth of his mythology ; the traditions of childhood, the

social atmosphere around him, made this a necessity.

The humanist, on the other hand, had to start with the

assumption of its falsity ; and the same impulse, the

same contempt for the opinions of the uninstructed, which

had made Euhemerus a rationalist, made the humanist

persuade himself that he was a believing pagan. His

attempt to revive a dead creed was necessarily a failure

;

all that he could do was to restore to Greek mythology

its beauty and grace, to excite once more the old ques-

tions as to its origin and its nature.

The theories of modern thinkers, however much they

may agree with those of the ancient Greeks in method

or conclusions, differ from them wholly in one essential

point. The modern European knows nothing of that

feeling of reverence with which the myths were once

approached ; they are for him unconnected with the

affairs of everyday life. The investigation of their origin

and significance is a purely literary or scientific question

;

i«
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it has no practical beariiiLj or importance whatsoever. It

was entered upon, too, when Europe was still under the

dominion of two ruling ideas. One was the lingering

belief that the gods of the heathen were devils in whose

honour and interests the myths had been composed ; the

other was the new idea, so fittingly expressed by the

Baconian term " invention," which regarded the whole

universe as a piece of clockwork whose secrets were to

be solved by discovering how it had been artificially put

together. On no side was there any doubt that the old

Greek myths were cunningly devised fables ; the onl)-

dispute was as to the purpose for which they had been

devised, and who had devised them. The believers in

the current theology, the students of the classical litera-

ture, the disciples of the rising school of inductive science,

all alike saw in them artificial products and deliberate

inventions. The piiilosophers resorted to the old alle-

gorical method of interpretation, the theologians pre-

ferred the method of Euhemerus, or else convinced them-

selves that the mythology of the ancient world was but

an echo and distorted form of Hebrew tradition.

The allegorical school of interpreters is best illustrated

by Lord Bacon in his treatise " De Sapientia Veterum."

Its popularity is evidenced by the editions it rapidly

went through, and by its translation into English and

Italian. It was imagined to have solved the problem of

mythology, to have penetrated into the inmost meaning

of the myths. They were the allegories of the priests of

early time who veiled their deep knowledge of the ni}'s-

teries of nature in parables and similitudes which the

uninitiated multitude interpreted as literal facts. Para-

r.'I

I
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bles were employed " as a method of teaching, wheicby

inventions that are new and abstruse and remote from

vulgar opinions may find an easier passage to the under-

c<-anding." "For," continues Bacon, "as hieroglyphics

came before letters, so parables came before arguments."

The Egyptian priesthood was credited with the pro-

foundest wisdom, and in the Egyptian hieroglyphics was

fouiid a clear proof of the doctrine of the allegorizers.

As the figure of a vulture signified "maternity,"' so

Bacon makes Cassandra a symbol of plainness of speech,

and converts the Cyclopes into "ministers of terror." In

Pan he sees nature itself, the shaggy hairs of the god

being " the rays which all bodies emit," his biform body

denoting "the bodies of the upper and the lower world,"

his goat's feet, " the motion upwards of terrestrial bodies

towards the regions of air and sky," his pipe of seven

reeds, " that harmony and concent of things, that con-

cord mixed with discord, which results from the motions

of the seven planets." Cupid, again, is the primaeval

atom, "the appetite or instinct of primal matter; or to

speak more plainly, the natural motion of the atom."

His "attribute of archery" indicates "the action of the

virtue of the atom at a distance," while his everlasting

youth means that " the primary seeds of things or atoms

are minute and remain in perpetual infancy." Bacon, in

his Essay, unites the two schools of allegorizers, both,

those who held that the myths had a moral meaning,

and those who interpreted them of the ph.nenomena of

nature. It seems strange that so keen an intellect should

never have asked itself how it could support and verify

' Horapollo, i. 2Q.
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the interpretation it put forward. Upon Bacon's principles,

the same myth could be explained in a hundred different

ways according to the fancy of the hicrophant, and his

famous treatise remains a monument not of ingenuity

merely, but also of the ease with which a great thinker

will overlook the most obvious arguments against the

prevalent ideas of his own time.

The Baconian school of allegorizcrs was followed by a

revival of Euhemerism. The rationalistic explanation of

mythology was peculiarly acceptable to an age which

had not as yet formulated the canons of documentary

criticism, but was deeply corroded by a prosaic scepticism.

The mechanical theory of the universe was in high favour,

the conception of development was still to be struck out,

and the past ages of the world were judged of by the

standard of the present. Once more, therefore, an at-

tempt was made to extract a pseudo- history from the

Greek myths by stripping them of the supernatural and

ascribing it to the inventiveness of an interested priest-

hood. The pages of Lempriere's *' Classical Dictionary"

give a good idea of the success achieved by the school.

Here we may read how Circe was "a daughter of Sol and

Perseis, celebrated for her knowledge of magic and

venomous herbs," how Inachus was " a son of Oceanus

and Tethys, father of lo, and also of Phoroneus and

/Egialeus," who " founded the kingdom of Argos and

was succeeded by Phoroneus B.C. 1807, and gave his

name to a river of Argos, of which he became the tute-

lar deity after reigning sixty years," and how Erichtho-

nius, " the fourth king of Argos, sprung from the seed of

Vulcan," after being placed in a basket by Minerva,

)i
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" reigned fifty years, and died B.C. 1437." The Ahh6

Hanier, the leading autiiority in France on the subject of

ancient mythology during the earlier part of the last

century, went even further. Thus he tells us that he will

*' make it appear that Minotaur with Pasiphae, and the

rest of that fable, contain nothing but an intrigue of the

Queen of Crete with a captain named Taurus ;" and stuff

of this kind was translated into English and served up

before the English public in six large volumes, under

the title of "The Mythology and Fables of the Ancients,

explained from History," in 1737.

The myths, however, fared no better at the hands of

the theologians. Bochart saw in Saturn the Biblical

Noah, and in his three sons Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto,

the three sons of Noah—Ham, Japhet, and Shem.* G.

J. Voss, on the other hand, identified Saturn with Adam,

with an equal show of reason, while Prometheus became

Noah, and Typhon, Og, King of Bashan." Towards the

end of the last century Bryant's learned book, entitled

" A New System, or an Analysis of Ancient Mythology "

(1774-6), made a considerable stir in this country, his

object being to show that the myths of antiquity were

but distorted echoes of "the primitive tradition" re-

corded in the Old Testament, and that idolatry was but

a perversion of the original revelation vouchsafed to

Adam and his descendants. This theological explana-

tion of mythology is even now not quite extinct. Apart

from second-rate theological literature, we find Mr. Glad-

' "Geographia Sacra," i. (1646).

- " Dc Theologia gentili et Physiologia Christiana, sive de Ori-

gine et Progressu Idolatria?," pp. 71, 73, 97 (166S).
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stone, in his "Studies on Momcr," endorsing the same

views, and resolving Zeus, Apollo, and Athena into the

three Persons of the Trinity. Even the arbitrary expla-

nations of the allegorizing school have more plausit dity

than those of the theological interpreters ; at any rate

they need fewer assumptions, . id do not come into con-

flict with the ascertained facts of history. The assump-

tion of a prim?eval revelation, and of the preservation of

its shattered relics in the religious and mythological

beliefs of the heathen world, is a pure creation of the

fancy ; while the mixture of Aryan and Semitic involved

in the theological theory is contrary to all that has been

taught us by modern science and research.

It was Grote who made the great step forward in the

explanation of Greek mythology. He first pointed out

clearly the essential character of a myth, and the distance

which separates it from history. To mix the two to-

gether is to destroy both. The attempt to find history

and philosophy in mythology is to rob mythology of its

innermost spirit and kernel ; the attempt to link history

with myth is to turn it into fable. Myth and history be-

long to two different phases of the human mind ; what

history is to the grown man and a cultivated age, that

myth is to the child and the childlike society of the early

world. There is a gulf between the two which cannot be

bridged over ; deal with a myth as we may, it still re-

mains a myth, it can never become history. And a myth

must be dealt with as a whole ; we must not take a part

of it only, and according to our own arbitrary judgment

determine what we shall accept and what we shall reject.

Those who would strip the myth of the marvellous and

II. R.

\ \
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supernatural, take from it, not merely its beauty and its

poetry, but its very life and essence as well. The my-

thical age and the historical age stand widely apart

;

they demand a different mode of treatment, a different

standard of criticism, a different attitude of mind.

Here Grote was content to leave the problem, with-

out making an attempt to discover how the mj'thology

grew up, or what was the origin of the mythical age.

Some myths, like the story of Phoebus or Hyperion, were

plainly symbolic, scarcely conceah'ng beneath their lan-

guage of metaphor the phaenomena of nature they were

intended to express ; other myths, Grote allowed, might

be based on historical tradition, though without the

ordinary aids of the historian it was impossible to prove

this; but speaking generally, the origin of mythology

must be left unexplained, the key to its interpretation

had been lost, and the endeavours made to find it had

all ended in disappointment and delusion.

At the very moment, however, that Grote was thus

writing, the lost key was being found, the solution of

the problem of which he despaired was being discovered.

The same scientific method of comparison to which the

secrets of nature have been made to yield, has been suc-

cessfully applied to the old riddle of mythology. The

world of mythology is the creation of language—of

language that has ceased to be real and living, and has

become dead and forgotten. A myth, as a general rule,

ib but a " faded metaphor " and misinterpreted expres-

sion. The living signification it once possessed has

perished out of it, and a new and false signification has

been put into it. Language can at best express but im-
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perfectly the ideas we wish to convey. It is by sugges-

tion and simile, rather than by clear and definite state-

ment, that we understand one another's meaning. Ana-

logy is the chief instrument by means of which the

vocabulary is extended ; spiritual, moral, philosophical

ideas must all be represented by words denoting the

objects of sense. At first but little distinction is drawn

between the primary sensuous signification of the word

and its metaphorical application ; but gradually the

original sense fades out of view, the meaning of the

word becomes more scientifically precise, and it passes

from the realm of poetry to that of sober prose. The

younger a language, the more primitive a society, the

more numerous will necessarily be its metaphors and

metaphorical expressions, the less scientific its phraseo-

logy. And these metaphors are the seeds out of which

mythology has grown. When Tennyson writes :

—

" Sad Hesper o'er the buried sun,

And ready, thou, to die with him," ^

there is no danger of our understanding the words

otherwise than as a poetical metaphor, but in the early

days of humanity, before the birth of science or the

growth of a scientific language, there was not only a

danger but an inevitable necessity of such a misunder-

standing taking place. The sensuous imagery in which

a childlike society had endeavoured to shadow forth its

ideas and its knowledge became a snare and a false clue

to the generations that followed. The ideas and know-

ledge of mankind change with the centuries, and little

' "In Memoriam.'' cxx.

!
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by little the true meaning of the old words and phrases

is forgotten, new senses arc put into them, new concep-

tions attached, and false interpretations imagined. We
are all convinced that whatever exists must have a reason

for its existence. Words without significance are but

the echoes of a gibberish that fall upon the inattentive

ear, and as quickly disappear. Such empty sounds can-

not fasten themselves upon the memory, and there is no

reason why they should. We assign to them a meaning

which they seem to us most plausibly to bear, slightly

changing their pronunciation if need be to suit the sense

required. A housekeeper in one of the large mansions

of the no used to point out a Canaletto to visitors

with the remark that \ was "a candle-light picture, so

called because it could not be seen to best advantage

during the day;" and what this good housekeeper did on

a small scale, mankind has always been doing on a large

scale. The heritage of names and phrases which has de-

scended to us invested with all the reverence of antiquity

must, we feel, be preserved
;
yet all natural sense and

meaning has vanished out oi them, and the only sense

we can attach to them is one utterly strange and unreal,

which needs a commentator to account for it. One part

only of the language ^e r'^ceive from our fathers ex-

presses, however imperfectly, our present knowledge of

the world about us ; the other part is the enihrinement

of dead and forgotten knowledge, a phantom-speech

which corresponds with no reality of things. Gorgeous

as may be the colours of this fairyland of mythology, the

spirit that we breathe into them is the soirit of our

dreams. It is true that with the increase of our know-
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ledge, the limits of this fiiiryland grow more and more

contracted, and to find it in its full extent we must go to

the barbarians of the Pacific, or the children and the

uneducated of our own country. Nevertheless, so long

as language remains strewn with metaphor and poetr)-,

so long as it is not reduced into a jargon of scientific

exactness, so long is a certain amount of mythology in-

evitable even for the most sceptical and prosaic among

us. We still personify " nature " in ordinary speech, we

still speak of the sun as "rising" and "setting," of the

world as *' growing old," of " the spirit of an age." Lan-

guage is the outward expression and embodiment of

thought ; but once formed it reacts upon that thought

and moulds it to what shape it wills.

A myth, then, cannot arise unless the true meaning of

a word or phrase has been forgotten and a false meaning

or explanation been fastened upon it. Sometimes the

false meaning has been the result of a simple blunder

;

as, for instance, when the official recognition of the Sep-

tuagint translation of the Pentateuch, by the seventy

members of the Alexandrian Sanhedrim, caused the un-

known author of the Epistle of Aristeas to imagine that

the translation itself was made by seventy persons.*

Sometimes, again, it has originated in taking literally

what was intended metaphorically, as when the Talmudic

writers found in two verses in the Psalms (xxii. 21,

cxxxii. I, &c.)* a basis for their curious legend which

* Hitzig :
" Geschichte des Volkes Israel,'' p. 341.

^ " Save me from the lion's mouth ; for thou hast heard me from

the horns of the unicorns" [wild bulls] ;
" Lord, remember David,

and all his afflictions : how he sware unto the LoRD, and vowed

unto the mighty One of Jacob," &c.
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told how David was once when keeping his sheep carried

up to the sky on the back of a monstrous rhinoceros, and,

in return for the deliverance vouchsafed him by God

through the help of a lion, promised to build a temple

whose dimensions should be those of the animal's horn.'

Sometimes it has resulted from the change of signification

undergone by words in the course of centuries. Thus,

the " silly sheep " of which Spenser speaks are objects

not ofcompassion but of envy, silly being, like its German

cousin selig, '* blessed " or '* happy." Sometimes a myth

has sprung from the attempt to assign a meaning to an

unintelligible word by deriving it from words of similar

sound. Such myths arc created by those popular etymo-

logies—that Volksdymologie as the Germans call it

—

which play so large a part in local names. A gardener

has been known to speak oi ashes-spilt, by which he meant

asphalt^ a word utterly unintelligible to him. Familiar

instances of such myths are the legends of the deer

killed by Little John, or of the suicide of Pontius Pilate,

which have grown up from the attempts to explain the

names of Shotover Hill, really a corruption of Chdteau

Vert, " The Green House," and of the Swiss mountain

Pilatus, originally Pileatiis^ so called from the "cap" of

cloud that often rests upon it. The latter legend is a

good illustration of the way in which a myth, when once

M

:
',

* " Midrash Tillim," fol. 21, col. 2. A. similar example may be

met with in " Piike R. Eliezer,"c. 45, wl.ere we are told that Moses
dug a deep pit in the land of Gad, and confined in it the evil angel

Karun, who was allowed to creep out of it and plague the Israehtes

only when they sinned. The real source of the story is the fact

that Kariiu, "anger," is the Araoic form of the Hebrew name
Korah.
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current, will be believed in agiiinst all evidence to the

contrary. The small snow lake near the top of the

mountain was transformed into a spot worthy of the

remorseful death of the Roman proconsul, and natives

and visitors, in spite of the testimony of their senses, in-

sisted upon investing it with a fictitious horror. Thus

Merian in 1642 describes it as "situated in a secluded

spot, deep and fearful, surrounded by dark woods, and

enclosed to prevent the approach of man ; its colour

is black, it is always calm, and its surface is undisturbed

by the wind." It is remarkable that a French range of

hills in the neighbourhood of Vienne bears the same name

as the Swiss mountain, and from the same cause. Vienne,

however, was actually the place to which Pilate was

banished ; and the accidental coincidence is a striking

example of the impossibility of our discovering historic

truth in a myth, although we may know from other

sources that it has accidentally attached itself to a real

event. Close to Vienne is a ruin called the " Tour de

Mauconseil," from which, it is said, Pilate threw himself

in his despair. But the value of the legend may be easily

estimated when we learn that the tower is really a teie-

du-pont built by Philippe de Valois. The eponymous

heroes from whom tribes and nations have been supposed

to derive their names, owe their existence to the same

popular etymologizing, and are as little serviceable to

the historian or the ethnologist as the legends of Pilate's

death. Thus Rome had to be supplied with a founder of

the same name ; and since the legends hesitated between

two pronunciations of the word, Remus with an ^, and the

diminutive Romulus with an o^ the conclusion was near

('
(
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at hand that Romulus and Remus were twin-brothers, to

both of whom was due the foundation of the city.

But these four sources of misunderstanding" would not

by themselves account for all the myths with which the

early liteiature of our race is filled. They must be

combined with the inability of language to express the

spiritual and the abstract without the help of sensuous

imagery. The rich mythology of Greece and Rome, of

Scandinavia and Germany, has, in large measure, grown

out of the misunderstood words and phrases whereb}-

our primitive forefathers tried to shadow forth their

knowledge of nature and themselves. Like the child and

the barbarian of to-day, they had not yet awakened to

the distinction between object and subject, between the

thinker and that whereof he thinks, i he nominative of

the first personal pronoun is later thun the accusative
;

it ^^ as not e^o, ahain, that was attached to the first person

of the verbal form, but ma, mi. Hence it waL chat human

action and human passion were ascribed to the forces and

phaenomena of nature, ar^d conversely the attributes of

inanimate object::; to animate beings. And so men spoke

of the sun coming out of his chamber like a bridegroom,

and rejoicing as a giant to run his course ; of the dawn

mounting up from the sea with rosy fingers, and f seing

from the sun as he pursued her with his burning rays

;

or of the fire devouring its victim and purifying the

hearth of its suppliant. Partly because of this childish

confusion between nature and self, partly because all

abstract ideas must be expressed in the language of

metaphor, the seeds of an abundant mythology were sown

for future generations to nourish and mature. The sun
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became a giant, whose chariot rolled daily out of his

palace in the east ; the dawn was changed into Daphne,

and her pursuer into Apollo ; and the fire was exalted

into a mighty god whose adventures were strange and

manifold. Expressions which had fully represented the

knowledge and conceptions of an earlier period were no

longer adequate or applicable ; their true meaning, con-

sequently, had come to be forgotten, and a wrong meaning

to be read into them ; and all that remained was to in-

terpret the new meaning in accordance with the beliefs

and prejudices of a later day. Myths, for the most part,

embody the fossilized knowledge and ideas of a previous

era forgotten and misinterpreted by those that have in-

herited them.

Just as there is a historic age, so also is there a mytho-

pceic age. When society becomes more organized, when

the family pass s into the tribe or clan, the fact is reflected

in the language of the c( mmunity and the ideas which

shape and control it. The mere animal wonder of the

savage makes way for inquiry: "La maraviglia Dell*

ignoranza e la figlia e del sapere La madre." And along

with this awakened curiosity to understand and interpret

the outward world, goes the first striving of the intel-

lectual instinct which takes the form of tales and legends,

of hymns to the gods and songs of victory. Language

is needed for something better than the mere acquisition

of the necessaries of life ; the society it has knit together

and created works out upon it the fancies of its growing

thought, and finds leisure in which to gratify its spiritual

and intellectual wants, and to fill its vocabulary with new

words and meanings. Language enters upon its epithetic

H
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stage, upon the period when the newly wakened mind

and eye seize eagerly upon the analogies and resem-

blances between things, and when, accordingly, the same

attribute is applied to innumerable objects which agree

together only in possessing it. The same imitative ten-

dency that furnished language with its first raw material

is now busy in developing it, in making it express the

changeful ideas and feelings of the human mind. What-

ever could be called by a familiar nam.e seemed thereby

to be brought within the bounds of comprehension. We
know things only by their attributes, and to call a metal

rajatam, argentiuHy " the bright," was to assimilate it to

the sky and other equally well-known *' bright " things.

Now, it is just this epithetic stage of language, this

period when man was beginning to question nature, and

embody his answers in speech, that is the most fruitful

S'jed plot of mythology. An epithet tends to become a

aame ; there were many more bright things besides

rajatam, " silver," but the term came in time to be

restricted to silver alone. In other cases, however, it

might happen that the same epithet was stereotyped into

a name for two or more objects which the progress of

knowledge showed to have nothing in common except

their first superficial appearance. Or, again, the same

object or the same class of objects might acquire two or

more different names derived from difierent attributes.

Thus the " sky " might be called not only the ** bright
"

spot, dyaiis, Zzv^, but also the "azure," cceluin ; or, again,

heaven, that which is " heaved " up above the earth.

Here, then, was every opportunity for future confusion ;

and it was not long before the Confusion took place.

vm
I ! -i
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Synonyms were separated from one another and resolved

into dififerent beings, while homonyms that really referred

to widely different objects were amalgamated into a single

whole. Thus the dawn might be called [/s/ias, m^, " the

burning-red," ^ or Dakafidy DapJiniy " the flaming one," -

and the two synonyms after losing their attributive

meaning and stiffening into proper names became two

independent personages, one the goddess of the morning,

the other the timid maiden whom the sun-god pursues.

Rut the dawn was not the only object that could be called

" the flaming one ;
" the same name was given by the

early Greek to the laurel also, whose leaves blaze and

crackle in the fire, and when the older application of the

attributivehadcometo be forgotten, the name Daphne was

confounded with its homonym, oa^vji, " the laurel," into

which the poets dreamed their Daphne had been changed.*

So, too, Prometheus was at bottom the pramanthas or

"fire-machine " of India, the two sticks which are rubbed

against one another to produce fire ; but transplanted to

Greek soil the word lost its original significance, and

became a mythological name for which a new etymology

had to be sought. And the new etymology was readily

found. T\\o\\^\pramanthas in the sense of a fire-machine

did not exist in Greek, the same root had given rise in

that language to the verbs yuxj^ixm and /x)ido/>ia< with a mental

and not a material signification, and in place of the

Indian compound, the Greek spoke of 7c^o{mh\a., "fore-

thought," and '7r^o.a>i5>ij, " provident." And so Prometheus^

* Root ush^ "to b'lrn."

* Sanskrit root dalt (r= dadh), '' to burn."

' Max Miiller :
" Lectures,'' ii. pp. 548-9.

t I
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the fire-bringcr, was transformed into the wise represen

tative of forethought, who stole the fire of heaven for

suffering but finally victorious humanity, and had as his

brother Epimetheus, "Afterthought." Myths are the

creation of language, and whenever in tbe history of

language expression outstrips thought, we shall have a

mythcpoeic a^e.

The character of a myth, consequently, cannot be

uniform, any more than the language from which it is

born. Language embodies the ideas and beliefs, the

emotions and knowledge of the community that speaks

it, and will therefore be as many-sided as the ideas and

emotions themselves. Hence there will be a mythical

geography and a mythical philosophy as well as a mythical

theology, or, if the phrase may be allowed, a mythical

history. Man has to struggle through myth to science

and history, to be the victim of his own speech be-

fore he recognizes that he is its master. Just as tribal

lifa precedes the recognition of the individual, so must

language, as the product and mirror of the community,

dominate over the individual until he has come to know

his own freedom and his own worth. To the child and

the savage words are real and mysterious powers ; it

needs a long training before they can become " the wise

man's counters." And so philosophy begins with its

Eris and its Eros, its Nestis and its Afdoneus, as in the

Epic of Empcdokles,^ while the Odyssey is the first text-

book of European geography. The religious halo which

surrounds the larger number of myths is mainly due to

i,i

> See Pkitarch ;
" De Plac. Phil.'' i. 30.
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the prominent place occupied by religion in fostering the

earliest intellectual efforts of the race. Religious myths

differ from others only in being more hallowed and

venerable, and, therefore, in being more permanent. Had

it not been for the religious sanction with which they

were handed down, there are numberless religious myths

that would have quickly perished as soon as their incom-

patibility with the axioms of existing knowledge became

manifest. It was only because of the religious truth they

were supposed to veil and inculcate, and the sacred asso-

ciations thai had gathered around them, that they were

remembered and handed on, that violent attempts were

made to reconcile them with the beli^ "s and science of a

new generation, and that no process of interpretation was

considered unnatural which proved them to be in har-

mony with the spirit of a later age.

But every myth, whether religious or otherwise, must

have a setting in place and time. The fairy-world to

which it belongs is yet a world, with a history and a

geography of its own. Hence old myths come to be

fastened on persons or localities that strike t'l: popular

imagination, and are made the centres of tradition.

Around the founder of a faith like 'Sakya Muni Buddha

or a king and conqueror like Charlemagne, there gather

the tales that have descended from the past, and form a

mythical Buddha and a mythical Charlemagne by the

side of the historical ones. The immemorial story of the

storming of the bright battlements of the sky by the

powers of darkness, and the death of the sun at the

western gate of heaven in all the glow of his youth and

strength, was transferred first to the struggles of Boeotians

I
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and Phoenicians round the citadel of Thebes, and then to

the long contests waged on the coasts of Asia Minor by

the Greek colonists and the defenders of '* windy Troy."

To look for grains of history or ethnology in such tales

• as these is like the search for gold in the rays of the sun.

The facts of history must be collected from ordinary

historical sources, from monuments and inscriptions and

contemporaneous literature ; the myth ;;/rt^' contain a his-

torical kernel, may be based on a historical tradition, but

we cannot know this from the myth itself, nor can we

separate from one another the elements of myth and

history. The one is a rcilcction of objective facts, the

other of words and thoughts. Mythology will enable us

to trace the growth of the human mind ; its outward

development in the world of action and history must be

recovered by other means. It is not from the Homeric

poems but from the discoveries of Dr. Schliemann at

Mykenae, that we are assured of the existence of a powerful

dynasty, and of a rich and civilized state in the old

Achaean Peloponnesus ; and it is the same monumental

evidence, combined with similar evidence from elsewhere,

that verifies the legend which brought Pelops from Lydia

with the wealth of the Paktolus, or ascribes the prehistoric

culture of Hellas to strangers from the East. The memory

of the past perishes quickly from the minds of the

untrained and the uneducated ; the battle of Minden in

1759, little more than a hundred years ago, is utterly

forgotten by the peasantry of the neighbourhood, and all

that Skanderbeg's countrymen remember of him is a

miraculous escape that never took place, while the oldest

Albanian genealogy cannot mount beyond eleven ances-

f :,
"
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tors.* Sir G. C. Lewis reminds us of the game in which

a story is whispered from car to ear through a circle of

players, and the first and last versions, when compared

together, are invariably so unlike as to seem to hdvp

nothing in common. What the uninstructcd man re-

members is the tale told acrain and a<rain round the fire

in winter, full of marvels and prodigies, but reflecting in

every detail the experiences of his own every day life.

This is what the grandam and bard will hand down

from generation to generation, especially if adorned with

verse or rhythm. From time to time a new incident or

a new name taken from current events will be woven

into it, to mislead the would-be historian of a later day,

and confound once more the distinction between history

and myth. But for the most part the incidents and names

belong alike to cloudland. It is not the unmeaning

names of living personages, but the significant epithets

of venerable legend that imprint themselves upon the

popular memory. The name of Cyrus, it is true, is a

historical one, but not so that of his opponent Astyagcs,

the Persian Aj-dahak or Zohak, " the biting snake " of

night and darkness, and the story which Herodotus has

selected as the most credible of the various ones related

concerning the birth and bringing up of Cyrus, is but the

old Aryan myth which is told of every solar hero. The

William Tell of our childhood, who splits the apple with

his arrow without hurting the boy on whose head it was

placed, and successfully arouses " the three cantons " of

Uri, Schwytz, and Untcrwalden, to alliance and resistance

against the German Empire, is but a double of the Palna-

' Von Hahn : "Sagwissenschaftliche Studien," i. pp. 62, 63. \
;
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Toki of Norway, and the William Cloiulcslcc of Enp^Ush

folklore. William and Tell are equally unknown names

in the Obcrland of the fourteenth century, no Gesler can

be found among the bailiffs of Ziirich ; and when the

Emperor Albert visited the Swiss he met with nothing

but loyal hospitality. The confederation of the three

Cantons was solely for defence and internal organization;

they were the steadfast upholders of the German Empire

in the person of Louis of Bavaria, and the battle of Mor-

garten in 131 5 was fought in defence of the latter against

the pretensions of ¥> Jer' , and the Hapsburg House.'

Equally instructive i-> tl/C cirious legend of Pope Joan,

which has been minute y ex "uied by DoUinger and

illustrates the readiness with which a myth will spring up

among an ignorant and uneducated multitude even in the

midst of contemporary literature. But perhaps the most

remarkable example is afforded by the Nibelungen Lied,

the great Epic of the Germanic nations, since here history

and myth seem at first sight to have coalesced, and legend

to have occupied itself wath the names and fortunes of his-

torical characters. The story of the Nibelungs or Cloud-

children, as we find it in the German Epic of the twelfth

century, can be traced back to the story of Sigurd in the

Scandinavian Edda, and the old Saxon legend of Dietrich

of Bern. Sigurd is the Siegfried of the Teutonic version,

' See Rilliet :
" Les Origines de la Confdddration Suisse,'' 2n(l

edition (1869) ; Hungerbiihler : "Etude critique sur les traditions

relatives au\ Origines de la Confederation Suisse" (1869); K.

Meyer :
" Die Telisage " (in Bartsch :

" Germanische Studien," i.

pp. 159-70), 1872; Vischcr : "Die Sage von der Befreiung dor

Waldstatte" (1867) ; Liebenau :
" Die Telisage zu dem Jahre 1230

historisch nach neuesten Quellen untersucht" (1864).
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who gains possession of the golden sunbeams, the bright

treasure of the Niflungs, by slaying Fafnir, the ser[)cnt of

winter, and after delivering Brynhild from her magic

sleep is made by Gunnar to forget his betrothed and

marry her daughter Gudrun or Grimhild. But his un-

faithfulness is speedily avenged. Sigurd is murdered by

Gudrun's brothers, and Brynhild burns herself on the

funeral-pyre of Sigurd, like Ilerakles, the Greek sun-god,

on the peak of CEta. Not yet, however, has the fatal

treasure wrought its full measure of mischief. Atli, the

brother of Brynhild, takes vengeance on the murderers,

and Swanhild, Sigurd's posthumous son, is slain bv

Jormunrek. In the Saxon story Atli is replaced ^ v

Etzel, the younger son of Osid, the Frisian king • r<o

conquers Saxony from King Melias, and lives in Stib-U,

now Soest in Westphalia, while the Nibelungs or C'ouu-

children dwell at Worms, and Dietrich rules in Boni , t .le

earlier name of which was Bern. In the redacted Epic

of the twelfth century the legend has entered upon a yet

newer phase. Bern has become Verona, Dietrich Theo-

doric, the famous Gothic conqueror of Italy, and Etzel

Attila the Hun. The Jormunrek of the Icelandic myth

is transformed into Ilermanric, the Gothic king at Rome,

Siegfried himself is identified with Siegbert of Austrasia,

who reigned from 561 to 575, married Brunehault, defeated

the Huns, and was murdered by his brother's mistress

Fredegond ; while Gunther, the Gunnar of the I'^dda,

assumes the character of the Burgundian Gundicar, the

victim of Attila. The coincidences between the myth

and actual history seem too numerous and striking to be

the mere result of accident. And yet such is the case.

II. S

1 I
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The Attil.'i of liistory died in 453, two years before the

birth of the historical Theodoric, and Jornandes who

wrote at least twenty years before the death of the

Austrasian Sicgbcrt, was already acquainted with the

name and story of Svvanhild, the child born after SiL;iird's

death. If more were needed, the Icelantlic and Saxon

versions of the leq^end would prove its mythic antiquitw

The historical colouring thrown over it by the version

of a literary age is but deceptive ; the old Teutonic

story of the waxing and waning of the summer-sun was

told and sung long before the time of Gundicar and At-

tila,long, in fact, before the beginning of the Christian era.

Just as the untaught peasant will invent an etymology

for a word or name he docs not understand, and connect

it with wluit is familiar to him, so the literary artist will

find a place in histoiy for the personages of mythology,

and identify their names with those of which they remind

him. No doubt, as we have already seen, a popular myth

will sometimes absorb the name and deeds of a historical

character ; no doubt, too, a real person may sometimes

bear a name famous in legend, and essay to emulate the

actions of liis mythical namesake, thereby becoming him-

self in time a figure of myth; but such cases lie outside

the sphere of the historian ; without other evidence he

cannot separate the true from the false, the facts of his-

tory from the creations of fancy.

The puzzle over which the philosophers of Greece

laboured in vain has thus been solved. Myths originate

in the inability of language fully to represent our

thoughts, in changes of signification undergone bywords

as they pass through the mouths of successive gene-
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rations, and in the consequent misinterpretation of their

meanin^r and the growth of a dreamkuid whose sole

foundation are the heirlooms of bygone speech. Lan-

guage, therefore, can alone cxp/iain mythology, and in

the science of language we must look for the i\ey which

will unlock its secrets. It is by tracing back a word to

its source, by watching the various phases of form antl

sense through which it has passed, that we can alone

discover the origin and development of a myth. The

work, in fact, consists in tracking out the true etymologies

of words, as opposed to those false etymologies which are

of themselves the fruitful causes of mythology and effec-

tually prevented the scholars of the past from probing

its mystery. Th'^ discovery of true etymologies has been

made possible by comparative philology, and compara-

tive philology, accordingly, is the clue by the heli) of

which we can safely find our way through the labyrinth

of ancient myth. Without its aid, it is unsafe to attempt

the explanation of even the simplest myth, and where its

aid fails us, the solution of a myth is out of the question.

It is only where the proper names are capable of interpre-

tation that the source—the etymology, as we may call it

—of a myth can be discovered. Where they still resist

analysis the myth must remain like the words of which

the lexicographer can give no derivation.

Like the lexicographer, too, the mythologist must group

and compare his myths together. Just as a multitude

of words can be followed back to a single root, so a

multitude of m}'ths, differing in form i.-i their historical

and geographical setting, may all be followed back to a

single germ. An attempt has been made to reduce the
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to find a gencnil likeness bctvvrcn the adventures of solar

heroes, wlicther anioni; Indo-Europeans, Fins and Ta-

tars, or South Sea Islanders, than it is to fintl the primi-

tive races of the world explaining the pluenoniena of

sunrise and sunset in the same way. Weeds will ^row

up everywhere, should soil and climate suit, but we are

not obli<;ed to assume that they all belonj,^ to one <^enus

or one species, or have all come from one priniitval

home. It is enoui^h for us to compare the myths of a

single family of speech ; to group together those of them

tliat are alike, noting the points in which they differ, the

transformations they have undergone, and the several

modes in which they have been fashioned and adapted.

The story of Baldyr is but the story of Akhilles in a new

form ; the siege of Troy is but a repetition of its earlier

siege by Herakles, or of the two sieges of Thebes by

the seven heroes and their descendants ; the legend of

Cyrus and Astyages is the legend of Romulus and

Amulius, of Perseus and Akrisius, of Theseus and

yEgeus.

Now and then, it is true, the resemblances between

two myths belonging to unallicd families of speech ex-

tend to details which may seem to us of the most trivial

character. But it does not follow that they were so in the

eyes of the men of the mythopceic age. The same train

of reasoning from the same set of supposetl facts will end

in the same conclusions, and a myth, it must be remem-

bered, embodies the irst childlike knowledge of the

world about him possessed by primitive man, and the

conclusions which he drew from it. Coincidences have

been pointed out between the story of Jack the Giant-
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Killer and the Kafir story of Uhlakanyana, who tricks

the cannibal and his mother, to whom he had been

delivered to be boiled/ but coincidences do not of them-

selves point to a common origin. And the comparative

mythologist, like the comparative philologist, must al-

ways be on his guard against cases of borrowing.

Myths and legends can be borrowed as readily as

words, and, indeed, even more readii3^ A large part of

the mythology of ancient Greece, we now know, was

derived from Babylonia, partly through the fostering

hands of the Phcenicians, oartly along the great highway

that led across Asia Minor. The Babylonian original of

the myth of Aphrodite and Adonis has been recovered

from the clay library of Nineveh, and the story of

Herakles and his twelve labours may now be read in

the fragments of the great Chaldean epic, which was

redacted into a single whole about two thousand years

before the birth of Christ. It would be worse than a

mistake to treat as a pure and native myth the hybrid

conception which resulted from the amalgamation of

Herculus, the old Italian god of enclosures, with the

Greek Sun-god Herakles, or of Saturnus, the patron of

"sowing" and agriculture, with Kronos, who owed his

existence to his son Kronion (or Khronion), "the ancient

of days." Nor is it so easy as it would appear at first

sight to distinguish between what is native and what is

borrowed. When once a myth has been adopted from

abroad it is taken up into the popular mythology ; its

foreign features are gradually lost ; the proper names

' See Bishop Callaway :
" Nursery Tales, Traditions, and His-

tories of the Zulus," i. I (1866).
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about which it clusters are changed or modified in form.

It is not often that we have to deal with so plain a case

as the story of Melikertcs, w^hose name has remained the

same as that of the Tyrian Melkarth, "the city's king,"

or that of Aphrodite and Adonis where Adonis is still

the Semitic 'adonai, the " lord " of heaven. Other tests

are more often needed for determining the home-born

origin of a myth. Does it harmonize with the general

character of the mythology.? is a similar tale or group

of tales found among an alien race, with whose mytho-

logy it is in better accord } can we trace its passage from

one part of the world to another } These are the ques-

tions which we have to ask ourselves. The story of the

Kyklops in the Odyssey, adapted as it has been in both

form and proper names to the genius of Greek speech,

yet stands isolated in Aryan mythology. We seem to

hear in it an undertone which harmonizes but ill with

the familiar cadence of Aryan myth. And it is just this

story of the Kyklops which finds its analogues in the

folklore of non-Aryan tribes.' The one-eyed giant who

lives on human flesh, and is finally blinded by a hero

whom he entraps into his cave, but who escapes under

the belly of a sheep or ram, and then taunts the. mon-

ster, reappears among the Turkish Oghuzians, where he

is called Depe Ghoz or " Eye-in-the-Crown," the hero

himself being named Bissat* In the Finnish version of

^ See W. Grimm, in the " Abhancllungcn der Akademie der Wis-

senschaften u Berlin" (i(S57) ; Rohde : "Der griech. Roman,"

p. 173, note 2; and Sayce :
" Principles of Comparative Philology,"

2nd edition, pp. 321-23.

^ Diez :

'' Der neuentdeckte oghuzische Cyclop verglichen mit d.

homerischen" (181 5).

1
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the tale as given by Bertram, the hero's part is played

by Gylpho, a poor j^room, the Kammo or Kyklups having

a horn in addition to the one eye in the forehead, and

being not only blinded but also puc to death, as in the

Oghuzian tale ; but no mention is made of the hero's

escape by the help of the sheep. In the K-^.relian legend

reported by Castren,^ the Kyklops is made human by

having two eyes assigned to him, while the Esths have

Christianized the myth, telling how a thresher once

blinded the eyes of the devil under the pretext of curinL,^

them, and, as in the Odyssey, lost him the sympathy of

his friends by giving his own name as Is::i or " Self." In

the Oghuzian version the story is amplifiea oy a magic

ring which the Kyklops presents to the hero, and which

in othe*- versions clings to the latter' "^ finger, or compels

him to shout out, "I am here;" and this addition has

apparently been rationalized in the Odyssey. If so,

there can be little doubt as to where we must look for

the most primitive form of the story, and when we

remember that the Turkish tale is also found among the

Finnic members of the Ugro-Altaic family, while it

stands isolated in Greece, notwithstanding the thny?

Graiai of -^schylus with their one eye between them, it

would seem that the Gr^ek myth was a borrowed one,

and that its origin must be sought among the tribes of

Turan. And yet a doubt is cast upon this conclusion

by our finding that among the fastnesses of the Pyre-

nees, the Basques, too, have preserved a legend of the

Tirtaro or One-eyed Kyklops, which seems almost the

bole fragment of their existing folklore that has not been

' " Reseminnen fran aren '' (1833-44), p. 87.
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borrowed from abroad.' Among the forms assumed by

the legend is one that describes how the man-eater hved

in a cave, where he is challenged by one of three brothers.

The latter lops off one of the arms of the Tartaro and

renewing the challenge next day lops off his head, then

kills several more Tartaros, fights a body without a soul,

and delivers the three daughters of a king. It is cer-

tainly more probable that the traveller's tale recorded by

the poet of the Odyssey was received from races in the

Western Mediterranean, of whom the Basques may l)e the

last surviving relics, than that it came from the interior of

Asia, from barren lands where the Ural-Altaic hordes

were settled. But what is most probable is not therefore

always the most true. M. Antoine d'Abbadie has met

with a story similar to that of the Kyklops and the

escape of Odysseus under the belly of a ram among the

tribes of Abyssinia, and the story can be traced back to

the far east of Asia long before the days in which the

Odyssey took its present sjiape. Herodotus tells us
"'

how Aristeas of Prokonnesus, in his poem of the Arimas-

pea, described the Arimaspi or " One-eyed men," who

lived beyond the Issedones and the Scythians in the

extreme north-east, where they bordered on the gry-

phons, whose task it was to guard the hidden treasures

of gold. Now the Arimaspi of Aristeas must be iden-

tical with the one-eyed men of the Chinese " Shan Hoi

King," an old book of Monsters, which claims to have

been written in the twelfth century P..C., and the illus-

trations of which, at all events, go back to the time of

' Webster and Vinson :
" }i:isquc Legends" (1877).

^ iv. 13, 27.

. 1 '
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the Han dynasty. These one-eyed men are described as

living beyond the western desert of Gobi, and the portrait

of one of them which is given exactly represents the

Polyphemus of Greek legend, with a single eye in the

centre of the forehead, and a general appearance of wild

barbarism. Along with this account of the Kyklops, the

Chinese writer gives a further account of certain small men

covered with hair inhabitincr some islands to the east, as

well as of diminutive pygmies who come from the same

neighbourhood as the Kyklops, and have to walk arm in

arm for fear of being picked up and eaten by the birds.

The hairy men from the islands in the east are plainly

the Ainos of Japan, not yet it would appear colonized by

Japanese when the " Shan Hoi King " was composed,

while in the pygmies we recognize at once the pygmies

of the Iliad ' and of Aristotle,^ to whom, on the shores of

the circumambient Ocean, the cranes "carry slaughter

and death." The primaeval source of the two old Greek

stories thus becomes manifest : it was from the frontiers

of China, through the medium of the Scythian cariivan-

tradc, that the tales of the Arimaspi and the pygmic-

were brought to Greece, and just as the tale of the pyg-

mies 'ias been incorporated into the Iliad, > li^e tale of

the Kyklops, in much the same form as ^b.al m which

it has survived among Turks and Fins, has been incorpo-

rated into the Odyssey. Tlie tale is indeed a borrowed

one, but it was borrowed from the east and not from the

west. The Basque Tartaro, like the Kyklops of Abys-

sinia, would have come in all probability from Asia, pos-

sibly throi"^^h the hands of the Greeks them.selves, pos-

jii. H. A. viii. 12, 3.

.1. Im y
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sibly in some other way. The stranc^c idea of a body

witliout a soul which has been embodied in the Basque

myth, is certainly of foreiL^n orij^in. Miss Frere, in her

"Old Dekkan Days," tells us that she has heard the

story in Southern India, and far away in the north the

Samoyeds have a legend of seven lobbers who hung up

their hearts on a peg and were destroyed by a hero,

whose mother they had captured, with the help of a

Swan-maiden, whose feather-dress he had stolen. A
similar legend was met with by Castren among the

Fins, of a giant who kept his soul in a snake which he

carried in a box with him on horseback, md the Norse

story of the giant without a heart in his body, given by

Dr. Dasent,* seems to have been derived by the Scandi-

navians from their Finnic neighbours. Before we can

use a myth to establish the common origin of those

among whom it is found, we must be quite sure that it is

not borrowed. Language is no test of race, merely of

social contact, and so, too, the possession of a common

stock of myths proves nothing more than neighbourly

intercourse.

We need not linger long over the objections that have

been raised to the method and the results of comparative

mythology. All new things are sure to be objected to

l)y those who have to unlearn the old. It is hard for

scholars who have spent their lives in extracting profound

lessons of philosophy or science out of the symbolic

myths wherein they had been wrapped b\' our highly

gifted grandsires, harrier still for those who would dis-

cover in these ancient legends iacts of history or echoes

* " Norse Tales," p[). 64, sq.
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of revealed truth, to admit that their seareh and labour

have been all in vain. It has been urged on the one

hand that the comparative mytholo<,qst would assign too

high an imagination to primitive man,whom he transforms

into a poet ever busied in contemplating the ceaseless

changes of nature and life ; on the other hand, that he

makes the mythopoeic age one of dull stupidity and feeble

imagination, in which the phaenomena of the atmosphere

engrossed the whole attention of men who were yet too

witless to understand the language in which they were

described. But such mutually destructive objections arc

readily answered. The men who described the toils of

the sun and the fading of the dawn in language that soon

passed into myth were endowed neither with too high nor

with too feeble a phantasy. The gods theyworshipped were

the gods that brought them food and warmth, and these

gods were the bright day and the burning sun. Eagerly

did they watch for the rising of the dawn and the scatter-

ing of the black clouds of night and storm, because " man

goeth forth unto his wor) and his labour until the even-

ing," and the needs of life have to be satisfied ere then.

It was not stupidity, but the necessities of his daily exis-

tence, the conditions in which his lot was cast, that made

man confine his thought and care to the powers which

gave him the good gifts he desired. Winter, according to

the disciples of Zoroaster, was the creation of the evil one,

and a.nong the first th.!nks<^ivings lisped by our race is

praise of the gods as '
i; ivory of good things." As Von

Hahn has pointed our* the smal! oart played by the moon

in mythology is due to th I'ttie share it has in providing

' " SagwJbSicnschai ichc Sliidicn," p. 92.
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for human wants. It is cnly among tlie Accadians of

Chaldea, that nation of arstronomers and astrolo^^ers, that

the moon takes the place denied to it elsewhere. Though

Accadian mythology, like all other mythologies, is largely

solar, it is also largely lunar. The Moon-god stands

above the Sun-god, whose father he is held to be ; it was

from him that the royal race traced its descent, and to

him were erected the lofty towers which served at once

as temples and observatories. What clearer proof can

we have that the character of a mythology is determined

by the material needs and circumstances of those that

formed it, or that the mythopceic age is one in which

those needs are still keenly felt }

The men of the mythopoeic age, however, were not

savages, nor were those who interpreted to them the

mysteries of the world mere stolid boors blind to the

beauties of nature. The ix)wcrs that seemed to give

them the blessings they asked for were invested with

human action and human feeling. But it was because

they could not do otherwise. The language in which

they spoke of their gods may appear to us imaginative

and poetical ; but it was the only language they could

use. Man attributed his own passions, his own nuwe-

ments, to the forces of nature^ not because he was a poet,

but because he had not yet learned to distinguish between

the lifeless and the living. He clothed the deep things

of the spirit in sensuous metaphor and imagery ; but it

was because he had not yet realized that aught existed

which his senses could not pcrcciv^e. The objects of his

thought and its expression wrre limited, because the

objects of his worship were liniiteil ; but '\^\\\ as they were.

) I
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tlicy were more than enoui^h for the rich outi^rowth which

reached its noljlest perfection in the^^ori^eous mytholoL^y

of Greece. The hymns of Uie Rii^-Veda, the oldest

nioninnent of our Aryan race, which have founded the

science of lan<^uaL,% have founded also its younger

sister, the science of mythology. Here, at any rate,

we have the touchstone by which we can test the

soundness of our theory ; here we may see the names

and phrases, not yet emptied of their earliest meta-

phorical meaning, beginning to pass into the myths

(jf a later day. As words and grammatical forms

which had st almost all trace of their original sense

in the idioms of Europe suddenly received new life and

significancy when compared with the language of the

Rig-Veda, so the myths and folklore of Greece and

Rome, of Germany and Gaul and Slavonia, yielded uj)

their secrets and revealed their primitive meaning when

read in the light of the epithets and utterances which the

old Hindu bards addressed to the Sun-god or the Dawn.

Why must every myth, it has been asked, be resolved

into a solar hero or a dawn-maiden ? Why this weari-

some monotony o!' subject, this vague and indefinite

sameness of adventures ? The answer is an easy one.

Apart from the fact that there are many myths which

have been shown by a scientific analysis to have nothing

to do with either the sun or the dawn, and many more

which as yet defy our efforts to analyze them, primitive

man cared to coin epithets for none but those bright

I)owers of nature from whom he believed his benefits to

come, and the Rig-Veda, accordingly, demonstrates be-

yond dispute that the greater part of the myths of our

Hi m )
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Aryan race aje derived from the faded metaphors applied

to the sun and the dawn, and from no others. i\nd not

the Ri^-Veda only, but the mytholoL,nes of other nations

when closely questioned testify to the same fact. Whether

we turn to the myths of Poly::esia,* of l^'ins and Tatars,

or of ancient Chaidea, we fnid them centerinj^ round the

same or similar phccnomena of nature, and takinij^ u]:)on

them similar forms. And thanks to the ai::,^;^dutinative

character of the languages, the proper names in these

cases have generally remained clear and transparent,

preventing all mistakes as to the fust origin and meaning

of the myths.

But there is always a danger that a hobby may be

ridden too hard. The solar explanation of myths has

been extended by some writers far beyond its legitimate

limits. We may admit that a large part of the myths

we can analyze have a solar origin, and yet hold that

there are many to which such an explanation does not

apply. If mythology is the misunderstood summary of

the beliefs and knowledge of primitive man, it will include

much more than hisconceptionsof solar and atmospheric

phctnomena ; we shall find it a record of all his ideas

regarding the world around him. As a matter of fact,

there are numberless myths, both Aryan and non-Aryan,

which can be proved to have another origin than a solar

one. There are myths relating to the storm-clouds, to

the stars, to eclipses of the moon, even to the creation of

the earth and sea and living beings, from which the solar

i:

' See the New Zealand stories of Maui, the Sun-god, in Tylor's

" Primitive Culture,' pp. 302, 309, and Gill ;
" Myths and Songs

from the South Pacific" (1876).
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whom he comes inlo contact, Augcias, nciancira, lolc,

have c([iially to do with celestial ph.enomena.

The other objection is based on the fact that a myth

is frequently peculiar to a sini^de locality, or met with only

in writers of late date. But from its very nature a myth

will clothe itself with an infinity of different forms, adapt-

ing itself to the conditions of place and time, .md taking

the colour of each country and a<;e. Just as some old

word or old form of the hiL,^hest value to the etymologist

may linger on in some sequestered corner, so an early

form of a myth may survive in the mouths of a few

illiterate peasants to be ..^/ercd by the anticjuarian or

book-maker of a late date. The Greek legend of Kephalos

and Prokris is not found in literature before the time of

Apollodorus and C)\id, and yet the scientific analysis of

it shows that its roots must go back to a hoar antiquity.

Prof. Max iMuller has explained Prokris by the help of

77-fwl,
" a dewdrop," and the Sanskrit roots prish dindpnish,

"to sprinkle," and when we know that Kephalos, the son

of Herse, " the dew," is but an epithet of the sun, as is

'• the head " of the horse in the Veda, the signification of

the whole story becomes clear. Prokris is slain uninten-

tionally by Kephalos while jealously watching him

through fear of her rival Eos, just as the dew in the early

morning is parched up by the first rays of the rising sun.*

In modern Greek folklore we seem to find fragments of

tales which the Greeks brought with them to Hellas, and

which yet were never noticed by those of their writers

whose works have come down to us, tales like the (xiiki,

which Amphitryon advises to be told to the children in

^ Max Miillcr : "Chips from a German Workshop,'' ii. 87-91.
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the " Hercules Furens" of Euripides,' or of which Aristo-

phanes once quotes the opening formula.'"' In this modern

folklore Kharon is the god of death, not the grim ferry-

man of the Styx, and when we remember that he performs

the same functions in the paintings of the Etruscan

tombs, it becomes probable that side by side with the

literary representation of him went another, possibly

more popular, possibly provincial, in which he took the

place of Aides.

If the mythopceic age is one through which all races

of men must pass who have lifted themselves above the

lowest savagery, it is evident that it cannot be confined

to those languages in which gender and sex are denoted,

as Dr. Bleek maintained.-^ The indication of gender is

an accident of language, the creation of myths a necessity.

No doubt the process is largely aided by the existence of

gender : personification becomes much easier, the tran-

sition of an epithet into a proper name much simpler. In-

deed, to indicate sex is of itself to mythologize ; the sailor

who speaks of his ship as " she," is using the language of

myth. The very fact that Prokris was feminine caused

the word to be regarded as a woman's name when its

original meaning was lost ; and Bleek may be right in

holding that the beast fables of the Hottentots have some

connection with the sex-denoting character of their

dialects. But the connection cannot be a necessary one,

^ 11.98-101. See also Plutarch: " Thes." 23; Plato: "Gorg."

p. 527 A.

' "Wasps," II 82. Cf. Schmidt :
" Griechische Marchen, Sagen

unci Volkslieder" (1877), Introd., especially pp. 11-13.

^ See "A Comparative Grammar of South African Languages,"

i, (1862), pp. ix.-xi., and " Report."
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since the Bushmen, who above all the races of Southern

Africa are distinguished by their love of the beast fable,

know nothing of the distinction of gender, while the

genderlessAccadian possessed a richer and more developed

mythology than the Semite, who divided his nouns into

masculine and feminine. In fact, we now know that

much of the Semitic mythology was simply borrowed

from the older mythology of Accad. Go where we will,

all over the world we find mythology ; it is inseparable

from the growth of language, whose offspring it is. The

grammar of a language can do no more than determine

the proportions the mythology will attain and the exact

forms it will assume.

Myth, folklore, fable, allegory—all these are related

terms, but terms to be kept carefully apart. A myth is

the misinterpreted answer given by the young mind of

man to the questions the world about him seemed to

put. It is the speculation of a child which the grown

man has treated as though it were the utterance o(' his

own mature thought. The term folklore is of vaguer

meaning. It embraces all those popular stories of which

the fairy tales of our nursery are a good illustration, but

from which the religious element of mythology is absent

Their proper names, too, are for the most part incapable

of analysis ; the distance that separates them from their

original source and centre is too great to be spanned even

by the comparative philologist. Popular etymologies

doubtless abound in them, but such etymologies remain

comparatively uiifruitful, changing or modifying only an

unessential portion of the story, and not its whole cha-

racter. The attempt to explain nature which lies at the

i 1!
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bottom of a myth is altogether wanting, or if it were ever

present has been so obscured and effaced as to be utterl)'

unrecognizable. Though the figures of mythology may

move in the folklore of a people they have changed their

form and fashion ; the divinity that once clothed them

is departed ; they are become vulgar flesh and blood.

It is true that it is often difficult to draw the line between

folklore and mythology, to define exactly where the one

ends and the other begins, and there are many instances in

which the two terms overlap one another ; but this is the

case in all departments of research, and the broad outlines

of the two types of popular legend stand clearly distinct.

It is a mere misuse of the term to include myths, as is

sometimes done, under the general head of " folklore." ^

The precise relation of mythology and folklore is stili

a disputed question. There is much folklore which can

be traced back with certainty to faded myths. The tale

of the sleeping beauty, for example, is but a far-off echo

of the old myth which described the sudden awakening

of nature at the approach of the spring sun, and the

myth of the Kyklops can only be excluded from the

category of folklore by seeing in the name of the mon-

ster a living reminiscence of the sun, "the round eye" of

heaven. A tale collected by Schmidt in Zante,'^ recounts

how an armed maiden sprang with lance and helmet

' :;it

* The two Grimms, in their Preface to the " Deutsche Sageii

"

(1816), p. v., state that the peculiarity of a myth consists "in its

referring to something known and consciously conceived, to some
place or some name which is verified by history ;

" but this defini-

tion does not hold good in all cases (see Bechstein :
" Deutsches

Marchenbuch," ist edition, 1847, P- iii-)*

* " Griechische Marchen," &c., p. TJ.
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from the swollen calf of an unmarried king, and in this

we cannot refuse to see a survival of the story which

made Athena, the dawn-goddess, spring from the head of

Zeus. But there are many other nursery tales which can

be forced into a connection with known myths only by

arbitrary and unscientific theorizing. And among these

nursery tales we find the same resemblance, the same

apparent bond of upion, as among the myths by which

they are accompanied. Not only can the same kind of

likeness be pointed out in the folklore of allied languages

and dialects, but also in that of unallied families of

speech. The fact which the comparative method has

shown to hold good of mythology, holds good of folklore

also. And the fact has to be explained in the same way

as in the case of mythology. When, for instance, we

find Kafir legends of Uhlakanyana which present nume-

rous points of analogy with the story of Jack-the-Giant-

killer, or when we come across tales among Eskimos,

Mongols, and the Karens of Further India which re-

semble what the Greeks told of the Symplegades, or of

Kharybdis and Skylla, we must remember how much

alike are the minds of half-civilized men, and the cir-

cumstances amid which they live. When, again, we find

a compact body of folklore existing among the scattered

members of the Aryan family, and by its close agreement

pointing to a common origin, we are justified in holding

that it must have grown up before the division of the

Aryans, and been carried by them far and wide into their

new settlements.^ But as in mythology, so in folklore,

^ For arguments in favour of the priority of nursery tales to

myths, see A. Lang in the " Fortnightly Review," May, 1873.
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of the Hindu Pancliatantra or " Pentateuch," a collection

which owed its existence in the first instance to the

Buddhist teachers, and is at least as old as the third

century of our era, have been carried not only into

Europe, but also into Tibet and Mongolia, among Tatars

and Ugric tribes. The " Basque Legends," published by

Webster and Vinson, are equally for the most part im-

portations from abroad. There are few among them

which we cannot recognize in a more primitive form

among the inhabitants of Southern France, the Slavs of

Eastern Europe, or even the Keltic population of the

Western Highlands. The readiness with which a folk-

lore passes from country to country, is a fresh proof of

the avidity with which the mind of the uninstructed man
seizes upon such intellectual food, and the fidelity with

which it remains stored up in his memory. What " a

good story" is to the lounger in the clubs, a nursery

tale is to the untaught peasant. Like " good stories,"

nursery tales, of course, are modified by those who

borrow and repeat them. They have to adapt them-

selves to their new abode, to catch the colour of the

scenery and the life in the midst of which they find

themselves. The elephant of the Indian tale becomes a

horse, the founder of Buddhism a Christian saint.

The fables of the Panchatantra have been necessarily

included under the head of folklore. But there are many

fables which could not be so included, and in any case fables

constitute a class of popular tales apart by themselves.

It is only when the fable is, so to speak, unconscious,

when it has not been composed with the deliberate pur-

pose of conveying a lesson, that it ought strictly to be

I
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rcc^.'irded as a part of folklore. The consciously devised

fable is a curious product, which stands on the very

threshold of the literary ai^e, or else is the form of

politi<.al satire most conveniently resorted to under a

despotic jTovernment. l^ut the consciously-devised fable

is an aftergrowth, an imitation ; it is but the later adap-

tation of an aboriginal species of popular tale. The fable,

in fact, differs from other popular legends at the outset

in nothing save its introduction of brute beasts as speak-

ing and acting like men. I*" is only by degrees that its

didactic usefulness becomes manifest, and it is made "to

point a moral or adorn a tale." The most primitive

beast-fables, such as those of the Bushmen and the Hot-

tentots, rarely have any more didactic purpose than an

ordinary myth. Human attributes are assigned to the

brute crc ation for the same reason and in the same way

that they are to the objects of inanimate nature ; indeed,

no distinction is drawn in the South African fables be-

tween the animals and the celestial bodies ; the same

peculiar pronunciation is ascribed alike to the moon, the

am - jr, and the hare. Elsewhere, as among the Poly-

nesians^ and the Australians,"^ the heavenly bodies are

turned into beasts, and the word Zodiac^ " the circle of

animals," perpetuates the same confusion of ideas even

among ourselves. But the cause of the confusion is the

cause which underlies all mythology. The only way in

which primitive man could account for the motions of

the sun and moon and stars, was by endowing them with

^ Gill :
" Myths and Songs from the South Pacific," pp. 40-51.

2 Ridley : " Kdmilaroi and other Austrahan Languages " (2nd

edition, 1875), pp. 141, 142.

^11
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his own life and powers. As yet no distinction was

drawn between the (jbject and tlie subject ; nor could it

be until the mythopoeic a^^c had passed away. Hence il

was that the brute animals were made to talk and behave

like man himself, and the same tendency which gave to

the myths of one race a physical character, threw the

myths of another race into the form of beast-fables. It

is not a little curious that the chief home of the beast-

fable should be Africa, and especially those backward

tribes of Southern Africa whose languages contain in

their clicks the bridge that marks the passage of inarticu-

late cries into articulate speech. It seems as if the same

conservatism which has preserved the animal sounds out

of which language was developed, has preserved also a

sympathy with the animal world, a memory of the close

ties which unite us with it. Professor MahafTy has sug-

gested that Africa, pre-eminently the land of animal-

worship, was the first birthplace of the fable, and he

reminds us that the first literary essays made by the Vei-

negroes after Doalu's invention of a syllabary, were fables

about beasts.^ But the Vei-negroes are not alone in their

employment of them. Go where we will among the

native races of Africa we shall find the beast-fable occu-

pying a peculiar and almost isolated place. Such litera-

ture as they possess consists almost wholly of beast-

fables. Beast-fables were known among the Egyptians

at least as early as the reign of Ramses III., and used by

them to satirize the government and caricature the kings.

But it is possible that, like the clicks, the beast-fable

also radiated from one source—the race now known as

^ " Prolegomena to Ancient History," p. 391.
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Bushmen. It is among them that it exists in its fullest

and most original form, and it is among them, too, that

the art of drawing animals with considerable skill has been

cultivated from time immemorial, as is evidenced by the

rock paintings of Southern Africa. Even with the im-

perfect materials we possess at present, it is possible to

trace the diffusion of certain fables from a primitive

Bushman source. Thus the hare plays much the same

part in these African fables that the fox docs in our

European ones, and fables that illustrate the superior

cunning of the hare can be traced from the Bari of Cen-

tral Africa ' through Malagasy, Swahili, Kafir, and Hot-

tentot back to the Bushmen, where he is associated with

what Dr. Bleek calls " a most unpronounceable click,"
^

not otherwise found in the language. But though we

may regard the Bushmen as disseminators of the beast-

fable through the continent of Africa, it is impossible to

doubt that it has grown up independently elsewhere also.

Thus among the remains of the library of Nineveh are

fragments of fables, one of which represents the conver-

sation of a horse and an eagle ; and these fragments

mount back to the Accadian epoch. The Hindu fables,

again, cannot be connected with Africa, and when we

compare the collection of the Panchatantra with the

fables of JEsop, it becomes probable that the Aryans

were acquainted with this class of fictitious composition

before the age of their separation. All over the world

indeed, we find animals endowed with the language and

^ See the specimen given by Mitterrutzner :
" Die Sprache der

Bari in Central-Afrika," p. lo.

' " Second Report concerning Bushman Researches" (1875), p. 6.
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powers of men. Tlius amoni; the Polynesian myths col-

lected by Mr. Gill, wc a j told of a shark that speaks

and acts lil:.. a human beini^,' and an Australian legend

reported by Mr. Ridley ascribes human speech and

action to the pelican and the musk-duck.'^ The fable is

an integral part of mythology ; it is not until we reach

the literary age that it ceases to be the spontaneous

utterance of a childlike people and becomes the vehicle

of a moral or a satire. As we shall see, there is

no necessary connection between totemism and the

fable.

Allegory and parable are the products of an era of

cultivation. We have left the childhood of mankind

behind us ; we have passed to the time of conscious reflec-

tion and religious or moral propagand'sm. Artificiality is

the essential characteristic of both. The parable is the

germ of the romance. It draws an analogy between some

truth the speaker would press home and a story framed

from the occurrences ofsimple everyday life. The allegory

is more elaborate. Its language is consciously ambiguous

;

its form is longer than that of the parable ; it describes,

not some simple event of ordinary life, but a strange and

often bizarre history, filled it may be with the marvellous

and the supernatural. Quite different is the deliberate

fiction, such as the monk of the Middle Ages palmed off

as bygone history. In the silence of his cell he could not

distinguish between the real and the imaginable, and

tissues of fiction like the history of the Trojan kings of

Britain or the Iberian monarchs of Soain deceived their

^v1
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* " Myths and Songs from the South Pacific," p. 92.

* " Kdmilaroi," &c., pp. 143, I44-
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inventor as much as they deceived his readers.* But

though we may acquit the monkish ciironiclers of moral

guilt in thus forcing fictitious history, it is of the utmost

importance not to confound such curious si)ccimens of

morbid imagination with the early myths of young and

healthy humanity.

Mythology is so closely bound up with religion that

the comparative philologist cannot escape from the study

of those religions and religious systems which have their

root in the mythopccic age. Side by side with the science

of mytholog}-, stands the new science of religion or Dog-

matology. Like the science of mythology, the science

of religion is comparative, comparing the history and

dogmas of the various religions of the v/orld ; and like the

science of mythology, too, it has to turn for help at almost

every step to comparative philology. Roughly speaking

the religions of man may be divided intotwo broad classes

;

those that have been organized into a system, and those

that have not. Those of the second class rest upon

mythology, and the same key that has to be applied to

mythology has also to be applied to them ; those of the

first class are supported upon sacred books, written in

sacred and extinct languages, the meaning of which has

to be recovered by comparative philology, though they,

too, have for the most part a background of myth. Com-

parative mythology and the science of religion, therefore,

are the twin offspring of the science of language. Lan

guage is a record of the past thoughts and yearnings of

society, and the strongest of these yearnings, the deepest

' An account of many of these will be found in Buckle :
" History

of Civilization," i. ch. vi.
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ol these thoiiLjhts, are those whicli have to do with rcli-

I'ion. ;\s \vc rcsto'"" the old sense and life of a m\th l)y

discoveriiiL^ the first u e.miiiL; and inii)()rtof its keywords,

so we can trace step by step the i)hases throiii^h which a

creed has passed, and determine the <>ernis out of which

its dot^mas have developed, by ascertaining the exact sijr-

m'ficance of the lan^ua<^e wherein they were expressed.

The application of the scientific method has shown that

the Rig-Veda knows nothinc; of a priestly hierarchy, of a

system of caste, of the burnini^ of wido'A's, ard that the

introduction of all these thinijs was the slow work of later

centuries. We have only to examine the lan^ua^^e in

which a dogma of the Christian Church has been embodied

at different periods, and ascertain its exact meaning to

those who employed it, to see how strangely it has

changed and shifted, how continuous has been that

"Development of Christian Doctrine," which Dr. Newman
has described. What misery and hatred would have been

avoided had men known how vague and shifting were the

words and phrases over which they fought, how coloured

by the ages through which they passed and the know-

ledge of the men who used them ! It is with this outward

shell, this external form of religion that its scientific

student is concerned ; with '* the letter that killeth," not

with " the spirit that giveth life." Questions of orthodoxy

and heresy, of the truth or falsity of particular religions,

must be handed over to the theologian. That intuition

of the Divine, whether we call it the religious instinct,

the sense of the Infinite, or the grace of God, which is the

soul, the life and the preserver of all real religion, nay,

of all real mythology also, lies outside the sphere of the

\ i

li »
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science of reliL^ion. Tlic obj'::ct of the latter is to compare

and classify the faiths of the human race, to trace their

growth collectively and severally, to analyse the changes

they have undergone and the shapes they have assumed,

and to restore the first sense and meaning to their sacred

books. The work is a vast one, and it will need the

labour of many minds and many years ucfore it can be

completed. But already something has been done. We
are even now beginning to see that there is no faith,

however degraded, which does not contain some ray of

light and truth ; no creed, however pure and exalted, which

has not passed through many phases of existence, and

gathered to itself additions of which it may well be rid.

A religion, even if revealed, must be communicated to

man, and handed down through human channels ; its

outward form, therefore, will be shaped and moulded by

the changing years, and be subject to all the conditions

of growth and decay. It will be conformed not only to

the neccssii-ies of time and place, but also to the character

and instincts of the races by whom it is professed. The

Christianity of the Negro is not, and cannot be, the

same as the Christianity of the Englishman, so far as its

outward form and fashion is concerned, and the various

shapes assumed by Christianity in different ages and in

different countries, are not more remarkable, more seem-

ingly incongruous, than the various shapes similarly

assumed by Buddhism. All organized religions have a

history, and that history is written in the languages they

have used.

But an organized religion, like an organized State, is a

late product, an outward sign and symbol of advanced
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i

civilization and literary culture. It presupposes long ages

of previous preparation, beliefs and prejudices, ideas and

imaginings, which are worked upon by the founder or the

founderb of the new creed. Buddhism was but a reaction

against the tyranny of the Brahmanic priesthood, whose

first principles and philosophy it accepted, and the dualism

of the Zend Avesta can be traced back to the concep-

tions which lie latent in the Rig-Veda of India. What
Buddhism is to Brahmanism, Christianity may in one

sense be said to be to Judaism, and just as the tenets of

e^irly Christianity have been ascribed to Essenes, so Mr.

Thomas would now ascribe the tenets of early Buddhism

to Jains. Nor does the parallel end here : Buddhism

started with being an Aryan religion, and has ended with

being extirpated from its birthplace and becoming the

faith of non-Aryan races, just as Jewish Christianity was

merged in Gentile Christianity and driven from its first

home in Palestine. The great council which settled the

creed of Buddhism was convened by A'soka, the first

roval convert, about three centuries after the Buddha's

death, as the Council of Nikaea, which drew up the

Nicenc- Creed, was summoned by Constantine in

A.D. 325. The sublime morality and simple life and

teaching of the first Buddhist missionaries are not more

widely separated from the elaborate ritual, the worship of

saints and relics, the praying-machines and rosaries, the

priestly hierarchy, and the Lama-Pope of the modern

faith, than are the precepts and history of the New Testa-

ment from the constitution and practices of the Latin

Church. And as Zoroastrianism was a protest against

liie Polytheism of the Veda, so did Mahommedanism pro-

li
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fess to be a protest against the Christian idolatry of the

sixth cciitury. Indeed, there is much in common between

these two great Puritan religions of the Aryan and

Semitic world.

Thv- variety and many-sidedness of the religions which

are not yet organized might seem to defy classification

and record. Even here, however, it is possible to bring

order and arrangement into the apparent chaos, and to

sketch in broad outline the development of religion and

the religious consciousness. Man shares with the animals

the instinct of imitation and conservatism ; and in the

most developed forms of faith we may often detect sur-

vivals which go back to a remote past. Some phase of

religious thought through which a people may have

passed millenniums ago, may be fossilized in words and

phrases, the key to the original meaning of which is fur-

nished by comparative philology. Few of us when we

speak of Deity think that the word bears witness to a

time when our forefathers looked up to the "bright

heaven " as the source and giver of all good things, and

the Welsh crefydd, " religion," the Irish craibhdhigJi,

"people who mortify the flesh," when compared with

'srain, "to chastise oneself," and 'srdnta, "asceticism,"

point to the practice of self-inflicted penance.^

The existence in any religion of beliefs, practices, or

customs whi:h are no longer in harmony with the religion

itself is as clear a proof of their having preceded that

religion as are the names we give to the days of the week

of the gcas v/orshipped by our heathen ancestors. If we

find ancestor-worship or fetishism prevailing among a

' Rhys :
" Lectures on Welsh Philology," pp. 14, 15 (ist edition).

'i Ii„
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people, we may assume that ancestor-worship or fetishism

are stages of religious thought in the past history of the

people. Now, a comparison of the various religious

beliefs and customs of mankind shows that there are no

less than six forms in which the religious consciousness

of man has endeavoured to embody itself before the rise

of organized religions, or the conception of the Unity ol

God. These are ancestor-worship, fetishism, totemism,

shamanism, henotheism, and polytheism. If these six

forms can be proved to have been successive stages of

growth, or if a relation can be pointed out between them,

we shall have gone far towards sketching the history and

development of unrevealed religion. But as yet our

materials are too scanty and imperfect for such a work,

and though attempts iiave been made from time to time

to accomplish it, they are all more or less open to criti-

cism. The theory that fetishism is the first in the chain

of development started by De Brosses in the last century

has been rudely shaken by Prof Max Miiller,^ and can

never again be maintained in its old form The fetish, so

called from the Portuguese y^?V/f^, " an amulet," the Latin

factitms, implies a belief in the divine or the superhuman,

and hence to rer^ard fetishism as the starting-point of

religion is like making the husk of a seed, and not the

kernel within, the primal germ of a tree. Nevertheless

the nature of fetishism, coupled with the fact that its pre-

sence always marks a degraded condition of mind and

religion, tends to show that it belongs to the childhood of

religious thought. The Christianity of modern Spain may
be disfigured by fetish-worship, but that is because thq

> " Hibbert Lectures," ii. (1878).
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290 THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE.

religious and mental state of the fetish-worshippers re

presents that of the first men.

Ancestor-worship would seem to be the first form in

which the religious instinct struggled to clothe itself. The

State came before the individual, the tribe before the

State, and the family before the tribe. The individual

had no existence as such apart from the family or clan

to which he belonged. His religion in its outward form

was made up of rites and ceremonies which could only be

performed collectively, and it is a curious proof of the

decp-rootedness and antiquity of this belief that it lingered

on into the historic age of Greece and Rome. Each

member of a family, like the bee in a hive, was but part of

a single whole, and in its relations to every one and every-

thing outside the family, that whole alone could originate

and act. But the family consisted of the dead as well as

of the living. The savage could, and can, draw no clear

distinction between his waking realities and the images

of his dreams. Like children, the first men wondered

whether they slept or v/akenod, and the unpractised

memory could give them no reply. The figures of dream-

land were to it as real and vivid as the events of the day

before. And in his dreams the dead appeared to the

sleeper once more living and clothed in corporeal form.

There was but one explanation of the fact which could

suggest itself to him. Man had two lives, one in the

world of lights and shadows, the other in a world which

we should name the spiritual.

The conception of this reflected life once obtained, it

was not difficult to find traces of it even in the world of

objects itself. The voluntary or involuntary fasts of the
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savage produced visions indistinguishable from thcdreams

of night, while the shadows thrown by the things about

him were so many immaterial second •* sclfs." The con-

ception of a continued, superhuman life enjoyed by dead

ancestors combined with these to create the conception

of spirits or ghosts ; and with this new conception

the religious instinct took a new departure. The dream

or waking vision had portrayed the disembodied ances-

tor sometimes as a friend, sometimes as an enemy,

sometimes bringing benefit and blessing, sometimes

disease and pain ; and the human passions thus reflected

in him were now transferred to the new conception of

ghost or spirit. But just as every object has its shadow,

so, too, the spirit may take up its abode in animals and

material things. The Hurons of North America believe

that the souls of the departed turn into turtle-doves ; the

Zulus see the spirits of their ancestors in certain greeai

and brown harmless snakes, and accordingly offer them

sacrifices. The worship of ancestors passes by insensible

degrees into the worship of animals and trees. And pre-

eminently among animals, the serpent, the most subtle

of all the beasts of the field, attracted the fear and the

adoration of man. The crawling serpent, the solitary

occupant of tombs and empty houses, seemed the natural

habitation the dead had chosen for himself, and the Py-

thagorean saying that the human marrow after death is:

changed into a snake, is but a later form of the old idea.

The terror inspired by this venomous foe of man was

another potent cause that brought about the wide pre-

valence of serpent-worship.

For necessity is the mother not of mvention merely

I

! I f
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localized only so long as these objects are of use to the

worshipper. An amulet loses all its virtue as soon as

the owner believes that it will no longer shield him from

harm ; the Indians of Columbia beat their idols when

any one is ill, " and the first which loses a tooth or claw

is supposed to be the culprit."^ Like the Palladium of

Troy, the BairyW or Beth-els of the Semite, or the Ephe-

sian " stone which fell down from heaven," the wand of

Hermes, the arrows of Apollo, and the other symbols of

the Greek divinities are but the survivals of a primitive

fetishism.

In Shamanism, so called from the Shaman or Siberian

sorcerer, who is himself but a transformed 'srdmafia, or

Buddhist missionary priest, we rise to a higher concep-

tion of religion. All the objects and forces of nature have

alike their indwelling spirit, who is no longer the tran-

sient creation of self-interested superstition, but represents

the permanent substance, " the thing-in-itself " of German

philosophers, believed to reside in things and produce their

phaenomena. It is no longer in the power of man to make

and destroy his deity ; the innumerable spirito by whom
he is surrounded have a world o^ their own, and can only

be approached by a special class of persons who stand

between them and the rest of mankind. But these spirits

are, after all, the mere reflections of the objects and forces

to which they belong, and like the objects and forces of

nature are either beneficial or harmful to man. The

work, therefore, of the Shaman, or Angekok, as he is

termed in Greenland, is to neutralize the action of the

• Dunn :
" Oregon," p. 125, quoted by Lubbock :

" On the Origin

of Civilization" (ist edition), p. 246.
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evil spirit? and to compel the action of the good spirits by

various incantations and magic ceremonies. Of course

the same spirit may be at different times mischievous and

beneficial, like the object or phaenomenon it represents,

and the Shaman can not only avert evil from one man,

but bring it down upon the head of another. Shamanism

is the form specially assumed by the religious instinct

among the tribes of the Ural-Altaic family, and even the

cultivated Accadian of ancient Chaldea continued to be

under its influence long after the development of a con-

siderable civilization.

Quite distinct from shamanism is totemism, which

bears the same relation to the Indians of North America

that shamanism does to the nations of the Ural-Altaic

stock. The totem, which is generally an animal, is the

symbol or badge of a tribe, and, consequently, the object

of worship to every member of that tribe. Totemism is

therefore tribal ; it is defined by Sir John Lubbock as

" the deification of classes," which correspond to the tribes

they symbolize and protect. The same sort of rational-

istic explanation has been given of totemism as was

given of mythology in the last century. It has been

said that the totem was originally the name of some

animal applied to an individual from his supposed resem-

blance to it ; the name then became the surname of his

descendants, while the animal it denoted was invested

with a sacred character. But such an explanation forgets

that the individual does not precede but follow the family

and the tribe ; it is only at a later time that the indivi-

dual founds a family and hands on his name to those that

come after him. The eponymous heroes of antiquity are
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the creations of a systematizing mythology. It is simpler

to trace totemism to that embodiment of the dead ances-

tor's spirit in some living animal of which we spoke

above. Here, perhaps, we may see the germ out of

which it grew. There is, however, a close connection

between totemism and mythology. The tribal age is

also the epithetic age of language, the age when epithets

are coined and handed down to future generations. It

was only needful for the objects of tribal worship to be

compared to animals for the ar"mals first to be substi-

tuted for them, and then to be worshipped in their stead.

Dr. Brinton* tells us of Michabo, "the Great Hare," from

whom the various branches of the Algonkin family, from

Virginia ahd Delaware to the Ottawas of the North, traced

their descent. But Michabo was really a solar hero, like

Quetzalcoatl of Mexico or Huayna Capac of Peru. His

home was on the marge of the east, whence he sent forth

the lights of heaven on their daily journey, and his iden-

tification with the hare was simply due to the ambiguity

of the word waboSy which enters into the composition of

his name, and properly means " white," and thence on

the one side "morning," "east," "day" and "light," and

on the other side " the hare." But the adoration which

was intended for "the great light" of sun and day would

never have been extended to " the Great Hare," had not

the way been prepared by an earlier cult of animals and

the old belief in their embodying the souls of the dead.

It is, however, with polytheism, and what Professor

Max Miiller has christened henotheism, that mythology

stands in the most intimate relation. Polytheism

* " Myths of the New World," pp. 161, .s^.
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and henotlicism are but two phases of the same

form of religious faith, the two sides, as it were,

of the same prism. It matters h'ttle whether a mul-

titude of gods are worshipped together, or whether

the worshipper addresses but one of them at the time,

making him for the moment the supreme and single ob-

ject of his religious reverence. In either case we have a

plurality of deities, confessed explicitly in polytheism,

implied in henotheism. And these deities are necessarily

suggested by nature : the variety of nature overpowers

in an infantile state of society the unity for which the

mind of man is ever yearning. Gradually, however, the

attributes applied to the objects and powers of nature

take the place of the latter ; the sun becom'es Apollo,

the storm Ards. Deities are multiplied with the multi-

plication of the epithets which the mythopoeic age

changes into divinities and demi-gods, and side \^y side

with a developed mythology goes a developed pantheon.

The polytheism which the infinite variety of nature made

inevitable continues long after the nature-worship that

underlay it has grown faint and forgotten. A time at

last comes when even abstract names have to submit to

the common process ; temples are raised to Terror and

Fear, to Love and Reverence ; and the doom of the old

polytheism of nature is at hand. When once the spirit

of divinity has been breathed into abstractions of the

human mind, it cannot be long before their essential

unity is recognized, and they are all summed up under

the one higher abstraction of monotheism.

But the gods have first been clothed with human form.

The worship of man, with all his crimes and meanness,

'1 ^
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by his brothcr-inan, is impossible so long as the element

of divinity is not abstracted from the original object of

worship. But as soon as polytheism makes it possible

to dissociate the god from the image and symbol that

enshrine or represent him, there arises the cult of man

himselfj the apex and crown of created nature. The

human attributes with which the gods have been en-

dowed assume concrete shape ; Vishnu is provided with

arms and lei^s, Merodach with the form of an armed

warrior. At first idealized humanity is supra-human

humanity as displayed in Titanic strength or superna-

tural wisdom ; it is only in the hands of the Greek artist

that it becomes idealized human beauty. As the doctrine

of force is older than the doctrine of art, the ascription of

the attributes of strength, of swiftness or of wisdom to

the divine is older than the ascription of beauty. Philip

of Krotona was deified by the Greeks of Egesta because

of his beauty ; ^ elsewhere it has been other qualities

that have gained for men apotheosis or saintship.

In bringing the gods down to earth in the likeness of

men it was inevitable that the men should in turn be

raised up to heaven in the likeness of gods. Anthropo-

morphic polytheism is almost invariably accompanied by

the deification of men. The relics of ancestor-worship

that still survived would at first cause the deification to

take place after death, and it is curious to find in the

practice of the Roman Church the same echo of the

influence once exercised by the worship of the Manes as

in the superstition that forbids us to " speak evil of the

dead." But in course of time the apotheosis took place

' Ht. V. 47.
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during a man's life. As mij^jlit have been expected, this

hrst occurs in the case of the Chaldean and Egyptian

monarchs who lived apart from the mass of their sub-

jects, and were to them like invisible and beneficent

gods. The apotheosis of the Roman Emperors was due

to a variety of mixed causes, and rested primarily on the

fact that each was supposed to represent the unity and

omnipotence of the State. As Mr. Lyall has pointed out

in an interesting article, we can still watch the process of

deification among certain of our Indian fellow-subjects.'

Not long ago, for instance, the Bunjdras turned General

Nicholson into a new god, to be added to the many

existing soldier-divinities at whose tombs sacrifices and

worship were regularly offered. It is clear that deifica-

tion cannot be without influence upon the mythology in

the midst of which it is found. Deified heroes and their

deeds will become blended with the heroes and deeds of

myth ; and the natural *. jurse of a myth may thus be

interrupted and turned aside. The same disturbing con-

sequences that accompany the localization of an ancient

myth, and its attachment to a figure of history, will ac-

company its intermixture with the name and adventures

of a deified English general or a canonized Christian

saint.

Like the Zeus of its poets, polytheism gives birth to

its own destroyer. The further it is removed from its

original basis in outward nature, the more spiritualized

and reflective it becomes, the more does it tend to pan-

theism on the one side and monotheism on the other.

^ " Religion of an Indian Province," in the " Fortnighdy Review,"

xi. pp. 121-40 (1872).
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Its deities cease to be more than mere abstractions, and

these abstractions arc soon resolved into a higher unity.

Already in the days of the Accadian monarchy the

relictions hymns of Chaldea speak of "the One God/"

and even before them the Egyptian priests had been

busy in proving that the manifold gods of the people

were but manifestations of one and the same Divine

Essence. Xenophanes asserts that *' God is one, greatest

among gods and men, in no wise like unto men in form

or thought," and the language of yEschylus is full of the

same faith.'^ With Aristotle the Divine becomes voV<{

voYiTEco;, thought thinking upon itself, that Impersonal

Reason which Averrhoes essayed to harmonize with the

clearly-cut, sharply-defined God of Mohammed. As the

generations pass, our conception of the Godhead becomes

more abstract, more worthy ; and though we may not

acquiesce in the definition of the modern writer who

declares it to be " that stream of destiny whereby things

fulfil the law of their being," we may yet learn from the

science of religion and the study of comparative philology

what strangely different meanings men have read into

the terms they use to express the centre of their highest

hope and faith, and how, stage by stage, their thoughts

" have widened with the process of the suns."

' W. A. I. iv. 16, I, 7, 8.

» Compare "Prom. Vinct." 49, 50; "Ag." 160-78; "Suppl."

574.
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CHAPTER X.

THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE, AND TH'? :iELATION OF

THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE T\t ETHNOLOGY,

LOGIC, AND EDUCATION.

" Der Mensch ist nur Mensch durch Sprache ; um aber die

Sprache zu erfinden, miisste er schon Mensch sein."

—

PV. von

Humboldt.
" One might be tempted to call language a kind of Picture of the

Universe, where the words are as the figures and images of all ^^-ax-

tirnlars."- I/arrts (" Hermes," p. 330).
" Es ist ein Factum der Monumente, dass die Sprachen im unge-

blldeten Zustande der Volker, die sie gesprochen, hochst ausgebildet

geworden sind, dass der Verstand sich sinnvoll entwickelnd aus-

fiihriich in diesen theoretischen Boden geworfen hatte."

—

Hegel.

" Das Leben eines Volks bringt eine Frucht zur Reife ; denn

seine Thatigkeit geht dahin, sein Princip zu voUfiihren."

—

Hegel.

To understand a thing aright we must know its origin and

its history. Thanks to the comparative method of science,

we caD now trace with tolerable fulness the history pnd

life of language ; will the same method enable us to dis-

cover its origin also ? Can we follow language up to its

first source, and set before us the processes whereby man

acquired the power of articulate speech ? No single

science, indeed, can reveal the origin of the facts and

phaenomena upon which it is based ; these it has to take-^^/

for granted and content itself with discovering the rela-

tions they bear one to another, the laws which govern
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them, the transformations which they undergo. But the

single sciences are subordinated one to the other, and it is

the province of one to explain the origin of the facts from

which another has to start. Comparative philology may
be powerless of itself to dispel the mystery which

envelops the first beginnings of articulate speech ; with

the aid of the master-science of anthropology, however,

the mystery ceases to be insoluble, and the origin and

exercise of the faculty of speech become as little mys-

terious as the origin and exercise of the other facul-

ties of civilized man.

We have already reviewed in the first chapter the

various attempts that have been made in ancient and

modern times to solve the riddle of language, and have

seen how each fresh attempt has advanced the solution

in a greater or less degree. False explanations have been

gradually eliminated, approximately true ones have been

corrected and defined. Here, as elsewhere, no single

key will suffice to turn the lock ; language is the product

notof one cause, but of a combination of several. Gram-

mar has grown out of gesture and gesticulation, words

out of the imitation of natural sounds and the inarticulate

cries uttered by men engaged in a common work, or

else moved by common emotions of pleasure and pain.

Language, in fact, is a social creation ; we may term it

if we like, a human invention, but we must remember that

it is no deliberate invention of an individual genius, but

the unconscious invention of a whole community. It is,

as Professor Whitney has observed, as much an institu-

tion as is a body of unwritten laws ; and like these it has

been called forth by the needs of developing society.
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Nowhere has the old proverb that ** Necessity is the

mother of invention " received a better illustration than in

the history of speech ; it was to satisfy the wants of daily

life that the faculty of speech was first exercised, and the

cries which were as natural to man as songs to birds,

first adapted to the expression of articulate language.

The clicks of the Bushman still survive to show us how

the utterances of speechless man could be made to embody

and convey thought. And the same process that slowly

transformed the beast-like cries of our earliest ancestors

into articulate sounds, slowly transformed the vague and

embryonic thought enshrined in them into grammatical

sentences. Like the beehive community to which modern

research refers the first beginnings of society, the first

essays at language were undifferentiated units, out of

which the varic us parts of the sentence were eventually

to come. The whole precedes its parts historically, if not

logically, and it was only by setting sentence-word against

sentence-word that the relations of grammar were deter-

mined, and means found in the existing material of speech

for expressing them.

I
But in speaking of the origin of language we must be

careful to distinguish between the origin of the faculty of

speech and the origin of the exercise of it. So far as the

origin of the exercise of it is concerned, it is not more

difficult to explain than the origin of the exercise of our

faculty of locomotion. We walk because we have the

muscular power to do so, and this power must be exer-

cised if we would satisfy our healthy desire to move the

limbs and would supply the needs of our daily existence.

The question as to origin of the faculty of speech falls

un
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under the province of biology, and M. Broca speaking in

the name of biology has endeavoured to answer it'

Whether the endeavour has been successful must be

decided by future observation and experiment.

According to his researches the faculty of speech is

localized in " a very circumscribed portion of the [two]

cerebral hemispheres, and more especially of the left."

These hemispheres, into which the brain or cerebrum is

divided, are distinguished on their under side into three

lobes—the posterior, overlapping the cerebellum, on which

the cerebrum partly rests, the middle, and the anterior,

the two latter being separated from one another by the

Sylvian fissure. Below this fissure is a triangular pro-

tuberance called the island of Reil, marked by small, short

convolutions or gyri operti, which are among the first to

be developed, and are surrounded by a large convolution

forming the lips of the Sylvian fissure. It is on the

upper edge of the Sylvian fissure, and opposite the

island of Reil, that M. Broca places the seat of the faculty

of speech in the posterior half of the third frontal con-

volutions of the right or left hemispheres. Aphasia, he

finds, is invariably accompanied by lesion or disease of

this portion of the brain. The lesion occurs in the left

hemisphere in about nineteen out of twenty cases, and

though the faculty of speech is sometimes not affected

even by a serious lesion of the right hemisphere, it " has

* See the " Bulletins de la Socidtd anatomique," 1861, 63 ;
" Bul-

letins de la Soci(!t(? de Chirurgie," 1864; "Bulletins de la Socidt^

d'Anthropologie de Paris," 1861, 63, 65, 66 ; Proust : "Alterations

de la Parole," in the " Bulletins de la Socidt6 d'Anthropologie de

Paris," 1873 ; and " De I'Aphasie," in the "Archives gdndrales de

Medecine," 1872.
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Pi.-.

never been known to survive in the case of those wh jse

autopsy has disclosed a deep lesion of the two convolu-

tions " of the right and left hemispheres.

The greater importance of an injury to the left hemi-

sphere seems due to the fact that the convolutions of this

hemisphere develop at an earlier period than those of

the right. To the same fact may also be ascribed the

tendency of most persons from childhood to use the

right rather than the left hand, the movements of the

right-hand members of the body depending on the left

hemisphere. Left-handedness is the exception, like the

early development of the convolutions of the right hemi-

sphere of the brain. So, too, the localization of the

faculty of speech in the right hemisphere is equally the

exception, language which is learnt in infancy naturally

calling into exercise the most developed of the two por-

tions of the brain. But like the left hand, the right

hemisphere may in time acquire a certain control over

language, and in most cases, accordingly, lesion of the

left hemisphere produces merely aphasia, that is, inability

to use words rightly, not inability to understand what is

said by another. It is possible that the fluency and

readiness of expression which distinguish certain speakers

result from a simultaneous development of the frontal

convolutions in both hemispheres of the brain.

The faculty of speech, whether exercised or unexer-

cised, is the one mark of distinction between man and the

brute. All other supposed marks of difference—physio-

logical, intellectual, and moral—have successively disap-

peared under the microscope of modern science. But

the prerogative of language still remains, and with it the
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possession of conceptual thought and continuous reason-

ing. Though numberless instances may be brought

forward which prove the possession ofrudimentary reason

and intelligence by the brute beasts, though instinct itself

is but a kind of hereditary reason, thought in the true

sense of the word is impossible without language of some

kind. The power of forming concepts, of summing up

generalizations under single heads which form the start-

ing points of fresh generalizations, depends upon our

power of expressing them in short-hand notes or symbols

like the words of articulate speech or the conventional

signs of the mathematician. Language, it is true, is the

embodiment of thought, but it is equally true that without

language there can be no thought. The Tasmanian, with

his poorly organized language, had no general terms ; the

New Caledonian is unable to understand such primary

ideas as "to-morrow" and "yesterday," and the speech-

less child has not yet reached the level of intelligence

displayed by the dog or the elephant.

But the child is capable of acquiring language, which

the dog and the elephant are not, and this capability is

sufficient to mark him off as a member of the human

family. The faculty of speech may lie dormant and un-

exercised, but wherever it exists we have man. The

deaf-mute, whose deafness has prevented him from learn-

ing to speak, or the mute whose diseased vocal organs

refuse to utter the sounds he desires to form, are alike

men, able to share in the possession of language as soon

as the physical difficulties which stand in their way are

removed. Even the idiot or the patient suffering from

aphasia cannot be compared with the parrot and other

II. X
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talking birds, since his misuse of thought and speech can

be traced back to a diseased condition of the brain, while

the chattering of the parrot remains a mere mimicry to

which neither sense nor meaning is attached.

We must further remember that language does njt

necessarily depend on the production of vocal sounds.

/ We can converse by means of signs and gestures as well

as of modulations of the voice. Wherever and in what-

ever way a meaning may be conveyed to another, we

have language. What the precise symbols are whereby

the meaning is conveyed is a secondary matter ; the im-

portant fact is whether the meaning is so conveyed at all.

Vocal language is more perfect than any other kind of

language ; the sounds we utter are more infinitely various

than the signs we could make with our hands, and there-

fore better adapted to symbolize the manifold ideas of

the growing intelligence ; but the experience of travel-

lers shows that we could get on well enough, so far as

the necessaries of life are concerned, with a language of

signs. Such a language would sufficiently express the

needs and thoughts of a savage or barbarous community,

however inadequate it might be to express those of a

civilized one. The language of signs used by the North

American traders in their intercourse with the natives

quite sufficed for all the purposes for which it was de-

vised. Thus James ^ gives a list of 104 signs employed

by the Indians in the place of words, and adds another

list published by Dunbar, which differs from his own in

several respects. Darkness^ for instance, was indicated

^ Long's " Expedition to the Rocky Mountains," vol. i. Appendix

B, pp. 271-88 (1823).
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by extending the hands horizontally forwards and back

upwards, and passingr one over the other so as to touch

it once or twice ; a mar by a finger held up vertically
;

truth by pointing with the forefinger from the mouth in

a line curving a little upward, the other fingers being

carefully closed
;
good by holding the hand horizontally

and describing a horizontal curve outwards with the

arm ; runnitig by first doubling the arm upon itself, and

then throwing the elbow backwards and forwards ; no

and not by waving the hand outwards with the thumb

pointed upward. In Dunbar's list, on the contrary, the

indication of the negative consists in holding the hand

before the face, with the palm outward, and vibrating it

to and fro ; while inafi is denoted in a somewhat com-

plicated way by extending the forefinger, the rest of the

hand being shut, and drawing a line with it from the pit

of the stomach down as far as can be conveniently

reached.

A similar language of signs was employed in the

monasteries where the rule of silence was strictly en-

joined. Thus giving was denoted by opening the hand,

taking by shutting it. One forefinger laid across the

other represented a ^r^///r^r; blindness \vdiS indicated by

placing the hands over the eyes, shame by placing them

over the eyes obliquely, day and daylight by forming a

ring with the thumb ind finger and holding them before

the face.^ Similarly the North American Indians repre-

* Leibnitz: "Collectanea Etymologica," ch. 9 (1717). Compare

Tylor : "Early History of Mankind and the Development of Civili-

zation," ch. iii. iv. v., and Kleinpaul : "Zur Theorie der Geberden-

sprache," in Steinthal's " Volkerpsychologie," &c., vi. pp. 352-75.
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We;e the beast to do the same, he would become man.

The difference between the beginnings of language which

we detect in animals and the first attempts at speech of

early man is but a difference of degree ; but differences

of degree become in time differences of kind. The
speechless child cannot be distinguished from the un-

conscious younglings of the herd ; but whereas the

youngling of the herd can become at best the owner

of a faint intelligence, the child may develop into a

Caesar or a Newton.

Accordingly the followers of Darwin and Hacckel,

with whom accumulated differences of degree, aided by

natural and sexual selection, become eventually diffe-

rences of kind, hold that language presents no greater

obstacle to their theory than do the details of the physical

structure. Just as the rudiments of conscience and will

exist in animals^ so also do the rudiments of speech.

Physiologically there is a greater chasm between the

monkey and the chimpanzee than there is between the

chimpanzee and man, and the moral and intellectual

interval that divides " the supreme Caucasian mind

"

from the Tasmanian or the smileless Veddah, seems at

least as great as that which divides the latter from the

anthropoid apes. Only the fact remains that no anthro-

poid ape has ever raised himself to the level of articulate-

speaking man.

Between the ape and man, therefore, the evolutionist

has inserted his homo alalus^ " speechless man," whose

relics may yet be discovered in Central Africa, or in the

submerged continent of the Indian Ocean.^ Wherever

^ See Haeckel :
" History of Creation," Engl. tr. by Ray Lan-
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suggestions as regards the ori;.,nn of language by watch-

-

ing the first attempts made by the child to speak. Like

primitive man, he is moved partly by the innate love of

imitation, partly by the necessity of making his wants

known, partly, too, by the healthy desire to exercise his

lungs. As long ago as the reign of Psammitichus, an

endeavour was made to discover the origin of speech by

observing the earliest utterances of children ; and the

Egyptian king believed that he had found in Phrygian

the oldest language of the world, since the first utter-

ance of the two infants he had brought up in speechless

solitude was bekos, the Phrygian term for " bread." * But

the number of scientifically trained observers who have

carefully noted the development of a child's conscious-

ness and power of speech is extremely small, and we are

consequently much in want of accurate phonological and

psychological facts bearing upon the subject. M. Taine

gives the following account of the observations he made

in the case of one of his own children.^ This wa a little

girl, of whom he notes that " the progress of the vocal

organ goes on just like that of the limbs ; the child learns

to emit such or such a sound as it learns to turn its head

or its eyes—that is to say, by gropings and repeated at-

tempts." "At about three and a half months, in the

country, she was placed on a carpet in the garden; lying

there on her back or stomach for hours together, she kept

moving about her four limbs, and uttering a number of

^ Hdt. ii. 2. Bekds has the same root as our bake^ the Greek

^wyw, ^o^oq^ the Sanskrit bJiaj. If the story has a basis of fact, the

sound uttered by the unfortunate children may be considered an

attempt to imitate the cry of goats.

- " Revue Philosophique," i. Qanuaiy 3, 1876),
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cries and different exclamations, but vowels only, no con-

sonants ; tiiis continued for several months. By de^Mccs

the consonants were added to the vowels, and the excla-

mations became more and more articulate. It all ended

in a sort of very distinct twittering, which would last a

quarter of an hour at a time, and be repeated ten times a

day." She took delight in this twitter " like a bird," but

the sounds, whether vowels or consonants, were at first

very vague, and difficult to catch. Her fust clearly

articulated sound was ;;/;/, made spontaneously by blow-

ing through the lips. The discovery amused her greatly,

and the sound was accordingly repeated over and over

again. The next sound she formed was kraaau^ a deep

guttural made in the throat, like the gutturals so charac-

teristic of Eskimaux ; then z-Bsao.papapapa. These sounds,

which were at the outset her own inventions, were fixed

in her memory by being repeated by others, and then

imitated many times by herself. As yet, however, she

attached no meaning to any of the words she uttered,

though, like the dog or the horse, she already understood

two or three of the words she heard from the lips of those

about her. Thus from the eleventh mont. jnward she

turned to her mother at the words *' where is mamma .-'

"

which, be it observed, is a polysyllabic sentence. But a

month later the great step was made which divides articu-

late-speaking man from the brutes. The word b^y had

now come to signify for her a picture, or rather " some-

thing variegated in a shining frame." During the next

six weeks her progress was rapid, and she made use of

nine words, each with a distinct though wide and general

meaning. These wQvcpapa, mama, tcti\ "nurse;" oiia-oua
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"dojT ;" koko, "chicken;" dada, "horse" or "carriat^e;" mia,

" puss ;" kaka, and tern, liesides these bSd also continued

to be employed, though its meaning was enlarged so as

to signify " whatever wets." It will be noticed that most

of these words are reduplications, that only one of them

is monosyllabic, and that three at least are imitations of

natural sounds. They were used, too, as general terms,

not in the sense of a single individual only, but of all other

individuals which seemed to the child to resemble one

another. M. Taine observed that the guttural cry of the

chicken, koko, was imitated with greater exactness than

was possible for grown-up persons. The word tem was

probably a natural vocal gesture, though it might have

been a rude representation of tiens. In any case it was

used in the general sense of "give," "take," " look ;" in

fact, it signified a desire to attract attention. It had been

first used for a fortnight as a mere vocal toy, without any

meaning being attached to it, and after a time was left

off, no other word taking its place. Meanwhile, by the

seventeenth month, several new words had been learned,

including hamm, which the child employed to signify

"eat " or«" I want to eat." This word was her own in-

vention, the merely natural vocal gesture of a person

snapping at something. But the guttural and labial

force with which it was pronounced gradually disap-

peared and the word was finally reduced to the nasalized

am.

Equally interesting observations were made by Mr.

Charles Darwin on a little boy,* whose first utterance, da,

' " Mind," 7 (July, 1877) ; also in private communications to the

author.
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m

was heard at the age of five and a half months. No
sens'^, however, was attached to it. " When a little over

a year old he used gestures to explain his wishes," and at

the age of twelve months had already invented the word

mum (or mm) to signify ** food " or " I want to eat." The
imitative origin of this word is as clear as that of hamm^

used in a similar way by M. Taine's little girl. The boy

soon came to attach it to all articles of food, sttgar, for

instance, being called shu-miim. When asking for food,

the word was uttered in a highly interrogatory tone, and

five months before its invention the child understood its

nurse's name. Greater difficulty was experienced in pro-

nouncing the consonants than in pronouncing the vowels,

a fact which agrees with that observed by M. Taine, who

found that his little girl's first cries consisted of vowels

only. According to Mr. Pratt, in his " Samoan Gram-

mar," the Polynesians distinguish words almost entirely

by their vocalic elements ; at all events, consonants may

be changed and transposed at will among them, without

preventing a word from being understood, whereas a

change in the vowels at once makes it unintelligible.

Children, too, seem to recognize words by the vowels

they contain, rather than by their consonants. Prof.

Holden,^ however, states that ease of pronunciation far

more than the complexity of the ideas expressed, appears

to determine their adoption of a word. In one case,

where a child of two years of age had acquired the large

vocrbulary of 483 words, there were 53 words beginning

with b, but only 16 beginning with /. In another case,

' " On the Vocabulari'j.T of Children under two years of age," in

the " Proceedings of the American Philological Association," 1877.
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399 words had been acquired at the same age, while in a

third the vocabulary amounted to no more than 172. In

fact, children vary a good deal as to their quickness of

perception and skill in reproducing sounds. While one

child begins to speak at the age of twelve months, or

learns to pronounce words with ready accuracy, another

seems to be dumb up to the age of two or even three

years, or acquires a correct pronunciation with the

greatest possible difficulty and slowness. Indeed, in

some cases, a correct pronunciation is never acquired

throughout life, not from any defect in the vocal organs,

but from mental or cerebral imperfection. It seldom

happens, however, that the child fails to understand the

meaning of what is said to him, even though unable to

reproduce it in turn. Like the dog or horse, which under-

stands the words and tones of its master, or the cat

which comes when called by name, he soon learns to asso-

ciate sounds and ideas, and instinctively catches the sense

of an order or a prohibition. No doubt inherited apti-

tudes have much to do with the facility with which the

sense is thus instinctively caught.

The relation of linguistic science to ethnology has

already been touched upon '\x\ an earlier chapter. Lan-

guage belongs to the community, not to the race; it can,

therefore, testify only to social contact, never to racial

kinsmanship. Tribes and races lose their own tongues,

and adopt those of others; and while the Jews of Austria

and Turkey regard the Spanish of the fifteenth century

as their sacred language, the Spaniards themselves have

forgotten that any other language, whether Iberian, Kel-

tic, or Teutonic, ever existed in Castile besides Latin.
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The Kelts of Cornwall speak English ; the non-Aryan

population of Wales and Ireland either Keltic or

"Saxon." The Jews have adopted the manifold lan-

guages of the countries they inhabit, like the provincials

of the Roman Empire, who borrowed the speech of their

conquerors, or the natives of northern Africa and western

Asia, among whom Arabic has become a mother tongue.

The modern theory of nationalities, so far, at least, as it

is based on the existence of a common language, is but

the cry of political intriguers : race in physiology and

race in philology are two totally different things. Races

physiologically as distinct as Mongols and Turks maybe

found speaking allied tongues ; while races physiologi-

cally related, like the Jews of Europe and the Bedouins

of Arabia, may be found speaking unallied ones. It is

questionable, indeed, whether any race in this age of the

woild can even physiologically be called pure and un-

mixed ; but it is at any rate quite certain that language

can throw no light on the matter. Language is a social

product, not a racial one ; it grew up to allow the mem-

bers of a community to communicate one with another,

not to bind together the members of a race. The mem-

bers of a community may have belonged to different

tribes and races ; nay, in early times, when women were

taken from abroad, and captives were used as slaves, they

must have done so, but the language in which they ad-

dressed each other was the same. Here and there there

might have been a woman's language, or a language of

the nu.isery, testifying, in some instances, to the foreign

origin of the wife, and separate from the language of the

:
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men; but even in these cases one or other language came

in time to prevail. Philology and ethnology are not con-

vertible terms.^

Identity or relationship of laiuniage, therefore, can

prove nothing more than social contact. The fact that

the Kelts of Cornwall now speak English shows plainly

under what social influence they have been brought. The

Jews of Austria would never have put Spanish in the

place of Hebrew had they not once have lived in close

contact with the natives of Castile. Language is an aid

to the historian, not to the ethnologist. So far as ethno-

logy is concerned, identity or relationship of language can

do no more than raise a presumption in favour of a

common racial origin. Where all else—physical charac-

teristics, habits and customs, religious beliefs and prac-

tices—indicate that two populations belong to the same

race, similarity of language will furnish additional and

subsidiary evidence, but not otherwise. If ethnology de-

monstrates kinship of race, kinship of speech may be used

to support the argument; but we cannot reverse the pro-

cess, and argue from language to race. To do so, is to

repeat the error of third-hand writers on language, who

claim the black-skinned Hindu as a brother, on the

ground of linguistic relationship, or identify the white

race with the speakers of the Aryan tongues. All man-

kind may be descended from a single pair of ancestors,

and yet the languages they speak be derived from diffe-

rent centres ; while, on the other hand, we may trace the

* Sec Sayce on " Lanj^aiage and Race," in the "Journal of the

A.nthropological Institute," 1875.
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languages of the globe back to a conimon source, and yet

believe that the several races of the world have had a

diversity of origin.

Language, in fact, is not one of the characteristics of

race, not one of those fixed and permanent features which

distinguish the different ethnological types of man. It did

not grow up until man had become a ** social animal," and

had passed from the merely gregarious stage of existence

/ into that of settled communities. While the characteris-

tics of race remain definite and unalterable, language is

ever shifting and changing, ever in the condition of the

Herakleitean flux. A Chinaman mey exchange his own

language for an Aryan one, but he cannot at the same

time strip off the characteristics of race. The Ethiopian

cannot change his skin, however easily he may change the

tongue he speaks. Language, in short, was not created

until the several types of race had been fully fixed and

determined. The xanthocroid and the melanocroid, the

white albino and the American copperskin existed with

their features already fixed and enduring, before the first

community evolved the infantile language of mankind.

Does the science of language, we may ask, throw any

light upon the age to which we may assign this event 1

Does it help us to answer the question of the antiquity of

man "i The answer must be both yes and no. On the

one side it declares as plainly as geology or prehistoric

archaeology that the age of the human tace far exceeds

the limit of six thousand years, to which the monuments

of Egypt allow us to trace back the history of civilized

man ; on the other side it can tell us nothing of the long

periods of time that elapsed before the formation of
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articulate speech, or even of the number of centuries

which saw the first essays at language gradually de-

veloping into the myriad tongues of the ancient and

modern world. All it can do is to prove that the

antiquity of man, as a speaker, is vast and indefinite.

When we consider that the grammar of the Assyrian

language, as found in inscriptions earlier than B.C. 2000,

is in many respects less archaic and con.servative than

that of the language spoken to-day by the tribes of

central Arabia ; when we consider further that the

parent-language which gt. /e birth to Assyrian, Arabic,

and the other Semitic dialects must have passed through

long periods of growth and decay, and that in all proba-

bility it was a sister of the parent-tongues of Old

Egyptian and Libyan, springing in their turn from a

common mother-speech, we may gain some idea of the

extreme antiquity to which we must refer the earliest

form we can discover of a single family of speech. And
behind this form must have lain unnumbered ages of

progress and development, during which the half-articu-

late cries of the first speakers were being slowly matured

into articulate and grammatical language. The length of

time required by the process will be most easily con-

ceived if we remember how stationary the Arabic of

illiterate nomads has been during the last four thousand

years, and that the language revealed by the oldest

monuments of Egypt is already decrepit and outworn,

already past the bloom of creative youth.

An examination of the Aryan languages will tell the

same tale, although the process of change and decay has

been immeasurably more rapid in these than in the

", \
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Semitic idioms. But even among the Aryan languages

the grammatical forms of Lithuanian are still, in many-

cases, but little altered from those used by our remote

forefathers in their Asiatic home, and in one or two

instances are more primitive and archaic than those of

Sanskrit itself. Whatever may have been the rate ..f

change, however, it is impossible to bring down the

epoch at which the Aryan tribes still lived in the same

locahty, and spoke practically the same language, to a

date much later than the third millennium before the

Christian era. A long interval of previous development

divides the language of the Rig-Veda, the earliest hymns

of which mount back, at the latest, to the 14th century

B.C., and that of the oldest portions of the Homeric

poems, and yet there was a time when the dialect that

matured into Vedic Sanskrit, and the dialect which

matured into Homeric Greek were one and the same.

Whether or not Herr Poesche is right in believing that

Aryan dialects were spoken by the cave-men whose

skulls have been found at Cannstadt, Neanderthal, Cro-

magnon, and Gibraltar, and who have left behind them

memorials of their skill in the shape of carved bones and

horns,^ at all events the age of the first Aryan settle-

ments in Europe must be tolerably remote. And it

must be remembered that the parent-Aryan itself was

as developed and highly inflectional a language as

Sanskrit or Greek ; its first stage of growth had been

left far behind, much more that primaeval era when it was

first being elaborated out of the rude cries and grammar-

less utterances of a barbarous community. It must also

> "Die Arier," pp. 54, 55(1878).
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be remembered that this parent-Aryan was but one out

of many allied dialects or languages which have else-

where perished, and, could we follow its history far

enough back, may possibly claim relationship with some

other family of speech, such as the Alarodian, be-

tween which and it there now remains not a trace or

link of connection and kinship. Phonetic decay had

already stamped its grammar and vocabulary; words like

dwdraniy "door," survive as the last relics of otherwise

extinct groups, and the primarily sensuous meaning

has faded out of terms which express moral or spiritual

or abstract ideas. Even the ease and rapidity with

which our children acquire their mother-tongue, point to

long ages during which this hereditary aptitude was

being formed and accumulated. If it has taken two

thousand and more years to elaborate those mathe-

matical conceptions which a school-boy now learns in a

few months we must measure the period by aeons which

has witnessed the growth of our European idioms with

all the complexity and wealth of words which a help-

less infant learns in an even shorter time.

The Ural-Altaic family of languages bears similar

testimony. To find a common origin for Uralic, Turkish,

and Mongol, we must go back to an indefinitely great

antiquity. The Accadian of Chaldea is an old and

decaying speech when we first discover it in inscriptions

o^ 4000 B.C., a speech, in fact, which implies a previous

development at least as long as that of the Aryan

tongues ; and if we would include Accadian, or rather

the Protomedic group of languages to which Accadian

belongs, in the Ural-Altaic family, wc shall have to
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measure the age of the parent-speech by thousands of

years. The Mongols, moreover, are physiologically dif-

ferent in race from the Ugro-Tatars, and it is difificult

to estimate the length of time required for the complete

displacement of the original dialects of Mongols, Mant-

chus, and Tunguses, by those of a foreign stock. But it

was at anv rate considerable.

Comparative philology thus agrees with gectogy, pre-

historic archaeology and ethnology in showing that man

as a speaker has existed for an enormous period, and

this enormous period is of itself sufficient to explain the

mixture and interchanges that have taken place in

languages, as well as the disappearance of numberless

groups of speech throughout the globe. The languages

of the present world are but the selected residuum,

the miserable relics, of the infinite variety of tongues

that have grown up and decayed among the races

of mankind. Since language is a social creation, the

first languages will have been as numerous as the

first communities. Wherever there was a community,

there also was necessarily a language. Language is

the creator as well as the creation of society, and

though it is true that it is made and moulded by society,

it is equally true that without language society cannot

exist. The various species of languages that have sprung

up since human thought was first clothed in speech

must have been as numberless as the species of plants

and animals that have flourished on the earth, and just

as whole genera and species of plants and animals have

become extinct, so also has it fared with the genera and

species of language. In some cases the languages of
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two or more communities formed independently under

similar conditions, climatic and otherwise, may have

coalesced into a single group; more often the single

group has split itself into numerous dialects which in

time become distinct languages.

But the attempt made in the infancy of linguistic

science to reduce these groups to a mystical triad has

long since been abandoned by the scientific student. .To

lump the manifold languages of the world, agglutinative,

incorporating, isolating, and polysynthetic under a com-

non heading of " Turanian " or " Allop^ an " is as un-

scientific as to refer Aryan and Semitic to one ancestor.

It has been shown in a former chapter that the number

of separate families of speech now existing in the world

which cannot be connected with one another is at least

seventy-five ; and the number will doubtless be increased

when we have grammars and dictionaries of the numerous

languages and dialects which are still unknown, and better

information as regards those with which we are partially

acquainted. Ifwe add to these the innumerable groups of

speech which have passed away without leaving behind

even such waifs as the Basque of the Pyrenees, or the

Etruscan of ancient Italy, some idea will be formed of

the infinite number of primaeval centres or communities

in which language took its rise. The idioms of mankind

have hac many independent starting-points, and like the

Golden Age, which science has shifted from the past to

the future, the dream of a universal language must be

realized, if at all, not in the Paradise of Genesis, but in

the unifying tendencies of civilization and trade.

While linguistic science thus shows that the com-
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munitics in which man, in the true sense of the word,

first existed were numerous and isolated, it is quite evi-

dent that it can throw no light on the ethnological

problem of the original unity or diversity of the human

race. Tiie characteristics of race were fixed before the

invention of speech, and to determine whether or not we

are of the same blood as the negro and the Mexican,

whether the Darwinian is justified in tracing Jiomo alalus

to a single pair of apes or to several different species

is the task of the ethnologist, not of the student of

language.

It is, therefore, with man as he appears in history and

not as he appears in nature that comparative philology

has to do. It is, as we have seen, essentially a historical

science, dealing with the historical growth and evolution

of consciousness as preserved in the records of speech. Its

laws, indeed, must be noted and verified b}^ physiology on

the one hand and by psychology on the other, but its

results and conclusions have to be brought before the

bar of h'^tory. The research which finds a Norman-

French element in the English language is confirmed by

the recorded facts of history, and the existence of the

Romanic tongues is explained by the long domination

of the Roman Empire. The non-Aryan forms and

words which show themselves in the Keltic grammar and

vocabulary are in accord with the testimony of history

and archaeology to the presence of a prse-Keltic and pra^-

Aryan population in western Europe. And just as the

conclusions of comparative philology can be verified or

refuted by the historian, so conversely the historian can

fill up the breaks in his record by the help of comparative
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philology. I'lic contact of tribes in pra;-hisLoric times

can be proved by the similarity of their dialects, and

the foreign names given to objects enable us to determine

the source from which they were derived, and the rela-

tions that existed between the lender and the borrower.

Similarity of language has shown that the Hungarians

were once the neighbours of the savage Voguls of the

Ural, and the Semitic origin of such Greek words as

alpha and beta, C£>.ro; " a writing tablet," and (poncg " dye,"

inuicates that writing and the purple trade came to

Greece from Pha^nicia/ Where contemporaneous litera-

ture fails us we can fall back upon the surer and more

enduring evidence of language. The history and migra-

tions of the Gipsies have been traced step by step by

means of an examination of their lexicon. The wild

speculations of older writers who saw in them wandering

Egyptians or Tatars, or even the ancestors of the com-

panions of Romulus, have had to make way for exact

and minute history. The grammar and dictionary of the

Romany prove that they started from their kindred, the

Jats, on the north-western coast of India, near the mouths

of the Indus, not earlier than the tenth century of the

Christian era ; that they slowly made their way through

Persia, Armenia, and Greece, until after a sojourn in

Hungary they finally spread themselves through western

Europe, penetrating into Spain on 1 he one side and into

England on the other. Though the determination of

the ethnic features and relationships of the Gipsies must

be left to the physiologist, comparative philology has

^ See A. Miiller :
" Semitische Lehnworte im alteren Griechisch."

in " Bezzenberger's Beitrage," i. pp. 273-301 (1877).
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shown ilsclf quite competent to determine their liistorical

origin and fortunes.

Perliaps the ciiief trium[)h of connparative philology

in the field of historical reconstruction has been the

recovery of the history of the Aryan nations in ages

about which history and legend are aUke silent. Who
could have suspected a few years back that we should

ever be able to describe the external and internal history

of our remote ancestors, their migrations and beliefs, their

culture and civilization, with greater certainty and minute-

ness than is possible in the case of the Saxons of the Hep-

tarchy or even the Hebrews of the Davidic era ? Where

other records fail, the record of language remains fresh

and unimpaired. The ideas and beliefs, the struggles

and aims of a community are enshrined in the language

it speaks, and if we can once more make this language a

living one, can discover the meaning assigned to its

words at the time they were first coined and used, the

facts and thoughts that it enshrines will lie revealed

before us. While the other sources of historical truth,

—

architectural monuments and inscriptions, skulls and

artistic remains, objects of household use, and even

contemporaneous annals,—can tell us only of the out-

ward fortunes and history of a people, language, when

rightly questioned, can tell us of the far more precious

history of mind and thought. As the fossils of the rocks

disclose to the palaeontologist the various forms of life

that have successively appeared upon the globe, so, too,

the fossils of speech disclose to the scientific philologist

the various stages that have been reached in the growth

of human consciousness. In the pages of Pick's Dic-

\
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tionary of the parent-Aryan we may read the reh'i;i(Hi,

the morality, the culture and the civilization of rude

tribes who lived and died long before the first hymn of

the Rig-Veda was composed, lonj; before the first

Hellene had reached the shores of Greece, or the first

Indo-European word had been written down. Armed
with the comparative method, we can revivify the older

strata of speech, and thereby also the older phases of a

community's life. History, in fact, is living language,

just as myth is dead language ; it describes the past

actions and ideas of a society in words which represent

them as they actually were.

History is not the only department of study which has

derived unexpected help from com.parativc philology.

Logic, too, deals with language, and its disciples will

never escape the dangers of confusion and logomachy

until they recognize that formal logic is based on lan-

guage and must therefore be secured against a false

analysis and interpretation of that language. As yet,

however, the recognition has not been made. The

philosophy of speech, in the hands of the Greeks, suf-

fered from the introduction of logic into grammar, and

revenge was taken by grounding logic upon the defi-

nitions of an imperfect grammar. The Greek gram-

marians with all their acuteness were unable to avoid

the mistakes inevitable in those who know but a single

language, and Aristotelian logic, which has continued

practically unchanged up to the present day, starts with

the rules and deductions of the Greek grammarians.

The latest attempt to improve upon it by establishing

a distinction between '' connotative " and " denotative
"

I 1
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terms has been sliovvn by Mr. Sweet to r'\st upon a mere

accident of Indo-European grammar, proper names which

are said to be purely denotative really connoting at

least two attributes " human " and " male," and " con-

notative" words like "white" being as much abstract

names as " whiteness," and like it signifying attributes

without any reference to the thinga that possess the

attributes/ It is difficult to eradicate the belief that the

forms in which we think are identical with, the thought

itself, and it is only linguistic science that enables us to

see that many of the forms of grammar which we

imagine necessary and universal arc after all but acci"

dental and restricted in use. The cases of Latin and

Greek do not exist in the majority of languages ; the

Polynesian dialects have no true verbs ; and the Eski-

maux gets on well enough without " the parts of speech"

that figure so largely in our own grammars. The dis-

tinction made by writers on logic between such words as

redness and red is a distinction that would have been

unintelligible to the Tasmanian ;
" red," in fact, has no

sense unless we supply "colour," and "red colour" is

really the same as " redness."

Formal logic is founded on Aristotle'b analysis of the

proposition and the syllogism. Hegel long ago pointed

out that the analysis was an empirical one dependent on

the observation ofthe individual thinker, and the criticism

of Hegel is supplemented by the teaching of compara-

tive philology.^ The division of the sentence into two

s

' " Words, Logic, and Grammar," in the " Transactions of the

Philological Society, ' 1876, pp. 18, 19.

^ See Hermann :
" Die Sprachwissenschaft nach ihrem Zusam-

I.
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parts, the subject and the predicate, is a mere accident

;

it is not known to the polysynthetic languages of

America, which herein reflect the condition of primrexal

speech. Even in Greek and Latin we meet with com-

plete sentences like t^tttej and amat where the subject is

not expressed, and may therefore be either "he," "she,"

or "it ;" and the Aryan verb was originally compounded

with the objective and not the subjective pronoun, b/ui-

vdmi being " existence of me " and not " 1 exist." As

Mr. Sweet observes,^ "the mental proposition is not

formed by thinking first of the subject, then of the

copula, and then of the predicate : it is formed by

thinking of the two sinmltaneoiisly." Consequently "the

conversion of propositions, the figures, and with them

the whole fabric of Formal Logic fall to the ground."

So far as the act of thought is concerned, subject and

predicate are one and the same, and there are many lan-

guages in which they are so treated. Had Aristotle

been a Mexican, his system of logic would have assumed

a wholly different form. Even the logical analysis of

the negative proposition is incorrect. The negation is

not part of the act of comparison between subject and

predicate, that is, is not included in the copula, but

belongs to the predicate, or rather attribute, itself

" Man is not immortal," is precisely the same as " man
is mortal," " mortal " and " not immortal " being equiva-

lent terms, and had Aristotle's successors spoken lan-

menhange mit Logik, menschlicher Geistesbildung und Philo-

sophic" (1875). He notices that logical fallacies arise not from

ignorance of the syllogistic form, but from ambiguities of the

thoughts as conveyed in words and sentences.

' L. c. pp.20, 21.
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guages, which, like those of the Ural-Altaic family,

possess a negative conjugation, they would not have

overlooked the fact.

The progress even of the science of language itself

has been checked by the evil influence of formal logic.

The compilers of the " Universal Grammars " or " Gram-

maires raisonn^es" of the last century exercised an

unconscious influence upon the founders of comparative

philology. It was tacitly assumed that the analyses of

logic were embodied in language, and that if we could

penetrate far enough back into the history of speech we

should find it a simple representation of the logician's

analysis of thought. That which is logically prior must, it

was supposed, be historically so too. Hence came the

false theories that have been put forward in regard to

the origin of language, the nature of roots, and the

priority of the word to the sentence. It was the old

error of confounding that which seems simplest and

most natural to us, with that which seems simplest and

most natural to savage and primitive man.

A right conception of logic, however, is of less prac-

tical importance than a right conception of grammar,

since for one who is instructed in the principles of formal

logic there are twenty who are instructed in the principles

of grammar. And the grammar that is taught, as well

as the method of teaching it, is essentially unsound.

Whatever may be the revolution eflected by comparative

philology in the study of logic, the revolution it has

already efl*ected in the study of grammar is immeasur-

ably greater. The grammars we have inherited from

Greece and Rome are largely founded on false theories,

\
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and filled with imaginary facts and false rules. We can-

not know the true nature of things except by contrast and

comparison, and opportunity to contrast and compare was

wanting to the authors of our school-grammars. " The

definition of the noun," says Mr. Sweet, "applies strictly

only to the nominative case. The oblique cases are

really attribute- words, and inflexion is practically

nothing but a device for turning a noun into an

adjective or adverb." ^ This fact comes clearly into

view when we trace the Aryan case-endings to their

origin,^ or consider that " man's life " and " human life
"

mean one and the same thing. In " flet noctem," "he

weeps all night," noctem and ** night " are simply adverbs

of time. The accusative is but the attribute of the

predicate, "he drinks wine" being equivalent both to

" he is drinking wine"' and to "he is a drinker of wine

"

or " a wine-drinker," where the qualificatory character of

"wine" lecomes at once manifest. Mr. Sweet remarks

with justice hat " as far as the form goes, ' king ' in * he

became king, * he is king,' may be in the accusative."

In Danish det er mig \?, the sole representative of "it is

me," the French dest moi. As for the cases with which

English grammars were once adorned, they were but

part of the attempt to force all grammars alike into the

traditional form of Latin grammar, without regard for

the real and living facts of language. It was difficult

for those who had been taught to look upon Latin as

the model of all speech, and Latin grammar as the

normal type to which every other grammar must con-

1 « Words, Logic, and Grammar,"' p. z\
* See above, ch. v.
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form, to conceive of lan<^uages like the American or tlie

Chinese, or even, we may add, the Engh'sh, which did

not possess any cases at all.

Adjectives, again, embrace a good many words which

the grammarians ordinarily class as substantives and

pronouns. In "cannon ball" ''cannon" is as much an

adjective as "black," and such pronouns as "some,"

" this," "that," "one," and the derived articles "the" and

" a " ought really to be classed as adjectives. Pronouns in

the true sense of the word are always relative, thai is

they always relate to some one or something that has

gone before. " He," for instance, is at bottom identical

with " who," and where we should say " this is the man

who loves," the Polynesian would say " this is the man

:

he loves." As has been pointed out previously, the so-

called relative pronoun was originally a demonstrative.

Even the distinction of gender in the pronouns is a mere

accident of speech. The same word serves the agglu-

tinative tongues for "he," "she," and "it," and the httle

need that really exists for the distinction may be seen

from the obliteration of it in the polished and cultivated

Persian, as well as in the dialect of the Austrian Tyrol.

When a preposition is added to a pronoun or a noun we

have a compound attribute, the preposition itself being

modified attributively by the noun, and the two together

constitute an attribute of some other word.^

Such are some of the grammatical facts that we can

observe as soon as the influence of those Latin and

Greek and English grammars which are still taught in

hundreds of schools has been shaken off. We have not

* Sweet : /. c. p. 30.
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to go far to discover how full such " text-books " are of

statements which comparative philology has shown to

be either false or inadequate. The very idea of a verb

"governing" a case is an absurdity, and the phrase can

only be maintained on the same principle as that on

which we still speak of the sun "rising" and "setting."

The locative case is ignored both in Latin and Greek,

and a rule of syntax lays down that "every verb admits

a genitive case of the name of a city provided it be of

the first or second declension, and of the singular num-

ber ; but if the name oe of the plural number only, or

of the third declension, it is put in the ablative." The

matter is no better when we turn to the verb. Here

the conjunctive regain or audiam is confounded with the

optative amem and sim, while the optative reget, audiet

is called a future ; the accusative amatum and dative

amatuii) are termed supines ; and a verb in -a is made

the normal type of the Greek conjugation. It is needless

to refer to the many impossible or non-existent forms a

boy is forced to learn by heart, or to the doctrine ground

into him that a word is inadmissible in Latin and Greek

which does not occur in the extant fragments of a few

literary men.

In fact, the current system of teaching grammar is

•destructive of all true conception and appreciation of

what language really is. Language is no artificial pro-

duct, contained in books and dictionaries and governed

by the strict rules of impersonal grammarians. It is the

'living expression of the mind and spirit of a people, ever

•changing and shifting, whose sole standard of correctness

"is custom and the common usage of the community.

1
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What is grammatically correct is what is accepted by

the great body of those who speak a language, not what

is laid down by the grammarian. To extract certain

rigid rules from the works of a selected number of

writers, and treat everything which does not conform to

these rules as an exception or a mistake, is to train up

the young to a radically wrong notion of speech. The

first lesson to be learnt is that there is no intrinsic right

or wrong in the use of language, no fixed rules such as

are the delight of the teacher of Latin prose. What is

right now will be wrong hereafter, what language rejected

yesterday she accepts to-day. The exception is often a

survival of what was once the prevailing usage, the cur-

rent form may be the creation of a false analogy. There

are no golden and silver ages in grammar, whatever may
be the case in literature, and to confound the analysis

of an arbitrarily limited literature with the knowledge of

a language is to put the shadow for the substance, the

frigid maxims of the schoolmen for the pure spring of

living speech.

A literature guides us to the knowledge of a dead

tongue, but it cannot do more. To know what that

tongue actually was when spoken and not merely written

down, what were the changes it underv/ent, what par-

ticular period or periods in its history its literature repre-

sents, and how fully it does so, we must turn to historical

philology. In no other way can we learn its true nature

and development, can understand its grammar and

observe the stages of growth or decay through which it

has passed. It is not the least practical benefit conferred

by comparative philology th.:.r. it has dissipated the old
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idea of a fixed and stationary standard in language, and

shown that the forms of grammar in which thCight

expresses itself are but variable accidents dependent

on the conditions which surr^ :nd a people or an age.

But while thus sweeping away the rules and maxims

elaborated by the ancient grammarians, comparative

philology has substituted for them the scientific concep-

tion of law. Language, like nature, is ever changing,

but its changes take place in accordance with fixed, in-

violable law. There is nothing arbitrary and capricious

about them. They are the result of certain uniform

sequences which we generalize and sum up under the

name of scientific laws. It is well to impress this fact

deeply upon our minds. We are ready enough to admit

the action of law in the realm of material nature ; it is

otherwise, however, wherever the element of volition

comes into play! Language, standing as it does upon

the confines of both the material and the mental worlds,

touching physiology on the one side and psychology on

the other, might seem at all events partially removed

from the influence of scientific laws. It is, therefore, of

the highest moment that it should be studied in such a

way as to show that this is not the case. It is becoming

recognized that the minds of the young should be accus-

tomed from the first to the conception of the universal

prevalence of law, and efforts are being made to replace

the study of language by that of physical science upon

tliis \Q.\y ground. But it is only the study of language

as carried on according to exploded and antiquated

methods, tliat is open to the charge of misleading and

perverting the growing irtelligence ; carried on accord-
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ing to the principles of scientific philology it becomes

the surest means of impressing on the mind the great

fact of the universality of law amid all the change and

development of nature.

What is wanted, then, is that grammars shovld be

written in accordance with the method and results of

comparative philology, and when written should be

taught and studied. Much has already been accom-

plished in this direction. The Greek Grammar of G.

Curtius, the Latin grammars of Schweitzer- Sidler,

Schmitt-Blanck, Miiller- Lattmann, and Roby, the

Sprachwissenschaftliche Einleitung in das Griechische

and Lateinische of Ferdinand Bauer ; the German

grammars of Scherer, Vilmar, and Heyse; the French

grammars of Brachet, Meissner, and Ayer ; and the

English grammar of Morris, in spite of their inevitable

imperfections, have placed the study of the languages

with which they deal on a wholly new footing. It is

time, therefore, that they should supersede the grammars

now in use in the majority of schools, though the

teachers in most instances will probably have first to

be themselves taught. As Breymann observes :
'
" Edu-

cation according to the new method implies three ele-

ments—memory, reason and insight ; whereas education

according to the old method was almost wholly confined

to mat of memory," and as It is more desirable to de-

velop three sides of a man than one side only, there can

be little hesitation as to which mode of education is the

best. No doubt the memory is chiefly exercised in

young children, but the mere fact that a child can learn

' " Sprachwissenschaft und neuere SpracVien," p. 23 (1876).
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to speak its mother-tongue, and sometimes other tongues

as well, proves that it also possesses reason and insight,

which may be drawn out by judicious instruction. It

must do a child intellectual good to understand what

it learns, besides assisting the process of learning ; and

to understand was the last thing that the old school-

grammars enabled the learner to do. In teaching Latin

and Greek, it is true, there will still be much which must

be learnt by heart as now ; but a boy will gain much if

he is made to see that Latin and Greek aie not mere

collections of arbitrary symbols or Chinese puzzles, but

languages like his own, undergoing similar transforma-

tions, and subject to similar laws. It is said that we

never really know a language until we think in it, and it

is impossible to think in a language which we have learnt

after the fashion of a parrot.

But the question arises : Can we ever learn to think in

a dead tongue ? can we ever clothe the dry bones with

flesh and make Latin and Greek become to us as German

or French t Here, again, comparative philology helps us

to a practical answer. The method alike of science and

of nature is to proceed from the known to the unknown
;

and if we are to study language to anj purpose we must

follow the same method. The traditional system of edu-

cation in our boys' schools is the haphazard growth of a

time whose needs and opportunities were essentially dif-

ferent from those of our own. Latin was taught because

it was the common language of the church and the law,

and for an ambitious youth it was as necessary to know

Latin as it was to know his own language. The Re-

naissance placed Greek on an equal footing with Latin.
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Modern Europe luid as yet but little literature ; and that

little reflected the beliefs of a discredited Church. For the

new ideas which were to mould the Europe of the future,

for the masterpieces of human thought and eloquence,

the scholars of the Renaissance had to turn to the writers

of ancient Rome and, more especially, of ancient Greece.

Latin and Greek naturally took their places as the indis-

pensable foundation of a gentleman's education.

All this is now changed. Modern literature is larger

than the ancient classics, and at least as valuable, while

science with its myriad paths of inquiry has made it im-

possible ior a single m?n to master the whole circle of

knowledge. Here, a*^ elsewhere, a division of labour is

demanded ; if we are to follow up one line of research with

success, most other lines must be forsaken. But before thus

setting out on the chosen path of life, "a general educa-

tion" is required. And the object of this general educa-

tion is twofold. Our mental faculties have to be shar-

pened and expanded, and a stock of knowledge to be

acquired which will serve us in our dealings with the

world or in the department of study we pursue. In order

that these two objects may be attained with the greatest

possible thoroughness during the short years of our

general education, we must be careful that .. e subjects

of study chosen for the sake of the one should be suit-

able for the other also. To teach a boy useless or

spurious knowledge for the sake of sharpening his intel-

lect is a crime. We of the nineteenth century, " when
every hour must sweat her sixty minutes to the death,"

cannot afford to be crammed with what we have here-

after to forget or unlearn, while there is so much th?t we
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must know if we are not to be liandicappcd in the race

of hfe. If we can arrive at the same end by two ways,

one short and the other long, the teacher ought not to

hesitate as to which he should prefer.

Instead of beginning with the extinct languages, which

we can know only indirectly, education should begin with

those living idioms from which alone we can learn the

true nature of actual speech. Language does not con-

sist of letters, but of sounds ; and until this fact has

been brought home to us, our study of it will be little

better than an exercise of memory. We must start with

the sentence, the real unit of speech, and not with the

isolated word ; we must, in short, adopt the same method

in learning another tongue that wc adopted in infancy in

learning our own.^ There is consequently but one way

of acquiring a true knowledge of a foreign speech and

of coming to understand what language actually is. This

is by first learning to speak the language in question, and

afterwards translating its living sounds into the arbitrary

symbols of written letters. When once we have been

taught to think in two or more different languages, and

have thus discovered the independence of ideas and their

expression, it will be comparatively easy to pass to the

acquisition of other, and it may be, extinct tongues. To

have realized that all languages, whether living or dead,

are at bottom the same, governed by the same general

laws, and designed for the same general purposes, is to

have penetrated into the secret of speech, and made the

study of language take its rightful place as a valuable

^ See L. J. V. Gdrard :
" On the Comparative Method of learning

Foreign Languajres," (Leicester) 1876.
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instrument wr: tralnini:^ the mind. In the passncjc from

the nKxlern to the ancient hmguages, comparative philo-

\o^^y will lead the way. It will show us how the

forms of modern French presuppose those of ancient

Latin, liow German or English grammar does but repeat

under new forms the principles and conceptions of Greek

grammar, and how the changes undergone by letters in

the classical tongues are explained by the changes that

are being undergone by sounds under our own eyes.

With a system of education like this, following as it does

the method of nature and science, time, brains and energy

will be saved, and a truer and deeper knowledge of Latin

and Greek will be gained than was ever possible upon

the old plan. At the same time the study of languages

will cease to be a mere mental gymnastic, or the gratifi-

cation of an idle curiosity, to be laid aside and forgotten

at the first convenient opportunity ; the boy will have

obtained an art of the utmost value to him in after life, the

art, namely, of speaking and writing modern languages,

while the insight he has gained into the nature of speech,

and the training he has had in catching and reproducing

unfamiliar sounds, will enable him to acquire other lan-

guages and detect differences in pronunciation with an

ease and readiness which would else have been impos-

sible. The current system of education, like the old-

fashioned "scholarship" on which it rests, is a thing of

the past, the product of chance and not of science ; and

it justly deserves Montaigne's reproach: "C'est un bel

et grand adgencement sans doubte que le grec et le

latin, mais on I'achete trop cher . . . . et cette longueur
1 tt

Essais,'^ i. 25.
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que nous mettons a apprcndre ces langues est la seule

cause pourquoi nous ne pouvons arriver h la grandeur

d'ame et de cognoissance des anciens Grecs et Romains."

Friedlandcr,' liratuscheck,^ Ostcndorf and lircyniann,

all agree, from the point of view of scientific philology,

in urging that the study of the classical tongues should

be preceded by that of the modern ones. As Ostendnrf

remarks,' "a satisfactory organization of a higher ssstcni

of education in schools is inconceivable so long as in-

struction in foreign languages in gymnasia and poly-

technic schools of the first rank has to bei^in with Latin."

The whole question was fully discussed at a conference

held under the presidency of Councillor Wiese at Dres-

den in the autumn of 1873, and answered on the side of

science and reason.

The teaching of Latin and Greek must itself be re-

formed, not only in the matter of grammar, but still more

in the matter of pronunciation. Our insular pronuncia-

tion of Latin is at once incorrect, inconsistent, and per-

plexing. By the help of comparison and induction, the

pronunciation of Latin, as observed by the upper classes

of Rome under the Emperors, has been recovered, and

Corssen's great work on the "Aussprache, Vokalismus

und Betonung der lateinischen Sprache," contains a full

account both of it and of the mode in which it has been

restored. The pronunciation of ancient Greek is a matter

of greater difficulty, and we know that it changed very

* " Ueber die Reformbestrebungen auf dem Gebiete dcs hoheren

Schulwesens fiir die mannliche Jugend in Deutschland" (1874).

' " Ueber den Unterricht in der franzosischen Grammatik."
" " Mit welcher Sprache beginnt zweckmassiger Weise der fremd-

sprachliche Unterricht" (1873).
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considerably between the age of Plato and that of

Dionysius Thrax. In the time of the latter, for instance,

$, K and % had become single sounds, whereas their

compounded character appears plainly in the works of

the tragedians where t and k before an aspirated vowel

become ^ (that is, /+//) and % {k+ h). During the cen-

turies of political decay and disruption that followed,

changes in pronunciation went on rapidly, and there can

be little doubt that in some respects even our English

way of pronouncing Greek is more correct than that of

the modern Greeks, who confound most of the vowels

and diphthongs together under the same monotonous

sound of e (t). Nevertheless, since C re 'k is still a spoken

language, and the classical revival at . ithens has made it

possible for an English scholar to converse freely with a

Greek when once the obstacle of a divergCi pronuncia-

tion is overcome, it is desirable that we should forego our

own prejudices and adop'. that pronunciation which would

allow us to turn to practical use the long hours and

labours we have spent at school over the Greek tongue.

The same difficulty does not meet us in the case of Latin.

Here there is nothing to prevent us from employirg the

pronunciation which is approximately the right one, and

it is much to be hoped that the movement in favour of

a reformed pronunciation will speedily spread and pre-

vail. At present, it is impossible for the comparative

philologist in England to lecture upon Latin without the

help of a black board and chalk. When he speaks of i

in Sanskrit or other tongues, the ordinary student thinks

of e (as in English); when he refers to e and ai the

audience writes down a and /; and so long as a^is and
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cecidi are pronounced ejis and sestdai, it is impossible to

show that they have any connection with ago and

ccedere.

But the reform of Latin and Greek pronunciation,

which is one of the practical results of a more extended

acquaintance with comparative philology, would be in-

complete without the more crying reform of our own

English mode of spelling. It is needless to enlarge here

upon the practical evils of this curious system of symbolic

expression, which obliges a child to learn by heart the

spelling of almost every separate word in the dictionary,

the consequence being that at least forty per cent, of the

children educated in our board-schools leave school

unable to spell, and so, little by little, neglect to read or

write at all, -nd fall back into the condition of their

illiterate forefiithers. Dr. Gladstone calculates that the

money cost of teaching this modicum of learning in the

elementary schools " considerably exceeds ;^ 1,000,000

per annum," and that in Italy, where the spelling is

phonetic, a " child of about nine years of age will read

and spell at least as correctly as most English children

when they leave school at thirteen, though the Italian

child was two years later in beginning his lessons." ' Nor

need we do more than allude to the vicious moral train-

ing afforded by a system that makes irrational authority

the rule of correctness, and a letter represent every other

sound than that which it professes, or to the difficulty

thrown in the way of learning to speak a foreign lan-

guage by the dissociation between sound and symbol to

' Sec his excellent little book on '• Spelling Reform from ar

educational point of view'' (1878), pp. 14, 20.
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which the child has been accustomed from his eadiest

years. The language of the ear has to be translated into

the language of the eye before it is understood, and this

it is which makes the English and the French notoriously

the worst linguists in Europe. The inadequacy of Eng-

lish spelling is exceeded only by that of Gaelic, and in the

comparative condition of the Irish and Scotch Gaels on

the one side and the Welsh Cymry on the other, we may
read a lesson of the practical effects of disregarding the

warnings of science. Welsh is phonetically spelt, the

result being that the Welsh, as a rule, are well educated

and industrious, and that their language is maintained in

full vigour, so that a Welsh child has his wits sharpened

and his mind opened by being able to speak two lan-

guages, English and Welsh. In Ireland and Scotland,

on the contrary, the old language is fast perishing ; and

the people can neither read nor write, unless it be in

English.'

• The following books and papers may be consulted on the sub-

ject of the reform of Enghsh spelling :—A. J. Ellis : "Three Lec-

tures on Glossic;" "Pronunciation for Singers;" "Orthography

in relation to Etymology and Literature ; " " Plarly English Pro-

nunciation ;
" Bikkers :

" The Question of Spelling Reform ; " J. H.

Gladstone : "The Spelling Reform;" "Spelling Reform from an

educational point of view;" Hadley: "Is a Reform desirable in

the Method of Writing," in "Philological and Critical Essays;"

Haldeman :
" Analytic Orthography ;

" E. Jones :
" Spelling and

School-boards ;" "The Revision of English Spelling a National

Necessity;" "The Pronouncing Reader on the Anglo-American

System;" Latham: "A Defence of English Spelling;" Fleay :

"English Sounds and English Spelling;" March: "Orthography,"

in the "Cyclopaedia of Education and I'earbook of Education,

1877;" ''Opening Address before the International Convention

for the Rolorm of English Orthography;" Max Miiller :
" Spell-

m
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But the practical evils of our present spelling must be

left to others to deal with. To the scientific philologist

it is at once an eyesore and an incumbrance. What he

wants to know is, not how words are spelt, but how they

are pronounced. His object is to trace the gradual

changes that sounds undergo, and so determine the laws

which they obey. A corrupt or antiquated spelling only

misleads and confuses. The whole fabric of comparative

and historical philology is based on the assumption that

Hindus, Greeks, Romans, Goths, and others, spelt their

words pretty much as they pronounced them. The ob-

jection that a reformed spelling would destroy the con-

tinuity of a language or conceal the etymology of its

words, is raised only by ignorance and superficiality.

ing" (reprinted from the " Fortnightly Review," April, 1876) ; Pit-

man : "A Plea for SpeUing Reform" (a series of tracts compiled

from periodicals, &c., recommending an enlarged alphabet and a

reformed spelling of the English Language) ; Sweet :
" A Hand-

book of Phonetics ;
" Whitney :

" How shall we Spell," and " The
Elements of English Pronunciation," in " Oriental and Linguistic

Studies," 2nd series ; Withers :
" The Spelling hindrance in Ele-

mentary Education ' " Alphabetic and Spelling Reform an Edu-

cational Necessity ; " " The English Language Spelled as pro-

nounced ; " " On Teaching to Read ; " the " Proceedings of

the American Philological Association," 1874-8 (containing Ad-
dresses by March, Trumbull, and Haldeman) ; Burns's " Spelling

Reformer;" Pitman's "Phonetic Journal;" "The Bulletin of the

Spelling Reform Association" (1B77-9) ; Ellis, Sweet, and Sped-

ding in the "Academy," Feb. 24, March 3, March 10, March 17,

June 2, June 9, June 16, June 23, and July 9, 1877 ; Skeat in the

"Athenaeum," April 29 and May 27, 1876 ; Spedding in the " Nine-

teenth Century," June, 1877 ; "Report of the Conference held in

London, May 29, 1877." For Spelling Reform in Germany see

"Reform," published monthly at Bremen (1877-9), ^^^ the "Ver-

handlungen der Konferenz zur Herstellung grosserer Einigung in

derdeutschen Rechtsrhreibung," Jan. 1876.
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The continuity of a language consists in its sounds, not

in its letters ; in the history of the modifications of pro-

nunciation through which it has passed, not in a fossilized

and deceitful spellirig. As for etymology, our present

spelling, the invention of printers and prae-scientific

pedants, is as often false as right. Could, for instance,

the past tense of can, has an / inserted in it, because

should, the past tense of shall, has one ; rime is spelt

rhyme as though derived from the Greek pyfl/^oj ; and it is

not so long since lantern was written lanthorn, as siueetard

is still written sweetheart. But in a very large proportion

of words the spelling no longer suggests even a false

etymology ; while to make the spelling of every word

declare its own origin is to attempt a sheer impossibility.

A different spelling of words which are pronounced in

the same way is no assistance to the reader, but a mere

burden upon the memory ; apart from the fact that no

difficulty is experienced in distinguishing the sense of

different words written in the same way, such as box or

scale, or that words of identical origin and sound, like

queen and quean, arc sometimes written differently, we

never find ourselves at a loss to understand homophonous

words when we hear them spoken, although in conversa-

tion we have not the same leisure and power of knowing

the end of a sentence that we have in reading. As a

matter of fact, however, etymology is the province of the

professed philologist, not of the amateur, and the absurd

paradoxes and lucubrations upon language that even

now teem from the press are the result of a belief that

aryone who has a smattering of Latin and Greek is

qualified to pronounce upon the nature and origin of
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words. In astronomy or any other of the physical

sciences such a presumption is now almost inconceivable

;

that it should still be possible in linguistic science shows

what need there is of impressing its facts and method

upon the minds of the young. One who has been

properly trained in the principles of comparative philo-

logy will at least have learnt that the etymology even

of English words is not to be taken up hastily and with-

out preparation, but that it is a difficult and delicate task,

which demands all the resources of the practised student

of phonology and the philosophy of «5peech.

To speak of spelling reform, however, is really to speak

inaccurately. What is wanted is not a reformed spelling,

which though it may approximately represent our

present pronunciation, would become an antiquated

abuse in the course of a generation or two, but a

reformed alphabet. For practical use, an alphabet of

forty characters would sufficiently represent the principal

varieties of sound heard in educated speec i, each cha-

racter, of course, denoting a distinct sound, ahd one dis-

tinct sound only. The scientific philologist would have

his own alphabet, whether Prince L-L. Bonaparte's, Mr.

Melville Bell's, Mr. A. J. Ellis's, or Mr. Sweet's, for

marking the minute shades of difference ii English

sounds, as well as those sounds which do not occur in

the " Queen's English," or in any form of English at all.

But the practical phonetic alphabet, of which Mr. Pit-

man's, notwithstanding certain imperfections, may well

serve as a model, would prove an inestimable benefit

both to the educator and to the philologist. The child,

on the one hand, would have to commit to memory
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only forty symbols and their values in order to know how

to read and write, while the philologist would be able to

discover the peculiarities of individual and dialectal pro-

nunciation, as well as the changes undergone by sounds

in a given number of years. With a practical alphabet

of this kind, too, it would be found that the pronuncia-

tion, and consequently the spelling, of the educated

classes throughoat the country did not differ much more

than the spelling of certain words by different printing-

presses at the present time. Adults accustomed to the

current alphabet would have no greater difficulty in

learning the additional characters than they have in

learning the Greek or German letters ; and they would

at any rate have the satisfaction of feeling that they

were approximating towards the civilized condition of

the ancient Hindu, who had an alphabet of forty-nine

characters, each standing for a single distinct sound, and

were correspondingly receding from the condition of

such semi-barbarous populations as the Tibetans, the

Burmese, or the Gaelic, among whom spelling and pro-

nunciation agree as little as in English itself.

No doubt the printers would suffer at first by a change

in our spelling, and the change, therefore, would have to

be introduced gradually, perhaps by means of transitional

modes ofspelling. But a time would come when the whole

current English literature would be published in the new

type, our present books presenting no greater difficulties

to the ordinary reader than the poems of Spenser do

now. Indeed, the difficulties would be far less, since they

would contain no obsolete and unknown words, such as

''

'
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make the task of studying the works of Spenser or

Chaucer doubly hard. A page of Pitman's " Phonetic

Journal" is not hard to decipher, even without a kn* .-

ledge of the alphabet in which it is written.

But in order that a reformed alphabet may have the

support of the scientific philologist it is necessary that it

should be international, that is to say should assign to the

symbols of the vowels (and wherever possible of the con-

sonants also) the phonetic powers they possess in the

ancient Latin alphabet, and, generally speaking, in the

modern continental alphabets as well. The comparative

philologist will gain but little, if any, help from an

alphabet in which a, for instance, continues to have the

value given to it in mane, or i the value given to it in /.

The reformed alphabet must be based on a scientific one.

Then, and then only, too, will there be a chance of our

realizing the dream of linguistic science,—a Universal

language. It is towards this end that the comparative

philologist works, this is the practical object to which

his eyes are turned. And when once the needless

stumbling-block of a corrupt spelling is removed, every-

thing seems to point to English as destined to be the

common tongue of a future world. Not, perhaps, Eng-

lish as it is now spoken, with a few relics of primitive

inflection still clinging to it, but such an English as the

Pigeon-English of China which Mr. Simpson has pro-

phesied will become the language of mankind.* English

may be heard all over the world from the lips of a larger

'"China's Place in Philology,'" in " Macmillan's Magazine."

Nov. 1873.
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number of persons than any other form of spcecli ; it is

rapidly becoming the language of trade and commerce,

the unifying elements of our modern life. Science, too,

is beginning to claim it for her own, and it is not long

ago that a Swedish and a Danish writer on scientific sub-

jects each chose to speak in English rather than in their

own idioms for the sake of gaining a wider audience.

Little by little the old dialects and languages of the

earth are disappearing - ith increased means of com-

inunication, the grc I^ » f missionary efforts, and let us

add also, the spread ' ^hi ^.nglish race, and that lan-

guage has most chance of superseding them which, like

our own, has discarded the cumbrous machinery of

inflectional grammar. The great Grimm once advised

his countrymen to give up their own tongue in favour

of English, and a time may yet come when they will

follow the advice of the founder of scientific German

philology. That a universal language is no empty

dream of "an idle day" is proved by the fact that the

civilized western world once possessed one. Under the

Roman empire the greater part of Europe was bound

together by a common government, a common law, a

common literature, and, as a necessary consequence, a

common speech. When the darkness of barbarism again

swept over it, and the single language of civilized Rome
was succeeded by linguistic anarchy and barbarism, the

Church and the Law, the sole refuges of culture, still

preserved the tradition of a universal tongue. It was

not until the Reformation shattered Europe into an

assemblage of hostile nationalities that language, as the

lii^ t
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expression of the highest spiritual wants and feelings of

man, became finally disunited and disuniting. Diplo-

macy, indeed, the one attempt to harmonize the rival

members of "the European family," had its common
speech ; but diplomacy was powerless against the

stronger passions which were shaping the Europe of a

later day. Now, however, there are signs that religion

is at last ceasing to be an element of disunion, and

becoming instead a bond of sympathy and common
action among all educated men. The mischievous cry

of nationalities, which found support in the crude pnd

misunderstood theories of immature philology, is o/m
away ; we are coming to perceive that languag '>,nu

race are not synonymous terms, and that lang.as-'e is

but the expression of social life. Whatever mrkes for

the unity and solidarity of society makes equall_y .o.; the

unity and solidarity of language. The decaying dialects

of the world may be fostered and wakened into artificial

life for a time ; but the stimulus soon disappears, and the

natural laws of profit and loss regain their sway. By
clearing away old prejudices and misconceptions, by

explaining the life of language and the laws which direct

its growth and decay, the science of speech is silently

preparing the ground for the unhindered operation of

those tendencies and movements which are even now

changing the Babel of the primaeval world into the

" Saturnia regna " of the future, when there will be a

universal language and a universal law. Genius is pre-

dictive, and the outlines of a philosophical language

which Leibnitz designed, and the universal language

f,
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whicli Bishop Wilkins actually composed,' may after all

be somethinfj more than the ideal of a literary enthusiast

or the dream of an unpractical philosopher.

' " Essay townrds a Real Cbaracter and a Philosophical Lan-

guafje" (1668). See M;ix Miiller's analysis in " Lectures on the

Science of Language," ii. pp. 50-65.
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Abstract and spiritual ideas, as

spirit^ virtue^ intellect^ of sen-

suous origin ; at the outset

only, words for the visible and

sensuous, till the mind em-
ployed metaphor to express the

higher imaginations of the

soul ; metaphors still neces-

sary in dealing with abstract

subjects and in philosophic

reasoning ; add a charm to

poetry ; the creations ofmytho-

logy mainly the work of meta-

phor ; modern science accepts

a "nature" which clothes it-

self with the attributes of hu-

manity and sex ; the power in

language of rising from the

concrete to the abstract made
Hieroglyphic writing possible,

and enables the Chinaman to

adapt his system to new ideas,

i. 103-4.

Abstracts a good gauge of the

development of language ; le-

gend of Pythagoras summing
up Eastern and Greek thought

on law and order observed in

the world, and naming it kos-

mos; indebted to Anaxagoras,

Herakleitus, and Xenophanes
for our ideas of mind, motion,

and existence ; but the idea of

naturalselection belongs to the

present generation, and is a

higher glory than the conquests

of a Caesar, i. 102-3.

Accadian language ceased to be

spoken before seventeenth cen-

tury B.C., i. 3-4.

Accent in Aryan chiefly on the

last syllable ; for centuries

thrust back in Latin and the

yEolic dialects of Greece, and
is still proceeding in modern
European tongues ; Polish ac-

cents the penultima and Bohe-
mian the first syllable ; in Se-

mitic the penultima primarily

received the accent, and the

Arabic which agrees with the

English is a later innovation,

i. 176-7 ; accent alone able to

resist phonetic decay ; its

shifting a yielding to decay,

ib. 202.

Accidental coincidences in the

likeness of words in different

languages, i. 148-9.

Achaemenian, or Old Persian,

dialect recovered from the

cuneiform inscriptions of Da-
rius Hystaspis and his succes-

I '

sors, 11. 81.

v/
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Advancing civilization, signs of;

division of labour differen-

tiated organization, analysis of

thougiit and its expression, i.

Affected English plurals tennbii

and fungi, and the genitive

and dative Christi.xnd Christoj

introduction of Chinese cha-

racters into Japan by the

learned class, i. 174.

Age of a language marked by

phonetic decay as in the Old

Egyptian and Accadian; some

languages more affected than

others ; examples of words

from the Basque, Yakute

Turkish and Chinese, i. 197-8.

Agglutinativelanguagesand near

approach of many to the in-

flectional ; our own both ag-

glutinative and isolating ; the

French je vous donne an in-

stance of incorporation ; Chi-

nese agglutinative, with much
that resembles inflection, while

the polysynthetic languages of

North America retain their

primaeval character, i. 130;

no sharply defined line of

division of the various families

of speech ; but species and

classes really exist, each with

its own type and characteris-

tics based upon its own con-

ception of the sentence and its

parts ; the sentence the start-

ing-point of philology and key

to classification, ib. 131 ; their

differences reviewed ; mipor-

tant part played in history and
civilization by the races who

spoke the various dialects of

the Ural-Altaic ; the oldest

monuments of Babylonia, the

cuneiform inscriptions have
shown that the wild hill tribes

of Media and Susiania, the

Elamites and Chaldeans all

spoke connate languages, ii.

188-190 ; communities now
speaking allied dialects of the

Turanian appear to belong to

different races, ii. 190- 191 ;

many agglutinative languages

are now more or less incorpo-

rating,asZulu, Magydr, Mord-
vin, and Vogul ; these forms

easily decomposed into an

amalgamation of t^e verb with

two personal pronouns, and

are almost analogous to the

French y^ vous donne and the

Italian portandvclo^ ib. 209-

210; further incorporation af-

fecting all the forms of the

verb, and the intercalation of

a syllable in the Basque or Es-

cuara dialects,//*. 210-213 ; the

incorporation of the pronouns

found in Old Accadian, as in

Hungary and Northern Rus-

sia ; the pronoun repeated

pleonastically in Semitic and

Greek, ib. 213-4.

Agreement of numerals and

words in common use a pre-

sumption that languages are

related, i. 1 53 ;
pronouns a less

reliable criterion, /<^. 153-4.

Alarodian an inflectional group,

difficult to distinguish mor-

phologically from Aryan, hav-

ing nothing genealogically in

i

1

Al

All
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common ; Georgian the chief

living representative of the

family,anii sliterature largely

ecclesiastical, with some chro-

nicles, romances, and poems,

ii. 184-5.

Alexandria the birthplace of

classical philology, i. 14.

Alphabets, scientific ;
" Stan-

dard" and "Missionary" of

Lepsiusand Max Miiller; pro-

posed alphabetsof Ellis, I'rince

L-L. Bonaparte and Sweet, i.

333.

Analogists and Ai umalists, two

contending Alexandrine fac-

tions, i. 15 ; ib. 23.

Analogy, inlluence of; changed

the current forms of English,

Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit, i.

178-9; sometimes alters the

whole structural complexion of

a language, as in the Coptic,

ib. 180; influence on English

flection
;
power of changing

and extending meaning of

words ; new object or idea

named from something fami-

liar ; Kuriak, Russian, and

EngHsh examples, ib. 181
;

sometimes wrong, as the term

whale-fishery and the name
guinea-pig; fair and legiti-

mate when applied to a new
object in relation to something

familiar, as the French canard^

Low-Latin canardtis, German
kah?iy a small " boat," then a

duck, which was frequently

used to decoy other birds,

ended in signifying a mere

empty cry to deceive, ib. 182.

Ancestor worship seems to have

been tirst developed ; lingered

on into the historic age of

(ireeceand Rome ; the family

consisted of the dead and the

living ; savages unable to dis-

tinguish between waking reali-

ties and dreams ; led to infer

that man had two lives ; visions

produced by voluntary or in-

\'oluntary fasts with the con-

ception of the continued exis-

tence of dead ancestors led to

the belief in spirits or ghosts ;

the souls of ancestors some-

times regarded as friendly and
at others unfriendly, and sup-

posed to reside in animals and
material things as among the

Hurons and Zulus ; the latter

3ee their ancestors in green

and brown snakes and ofter

sacrifices to them ; ancestral

worship passes insensibly into

the worship of animals and
trees ; specially through fear

into the wide-spread adoration

of the serpent, ii. 290-291 ;

offerings spread to the manes
of the dead to avert evil ; man's

daily needs the source of his

earliest adoration and prayer;

dread of evil spirits and use

of charms among the Red
Indians, ib. ii. 292.

Anticipations of a universal lan-

guage ; signs of religion be-

coming a common bond of

sympathy and action among
all educated men ; the mis-

chievous cry of nationalities

dying out ; the perception of

( I
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language as the expression of

social life ; clearing away old

prejudices and misconcep-

tions ; tendency and move-

ments in progress for turning

the Babel of tlic primteval

world into the " Saturnia

regfia " of the future, and the

realization of the views of

Leibnitz and Bishop Wilkins,

ii. 351-2.

Antiquity of man proved by the

science of language ; age of

Egyptian and Assyrian civili-

zation ; far earlier date of the

parent-language of the As-

syrian, Arabic, and other Se-

mitic dialects , time required

shown by the slight changes

m Arabic during the last four

thousand years, whilst the lan-

guage on the oldest Egyptian

monument is decayed and out-

worn, ii. 318-19 ; changes and

decay more rapid in Aryan

than in the Semitic idioms
;

grammatical forms of Lithu-

anian in one or two instances

more primitive and archaic

than Sanskrit ; language of the

Rig-Veda and Homeric poems
originally the same ; Aryan
dialects believed by Herr
Poesche to have been spoken

by the cave men at Cannstadt,

Neanderthal, Cromagnon, and
Gibraltar; vast period required

for the development and growth

of the parent Aryan from the

rude cries of barbarians
;
pho-

netic decay and word survivals,

id. 319-521; Ural-Altaic family

bears a similar testimony to

an indefinitely high antiquity;

Accadian a decaying speech

three thousand years B.C.,

and implies a long period of

previous development ; the

Mongols and Ugro-Tatars
;

agreement of comparative phi-

lology, geology, pre-historic

archaeology, and ethnology, in

proclaiming the enormously

long period of man's existence

on the earth ; necessary to

explain the phasnomena of

language, /A 322-3 ; further

corroborated by the number
already ascertained of existing

separate families, and others

like the Basque and Etruscan,

of which scarcely a vestige

remains, z'd, 323.

Apollonius Dyskolus and his sun

Herodian, two famous Alex-

andrine grammarians; part of

the former's " Syntax " still

extant ; their labours ended

the controversy between the

Analogists and Anomalists
;

Greek and Latin school gram-

mars inherited from this old

dispute, confound thinking and

speaking, and introduce formal

logic ; result of comparison

with other languages, i. 23, 24.

Apothegm modern on Speech

and Silence, only a partial

truth ; the prophet the har-

binger of a higher cult and

civilization than the seer

;

estimate of the poet of the

Rig-Veda ; haphazard etymo-

logy abandoned, but the pic-
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turc retained of '* winched

words" inspired by Hermes
and the Muses ; language the

bond of society, and the boun-
chiry between man and the

brute, i. 1-2.

Apotheosis and its causes ; first

due to worship ot ancestors

after death, as in the Manes
of the Roman Church, but in

Chaldea and Egypt, kings

were deified while Hving, and
also the Roman Emperors for

State reasons ; deification of

heroes still common among
the Bunjaras, who recently

made General Nicholson into

a new god ; natural course of

a myth affected in this way
and also by the canonization

of Christian saints, ii. 297-8.

Arabic language, dialects, and
literature, ii. 173-178.

Aramaic a Semitic dialect, dis-

tinct from Assyrian and He-

brew in phonology and gram-
mar ; once widely diffused

over Syria and Mesopotamia

;

became the lingua franca of

trade from the eighth century

downwards, in time extirpating

Assyrio- Babylonian, Pheni-

cian, and Hebrew, just as it

was itself by Arabic afterwards,

ii. 171-2.

Arbitrary element small in ges-

ture-language compared with

spoken, consisting of a few

interjections and onomato-

poeic sounds, i. 95-6; the same
sounds used for different ideas;

no necessary connection be-

tween an idea and the word
that represents it ; natural

sounds differently understood,

as in the attempts ^o imitate

the note of the nightingale in

various languages ; first words
of children according to Psam-
mitikhus and the Papyrus
Ebers, i. 95-6 ; no reason in

the nature of things why the

word book should be applied

to the present volume in pre-

ference to koob, biblion, or

libcr^ ib. 97 ; essential that

language be an instrument for

the communication of otir

thoughts to others ; Aristotle

on thought and communica-
tion ; the voiceless Yogi of

India, and the Bcrnardine

nuns of southern France, re-

semble the untrained deaf-

mute, ib. 97 ; the name Slav
assumed by our Aryan kins-

folk signifies '' the speaker," in

opposition to the dumb and
unintelligible German—just as

the Assyrians are called a

people " of a stammering

tongue ;
" Man from the root

man, " to think ;

"' derivatives

explained, ib. 97-8 ; language

the prerogative of man and the

bond of society ; a social pro-

duct ; springing up with the

first community, developing

with the increasing needs of

culture and civilization, ib. 98;

reason lor calling the present

\Q\wx\\Q7i book; new words come
into use tor new objects and
ideas; unintentional changes;

» I
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new words and derivatives

must be accepted by society

before they form a part of

living speech; late of proposed

new words, ib. 99-100,

Aristarchus the Homeric critic,

a strict Analogist,endeavoured

to remove all exceptions, and

to determine the genitive and

dative of Zeus, i. 15.

Aristophanes ridiculed the pe-

dantry of artificial rules, i. 10.

Aristotle on digestion, i. 8 ; op-

posed the theory of the natural

origin of speech ; held that

words had no meaning in

themselves, and made no clear

distinction between words and

language ; his ten categories

a mixture of grammar and

logic ; his logical system em-
pirical and based solely on

Greek ; only capable of cor-

rection by comparative philo-

1 )gy ; injury to logic by his

method compensated by the

additions to Greek grammar,

ib, 11-12; on the logos, ib.

122.

Armenia regarded by the Acca-

dians as the cradle of their

race ; afterwards the home of

the Aryan Medes, i. 307.

Armenian literature ; classic

period begins with the forma-

tion of the alphabet by Mesrop
in the fifth century of our era;

and the works of Moses of

Chorene, Lazar of Pharp,

Eznib of Kolb, and others
;

leading phonetic feature of the

language the interchange of

hard and soft explosives, while

original ;J becomes /;, ii. G3.

Article definite, postfixed by the

Albanians, Bulgarians, Scan-

dinavians and Aramaeans, i.

1 24 ; wanting in the majority of

languages and wherever found

can be traced back to the de-

monstrative pronoun and is

identical with it in German; has

thesamefunction as the adjec-

tive or genitive, but not the

same position in the sentence
;

it precedes thenoun in English,

German, Hebrew, Arabic, and

Old Egyptian where the adjec-

tive follows it; in Scandinavian,

Wallach, Bulgarian, and Al-

banian placed after its noun
;

reason of this irregularity ; not

found in Ethiopic or Assyrian,

except in the latest period of

the latter ; among the Aryan

dialects ; Russian and other

Slavonic idioms (Bulgarian

excepted) have no article, the

Greek being very inadequately

represented by the relative

pronoun in the old Slavonic
;

Sanskrit without, though the

demonstrative sa sometimes

takes its place as sa purusha.,

like ille vir in Latin ; neither

Finnic nor the Turkish-Tatar

have an article ; Osmanlil'ur-

kish occasionally follows the

Persian and expresses it by a

kezra (i) or hemza (') ; Hun-

garian through German in-

fluence has turned the demon-

strative as into a genuine

article ; the objective case,
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called by Bohtlingk "casus-

definitus" formed by an affix

in Turksh-Tatar, Mongol,

and Tibetan, often answers

exactly to the use of a de-

finite article with a noun, i.

423 ; nearly similar use of an

affix in Ostiak, Hindustani,

Persian, and Chinese ; while

the Algonkins and Othomis
prefix the article, ib. i. 423-4 ;

reason of this opposite usage

;

opinions cf Max Miiller and
M. Benlow, ib, i. 424-5 ;

posi-

tion of the qualifying word in

the primitive Aryan sentence,

according to M. Bergaigne

before the subject and govern-

ing word
;
place of the article

in Semitic, German, Wallach,

Bulgarian, Scandinavian, and
Icelandic ; Aramaic alone as-

signs it a • natural position
;

late appearance in Hebrew
and Arabic and different con-

structions, ib. \. 426-7 ; agree-

ment of the Old Egyptian in

placing the determining word
and prefixing the article, ib.

i. 427-8.

Articulate sounds fully inves-

tigated by Ellis, Bell, Sweet,

Helmoz, and Prince Lucien

Bonaparte ; the physical laws

of utterance have been deter-

mined and etymology become

to a large extent a physical

science ; difference between

phonologyand language ; their

mutual relation ; confusion and

dispute about change of pro-

nunciation and meaning; in-

flection been attributed to

phonetic decay ; the Schlegels

on the growth, divisions, and
development of languages, i.

59-61.

Articulate utterances of speech
classed with musical notes, i.

237.

Aryan or Indo-European results

of inquiry, the starting-point

for the investigation of other

families of speech ; the com-
parative method applicable to

all ; the study of Semitic by
Gesenius, Ewald, and Renan
soon proved that the laws
derived from Aryan were not

universal ; that each group and
language possesses its own
linguistic laws and peculiari-

ties ; Aryan language the

parent speech of a highly

civilized race, and highly in-

flectional; its exceptional cha-

racter, i. 55. 6.

Aryan or Indo-European family

of languages variously named
by scholars ; Indo-European,

perhaps, the most favoured
;

Indo-Germanic chosen by
Bopp, widely known among
Germans ; Sanskritic now dis-

carded, and Japhetic objec-

tionable, as the ethnological

table in Genesis is really geo-

graphical ; Caucasian inappli-

cable, as only the little colony

of the Iron or Ossetes belong

to the Aryan, ii. 69-70 ; Arya
occurs frequently in the Rig-

Veda as a national name, and
a name of honour ; derived

I
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from nryn^ perhaps " plough-

man " or *' cultivator ;
" the

great recommendation of Ar-

yan, its shortness and general

adoption ; being Sanskrit the

word requires some limitation,

ib. 70-1 ; subdivisions and dis-

persion of the family, ib.'ji-i
;

Vedic and Post-Vedic poor in

vowels, but rich in consonants
;

euphonic laws strict and deli-

cate ; syntax comparatively

simple, but grammatical forms

full and clear ; often preserved

archaic forms obscured else-

where ; Latin and Greek some-

times more primitive ; rise and
spread of the dialects, ib. 73-5 ;

the modern Aryan of India

including the Rommany of the

Gipseys, ib. 75-6.

Aryan Dictionary and civiliza-

tion restored by Fick, who has

argued from time to time as if

the absence of a common term

in East and West necessarily

implied that the object was
unknown, ii. 127 ; advanced

civilization and the state of

society apparent from the

terms denoting family relation-

ship, dwellings, rule, and
settled customs, ib. 127-9 5

religion simple, the worship of

natural objects and pheno-

mena, especially the sun and
dawn, and other bright powers

of the day ; worshipper only

prayed to one god at a time
;

attributes of the gods ; nature-

myths of a later age,andhymns

to the gods a fruitful source of

mythology, and the basis of a

lifurgy of which fragments

were carried away bv the

various bodies of emigrants
;

belief in evil spirits of night

and darkness, z<^. 129-130.

Aryan distinctionsofthe vowelsa,

^, 0, lost by the Asiatic branch

of the family; changes of roots

in Finnic, i. 189-190, note.

Aryan mother-country; views of

Latham and Poesche untena-

ble ; objections to Poesche's

theory ; comparative philo-

logy affords proof of the Asia-

tic cradle of the race; depen-

dence of linguistic change on

geography
;

position accord-

ing to P'ctet, Hovelacque,

andjohann Schmidt; Douse's

theory, ii. 122-3 ; current opi-

nion places it in Bactriana on

the western slopes of Belurtag

and Mustag, ii. 123 ; here is

the airyanem vaejo of the

Vendidad ; the legend only

a late tradition, and applies

to the Zoroastrian Persians,

but the geography is real and

agrees with comparative phi-

lology about the early Aryan

home ; further evinced by

climate, natural history, and

productions, ib. 123-4; Hum-
boldt's view that the Sea of

Aral, the Caspian, and Eux-

ine formed at one time a

great inland lake, confirmed

by recent researches ; this

inland sea, with the desert to

the south, cut the Aryans off

from the civilized races of Elani
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and Babylonia, and forced the

first emigrants to the west to

push their way through the

steppes of Tatary and the

pass of the Ural range ; the

parent speech no uniform

tongue, was spht up into dia-

lects and perpetuated, //a 124-5.

Aryan words in use before the

separation of the family into

Eastern and Western, how
ascertained, ii. 125-6.

Aryan grammar reconstructed
;

mode of accentuation ; the pa-

rent language highly inflected,

afterwards moditied, ii. 138-9.

Aryan myths and folk-tales sup-

posed to have been derived,

from about fifty originals, ii.

259-260.

Aryan proper names shown by

Fick to be compounded of

two words and analogous

names in Greek, Old German,
Servian,andWelsh; the second

part liable to contraction as in

Greek and Kretan ; after the

separation of the family many
shorter names formed by leav-

ing out one of the elements
;

later names based on an en-

tirely different method, proba-

bly due to Etruscan influence,

ii. 133-4-

Aryan route westward, settle-

ments and breaking up again

to people other countries,where

their knowledge of natural pro-

ductions would be largely in-

creascd,animals domesticated,

and agriculture improved, ii.

134-6.

Aryans a pastoral and agricultu-

ral people, acquainted with

gold, .silver, and bronze ; had

some knowledge of medicine,

surgery, arithmetic, music,

pottery, and other useful arts,

ii. 130-3.

Assamese, an apparently Aryan
language, inserts the plural

affix {bilak) between the noun
and the case ending, i. 173-4.

Assur-bani-pal's Library, con-

tents of; Assyrian dictionaries,

grammars, reading - books
;

translations interlinear and
parallel from the old Accadian,

i- 3-4-

Assyrian account of Chaos, i.

103.

Assyrians and Babylonians, the

first grammarians, i. 4 ; lan-

guage nearly the same ; re-

covered within the last thirty

years from the inscribed

bricks and monuments of Ni-

neveh, Babylon, and other

cities, ii. 168 ; familiarized

with the distinction between

present and past through their

knowledge of Accadian, ib,

175.

Attempts to connect the Semitic

languages with the Aryan fa-

mily, or derive them from a
common source, scientifically

worthless, ii. 175 ; their rela-

tionship, ib. 178-182.

Attempts to divide languages

morphologically by Schlegel,

Pott, Bopp, Schleicher, and
Max Miiller, i. 368 ; all so far

as founded in fact based on

11
ill

I

)i I

1 I
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the conception of the sentence

by various races ; views of

Bopp, Schlegcl, and Pott self-

contradictory ; Steinthal first

pointed out that the sentence

rather than the word was the

basis of morphological ar-

rangement, and in dealing

with grammar and structure

two related words are neces-

sary ; his division oflanguages,

ib. 369-70.

Bacon (Roger) on Greek, He-
brew, and Latin as separate

and independent languages

;

noticed the cxistenceofFrench

dialects, i. 25 and no/cj amus-

ing etymologies by scholars

of his day
; Jacobus de Vora-

gine and the Vulgate, ib. 26-7.

B^-ntu languages of South

Africa prefix the same noun

to each of the related words in

a sentence, i. 129; mark the

relations of grammar by pre-

fixes only ; delicate phonetic

changes render thedeclensions

and conjugation s rich and com-
plicated, ii. 208 ; compared
with Zulu Kafir, ib. 208-9.

Barbarism and its effects on the

civilized language of Rome in

producing linguistic anarchy

over the greater part of Eu-

rope ; conservative influence

of the Church and Law, till

the Reformation roused Eu-
rope into hostile nationalities

with their different tongues, ii.

350-

Basque said to have only two

verbs, " to be " and " to have,"

whilst many languages want-

ing these, i. 129; vocabulary

mostly borrowed from the

French and Spanish, or earlier

Latin and Keltic ; abstracts of

native growth rare ; names for

various kinds of trees and
animals, but no simple word

for tree or animal; shows a

facility for composition ; our

knowledge of the language

of recent date ; Humboldt's

views on Basque ancient local

names controverted by MM.
Eys and Vinson, i. 214-5

;

analogy of Basque compounds
to the polysynthetic languages

of America only casual, ib.

216.

Beast-fables common among the

Hottentots, Bushmen, and Vei-

negroes, ii. 280-1; used by the

ancient Egyptians during the

reign of Ramses III. for satire

and caricature; In greatest per

fection among the Bushmen,

and widely disseminated by

them ; fragments of Accadian

fables found among the re-

mains of the Library at Nine-

veh ; used by the Hindus, and

probably known to the Aryans

before their separation; found

also among the Polynesians

and Australians, ib. 282-3.

Bedouin of Central Arabia,

through want of intercourse

with their neighbours, said to

speak a more archaic language

than those of Nineveh and Je-

rusalem 3,000 years ago, i. 201

.

I'
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Benfey on the physical accesso-

ries of speech in putting sense

and significancy into sounds

expressive of the emotions, i.

81-2 ; objection to Gciger's

theory, ib. 82 ; note on com-

munication between men and

animals, ib. 82 ; carried on

the labours of Bopp and Pott

with some modification, but

failed to reduce Aryan and

Semitic to one stem ; lan-

guages require to be studied

minutely ; Grimm followed by

Rask, liurnouf, Lassen, 1 laug,

Spi gel, Juste, and others, ib.

52-3-

Bcrgaigne on the old adjectival

suffix bha {bhi) in our own
family of speech, i. 119.

Blcck derived speech from the

cries of the anthropoid apes
;

on articulate and inarticulate

language ; imitation of in-

stinctive sounds by man and

its results in connecting with

the outward utterance an in-

ward signification ; language

considered intcrjcctional in

its origin, aided by instinct

which in development created

and moulded thought, i. 'JT.

IJopp (Francis), the true founder

of comparative philology, ac-

quired Sanskrit while on a

visit to England ; his nume-

rous works between 1816 and

1854; attempted to include

the Polynesian dialects and

the Georgian in the Indo-

European family, i. 49-5°

;

confined his work to the scien-

tific and inductive side of the

science ; while the metaphy-

sical was ably expounded by
Alexander von Humboldt, who
sketched the outlines of a true

philosophy of speech, and
threw out suggestions ofgreat

value to later scholars, ib. 50 ;

Bopp's division of languages

into three groups ; his mis-

takes ; assumption that the

laws of Aryan philology held

good of all human speech,

and that Aryan was the primi-

tive language ; treated ag-

glutination as an earlier stage

of inflection, and confounded

roots with words, ib. 62-3 ; his

views of Chinese, Polynesian,

and Caucasian; regarded lan-

guage as an organism passing

through a series of necossarv

changes ; this view assaiiv,,^

by Pott, who maintained there

was no necessity in language

to develop as an organism

like the seed into the rree, or

the chrysalis into the butter-

fly, than in thought itself, ib.

63 ; his analysis of Aryan

grammar and analysis of

flection rejected by Scherer,

Westphal, and Ludwig, ib. 83;

protest against his analysis in-

discriminating, ib. 84.

Borrowed languages and words

;

English a superstructure of

Norman, French, and Latin

on an Anglo-Saxon founda-

tion, and nine-tenths of the

Hindi is Sanskrit ; influence

oi neijihbours in the inter-
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change of wonls, as vieet-

ing, co))ijort(ibl(\ /nii'TC, ihlat ;

words show geographical and

social relationships as Booinc-

ra/ii;^ the Dutch pU(/c\ puye^

Latin podium ; while words

like ni(ji::e, hufiiNioc/c, cuuioc,

i\w^ tobacco from the Ilaylian

through tlic Spanish show that

the Spaniards were the dis-

coverers of America ; and

that the Teutons inhabited the

Baltic provinces when the

Romans received amber from

them under the name oi gicE-

sum; Professor Thomsen has

proved that the Finns, Scan-

dinavians, and Teutons were

neighbours two thousand years

ago from the number of bor-

rowed words in the Finnish

language, i. 170-1.

Borrowed sounds, idioms, suf-

fixes, and grammatical forms,

i. 172-3.

Borrowed or loan words in

various languages, ii. 126.

Boult's derivation of city, count,

and custom, i. 21-2, note.

Brasenose College, Oxford, ori-

gin and corruption of name, i.

343-4-

Brdal's qualified approval of the

essential part of Schleicher's

theories, i. 76 ; on primitive

man and the formation of new
words^ ii. 6.

Briicke on the utterance of lii>jh-O
pitched vowels, i. 261.

Brugman and his critics on the

three primitive vowels, a, ^, 0,

309-310, 7tCtL'.

w-rr

P'

Buschmann on fxj or fa, and ma,

the roots of " f.iiher " and
" mother," ii. 7.

Bushman and Hottentot clicks

mere inarticulate sounds or

noises, i. 242 ; folk-lore and

speeches of animals, 242-3,

note; the most unpronounce-

able click, not found in anv of

the dialects, put into the mouth
of animals in Bushman, but

wanting in the Hottentot

language, i. 283-4 ; ii. 282.

" Cabalistic Grammar," pub-

lished at Brussels, and " Au-

dacious Grammar ''at Frank-

furt, a monument of " caba-

listic " dreams and "auda-

cious" folly, i. 100.

Caramuel, a Spanish bishop ot

the seventeenth century, au-

thor of 262 works, containing

a vast amount of jargon, un-

able to bequeath one of his

coinages to posterity, i. 100.

Carib women of the Antilles

used a different language from

their husbands ; while the

Eskimaux women of Green-

land turn k into tii^, and / into

n; custom oi tapu among the

South Sea Islands respecting

the use of a syllable or word

occurriiig in the reigning

sovereign's name, i. 205 ; simi-

lar custom among the Chinese,

and nearly the same among
the Kafirs and Abipones ; old

European superstition seen in

the Greek calling his left hand
the better one, and the Roman

I

t

1^" ;
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l)c-

lief in the power of words, ib.

206-7.

Carlyle on worn-out and forgot-

ten metaphors, i. 103.

Cat introduced into l-'j^ypt from

Nubia during the eleventh or

twelfth dynasty, and called

J//r?//, the name still common
in China ; the French and

German equivalents, and the

unmelodious ending of /v?/^

borrowed by the latter, i. 107.

Ceremonial dialects and lan-

guages common in Java, the

larger Polynesian islands,

Japan, China ; among the

Latins, Hungarians, Germans,

French, and Basques, i. J07-8.

Changes in the quantity of Latin

and Greek words and termi-

nations, i. 177; causeof change,

the desire of clearness and

emphasis ; French cutting off

its final consonants, English

softening the hard letters, and

Classical Italian with its pe-

dantic pronunciation inca-

pable of being spoken rapidly
;

omission of the negative by

Frenchmen when using pas,

point, jamais^ while English-

men strengthen the negative

by repeating it, like most early

languages, i. 185-6.

Changes in language through

least effort, or Phonetic Decay
conspicuous in almost every

word spoken, but will not

account for the development

of fresh mental views; reasons

and illustrations in the mean-

ings of words from the Latiii

and ("icrman, i. 193-6.

Changes in Anglo-Saxon ; the

inflections almost lost, i. 196 ;

phonetic decay as in Latin

and I'"rench words ; words of

diffaent origin assume the

same form, while others of

the same origin appear dif-

ferent ; unwarranted attempt

to reduce trilitcral Semitic

roots to biliterals, ib, 201-2.

Changes of language among wan-
dering savages ; the Indians

of Central America ; the Os-

tiaks and Hurons ; the Ger-

man colony of Pennsylvania

when cut off from frequent

communication with Europe,

i. 208-210.

Changes of pronunciation in dif-

ferent branches of the same
family generally slow and

gradual ; remarkable instance

of rapid change amongst the

Samoans, i. 308-9.

Changes in allied languages not

so marked, e. g. the Indo-

European, the Romance, and

Semitic compared ; reasons

of slight changes in Semitic

phonology ; difference in IVIa-

layo-Polynesian, and laws of

equivalence; extensivechanges

in Ugro-Finnic and the whole

Turanian family so far as in-

vestigated by M. de Ujfalvy
;

laws of sound-change dis-

covered by Bleek in the Ba-

over its Aryan

ntu or Kafir family, i. 325-7 ;

advantage

I
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analogue in dealing with ac-

tually existing; sounds, whilst

the pronunciation of Greek,

Latin, and Gothic has to be

assumed ; comparative philo-

logy began with the allied

forms of the languages of

India and Europe ; the as-

sumption easily seen by the

Italian and German, appears

unnatural to the Englishman

from the spelling, ib. 327-8
;

the spelling of English ably

discussed by Ellis, Pitman,

and others ; the sounds ana-

lyzed by A. J. Ellis ; systems

of Sweet, Jones, the American

Philological Association, and

works of their predecessors,

ib. 330-2 ; changes in Dutch

spelling, Spanish, and Ger-

man
;
great improvements in

the last by Schleicher, Frikke,

and others, ib. 332-3.

Charm of the English Version

of the Bible due to the use of

equivalents to Greek and

Hebrew words from Romanic
and Teutonic sources, i. 187-8.

Cheroki language contains thir-

teen verbs with many forms

to denote particular kinds of

"washing," but no single word

for " washing " in general, i.

120 ; ii. 5.

Chief agents in the manufacture

of speech, the breath, respira-

tory organs, throat, and mouth,

i. 247.

Children's speech a type of

man's early acquisition of

language, i. 104 ; difficul-

ties in learning a foreign

language
; use of gestures

;

travellers' mode of drawin.;

up vocabularies and phrase-

books of unknown idioms
;

gestures bridge over the gulf

between inarticulate and arti-

culate speech, and are the

means of communication for

denf-mutcs, ib. 105.

Childlike inability to distinguish

sounds, due to two different

cau es; example of a child

substituting n for/, 1.311, and
note.

Chinese and Burman compared;

all the isolating possibilities

of Chinese worked out ; its

pronunciation more than 2,000

years ago restored by Dr.

I'dkins ; changes in the out-

ward form of the cultivated

language and introduction of

tones
;
probable cause of pho-

netic decay ; its ideographic

system nearly similar to the

ancient Accadian, i. 373-4.

Chinese vocabulary multiliteral

;

detected by Dr. Edkins and

M. de Rosny ; the same word

used as a noun, verb, adverb,

or the sign of a case ; illus-

trates the early days of speech;

effect of contact and contrast,

i. 1 19-120.

Chinese words "to be hurt" and

"autumn" explained, i. 119;

smallest real whole, a sen-

tence, or a sentence relation

;

the same true of other lan-

guages ; words only signifi-

cant when they stand in rela-
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tion to each other, ib. 122
;

pronunciation of Mandarin

C" \Q ascertained as it was

4,ouo j ea»s a^^o, ii. 9-10.

Chinese, rise of civili/ation on

the lloan^-Ho, about the

same period as that on the Ti-

gris and Euphrates ; changes

of the hmguagc, Jind nuiUi-

plication of the tones ; modes
of expression compared with

Japanese ; contrasted with

Burmese and Siamese, ii. 222-

4 ; tendency to clearness, ib.

224-5 ; words and the ideas

behind them similar to Sia-

mese and Burmese, ib. 225-7 ;

accentual rhythm and its use

;

literature extensive and an-

cient ; the destruction ascribed

to the Emperor Chi-wang-

ti, possibly as legendary as

Omar's of the Alexandrian

Library ; extent of literature

preserved, ib. 227-9.

Civilization of Athens, Egypt,

Babylonia, and modern Japan

superior in many things to our

own, ii. 66.

Civilization of China, Babylonia,

and Egypt now generally be-

lieved to have been indepen-

dent and self-evolved ; appa-

rent from their mode of writ-

ing ; Egypt 6000 years ?'.;o at

the height of her culture whilst

surrounded on all sides by

barbarous tribes ; the civiliza-

tion on the Euphrates and

Hoang-Howcre also similarly

situated ;
geographical bar-

riers cut off tribes, races, and

languages from each other,

and thus preserve racial and

linguistic types ; the grammar
of the ICskimaux a rciic of a

bygone era of speech, i. 38 1-2.

Civiliz.ition and culture render

language uniform and station-

ary, i. 204 ; counteract the

tendency to multiply dialects,

and create a common medium
of intercourse ; the Macedo-

nian Empire made Greek the

language of the East, and the

Roman made Latin that of

the West ; steps in linguistic

unity ; languages of trading

nations must finally prevail

;

extinction of the weaker lan-

guages only re(iuires time

;

reason of Bishop Wilkins*

failure to invent a universal

language, ib. 211-12 ; why the

same Arabic dialect prevails

in the East ; history of a lan-

guage traced by a comparison

of its dialects
;

progress of

civilization and the diminution

of languages and dialects :

the Basque, those of the Cau-

casus, the Etruscan, and Ly-

kian waifs of extinct families,

ib. 214-15.

Classification of existing lan-

guages, ii. 33-64.

Classical philology reared by the

Alexandrines on the ruins of

Hellenic culture and origina-

lity; the decay of Greek men-
tal activity caused the dialect

of the Attic tragedians, histo-

rians, and Homeric poems to

become obscure, i. 14.
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Claudius the Roman Emperor
endeavoured to reform the

alphabet, and introduced three

nev/ letters, i. 23,

Clement V. exhorted the great

Universities of Europe to es-

tablish two Chairs of Hebrew,

Arabic, and Chaldce, i. 25.

Clicks in South African lan-

guages ; three of the easiest

borrowed by the Kafirs from

the Hottentots, and these in

turn from the primitive Bush-

men ; the labial and compound
dental wanting in the Hotten-

tot, and the "unpronounceable

click" found in the Bushman
fables of hare, ant-eater, and

the moon, i. 283-4 and notes.

Coincidences of sound in the

Quicha words ?;///, munay^TuxiCa

veypul; the Sanskrit indra,

manyM^BXidvipitla ; theMand-

shu shtm and sengi^ and the

Latin san^iiirj ; the North-

American Ind\a.n po/o/;iac, and

the Greek pdlomos^ i. 148-9.

Comparative method of investi-

gation explained ; reason of

the failure of the old method

when applied to Latin, Greek,

and Hebrew, i. 133.

Comparative philology furnished

materials for investigating the

origin of language, nature of

roots, and fleet on ; compara-

tive and historical grammar
in their various relations ; old

sense of philology and the

modern use, i. 135 ; method

of Harris and Stoddart ; the

science, variously named, deals

with real words and sentences
either in living speech or

written record, or such as

are capable of restoration by
sound comparison with exist-

ing words, i. 135-6; divisible

into phonology, sematology,

and morphology ; each de-

scribed, ib. 141.

Comparison of languages as the

instruments of thought ; ideal

of perfection, like that of

beauty, very different amongst
different peoples ; as amongst
the Eskimaux, Greeks, Ro-
mans, and English, i. 374-5;
grammatical relation, flec-

tion, and polysynthetism, ib.

2>7S-7'

Comparison the life of inductive

science, i. 132.

Comparison of words and sen-

tences ; the subject defined,

i. 141 ; roots and not deriva-

tives, as a rule, must be com-
pared ; changes in the form of

words, ib. 152 ; captive, caitij;]

and sound explained ; the

American potomac a com-
pound, the Greek pdtomos
from po found in pino and

polos, in the Sanskrit pdnam,
and English potion ; monkey
fro. 11 the Italian monichio, a

derivative oi monna, and that

a contraction of madonna, mea
domincEj the Gothicyf;;//", Latin

quifique, Lithuanian /tv/// be-

long to the period when the

Aryans of Europe and Asia

were still undivided ; formed

by reduplication, but no con-

I.
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nection with the Semitic kliA-

ni^sh, ib. 152-3.

Composition, a species of declen-

sion and conjugation : Latin

and Greek words of the same
meaning ; difference between
''^ good-for-nofhiug," and "//^

is good for nothing" i. 390;

power of composition in some
languages greater than in

others
;

polysynthetic sen-

tences present the appearance

of gigantic compounds ; com-

position as rare in Semitic as

it is common in Aryan, ib.

391-2 ; a fruitful source of

grammatical flection and
" word-building ;

" person-

endings of Aryan verbs pro-

bably personal pronouns as

in Avamaic ; Latin, Gothic,

French, Italian, also com-

pounds, ib. 392-3 ; many suf-

fixes not inflections ; idea of

past time denoted by redupli-

cation, which served other

purposes in the history of

Aryan speech ; many suffixes

coeval with Aryan speech, ib.

395 ; some never applied to a

purely flectional purpose as in

knowledge and wedlock ; the

same also found in other lan-

guages ; classificatory or for-

mative suffixes may be due to

composition, but many cannot

be traced back to independent

words ; changes through false

analogy and phonetic decay in

Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek, ib.

395-401 ; epithetic stage of

language, far advanced, and

implies poetic imagination,

culture, civilization, r^nd the

germs of a mythology ; newly

coined words follow the old

rule ; classificatory suffixes

due to composition, and imply

those of an earlier kind of

origin, ib, 402 ; secondary

suffixes explained ; combina-

tion of two in English song-

stress ; secondary suffixes in

Aryan, their use and influence,

ib. 402-4 ; suflix ya in Greek

words a mark of the feminine;

gender unknown in agglutina-

tive and isolating languages
;

the Eskimo, Chocktaw, Mush-
tagee, and Caddo, divide ob-

jects intj animate and inani-

mate ; the Bantu nouns sepa-

rated into classes by prefixes
;

agreement of the pronoun,

adjective, and verb shown by

the use of the same prefix
;

examples from the Kafir, ib.

405; many indications that the

parent Aryan or its ancestor

had no sign of gender ; Latin

and Greek also the same at

one time ; infiuence of analogy

;

the idea of gender suggested

by the difference between man
and woman, by the meanings

of the words ; e.g.^\S\Q. Hidacho
use different words for the

masculine and feminine eithc

alone or added ; the Sonorian

add vvords signifying man or

woman ; the primitive Aryan
transferred to himself the

actions and attributes of inani-

mate objects, and his own to

I
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them, endowing them with a

life bimilar to his own
;
growth

of mythology and distinction

of gender coeval ; awoke to a

higher consciousness, saw the

essential difference between

himselfand the objects around;

formation of the nominrtive

for the first personal pronoun,

and the conception ofabstracts,

ib. 406-8 ; origin of gender

only learnt by careful com-

parison of dialects and families

of speech, ib. 409-410 ; the

conception of number very

limited in uncivilized language

;

form of Hidatsa nouns alike

in singular and plural ; in

Sonorian the simple word

stands for both ; distinguished

by the Othomi by prefixing

the article na and ya^ and the

Amara of Africa can only say

/uriisn ayiihu, ib. 410- 11 ; the

Tumuli denote the plural by

postfixing da ; reduplication

serves as a plural with m;iny

savages ; ideas of number
among the aborigines of Vic-

toria, the puris of South

America, and the New Hol-

landers ; Aryan iri, three^ and

the Sank?krit tar-6-vii ; the

dual regarded by Mr. Tylor as

a survival, or a relic of a by-

gone speech ; many languages

possess a trinal number ; one

of the Melanesian idioms and

the Fijian a quadruple num-
ber, /^. 41 2- 13; different modes

of forming the plural, ib.

413-14.

Conquest and mixture powerful

aids in dialect-making, i.

205.

Consonants the sk leton of arti-

culate utterance ; wanting in

many Pol nesian words ; dif-

ferences between words often

marked by children by the

vowels
; preponderance of

vowels a sign of phonetic de-

cay
; consonants apt to be

dropped, as in the Greek mer-

meros and the Latin 7ncmor
from the Sanskrit smar "10 re-

member;" the sounds of a lan-

guage simplified by use ; the

primitive Aryan alphabet must
have once resembled those of

barbarous or semi-barbarous

tribes, and included a large

variety of consonants, i. 269-

270 ; division of consonants

into hard and soft, or surd and

sonant ; further into liquids,

gutturak. dentals, palatals,

labio-den als ; labials and

Sanskrit linguals or cacumi-

nals, ib. 270-'
; thcliquids^ ib.

271-4; the nasal
.^

ib. 274-5 ;

the labials^ ib. 275 6 ; the den-

tals and palatals, ib. 276-8
;

the gutturals and sibilants, ib.

278-282.

Constant s^ate ofchanges in lan-

guage ; three great causes of,

imitation, emphasis, and lazi-

iiess, i. 166; marvellous facility

of imitation among savages

possessing only a scanty vo-

cabulary ; morbid mania

among the Mciniagri,the Rus-

sians, and Yakutes of Siberia;

«i;
<(|
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^ing, i.

also in the Philippine Islands

and Java, ib. i. 67-8.

"Construct state" in Semitic,

really an instance of composi-

tion, i. 390-1.

Controvers)' on roots begun

before the Nirukta of Yaska

was composed ; arguments

on both sides summarized,

ii. 2 ; how revived in our own
day ; the term and its con-

ception familiar to the scho-

lars of the West from their

Arab and Hebrew teachers
;

difference between the Sans-

krit and the Semitic root

;

perceived that roots had his-

tory, and that Latin, Greek,

and English could not be com-

pared Defore their oldest forms

had been discovered ; roots,

the elements out of which the

materialof speech was formed,

must not be confounded with

verbs or any other constituent

of living speech ; roots of lan-

guage compared to the to ts

of a tree; called by Max Miiller

phonetic types, the moulds

into which we pour a group of

words allied in sound and

meaning, ib. 3-4 ; nature of

Semitic roots and mode of

forming words, ib. 4.

Coptic once a postfix language,

now a prefix one, i. 372.

Cost of spelling in elementary

schools according to Dr. Glad-

stone, ii. 343.

Creation of dialects, causes of

;

dialectic differences in Eng-

land and America, i. 202-3 J

growth of dialects in savage

and barbarous communities
;

Malayan andPolynesian trace-

able to a common source; Mi-

lanesian almost inmn lerable
;

the Manipureans of forty fa-

milies unintelligible to their

nearest neighbours
;
great va-

riety in South America, An-
cient Greece, and the Basques,

ib. 203-4.

Credo, its history and relation

to Sanskrit and Greek, ii. 19-

20.

Cult ofman, how it became pos-

sible ; idealized humanity at

first represented strength or

wisdom, but became beauty

with the Greek artists ; Philip

of Krotona deified at Egesta

on account of his beauty, ii.

2967.

Czermak's experiments on the

velum pendulum changes for

the pronunciation of a, ^, 0^ u,

and /, i. 261.

Dante, after comparing the dia-

lects of Italy, selected the " Il-

lustrious, Cardinal, and Court-

ly " of Sicily for the language

of his " Divina Commedia," i.

25.

Dardistan, a small country north

of Afghanistan, the language

Indian rather than Iranian,

contains a number of interest-

ing dialects discovered by Dr.

Leitner, ii. 77-8.

Darwin's " Expression of the

Emotions in Men and Ani
mals," i. 81.
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Democracy of Buddhism broke

down caste, raised inferior dia-

lects to a level with Sanskrit,

and conduced largely to the

success of the Hindu gramma-
rians, i. 38.

De Sacy's "Axioms of Uni-

versal Philology," and views

of comparative grammar, i.

33-

Devanagari alphabet, a splendid

monument of phonological ac-

curacy, i. 38.

Dialectic regeneration best seen

in a period of social revolution

like the Norman Conquest,

when the literary language

loses the support of the edu-

cated classes ; the unwritten

languages of savages and bar-

barians in a constant state of

change ; old words and ex-

pressions have to make way

for new ones ; the slang of

schoolboys, the cant of thieves

and costcrmongers exemplify

the same fiict, i. 191.

Diez created Romance philology

by the publication of his 'Com-

parative Grammar,"and" Dic-

tionary," i. 53.

Difference between true >nd fal-

setto notes explained, i. 247,

and notes.

Difference in English and French

modes of speaking, and the

reason ; ludicrous mistake in

fcH andyj?/(? in the story of an

English gentleman, i. 200.

Difference in the isolating dia-

lects of China and Further

India explained, i. 129.

Different conception of the sen-

tence in the main and sub-

classes of speech; the psycho-

logical peculiarity which ori-

ginated each form became
continually more definite and
unalterable,!. 129-30.

Diokles,the manumitted slave of

Cicero's wife, author of a trea-

tise" On the Derivation of the

Latin Language from Greek,"

i. 24.

Diphthongs and their formation;

ai and aji when sung to a long

note give a distinct / and 11 at

the end of each ; Sanskrit

grammarians discovered a and

6 were combinations of a -|- /

and a -f u, i. 266.

Diplomacy powerless against the

passions that shattered the

"European Family "with its

common speech, and shaped

modern Europe, ii, 351.

Distinction of strong and weak
cases by the Sanskrit gram-

marians confirmed by modern
research, ii. 140-8.

Distmction ofvowels and conso-

nants rests on a difference of

function, i. 246.

Division of words in a sentence

unnecessary in writing or

speaking ; the French je le

vols as much a sin^Je group of

sounds as the Basque dalaist

or the Latin anmitirj the sen-

tence in the polysynthetic lan-

guages of America as inca-

pable of being split up into its

elements as an ordinary com-

pound in Greek or German
;

n
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mode of treating the several

words of a sentence by the

ancient Hindu grammarians
illustrated,!. 113; law of ac-

cent, ib. 1 13-14; division of

speech into formal and mate-

rial, both defective and mis-

leading; articulate sounds may
be called the matter, but only

become words when thought

and significancy have been

breathed into them ; signifi-

cancy relative and oftwo kinds

;

belongs to somatology and

grammar ; in going back to

the sentence word the distinc-

tion must be observed between

the material sounds, the mean-

ing and form when used, ib.

114.

Donatus the grammarian, in the

fourth century, adopted the

views of Herodian, i. 24.

Dravidians entered India before

the Aryans and settled among
the aboriginal races ; speech

agglutinative, and consists of

twelve dialects—six cultivated,

and the rest spoken by bar-

barous tribes ; Dravidian pho-

nology ; vowels «, e, i placed

at the end to modify the sense

;

and other relations of gram-

mar by affixes ; the verb only

one mood and three tenses, ii.

205-7.

Dual number older than the

plural ; in Sanskrit three dis-

tinct forms preserved, two in

Greek, and a single case in

Latin, ii. 148-9.

Dyskolos, "the difficult," a name

given totheAlexandrinegram-
marian Apollonius from his

special devotion to Syntax, i.

23.

Edkins, Dr., on Mandarin
Chinese as a decayed speech,

and the time required to create

a new tone, i. 293.

Ei^o^ egd?i, the Sanskrit aham^ a

far later creation than the ob-

jective mi or ma., marks the

epoch when the "me " became
an " I," i. 407-8.

Ellis on English pronunciation

since Shakespeare's time, i.

199.

Emphasis, use of ; acts upon the

outward sound of words, and
tends to build up new forms

;

the varying quality of vowel,

an apparent exception to

Grimm's laws, explainable on

the principle of emphasis by

Greek Sanskrit and Old High
German words ; enriches the

vocabulary by introducing

synonyms to give clearness

;ind intelligibility to thought,

i. 186-7.

Enjlish contractions Pll, Pd,

wotit and catit scarcely dis-

tinguishable from Basque

forms, i. 200.

English fitted to become a uni-

versal language, i. 377.

English forcing back of the ac-

cent illustrated by the word

balcony and line from Milton,

i. 176.

English etymologists neirlected

the labours of continental

II. C C
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scholars on the philosophy of

grammar, i. 37 ; Dr. Murray

held that all the languages of

the world were derived from

one, consisting of a few mono-

syllables
;
pointed out the re-

lationship of Sanskrit and

Persian to the Aryan dialects

of Europe, and affinities of

Scythian words ; Whiter in his

" litymologicum Magnum" ex-

ceeded Murray, mixed up im-

partially English, Greek, Latin,

French, Irish, Welsh, Scla-

vonic, Hebrew, Arabic, Gipsey,

and Coptic, &c. ; examples of

his derivations, ib. 37-8.

English spelling ; 'ts practical

evils and defects ; compared
with Italian ; inadequacy of

English spelling only exceeded

by the Gaelic, ii. 343-4; the

condition of the Irish and
Scotch Gaels compared with

the Welsh Cymry, ib. 343-4 ;

list of works and papers on

the Reform of English Spell-

ing, ib. 344-5 and noiesj want

of the scientific philologist

and object in tracing changes

of sound ; objections to spell-

ing reform answered; ety-

mology, changes in spelling,

and homophonous words ; a

reformed alphabet needed,one

of 40 characters sufficient for

practical purposes ; its ad-

vantages and easy acquire-

ment; approach to the civi-

lized condition of the ancient

Hindu, who had an alphabet

of 49 characters, ib. 347-8.

Epicureans in their inquiries on

language explained everything

in accordance with the theory

of atoms ; held that language

was natural to man, and the

different sounds in different

languages for the same object

were due to circumstances,

climate, social condition, con-

stitution and physique, as the

cries of animals, i. 13.

Epithetic stage of language the

most fruitful source of mytho-

logy; tendency of epithets to

become names, and several

applied to the same object

from different attributes, as in

the words for "silver," "sky,"

"azure," and "heaven," ii.

250 ; synonyms were resolved

into different beings, and
homonyms amalgamated ; the

dawn called Ushas^ Eds^ or

Dahandy Daphne, became two

separate deities ; Daphne, Pro-
metheus, and EpimetheuSf ib.

251-2.

Eponymous heroes and popular

etymologizing ; Remus and
Romulus, ii. 247-8.

Eskimaux, the supposed de-

scendants of the cave-dwellers

in Southern France, have pre-

served their old habits of

thought, and yet our class of

speech differs less from theirs

and the Algonquin than the

dialects of China and the jar-

gon of the Mongols and Turks,

i. 126.

Etruscan from its agglutinative

character and appearances of
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flection has led scholars to

compare it with Aryan and

Semitic, ii. 185-6.

Etymologists must know not only

the laws of phonology and

sematology, and be able to

trace words back to their early

forms, but also to construct

many in the same way a palae-

ontologist reconstructs a fossil

animal, i. 345-6 ; difficulties

and mode of meeting them,

ib, 346 ; Max Miiller's four

facts in etymologysummarized

and explained, ib. 347-50.

Faculty of speech, its origin and

exercise ; where located, ac-

cording to M, Broca, ii. 302-

3 ; the grand distinction be-

tween man and the brute, ib.

304-

Faidherbe endeavoured tobridge

over the gulf betveen man
and the ape by pointing to the

clicks of the Bushman, and

the cries of the cebiis azarce

of Paraguay, when excited, i

76-7.

Falsetto notes, how produced, i.

247, and notes.

Families of speech peculiar

;

three oases in Asia and Europe

where before the beginning of

history language became per-

manent and traditional ; fami-

lies made up of dialects with

a common grammar and stock

of roots; hypothetical "parent

speech ;" Fick's Dictionary

and Schleicher's " restoration "

of the Parent Aryan forms j

allied dialects ; Dr. Murray's

nine primaeval roots, i. 215-17 ;

advance of culture tends to

ideal unity; anticipation of a

time when hope and faith will

find utterance in one language,

ib. 219.

Fetishism, origin of; the worship

of stocks and stones, or ob-

jects which satisfied man's

daily wants, or warded off

evils,—investing them with

divinity whilst useful ; custom

of the Indians of Columbia
;

the Palladium of Troy, the

Bethels of the Semite, the

Ephesian " stone," wand of

Hermes, arrows of Apollo, and
other symbols of Greek divini-

ties, only the survivals of a

primitive fetishism, ii. 292-3.

Fick on the derivation of Wes-
tern and Eastern Aryan from

two parent stems ; these again

from a primitive speech ;
proof

of their original unity ; dialects

of Asia Minor and Armenia
;

his conclusion confirmed by

the cuneiform inscriptions, i.

306-7.

Fifth declension in Latin the

result of unconscious blunders,

i. 179-

Finnic idioms nearly inflectional

have suggested their relation-

ship to Aryan, but have never

cleared the border between

flection and agglutination, i.

131-

Finnic Kalevala, an epic worthy

of comparison with Homer, or

the Nibelungen Lied ; adven-
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tares, travels, final strufjgle

with Luiii, and search for the

mysterious Sampi ; similarity

of the Esthonian Kalcvipoeg ;

the ground of the poems shows

that Estli? and ?Mnns started

with a common stock of an-

cestral myths ; the Ugric

Voguls have their epic on the

Creation and Deluge, and the

giants of the ancient world,

strikingly similar to the le-

gends of the Accadians, and

show the high antiquity of

these old Altaic myths, ii.

197-8 ; the Lapps have their

mythical epic, and the myths

and tales of the Tatars are

equally numerous ; the agglu-

tinative character of the lan-

guage, and transparency of the

proper names, make it easy to

trace their original meaning,

ii. 197-9.

Finno-Ugric dialects divided by

Prince L-L. Bonaparte into

four sub-families ; their settle-

ments, arts, and modes of life,

ii. 191-6.

First utterances ofmankind were

probably polysyllabic, i. 118.

Flection found in its purest form

in Semitic, i. 127-8 ; how As-

syrian or Ethiopic came to

possess real tenses ; the former

crystallized into a literary lan-

guage, B c. 2000 ; in Semitic

the verb formed out of the

noun ; the three cases of the

noun and their relations, ii.

164-6.

Foreign speech maybe forced on

a people by a paternal govern-

ment, but must be borrowed
;

French compulsorily used at

Oxford in the time of the

Plantagenets and Latin during

the Commonwealth ended in

failure, i. 100.

Fox maintained that Bordeaux
should be pronounced Bordox^

i. 178.

French Encyclopoedia devoted

six volumes to Grammar and
Literature ; divided grammar
into general and particular

;

the principles enunciated

largely worked out by Gott-

fried Hermann and G. M.
Roth ; families of speech and
morphology of language then

unknown ; the school gram-

mars of Greece and Rome,
with the categories of modern
philosophical systems, defec-

tive ; truer conception by F.

Bcrnhardi of the nature and
relationship of speech ; defined

language as an allegory of the

understanding ; sought a con-

nection between the sound and
the object ; and discussed the

relation of language to poetry

and science, i. 35-6.

French in the eighth century

still the lingua roinana riistica

in which the clergy preached
;

its equivalents of Latin words,

ii. 1 16 ; oath of Strassburg pre-

served by Nithard
; the golden

age of epic poetry and the

Chanson de Roland
; new

stage of development began
with Sire de Joinville ; four

%

til:
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four

principal dialects, differing

chiefly in the vowels, con-

tributed to the formation of

Modern French, ib. 1 16-17.

Fluency and readiness of expres-

sion ofsome speakers, probable

cause of, ii. 304.

Gallon's whistle as a test of the

numberof vibrations inaudible

sound, i. 231, note.

Geiger on the origin of roots or

words ; each the symbol of an

action ; all ro ;;s traced back

by him to verbs, i. 81.

Genitive case still wanting in

groups of languages like the

Taic or Malay ; the Latin ob-

jective genitive and subjective

genitive
;
place of the genitive

inAryan and Semitic different,

i. 414-15 ; apposition used in-

stead ; F, Miiller's view
;
place

of the defining noun in Hot-

tentot, Chinese, Malay, and
Semitic ; the predicative and

genitival relation ; office of the

adjective and genitive the

same, ib. 416-7 ; formation of

adjectives in Tibetan
; genitive

in Hindustani , Greek adjec-

tives and the Sanskrit genitive,

ib. 418 ; the close connection

of the adjective and genitive

in the Bi-ntu languages ; Zulu

sentence ; Semitic distinctions

with Assyrian and Hebrew ex-

amples, ib. 419-20 ; the oldest

Accadian inscriptions contain

a genitive by position ; a post-

position found throughout the

Ural-Altaic family
;

peculia-

rities of the Accadians, Finns,

and Semites ; use of preposi-

tions like de^ of, or von in

modern analytic languaj^es
;

varying aspect worn by tlie

genitive in the different families

of speech, /A 420-1.

Germans eagerly pursued the

study of Sanskrit soon after

its discovery ; Schlegel the

poet first laid down the great

fact that the languages of

India, Persia, Greece, Italy,

Germany, and Slavoniaformed

but one family ; his work the

foundation on which Bopp
reared the science of language,

i. 48-9.

Gestures and the instinctive play

of the features denoting plea-

sure or pain, and their dif-

ference ; the latter common to

man and the brutes, whilst

gestures implying a rational

element are peculiar to man, i.

106 ; often a poor resource and
fail to express the meaning in-

tended by children and travel-

lers, ib. 106-7.

Giovanni de Balbis, author of a

Latin Dictionary, i. 25.

Gipsies penetrated Europe in

the twelfth or thirteenth cen-

tury ; Miklosich endeavoured

to trace their line of march

and the countries passed

through by a careful examina-

tion of their vocabulary, ii. 76.

Glottology includes a knowledge

of the general laws and con-

ditions of language, i. 134-5.

Gods human in form and attri-
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butes ; Vishnu with nuns and
legs, Meroclach as an armed
warrior, ii. 297.

Grammar and the method of

studying it essentially un-

sound ; the grammars of

Greece and Rome largely

founded on false theories,

imaginary facts, and false

rules, ii. 330-1 ; the noun and

oblique cases ; Aryan case-

endings ; the Danish det er

miir and French c^est moij

cases in English derived from

the Latin ; nature and func-

tions of adjectives, pronouns,

and verbs ; rules, exceptions,

and survivals, ?A 331-4; pro-

vince of literature and histori-

cal philology ; forms of gram-

mar variable and the causes
;

recent improvements in the

method of Greek, Latin, Ger-

man, French, and English

grammars, ib. 334-7 ; reasons

formerly prevalent for teach-

ing Latin and Greek, ib. 337-8.

Grammar studied practically by
the Romans ; Julius Caesar

composed a work entitled

" De Analogia," and invented

the term ablative; Cato learnt

Greek in his old age in order

to teach his son ; the study of

the problems of grammar
made Latin the vehicle of

law and oratory, i. 18-19.

Grammar the guide to the rela-

tionship of languages ; with

structure the clue to direct

comparative philological re-

search ; existence of the Aryan

f.imily of speech proved by

their grammatical forms ; Sir

W. Jones, Adelung, and Va-

ter's lists of words mere

curiosities, i. 150-1 ; oldest

forms must be noted from

books and monuments or ex-

isting dialects, ib. 151.

Grammarians of India next to

those of Assyria and Baby-

lonia in order of time ; the

rise of Buddhism and the

elevation of popular dialects

to the rank of literary lan-

guages, caused the language

of the Veda to become anti-

quated, and compelled the

educated Hindu to study and
compare its earlier and later

forms, i. 4-5.

Greek contact with Persia sti-

mulated Themistokles to ac-

quire a fluent knowledge of

Persian ; overthrow of the

empire of Cyrus and Darius,

impressed the Greeks with

contempt for the Asiatic, and
infused a belief in the innate

superiority of their own lan-

guage and literature, which

proved the bane of classical

philology till recent times, i.8-9.

Greek contempt for the "bar-

barian" led them to neglect

the investigation of the dia-

lects of Asia Minor ; Plato

noticed the resemblance only

to draw a wrong conclusion
;

and maintained many Greek
words had been borrowed by
the Phrygians, i. 8.

Greek grammar, technical terms

«.
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o^, misiiiulcrslooil, mistrans-

lated, and conl'oundcd by the

Romans, i. 22.

Greek, or Hellenic, the most im-

portant branch of the Aryan
family in its vowel system and
the perfection of grammatical

forms, il. 101-9.

Greek researches into lanj^uage

divided into three periods, viz.

before Sokrales, the Sophists,

and Alexandrine gramma-
rians ; labours of the Sophists

Herakleitus and Dcmokritus
;

rise of the so-called science of

Etymology ; derivation of In-

cus a non hicendo ; follies of

the pretended science en-

shrined in the "Etymologi-

cum Magnum," and the "Ono-
mastikon " of Pollux ; two of

its rules illustrated, i. 7-8.

Greek school grammar by Dio-

nysius Thrax, published at

Rome in the time of Pompey,
still extant ; divided into six

parts ; spread and added to

the absurd etymologizing of

the Greeks ; Lucius i^lius

gave lectures on Latin litera-

ture and rhetoric about 100

B.C., and Marcus Terentius

Varro wrote five books, " De
Lingua. Latin^," which served

as the basis of the " science "

of Latin Etymology ; Roman
vagaries only excelled by

Junius and the author of

" Ereuna," i. 20-1, and notes.

Greek, Roman, and North-

American-Indian mode of

torming compounds ; the last

exhibits the primitive condi-

tion of speech ; the Clieroki,

out of six or eight thousand

verbal forms, has no single

word for the verb separately
;

examples of the forms, i. 120.

Greek word demos from da^ " to

divide," shows private property

in Attica originated in the

allotment of land as amongst
the Slavs at present, i. i6r.

Grimm adopted liopp's method,

but devoted himself to the

minute and scientific study of

one uianch of languages ; his

Deutsche Grammatik ushered

in a new epoch in comparative

philology, i. 51 ; studied the

ancient through modern and
living languages ; his method
ably applied by Curtius to

Greek, who availed himself or

the labours of Lobeck, Gott-

fried Hermann, Passow, D6-

derlein, and Philipp Buttmann,

while nearly a similar advance

had been made in Latin by

Corssen's predecessors, ib.

54 ; compared the science of

language with that of natural

history, and, like Goethe,

thought mankind had sprung

from several separate pairs, ib.

70 ; his view of the develop-

ment of language, and the

origin of the first words from

Aryan roots, giving a particu-

lar meaning to each separate

vowel and consonant, unveri-

fied assumptions, ib. 70-1 ; his

failure prepared the way for

Schleicher, ib. 71-2.

I
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(Irinim's lawsof ihc intcit li.inj^cs

of souiul in Aryan spiecli, the

result of wide observation and

comparison ; ICn^lish /// anil

its rcl.ition to / in Latin and

Greek words, i. i 54 ; his hiws

affected by others, as noted by

Verner in Teutonic ; every

change in strict accordance

with phonetic law and capable

of explanation ; diversification

of Teutonic, Latin, Romanic,

cvnd modern Enj^lish, ib. 313 ;

causes of change, tb. 314 ;

transition of i^, d^ b^ into X', /,

and b in German, and growth

of an aspirate ; action of one

sound upon another, and assi-

milation explained^ /A 315-16;

metathesis, and the insertion

and omission of vowels; Swara-

bhakti incompatible with the

acute accent, ib. 317; pros-

thesis, or protacsis, and epen-

thesis illustrated by words from

various languages, ib. 318-20;

different languages have diffe-

rent phonetic tendencies, but

Grinnn's law never " sus-

pended," or allows exceptions,

unless interfered with by others

which happen invariably under

certain conditions ; borrowed

words necessarily undergo the

same changes ; words some-

times altered in form so as to

disguise the etymology, as

Shotover from Chateau vert j

generalizations and uniformity

of Grimm's law, ib. 322-3.

Growth and development of lan-

guage through civilization
;

the language of Chaucer com-

pared with that at the disposal

of a modern writer, i. 100- 1
;

dialects of savages a tyre of

what all languages were origi-

nally; the condition of th2Tas-

manians, New Caledonians,

Veddahs of Ceylon, and the

Dammaras of South Africa,

ib. 101-2.

llarar language, apparently Se-

mitic, uses postpositions, and
reverses the Semitic order of

the words in the genitive, i.

174.

Harris stimulated inquiry and

attention to the framework

of school grammars by his

" Hermes ; " and was followed

by HorneTooke's " Diversions

of Purley," which revived the

old mistake of the Greek Ana-
logists, i. 34-5.

Hebrew, a local dialect of the

Canaanite group, together with

the Phoenician, Moabite, and
neighbouring idioms, ii. 169-

70.

Helmholtz detected the exact

form of many compound tones

by applying the microscope to

the vibrations of different musi-
cal instruments ; confirmed his

own and Donders' discovery

that the sounds articulated by
the human voice have their

own special shape, i. 234.

Helvdtius followed Anaxagoras
and asserted that we became
men through the possession of

hands, i. 95.

I
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Ilcnotheisin and Polytheism hut

two phases «)f the s.imo form

of religious faith
;
plurality of

deities sug^^cstcd by t lie variet y

of nature overpowers man's

yearning for unity
;
gradually

attributesapplicdto the objects

and powers of nature take the

place of the latter ; the Sun
becomes Apollo, and the Storm

Arcs ; deities are multiplied

in the mythopaeic age when
epithets are changed into divi-

nities and demi-gods with a

developed mythology ; ab-

stract names follow the com-

mon process, and temples

reared to Terror and Fear, to

Love and Reverence ; and

these are ultimately followed

by the higher abstraction of

Monotheism, ii. 295-6.

Herakleitus advocated the doc-

trine of the innate and neces-

sary connection between words

and objects, i. 6.

Herder substituted the idea of

development for that of uni-

form sequence ; his "Treatise

on the Origin of Speech" dis-

sipated the theory that lan-

guage was a miraculous gift,

« i. 48.

Herder and Lessing the leaders

of a new era of thought and
philosophy ; the " Ideal of

Speech " followed by Jenisch's

Berlin Academy prize essay,

the " Ideal of a perfect Lan-

guage ; " his four marks of

superiority ; Herder had pre-

viously laid down in his

" Idecn" that in each lan-

guage the understanding and

character of its speakers re-

fleets itself, i. 32.

Herodian's views taken up by

/inius, Donatus, and Priscian
;

their grammatical labours, i.

24.

Heyse, a follower of Humboldt
from Hegel's point of view,

professed to base his theory

on the results of comparative

philology ; held that language

was spiritualized sound, i. 66 ;

his ideas of internal develop-

ment mystical and contrar-y to

fact ; his assertions respec-

ting the soul sheer mylh'^logy;

evolution of the various forms

of speech no/ necessary; lan-

guage originated from the

need of intercommunication,

and, as Heyse emphasizes it,

was the work of reasonable,

thinking beings, /d. 67-8.

High and Low German, their

formation exactly in accor-

dance with Grimm's law ; and

the rise of a new language in

historical times, i. 307-8.

Hindu grammarians first inves-

tigated the language of the

Rig-Veda, i. 38-9 ; laid the

foundation ofmodern scientific

philology; their mode of treat-

ing words, i. 113; long before

the Greeks in their phonolo-

gical labour, and far more
scientific ; some of their trea-

tises will compare favourably

with those of the present day

;

their names of the various
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sounds and groups of letters

from their formation, i. 244-6.

Historians ofa later age only able

to trace the causes of events

of a particular era, ii. 65 ; the

greatest thinkers not free from

the prejudices and habits of

their times, as Aristotle on

Slavery, Bacon and Raleigh

on Astrology ; apt to over-

estimate the culture and civili-

zation of modern Europe

;

Anglo-Indian contempt of the

descendants of Manu and

Vikramaditya, ib. 66.

Historical growth and evolution

of consciousness ; the exis-

tence of Non-Aryan and [)re-

Keltic populations in western

Europe ; contact of tribes in

prehistoric times ; Hungarians

and Voguls once neighbours
;

Greek words borrowed from

Phoenicia ; original home and
migrations of the Gipsies, ii.

324-6.

History culled from monumental
evidence, from the discoveries

of Schliemann and others, not

from the Homeric Poems

;

Mykena^, Pelops, and the cul-

ture of Hellas, ii. 254.

History of the Aryan nations

recovered ; their migrations

and beliefs, culture and civili-

zation better known than the

history of the Saxons of the

Heptarchy, or the Hebrews of

the Davidic era ; how pre-

served and traced by Fick

before the first Hymn of the

Rig-Veda was composed, the

Hellenes reachcrl Greece or

the first Indo-European word
had been written down, ii.

326-7.

Holden, Professor, on ease of

pronunciation in the adoption

of words ; and numbers ot

words acquired by children

two years of age in particular

instances, ii. 314-15,

Hcmeric Poems, estimation of

by the Greeks ; numerous dis-

cordant copies gave rise to

literary criticism amongst the

Alexandrines ; a minute inves-

tigation and comparison of

the older and later forms of

the language followed, over-

shadowed by metaphysics, i.

14-115 ; the old dispute about

the origin of words assumed a

new form, ib. 1 5.

Horace's lines on the primitive

condition of man and the evo-

lution of speech, i. 13.

Hovelacque on the organ of lan-

guage and its position ; his

work on the origin oflanguage

exhibits the defects of Schlei-

cher's theory, and contains

little more than a catalog^'" of

the various families of spec^u

with their characteristics, i.

76.

Humanists the older, bowed
before classical antiquity, and
only aimed at writing and
speaking Latin correctly

;

Switheim on government ;
" to

govern'' a legacy by the school-

men, unknown to Priscian, but

found in Consentius ; outdone
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by the orthodox in the " errors

of the Vulgate, i. 26-7.

Human speech ; the problem of

its reproduction more success-

fully approached from the

physical and acoustic side than

the physiological ; instrument

.

most exactly constructed to

represent the vocal organs

failed to produce anything like

human speech ; the mind the

creator of speech by giving sig-

nification to articulate sounds,

i. 335-6.

Human throat a marvellous in-

strument for the production of

manifold sounds ; its structure;

the most perfect wind instru-

ment of infinite pliability and

power of change, and in con-

stant sympathy with the other

harmonies of the other organs

of speech, i. 236-

Humboldt's (Wilhelm von)

great work on the Kawi lan-

guage published after his

death ; followed by Steinthal's

journal, conducted with the

help of Lazarus, has proved a

treasury of suggestive thought

to linguistic scholars, i. 50-1
;

ib. 64 ; confounded the two

senses of the word language
;

his theory reflects Kant's dual-

ism ; erred in following the a

priori method rather than the

d posteriori; but his work of

great value to scholars, ib. 66

;

classed Chinese with the in-

flectional languages of Europe;

assumed that all language

follows a regular course of

development from the isolat-

ing stage to the inflectional, ib.

370-1.

Idea of a universal grammar due

to logic and the unmethodical

comparison ofancient and n.o-

dern languages, and a revival

of old Greek theories, i. 33-4.

Identity of language the result

of contact, or social influence;

a presumption in favour of a

common racial origin of popu-

lations ; kinship of race and

language; descent of mankind

and origin of languages, ii.

317-18.

Imitation in childhood and

amongst a community ; ''^ve

of imitation sometimes cnises

a community to adopt the lan-

guage of its neighbours, as the

Kelts of Cornwall, Wends of

Prussia, Huns of Bulgaria, Ne-

groes of Hayti, Lapps, and the

aborigines of America, i. 168
;

difficulties and limit of the

power of imitation amongst the

South American Indians and

Negroes ; disparity of culture

a barrier ; Chinese attempts to

iniitatr English, ib. 169-70

;

changes form and meaning, ib.

175 ; false analogy and ten-

dency to exclude the irregu-

lar ; uniformity in modern
Greek declension, ib. 176.

Imperfections of speech, lisping

and stamn^ering, mainly due

to nervous disease, and too

high a palate another cause of

irregular utterance, i. 252.
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Importance of the mouth, or

chamber of resonance, in the

creation of articulate speech
;

many sounds owe their origin

to it ; others formed in the

throat are modified in their

passage through, the vowels

first, then the gutturals and
dentals, and lastly the labials

undergo change, i. 253.

Inability to distinguish sounds

due to two very different causes,

i. 311, and note.

Inflectional families of speech

not numerous, but the literary

and historical importance of

two exceeds that of any other

group ; inflectional character

of Hottentot, maintained by

Bleek, is denied by Friedrich

Miiller, ii. 68-9.

inspiration of the Vulgate ac-

cording to Gallandia and
Smaragdus, i. 27.

I ntensity ofsound,how produced

;

whispering by less intensity

but quite as distinct as loud

voice ; three kinds ofthe lat<.er,

and action of the organs, also

in sighing and groaning, i.

248-9.

Interjectional cries, like the play

of the features, common to all

men; express emotions, not

ideas ; some like Agh {ach) in

Aryan seem to have become
roots ; many modern interjec-

tions had once a full concep-

tual meaning .: instinctive cries

of men engnged in a conmion

work may be considered inter-

jections ; sense of life and

power that mak^. che child

shout, the bird sing, and is the

ultimate motive of human
speech, causes us to beat time

by the help of rhythmical

utterances, becomes a symbol

of the action to all who have

taken part in it and passes into

a word, i. 109-10.

Inward sense, the essence oflan-

guage, how ascertained, i.

164-5.

Iron another form of Aryan, a

name due to Max Miiller. ii. 70.

Isolating dialects of China and
Further India differ from each

other, i. 129.

Italian oldest written monuments
do not go back beyond the

1 2th century ; liierary Italian

created by Dante ; his fourteen

dialects ; nov/ more scientifi-

cally reduced to three groups.

Northern,Central,and Middle;

wide differences between them,

ii. 1 18-19.

Kafir woman's reason for coining

tlie word angoca for wrter in

the song of Tangalimlibo, ii.

17.

Katal, a Semitic root, explained,

and its derivatives, ii. 4.

Kautsa and the earlv Hindu
grammarians ; origin and ex-

tent of their labours ; the lan-

guage of the Rig-Veda had

become so obsolete in the fifth

or sixth century B.C., as to

be understood with difficulty
;

the Prati'sakhyas, the oldest

production of the grammatical

I

K
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school, far superior to the most

advanced labours of the Greeks

in the same direction ; the

Nighantavas contain a list of

rare Vedic words, and perhaps

started the controversy on the

origin of nouns between Saka-

/ayana and Gargya and their

followers ; a Sanskrit Dic-

tionary formed and the doc-

trine of roots clearly enuncia-

ted, i. 41-2 ; labours of Yaska

and Panini ; the Nirukta, or

Etymology of the former, a

model of method and con-

ciseness, and the grammar of

the latter, the crowning work

of Hindu scholarship in the

fourth century, ib. 42-3.

Keltic language the westernmost

of all the Aryan, still spoken

in Wales, Brittany, Ireland,

and the Scottish Highlands
;

peculiarities and changes of

letters, ii. 83-4; Welsh, Cor-

nish, Breton, and Irish lite-

rature ; Scotch Gaelic the

most corrupt of all the Keltic

tongues, lb. 87-8.

Keltic philology placed on a

scientific footing by Pritchard,

Zeuss, and Stokes, i. 53.

Kephalos and Prokris, Greek

legend of, traceable to a high

antiquity ; explained by Max
Miiller, ii. 273.

Knowledge defined ; the result of

comparison, i. 132-3.

Krates of Mallos regarded "ano-

maly" as the leading principle

of language ; defended the

right of usai^e ; author of the

first Greek grammar ; tried to

reform orthography ; Appius

Claudius Cajcus had written

on grammar and Spurius Car-

vilius had substituted g for

^r, so that Krates found a ready

audience for his "lectures"

upon the study of Greek, B.C.

1 56 ; almost all Roman culture

loorrowed from the Greeks,

boys learnt Greek before Latin,

and it was generally under-

stood ; the first Roman history

written in Greek by Fabius

Pictor, B.C. 200 ; speech of

Tiberius Gracchus at Rhodes;

a native literature sprang up
under the influence of Greek
teachers, and Latin was trained

as the instrument ofcommuni-
cation between the polished

nations of antiquity and theii

Roman masters, i. 15-8.

Language a social product, the

creation and creator of society;

independent of individual ca-

price and control ; changes

assumed referable to general

laws, i. 133-4.

Language ever shifting, and not

a characteristic of race ; may
be exchanged ; when created,

ii. 318.

Language of man like the song

of birds, instinctive and neces-

sary, i. 83 ; significant sound,

the outward embodiment and
expression of thought, ib. 132.

Language of the mythopoeic age
only apparently imaginative

and poetical, ii. 269.

Ill
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Lnnguage, oricijin of, cannot be

revealed by any single science,

but by the sciences subordi-

nated to each other ; failures

of the early attemjDts to solve

the mystery, ii. 300-1 ; the pro-

duct ofa combination ofcauses

;

a social creation by a whole

community, ib. 301 ; faculty of

spce :h natural toman ; nature

of his first utterances and how
moulded into articulate sounds

to convey embryonic thought,

ib. 302; where localized accord-

ing to M. Broca, and the re-

sults of full and defective

development, ib. 303-4 ; the

one mark of distinction be-

tween man and the brute
;

the possession of conceptual

thoughtand continuous reason-

ing contrasted with the rudi-

mentary reason and intelli-

gence of animals, ib. 304-6 ;

language not necessarily de-

pendent on vocal sounds ; use

of signs and gestures by travel-

lers and savages
; James and

I
Dunbar's account of the signs

( used by the North American

I
Indians, ib. 306-7 ; signs used

in monasteries where silence

was strictly enjoined ; North

American Indian signs for

the sun's path and the time of

• day, ib. 307-8 ; th(i cries of

animals expressing feeling or

desire always remain rudimen-

tary, and never develop into

speech, ib. 309 ; views of Dar-

win, Haeckel, nnd their fol-

lowers ; no anthropoid ape

ever raised to the level of ar-

ticulate s^-eakiPji man; theory

of the evolutionist on his Jiomo

alaliis and homo priviigeniiis

left to post-tertiary geology to

verify or confute, ib. 310 ; un-

consciousness of childhood

and the early condition of man-

kind compared ; experiments

of Psammitichus on two infants

brought up in solitude, ib.

3 10- 1 1 and noteJ result of Mr.

Taine's observations on one

of his own ch'klren described,

ib. 31 1-
1 3 ; Darwin's observa-

tions on a little boy's first

utterances ; Mr. Pratt on Poly-

nesian distinctions by vocalic

elements ; Professor Holden

on ease of pronunciation in

the adoption of words, ib.

313-15 ; age at which children

generally begin to speak

;

defects in pronunciation and

their causes, ib. 315.

Language, science of, created a

science of comparative mytho-

logy, and a science of religion;

the subject defined ; each

necessary to understand the

others, i. 57-8 ; familiar forms

of Greek myths traced back to

the Vedic hymns ; value of

Max Miiller's labours in these

new sciences, ib. 1^8.

Language, science of, related to

ethnology ; langua:^e belongs

to the community, not to the

race ; its changes amongst

tribes and races enumerated ;

foreign influence through wives

and captives, i. 316-17.
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Language, the bond of society,

includes every means of com-
municating the thoughts and
feelings to others ; the deaf

mutes gifted with speech
;

savages still use gestures

largely, and the Grebos indi-

cate persons and tenses of

verbs in this way, i. 2 ; one of

the earliest subjects of reflec-

tion ; inquiry into the nature

of language seems to have

originated in Babylonia on

account of its mixed races and

languages ; the Tower of Ba-

bel believed to be the cause

of the diversity by the Confu-

sion of Tongues ; fragments of

the native legend found in As-

sur-bani-pal's library, closely

resemble the account in Gene-

sis, ib. 3 ; the Greek logos an

expression ofthe close relation-

ship between thought and

words ; the question attempted

to be solved, and at the bottom

of all linguistic science ; con-

troversy on free-will and neces-

sity ; its importance to lan-

guage and grammar ; the

Greek perceived that language

was the outward embodiment

of thought, but failed to dis-

cover its nature and laws, ib.

4-6.

Languages, four of the most im-

portant groups examined
;

Malay- Polynesian by W. von

Humboldt, Buschmann, Von
de Gabelentz, and F. Miiller

;

the Ba-ntu by Bleek ; the

Athapnsian and Sonorian by

Buschmann; the Ural-Altaic,

also called Ugro-Altaic or

Turanian; the philology of the

Finnic group almost as ad-

vanced as Aryan ; limits of the

Ural-Altaic not quite settled,

nor the Chinese and Mongol,

i- 55-7.

Latin language, three periods of

Old Latin down to the Second

Punic War ; Classical Latin
;

and Neo-Latin, the language

of the people under the Em-
pire, out of which sprang the

Romanic idioms of Mediieval

and modern Europe ; their

relative use and differences, ii.

112-14.

Latin spoken in Gaul had a strong

affection for diminutives ; the

same tendency in Irish, Ger-

man, Swiss, and Italian; also

among the provincials of the

Roman world, ii. 11 5-16.

Law, universal prevalence of, in

language ; nothing arbitrary or

capricious amid all the changes

or development, ii. 335.

Laws of consonantal change laid

down for Latin and Greek, for

Sanskrit and Zend, for Keltic

and Old High German, verified

and explained by the modem
Romance dialects ; whilst the

study of savage idioms has

yielded invaluable facts for

linguistic science ; difficulties

of treating an extinct literary

language scientifically, i. 157.

Laws of speech, primary or em-
pirical ; their nature and rela-

tions ; applicable to words and
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sentences of any period ; Knpj-

lish, Sanskrit, and Latin, equi-

valent letters ; our linguistic

ancestors able to count one

hundred before their separa-

tion into two branches, one to

conquer India and the other to

occupy Europe, i. 138-9; words,

like fossils, enabled us to trace

the past history of our race
;

laws require to be verified by

experiment and observation
;

the phonautograph and pho-

nograph show the waves of

air set in motion by each sound

we utter
;
psychology confirms

the conclusion of glottology

that the concrete precedes the

abstract ; words common in

Spanish and Arabic due to

contact, ib. 140-1.

Laziness an active cause in

changing the harder sounds

into weaker ; Mr. Douse's at-

tempt to explain the phaeno-

mena of Grimm's Law by

Reflex Dissimilation, i. 196-7.

Leblanc, a young man whose

larynx was completely closed,

was only able to utter a and e^

i. 261.

Legend of Boreas and Orythia

explained by Sokrates to his

disciple Phaedrus, ii. 230-1.

Leibnitzoverthrewthe belief that

Hebrew was the primaeval lan-

guage ; set Missionaries to

compile vocabularies, gram-

mar and phrase-books ; im-

plored Witsen to procure spe-

cimens of the Scythian lan-

guages, Samoyedes, Siberians,

Bashkirs, Kalmuck;, Tungu-

sians and others ; his Disser-

tation on the Origin of Nations,

and method of inquiry ; found

an illustrious convert in Ca-

therine of Russia ; works of

the Jesuit jJon Lorenzo Her-

vas, the Mithridates of Ade-
lung and Vater due to his

influence ; his eTorts seconde 1

in another direction by Herder,

i. 47-8.

Lengthening of vowels by way of

compensation in Greek and

Latin for loss of a consonant,

i. 320-21.

Letto-Slavic languages, their

variety and grammatical com-
plexity, i. 94-100 ; the Lettic

group comprises Lithuanian

and Lettish; Lithuanian litera-

ture, chiefly " national songs "

and prose tales ; its phonology

strikingly agrees in some re-

spects with the Indie, but Let-

tish has undergone further

modification, zA loo-i.

Literary dialects and languages

less subject to decay than un-

written, as seen in the Tuscan
of Dante and the dialect of

Bologna or Naples ; the Latin

of Cicero declined with the

Empire, and the Anglo-Saxon
with the Norman Conquest

;

whilst the language of the

Assyrian inscriptions remained

almost unaltered 2,000 years

;

the character of Hebrew and
how influenced by its sister

tongues, i. 198-9.

Lithuanian language spoken by
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the least progressive member
of European Aryans, subject

to Phonetic Decay from want

of inteiv-ourse with its neigh-

bours, i. 200 ; compared with

the Bedouin of Central Arabia,

ib. 201.

Livius Andronicus translated the

"Odyssey" into Latin, i. 17.

Logic, formal, based on lan-

guage ; introduced into gram-

mar by the Greeks ; Aristote-

lian logic and the latest at-

tempt to improve it shown by

Mr. Sweet to rest upon the

mere accidents of Indo-Euro-

pean grammar, ii. 327-8 ;

cases of the Latin and Greek

wanting in the majority of

languages ; no true verbs in

the Polynesian dialects, and

the Eskimaux lack some of

" the parts of speech ; " Aris-

totle's analysis of the proposi-

tion and the syllogism ex-

amined by Hegel and Sweet,

ib. 328-9 ;
progress of the

science of language retarded

by the evil influence of formal

logic and of " Universal Gram-

mars " or Grammaires Raison-

ndes ; right conception of logic

less important than that of

grammar, ib. 330.

Ludwig's views of flection adop-

ted by some French philolo-

gists; supported byBergaigne's

researclics on the case-suf-

fixes, i. 84-5 ; his theory

fails when applied to the

verb ; the advocates of agglu-

tination meet the same diffi-

IL D

culty in the stem-suffixes, ib.

85. _
Lyldan inscriptions, some bi-

lingual, but cannot yet be de-

ciphered, or connected with

the Aryan family, ii. 185.

Mahn's three periods of speech

and their characteristics, i.

32-3.

Malayan and Polynesian dia-

lects, tlieir resemblances and
differences, i. 137.

Malayo-Polynesian group ; va-

ried position of the agglutina-

tive elements
;
place the pre-

position and article at the

end ; ravages of phonetic de-

cay ; inference from the gene-

ral resemblance of the Poly-

nesian dialects ; race declined

in civihzation apparent from

their numerous songs and le-

gends : Malays have long en-

joyed culture, possess epics,

dramas, and romances; their

philosophic writings due to

contact with the Hindus and
Arabs, ii. 207-8.

Manchus, conquerors of China

indebted to the Nestorian

Christians for their alphabet

of 29 characters : effect of

contact with the Chinese and

literary culture; the possessive

pronouns not affixed ; the ad-

jective merely a noun placed

before another to qualify it,

ii. 201.

Man's intellectual creations pro-

gressive, not like the unvary-

ing processes of nature always

D
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the same ; development of

thought conditioned and vary-

ing, i. 163-4.

Mechanism of speech settled

by the labours of ICllis, Mel-

ville Hell, Hclmholtz,Czermak,

Briicke, Sweet, and others ;

the main facts ascertained

and explained ; the real na-

ture and causes of the phonetic

elements of speech under-

stood, i. 246.

Membranous tongues like our

own chordce vocales, act as

tense cords, i. 233.

Memory of past events soon lost

by uneducated persons ; the

battle of Linden utterly for-

gotten by the peasantry of the

neighbourhood, and Albanian

genealogies cannot be traced

beyond eleven ancestors, ii.

254-5.

Metaphorical expressions the

work of analogy; three-fourths

of our own language said to

be worn-out metaphors ; the

source of terms for the spiri-

tual and abstract growth of

knowledge ; the only abstract

notion attained by the Tas-

manians was that of resem-

blance, i. 1 8 1-2.

Miklosich and Schleicher ex-

plained Slavonic philology
;

and the latter gave a descrip-

tion of the whole Indo-Euro-

pean family of languages, and

included the science of lan-

guage among the physical

sciences, i. 53.

Mixed languages, specimens of,

Maltese^ i. 219-20; Creolese

(or broken Danish); Surinam
Negro-English (or rather Ne-
gro-English Dutch), ib. 22\-2\

Negro Spanish of Curaqoa,

ib. 222-y, Indo-Portugttese^ ib,

223-4 ; Negro-Portuguese and
Negro-FrcHcn^ ib. 224-5.

Monboddo,Lord, a sounder critic

than Dugald Stewart, con-

vinced by Wilkins " that San-

skrit was a richer and in every

respect a finer language than

even the Greek of Homer;"
his theory of the descent ot

mankind from two tailless

apes, and all languages from

the Osirian of Egypt ; ad-

duced numerals and gram-

matical forms to prove the

relationship of the classical

languages of Europe and
India ; not far in 1795 from

discovering the Indo-Euro-

pean family of speech, the

foundation of the science of

language, i. 46-7.

Mongol dialects ; that spoken

near Lake Baikal the most

barbarous, ii. 200-1.

Moreover, the modern word, ap-

pears as ovennore in the Pas-

ton letters, and is an instance

of the variation of words from

age to age, i. 371-2.

Morphology treats of the various

forms under which thought

expresses itself ; different

modes of thought and ex-

pression in Chinese and Eng-
lish

;
peculiar characteristics

and temperament form race
;
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how peculiarities become per-

manent features, i. 364-5 ;

languages classed morpholo-

gically, ib. 365 ; meaning of

race ; the European Jew
adopts the language of the

country in which he is settled;

modern mixed languages
;

types of languages strongly

marked, but the dividing lines

almost imperceptible
;

pecu-

liarities of Finnic, English,

and French, ib. 366 ; results

of contact ; the minds of most

men cast in the same mould,

and tendency to produce com-

mon forms ; approach of dif-

ferent types to each other,

and the consequences, ib. 367;

relation of the parts of the

sentence to one another,

grammatical forms and struc-

ture, /(^. 382-4.; 390.

Miiller's (Max) theory of lan-

guage
;

position respecting

dialects ; account of the ori-

gin of the myths of Greece

and Rome ; his views midway
between Schleicher and Stein-

thal, i. 77-9 ; on etymology

and sound, ib, 149; cites au-

thorities to prove that y^ and ^

are not distinguished amongst

the Sandwich Islanders, zA 3 10

;

on the Latin accusative and

infinitive, ib. 429-3 1 ; on roots,

ii. 3-4.

Murray's (Dr.) nine primaeval

roots and their meanings, i.

217 and Notes.

Mythology largely based on

metaphors employed in ex-

plaining the phenomena of

nature, which were afterwards

understood literally as apply-

ing to beings of a superhuman
world ; myths of Eos and of

Phoebus Apollo ; mythology a

misunderstanding of the me-

taphors and a misconception

of the analogical reasoning of

our early ancestors, i. 182-3.

Mythology of the Greeks in the

time of Sokrates and Plato

inexplicable and wanting in

morality ; connected with their

art and religion ; familiar to

them from childhood, every

spot associated with some
ancient myth ; influence on

politics ; difficulty of belief

among the educated ; myths

resolved into allegory by
Theagenes ; others like Me-
trodorus saw in Agamemnon
and the Trojan heroes and the

gods, the elements and physi-

cal agencies ; the Neo-Plato-

nists regarded them as moral

symbols ; conduct of Plato

and Aristotle ; the educated

accepted the atheism of Epi-

kurus, whilst the masses

eagerly embraced the wild

superstitions of the East, ii.

231-3 ; common opinion that

the gods took no notice of

human affairs ; views of Eu-

hemerus readily received at

Rome ; irreverent satire of

Lucian, ib. 234-5 ; spread

and influence of Christianity

;

proneness of the Christians to

refer everything marvellous to

^J\
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the a-^ency of Satan, ib. 235 ;

N CO- Paganism short-lived
;

ditTerence between modern
thinkers and tlic ancient

Greeks ; Bacon on Mytho-
logy ; revival of Euhemerism,

and attempt to extract history

from Greek Myths; Lempri6rc

and the Abbd Banier, ib. 236-

40 ; opinions of Bochart,

Bryant, and Gladstone, ib.

240-41 ; Grote's views on the

essential character of myths
and history, and different

mode of treating them; the key

found for solving the problem;

formation of myths
;
preser-

vation of names when the

natural sense has vanished
;

false interpretations ; mytho-

logy rife in the islands of the

Pacific
;

personification and
metaphors in common use

;

myths traced to false mean-
ings and mistakes ; ignorant

attempts to explain them, ib.

241-6; chief causes of the

rich mythology of Greece and

Rome, Scandinavia, and Ger-

many, ib. 248-9.

Mythopceic age; awakened curi-

osity to understand and inter-

pret the outward world ; the

first strivings of the intellect

manifested in the form of tales

and legends, hymns to the

gods, and songs of victory

;

epithets a fruitful source of

mythology, and several applied

to the same object from dif-

ferent attributes, ii. 249-50.

Myths different in form, histori-

cal and geographical setting

may be traced back to a single

germ, like many words to a

single root, ii. 259 ; those of

the same family of languages

to be compared ; resemblances

in allied and unallied families,

ib. 260-
1 ; borrowed and va-

riously modified, ib. 262-7.

Myths from attempts to explain

names as Chdteau Vert and

Pileattis^ ii. 246 ; Eponymous
heroes owe their existence to

ihe same popular etymolo-

gizing which ascribed the

foundation of Rome to the

twin brothers Remus and
Romulus, ib. 247-8 ; myths
vary in character according to

the language from which they

are derived ; many-sided ; re-

ligious more hallowed and per-

manent; old myths fastened on

persons and places made the

centres of tradition ; 'Sakbya

Muni Buddha, Charlemagne
;

stormingthebattlements of the

sky transferred to the sieges

of Thebes and Troy, ib. 252-4

;

Cyrus ardAstyages, ib. 255.

Nasal vowels how produced ; no

French nasalized i or «, and
the cause of this deficiencv ; a

nasal / occurs in Portuguese

and probably in the Sanskrit

siinha, "lion," i. 261-2.

Natural selection at work in the

use of English, French, and

Latin words, i. 345.

Nature and laws of pronuncia-

tion only discoverable in
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modern languages ; must work
back in the study of an extinct

speech ; success of Elhs and
Sweet in early English due to

the abundance of data
;
great

difficulty in restoring the pro-

nunciation of Latin and Greek,

i. 155-6.

Nature and objects of linguistic

science ; language provision-

ally defined ; sounds and mean-
ing ; thoughts indirectly re-

presented by writing, which
directly symbolizes sound ; de-

fects of hieroglyphics in clear-

ness and certainty of expres-

sion, i. 90-1
; picture-writing

intelligible everywhere
;

ges-

tures sufficient for indicat-

ing ordinary wants, but not

those ofa civilized community,

ib. 92 ; many gestures stand

for the same ideas everywhere;

Burton on their use among the

Arapahos, Fisher on the Co-

manches, and James on the

Kiawa-Kashia Indians, ib. 93;

instinctive, and may be prior

to the acquisition of language;

how excited speakers are

readily understood ; different

styles of address suited to dif-

ferent classes ; Abyssinian

Galla mode of punctuation of

his speech; motions of the lips

used among the deaf and
dumb, imply a previous spoken

language, ib. 94.

Necessity of studying the idioms

of modern and actual speech

before the dead languages
;

how to acquire a foreign lan-

guage, ii. 339 ; ulility of com-
parative philology in showing

that all languages are governei I

by the same general laws
;

how modern French presup-

poses Latin, and how Gei-

manand English repeat under

new forms the })rinciples and

conceptions ofGreekgrammar,
with an ilogous letttM-changes;

agreement of continental scho-

lars, and conference at Dres-

den in 1873, ii. 340-1.

Need of reform in our pronuncia-

tion of Latin and Greek ; by

comparison and induction Cor-

sen has restored the pronun-

ciation of Latin as observed

by the upper classes under

the Emperors ; changes in

Greek, and reasons for accept-

ing the modern pronunciation,

ii. 341-3-

Neo-Hebrew under the Kimchi;

the Christian scholars of the

Reformation devoted them-

selves to Semitic with the same
energy and success as the

Stephenses and Scaligers to

classical philology ; Hebrew
grammar cast in a classical

mould, Latin and Greek words

derived from Hebrew roots,

and a new etymological sys-

tem sprang up quite as gro-

tesque as its predecessors of

Greece and Rome, i. 30-1.

New words and derivations

;

gas^xi^ bias by van Helmont;

od. Baron von Richenbach
;

libe7'alize, the Marquis of

'\jdiVL's,^o\vx\Q.\ fatherland^ Isaac
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Disrneli ; ifirun'osit^, Mon-
tai;,M)c ; urhaniit' ;iik1 sih iositt!,

lialzac; bicnfaisance^ the Abbd
dc Saint Pierre ; dt'vou/oir^

Malherbc ; and Burke, IJte-

rator^ i. 99-100; Gas^ g/iost,

^rnl yeast, ii. 4.

Nibclungen Lied, the great Epic

of the German nations, seems,

at first, a fusion of history and
myths ; the story can be traced

back and its variations at dif-

ferent periods, and the chief

actors; its Icelandic and Saxon

versions prove its mythic an-

tiquity, ii. 256-8.

Noire' regarded tlic cries of men
engaged in a common work as

intelligible symbols of that

work to them, and forming the

roots, or the germs out of

which all future language

sprang ; his explanation of

Aryan frequently contravenes

scientific etymology ; but his

theory explains much in lan-

guage, does not exclude Ono-

matopoeia, and clears up the

origin of that part of speech

hitherto considered the most

difficult, i. 82-3.

Nominative case of the first per-

sonal pronoun later than the

accusative ; human action and

passions ascribed to the forces

and pha?nomena of nature, and

the attributes of inanimate ob-

jects to animate beings, formed

the groundwork of mytho-

logy for future generations, ii.

248-9.

Number of forms assumed bv

waves of sound limited in kind

;

nature of peculiar tone illus-

trated by comparison with

spectrum analysis ; sympa-

thetic vibrations by the violin,

piano, and wind instruments,

i. 235-6.

Nursery names for the cat^ cow,

the name given to the (fog by

the natives of the north-east

coast of Papua, i. 107.

Object and scope of the science

of language defined ; the

science has to do with all the

forms of significant utterance,

but cannot pass the barrier of

roots ; other sciences neces-

sary to explain what lies be-

yond and gave rise to articu-

late speech, i. 160.

Object of general education un-

folded ; the need of right me-

thod and choice of subjects,

ii. 338-9.

Object ofthe science of language

threefold; divisions of thesub-

ject and summary, i. 137- 141.

Objection to Dr. Bleek's view of

-onfining the mythopceic age

to those languages in which

gender and sex are denoted,

ii. 274-5.

Objections to the results of com-

parative mythology stated and

answered, ii. 267-74.

Ogyrven or roots, according to

Welsh writers, " the seven

score and seven parent-words"

from which all other words are

derived ; the Hindoos nearly

2,000 years ago held similar
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views, and trarrd the inanifokl

words of tlicir language to cer-

tain phonetic forms termed
" elements," ii. i ; the Prati

'sakhya of KdtyAyana calls the

verb a dhdtu or root, ib. 1-2.

Onomatopceia and its impor-

tance in the formation of lan-

guage ; roots formed by its

help ; use among the Papuans;

natural sounds very differently

represented by different per-

sons as shown in the words

given as the equivalent of the

note ofthe nightingale, i. 107-8

;

works on Onomatopoeia, ib.

109 note.

Order of words in a sentence

constantly liable to change

;

the definite article postfixed in

some and prefixed in others

of the Aryan family, i. 371-2.

Origin and development ofmytns

among the different races, ii.

258-267.

Origin and nature of mythology,

and the history of religion as-

certained by the comparative

method of investigation ap-

plied to language, i. 161.

Origin of language to be sought

in (gestures, onomatopoeia^ and

interjectional cries; the first

rude modes ofcommunication;

formation of sentences by ono-

matopoeic words and gesticu-

lation ; the whole sentence,

the only possible unit of

thought ; work of the lexico-

grapher ; use of accent ; the

Greek logos, the complete act

of reasoning, i. 111-12; rela-

tion of the word to the sen-

tence, and how words may be

divided ; sounds must have

a meaning, and represent

thought, before they constitute

language, ib. 1 12-13.

Osmanli, the tongue of the do-

minant race in Turkey ; the

literary dialect ; a large part

of the vocabulary borrowed

from Persian and Arabic, while

the country dialects arc com-

paratively pure, ii. 199.

Palatals described; interchanges

and equivalents in various

languages, i. 277-8.

Palatals and gutturals closely

connected with the sibilants

in German, Icelandic, modern
Greek, and Swiss dialects, i.

282-3.

PashtUjOr Pakhtu of the Afghans

considered an Indian dialect,

and forms a sort of stepping-

stone between the Indian and

Iranian divisions, ii. ']'j\ has

borrowed its whole system ot

pronominal suffixos; and is

also called Patau and Siyah-

Push, ib. TJ.

Pehlevi language, a curious mix-

ture of Aryan and Semitic

formed in the courts of the

Sassanian princes of Persia

and confined to the literary

class, i. 174 ; known from

translations oftheZend-avesta,

the '* Bundebesh," coins, and
inscriptions, ii. 81-2.

Persian, or Iranian nearly akin

to Sanskrit ; more archaic
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than the Vedic-Sanskrit; Zend-

avesta, the Bible of the Zoroas-

trian faith, of recent date ;
his-

tory of tiie Iranian grouj- may

be traced through successive

and long-continued periods re

presented by Zend, Old, or Ac-

hasmenian Persian, huzvaresh

or Pelilevi, Parsi, and Neo-

Persian, ii. 78.

Personal and possessive pro-

nouns affixed to nouns in the

Zaza dialect ; the Hoopah

and Navaho; the vocabularies

from river U apes, and amongst

the English Gipsies, i. 121.

IMiilology, a new science and

still divided on certain points;

has made greatest progress on

the phonological side ; review

of its various phases, and vast

importance in the history of

the human mind, and the

riddle of mythology ; it en-

ables the student to read the

thoughts and beliefs of the

earliest ages v.'ith greater cer-

tainty and minuteness than if

they had been recorded by

the historian, i. 87-9; the com-

parative philologist able to

test and rectify such deriva-

tions as some of Butmann and

K. O. M tiller's from the Greek;

dependence on specialists and

the reason, il>. 158-9 ; Bopp
the father of the science of

comparative philology, not a

specialist in any of the Aryan

languages; his errors correc-

ted by special students in va-

rious languages, ?/>. 159-60.

Phoenician, like Assyrian, only

known from coins, inscriptions,

and a passage of the " Poenu-

lus " of Plautus, with fragmen-

tary Greek translations from

Hanno and Sanchuniathon, ii.

171.

Piionautographs constructed by

Scott and Konig delineate the

forms of the waves of sound

on a plate of sanJ, in the

flickering of a gas-flame, or in

the movements of a writing-

pencil, and the microscope

shows the impressions of ar-

ticulate sounds in the tinfoil

of the phonograph, i. 234-5;

instruments described ; the

phonograph unable at present

to reproduce the sibilants
;

proves that all sounds may be

reproduced backwards by be-

ginning with the last forms

indented on the tinfoil; socia-

bility becoming ytilibaishos

;

diphthongs and double conso-

nants reversed with equal

clearness ; and also shows

that ch of cheque is really a

double letter, i. 335.

Phonetic expression ofthe verbal

copukt long left to be supplied

by the mind ; and still want-

ing in many Polynesian lan-

guages; illustrations from the

Dyak, i. 1 17-8.

Phonetic law of the English ///

representing t in Sanskrit,

Latin, and (ireek, i. 137.

Phonetic utterances, nature of;

phonology and sematology ex-

plained in their relation to
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each other; priority of sounds,

.ords, and dialects, and their

dependence on the structure

of the organs of speech ; hard

and soft sounds; laws of equi-

valence and interchange in a

group, i. 226-7 ; intimately con-

nected with physics and his-

tory, ib. 228-29.

Phonology, and its importance

in tracing the nature and
working of the laws of speech;

relation of the English h and

d to Sanskrit k i^s) and /, and

the Aryan conception of one

hundred; relative position of

phonology and sematology;

thought conditioned ; sounds

and ideas ; structure only one

element in classitication; pho-

nology the key of modern lin-

guistic science, i. 142-4; pho-

nological laws .of Aryan and

permissible variations; Prince

Lucien Bonaparte's enumera-

tion of the number of sounds

in modern European lan-

guage ; formation of the vocal

organs due to various causes

and inherited aptitudes, ib.

145; Polynesian pronunciation

of David., Samuel., London.,

and FrederickJ Chinese repre-

sentative oi ChristJ Japanese,

Bengalese, and English mis-

pronunciations ; variations of

sounds in different languages;

the palatals in Aryan origi-

nally gutturals ; in Malayan,

dentals, ib. 145-8.

Phonology and glottology, their

functions and relationship;

the connection between sense

and sound, i. 165.

Plato and Aristotle the connect-

ing link between the Sophistic

and Alexandrine periods ; re-

new the old contest between

the followers of Merakleitus

and Demokritus ; their theo-

ries of little scientitic value, i

10.

Plato's derivation of TJieoi.,

' gods ; " problem of the

" Kratylus " and the con-

clusion, i. 7-10.

Plural everywhere preceded by

the dual ; formed by redupli-

cation in many tongues ; some
have only yet reached the idea

of duality, as the Puris dialect

of South America ; time when
only one and two were known
in the Aryan, i. 137-8.

Polysynthetic languages ofNorth

America an interesting sur-

vival of primitive forms of

speech which have elsewhere

perished, i. 125 ; the two ex-

treme types the Eskimaux and
Aztec ; contrast and gram-

matical peculiarities ; Aztec

civilization destroyed by the

Spaniards ; Mexican system

of writing inferior to the

Maya ; no specimen of an-

cient Aztec poetry left, ii. 219-

20.

Polytheism and its tendencies

when spiritualized to panthe-

ism and monotheism ; its

deities cease to be mere ab-

stractions, and are resolved

into a higher unity ; the Chal-
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dean Hymns speak of " the

One God," and the Egyptian

priests taught that the nume-

rous deities were but mani-

festations of the same divine

Essence ; opinions of Xeno-

phanes, i^schylus, Aristotle,

and Mohammed; growth of

more worthy conceptions of

deity, ii. 298-9.

Popular etymologies sometimes

attempted in ignorance and
mistakes ; many instances in

proper names and legends, as

Burgh de Walter, Widder
Fjord, Madrid, Lepontii, Kir-

gisez, Athens, Krisa ; epony-

mous heroes, false analogy,

and in the Homeric Poems, i.

183-4.

Portuguese and Gallician closely

approach French in some par-

ticulars ; lost the initial / of

article, but acquired a num-
ber of Arabic and French

words, ii. 119.

Pott probably unequalled for his

knowledge and insight among
students of language

;
great

value of his works in checking

unifying haste, i. 51 ; assailed

Bopp's view, advocated origi-

nal diversity, and endeavoured

to found a science of Semato-

logy, ib. 63-4; applied Grimm's

method to the whole Indo-

European languages, ib. 64.

Priscian compared Latin witli

Greek especially the yEolic

dialect ; followed Tyrannio or

Dioklcs, i. 24.

Pronunciation affected by ana-

logy ; the Frenchman " gal-

licizes," just as the English-

man "anglicizes," borrowed

words, i. 178 ; basis of the

pronunciation of English,

Holstein, Lower Hesse, and

Saxon dialects, ib. 268.

Provencal the language of the

troubadotirs^\>ro'^cr\y of South-

ern France, Catalonia, Valen-

cia, the Balearic Islands and
Arragon ; throws light upon
the grammatical forms of its

northern neighbours ; earliest

poems ; short-lived civiliza-

tion of Provence arrested by

the Church, ii. 117-8.

Reason of man in the mytho-

poeic age attributing his own
passions and movements to

the forces of nature, ii. 269-70.

Reduplicated words. Sir John
Lubbock's calculation of the

proportion in English, French,

German, Greek, and some of

the barbarous languages of

Africa, America, and the

Pacific, i. 388.

Reduplication one of the oldest

contrivances of speech ; and

most important for denoting

the relations of grammar and

expression of the inward emo-

tions, 1. 388-9.

Reformed Alphabet and its re-

quisites; Prince L-L. Bona-

parte's by A. J. Ellis, and

H. Sweet's narrow Romic al-

phabet and list of symbols,

i- 3 53-36 1 ; chance of a uni-

versal language, probably the
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kind of English prophesied iDy

Mr. Simpson
;
prevalence of

English all bver the world
;

lately used by a Danish writer

on science to gain a wider

audience ; Grimm's advice to

his countrymen to give up

their own tongue in favour of

English; anticipations of the

prevalence of a universal me-
dium of intercourse among
mankind, ii. 349-52.

Related terms—myths, folklore,

fable, and allegory, and their

several meanings, ii. 275-

284.

Relations of grammar denoted

by prefixes, affixes, infixes, and

change of vowel ; examples

from Sanskrit, Greek, and

other languages ; numerals si-

milarly distinguished in some;

the Grebo pronouns " 1 " and

"thou," "we" and "you,"

solely by intonation ; internal

change of consonants in Bur-

man, position in Chinese and

Taic ; reduplication common
to all languages, expresses

very different ideas ; illustra-

tions from various sources,

i. 384-8.

Religion and religious systems

of the mythopoeic age divi-

sible broadly into two great

classes, and how characte-

rized ; the phases of their

growth traceable in the Rig-

Veda, and the dogmas of the

Christian Church, ii. 284-5 5

nature of the science of re-

ligion, ib. 285-6 ; some ray

of light and truth in the most

degraded faith, and defects in

the purest ; religion moulded
in transmission, by time, place,

and in the instincts of its pro-

fessors, as Christianityamongst

Englishmen and Negroes, and
the variations of Buddhism, ib.

286 ; organized religion a late

product, due to civilization

and culture
;
parallels ; creed

of Buddhism settled by Asoka,

and the Nicene by Constan-

tine ; the earlier and later

forms of each contrasted
;

Zoroastrianisrn, a protest

against the Polytheism of the

Veda, and Mohammedanism
against the Christian idolatry

of the sixth century, zA 287-8;

unorganized religions classi-

fied and described ; compari-

son of various religious be-

liefs and customs shows the

forms religious consciousness

assumed before the rise of

organized systems, ib. 288-9.

{See ancestor worship, fetish-

ism, totemism, shamanism,

henolheism aud polytheism.)

Rhaetian, with its two dialects,

one spoken by Protestants and

the other by Roman Catholics,

has been shown by Ascoli to

be allied to two others which

have been erroneously classed

with Italian, ii. 119-20.

Rhetoric and its use among the

Sophists, i. 9.

Rig-Veda, collection of hymns
and pcjcms, some of very

ancient date ; the whole
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ascribed to the fourteenth

or fifteenth century, B.C.
;

rigid theory of its inspira-

tion
;

growth, divisions, and

uses ; ritual assigned to dif-

ferent classes ; number of

hymns, verses, and syllables,

according to 'Saunaka, the

same as in the present texts
;

the Pada text formed and Idc-

came the basis of a scientific

phonology, i. 39-41 ; language

nearly obsolete in the time of

Kautsa, although the exact

recital of the hymns was con-

sidered indispensable in the

performance of religious ser-

vice, zl>. 41.

Roman interest in grammar and

etymology confined to Greek

and their own language ; their

boasted descent from ^neas
and the Trojans, led them to

neglect the dialects of Asia

and the Etruscan language
;

even Caesar failed to compare

the language of Gaul with the

Latin, i. 23.

Romanic tongues traced to a

well-known fountain - head
;

enable us to verify and correct

our attempts to restore the

parent Aryan, by a compari-

son of the derived languages,

ns well as to studv the laws of

letter-change in actual, living

speech ; their various forms

explained, ii. 109-12,

Roots, fierce controversy on,

before the Nirukta of Yaska

was composed, ii. 1-2 ; their

nature and how discovered
;

distinctive character of each

particular family, according

to Pott, the unconscious

working of analogy, ilf. 7-8
;

Semitic roots, and Finno-

Ugrian dialects ; roots given

by lexicographers merely re-

present the oldest known forms

of words ; Old Chinese re-

cently traced by Dr. Edkins

and M. de Rosny, id. 9-10
;

existence of a primitive " root-

period " pointed out by Rrdal

in the Dictionaries of Pick

and Curtius, td. 11-12; roots

differ as the language to which

tliey beloi^ in being mono-
syllabic or polysyllabic ; dif-

ference in Polynesian, Aryan,

Semitic, and Chinese ; the

sentence words of the primi-

tive Aryan, Chinese, Taic, and

Bushman ; all attempts to re-

duce Semitic roots to single

syllables have failed ; Boht-

lingk on Tibetan words now
monosyllabic ; the BA.-ntu

family and others ; in some

languages both monosyllabic

and polysyllabic roots are

found, as Old Egyptian ; the

Hindus reduced their roots

to single syllables, t'd. 12-13 ;

at one time the roots of Aryan

were necessarily the same

;

Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit

words compared ; the noun

and verb co-existent; nominal

and verbal stems, id. 14-15;

parallel roots ; new words

coined by savages, /^. 16-17;

simple and compound roots, z7a
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17-18; views ofPott and Ciirtius

on secondary roots ; amalga-

mation and reduplication, ib.

19-21 ; Latin deus and divus

referred to div j Zeus and

'yupiter to dyn; roots divi-

sible into classes ; their cha-

racteristics, ib. 22-7 ; agree-

ment of allied lan;4uages in

their roots and grammar

;

borrowed words changed in

being naturalized, as the Latin

histrio, nepos, and Auius,

from the Etru-can; maize

and hammock from Hayti

;

creative powers of language

seen in Pierre Riviere's enna-

pharer and calibhie, ib. 28
;

the name Plon Plon given to

Prince Napoleon, and curious

origin oiJ'albala j additions by

natural science as gas, sepal,

sulfite, sulfate, . and ellagic

acid ; word-making among
theological enthusiasts, ib. 29-

30 ; vocabularies of savages

constantly changing, and

words coined by them not

roots, as the Kalir woman's

aftgoca, ib. 31 ; basis of genea-

logical classification ; test of

linguistic kinship, and pro-

bable number of families ac-

cording to F. Miiller
;
great

number of extinct languages
;

cause of the preservation of

those of the Caucasus and the

Basque of the Pyrenees ; re-

cent extinction of four Tasma-

nian dialects ; and Etruscan

only known from about 3,000

short inscriptions, ib. 32-5.

Samoied dialects, midway be-

tween Turkic and Finnic,

consist of five main and an

infinity of smaller ones ; the

people, perhaps, the most de-

graded branch of the Ural-

Altaic family, ii. 200.

Sanskrit, discoveryof byWestern
scholars, ended the play with

words, and created the science

of language, i. 38 ; numerals

and other words compared
with Italian by Philippo Sas-

seti ; the missionary Roberto

de Nobili transformed himself

into a Brahman, learnt Tamil,

Telugu, and Sanskrit, adopted

the cord, marks, garb, diet,

and submitted to caste, ib.

43-44 ; one of his converts

thought to have composed
the Ezur, a pretended fourth

Veda ; fifty years later, Hein-

rich Roth disputed with the

Brahmans in Sanskrit; in 1740,

Pere Pons, a Frenchman, sent

home a report on Sanskrit lite-

rature ; first Sanskrit gram-
mar published in i'kirope by
two German friars at Rome

;

some years before Coeurdoux

and Barth^lemy had written

to the French Academy on
the relationship of Sanskrit,

Greek, and Latin, but their

letter was not printed till

1808 ; their opinion fully con-

firmed by English and German
scholars ; formation of the

Asiatic Society at Calcutta,

the labours of Halhed and
Sir William Jones gave an
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impetus to the study of San-

skrit and its related idioms,

ib. 44-5.

Schlegel ("riedrich), the ]X)ct,

first laid down the fact that

the languages of India, Persia,

Greece, Italy, Germany, and

Slavonia formed one family
;

his work, the foundation on

which Bopp reared the science

of language, i. 48-9.

Schleicher and Hovelacque re-

garded the science of lan-

guage as belonging to the

physical sciences ; compared

it with natural history, i. 70

;

summary of Schleicher's theo-

ries and false assumptions, ib.

72-4 ; defects of Hovclacque's

work, ib. 76.

Schott on the affix of the Persian

dative and accusative, i. 174.

Sematology laws far less dis-

tinct and invariable, and can-

not be reduced to nxed rules

like those of Phonetic change;

the phenomena complicated

and dependent on psycholo-

gical conditions ; social in-

fluence and education give the

same general idea to words,

i- 336-37 ; French juste and

English just J their general

correspondence and different

associations ;
" genealogies of

words," growth and decay of

ideas ; analogy and metaphor

impart new senses to words,

as in the Latin aiiiimis, " the

mind," or *' soul," which origi-

nally denoted the " wind " or

" breath ;
" proper significa-

tion of " impertinent " lost,

ib. 338-9 ; Whitney and i^ott

on significant change ; how
words are more accurately

definedshown by Latin, Greek,

and German examples ; in-

fiuence of metaphor ; Tas-

manians who '-»ad no general

terms perceived the resem-

blance of things ; sensuous

origin of Divus, deus, and

soul; the various meanings

of post, the work of analogy

and metaphor, ib. 339-40

;

causes of the variations of

meaning ; introduction of

new words ; old meanings

forgotten, and new ones

evolved ; the cause of many
myths and mythological be-

ings as Protnitheus and Epi-

metheus ; legends connected

the distorted names of locali-

ties, /(^. 341-3; rise of several

from one original with different

meanings ;
" natural selec-

tion ' in language, ib. 344-5.

Semite, from the earliest times

a trader, borrowed his culture

and civilization largely from

the Turanian Accadians of

Babylonia, with the germs of

settled city life, the elements

of mathematics, astronomy,

religion, mythology, literature,

and writing, ii, 168.

Semites of Assyria and Baby-

lonia the first grammarians,

i. 27 ; but the Jewish schools

produced nothing worthy of

the name till the sixth century;

Syriac grammar compiled by
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Jacob of Edcssa became the

model of all succeeding works;

followed bv those of Elia's of

Nisibis and John Barzugbi
;

Arabic grammar composed by

Abul-Asvved about the end of

the seventh century, almost

perfected by Sibawaih, who
speaks of 2,500 famous gram-

marians; labours of the Sabo-

reans and Masoretes for the

Old Testament the same as

the Alexandrine Greeks for

Homer, the Arabs for the

Koran, and the Hindus for

the Veda; the Jews formed

the first comparative gram-

mar ; chief authors, ib. 28-30.

Semitic languages, original

home, leading characteristics,

grammatical peculiarities, and

sub-divisions, ii. 164-77.

Sentence the unit of significant

speech ; words conceptual or

presentative, and pronominal

or representative ; meanings

of the words and, because, fne-

niorandum, explained
;
judg-

ments implied in the words

humanity and gravitation;

the terms of a proposition,

i. 1 14-15 ; formation of words,

Taic or Siamese examples
;

sentence words in different

relations ; Semi^'n kdtal and

its meanings ; the exact mean-

ing of the Grebo sounds

ni ne, derived from the con-

text and gestures, ib. 116-

17 ; the Greek termination

ise or ise in English words, ib.

117; the sentence the only

sound basis for classifying

speech,/'^. 122; forms of sen-

tences in various languages

;

Chinese, Burmese, and Turk-

ish examples, ib. 123-4 ;

foreign influence in Hunga-

rian
;
position of the objective

pronoun in French, Basque,

and Accadian
;
polysyrthetic

fusion of a sentence into a

single word, as the Algonkin

wut- ap -pi- sit - tuk - qu^s- siin-

noo-weht-unJt-quoh, ib. 1 24-25

;

the sentence made up of two

factors, external sound and
internal thought, /<^. 132 ; sen-

tence first conceived ab a

whole; apphcation of gestures;

grammatical relations evolved

by comparison ; sentence

word varied by the Chinaman,

Mongol, and Hindu, ib. 378 ;

American tongues alone pre-

served the primitive type of

all speech ; Eskimaux and

Mexican ; savages unable to

distinguish the particular from

the universal ; curious fact re-

vealed by a morphological re-

view of languages; local types,

/<^. 379-81.

Serpents, why capable of pro-

ducing only hissing sounds.

i. 237, note.

Shamanism, the religion of

the Ural-Altaic or Turanian

family ; every object and force

in nature believed to be in-

spired by a spirit good, or bad,

that could only be approached

b\ a sorcerer, ii. 197; a higher

conception of religion than
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man to neutrahze the action

of evil spirits, and influence

the good by incantations and

magic ceremonies ; belief in

Shamanism retained by the

cultivated Accadians after the

dcvclopnicnt of a considerable

civilization, ib. 293-4.

Sinhalese religion and literature

derived from India, ii. 76-7.

Skipetdr (" Highlander"), or Al-

banian, a member of the

Aryan family ; large number

of (^ireek words in the vocabu-

lar> ; theory of Latham and

Pocsche respecting its origin,

ii. 121-2.

Sokrates, the greatest of the

Sophists, gave an impetus to

Greek thought, and was em-

ployed by Plato to support his

conclusion in the " Kratylus,"

i. 10.

Solar explanation, inapplicable

to many myths ; some relate

to the storm clouds, stars,

eclipses, creation of the earth,

sea, and living beings ; the

" Solar Theory" not to be con-

founded with comparative phi-

lology, ii. 271-2.

Sonants and non-sonants, and

their modifications, i. 265.

Sound and sense ; their intimate

connection in etymological re-

search, i. 154-5.

Sound defined ; difference be-

tween sound and musical

tones ; length of the funda-

mental note, with its octave,

fifth and fourth, known to the

Pythagoreans, i. 229-30; Max
Miiller on the highest and
lowest tones, ib, 231

;
pitch,

vibration, length, and depen-

dence on the thickness and
tension of the cords or rods

;

bound of a stringed instrument

and trombone each peculiar to

itself, ib. 232-3.

Sounds formed by inspiration

used in Swiss dialects, and in

South African chcks, i. 283,

and note.

Sounds represented by the same
letterof the alphabet not really

identical ; Sanskrit cha com-
pared with English ch^ in

church ; European scale of

three short vowels, «, /, ^, and
the Indie single «, in which
three distinct vowel-sounds

have coalesced ; changes of

Greek in passing into Latin,

i. 309.

Sounds roughly and imperfectly

distinguished by the Greeks,

i. 244-5.

South African dialects said by

Bleek to be inflectional ; use

of suffixes in the formation of

words, as in Aryan, ii. 182-4.

Spanish widely different from

Latin in phonology and vo-

cabulary ; regular in its gram-

matical forms
;
probablecause

of its changes in phonology,

ii. 119.

wSpiegel on the influence of Se-

mitic grammar in Zend, i.175.

Steinthal on Humboldt's incon-

sistencies and dualism ; his

account of the origin of Ian-
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's incon-

;m ;
his

of lan-

guage; need of a psychological

ethnology to penetrate "the

inner forms of language," or

" apperception," described by

Lazarus as a " condensation

of thought ;" his writings sug-

gestive, but deficient in clear-

ness ; his confused views and

ambiguous use of terms ;

questionable metnphor; mis-
1

led by a false conception of \

language, i. 69-70.

Stoics perfected Aristotle's gram-

matical system ; their labours

and those of the Epicureans
;

line of Horace on the primi-

tive condition of man, and the

evolution of language; speech

created instinctively, i. 12-13.

Stewart's (Dugald) absurd at-

tempt to prove that the Sanskrit

language and literature were

the work of the Brahmans,

formed on Greek and Latin

models to deceive European

scholars, i. 45-6.

Syllable, its nature and forma-

tion ; open syllables andwords

pronounced either backwards

or forwards by the phono-

graph ; views of Ellis, Sweet,

and Kudelkn, on stress and

glides, i. 286-9 ; difference of

syllablesin/z/r// or ione^ stress

and qjiantiiy, ib. 289-301 ; in-

fluence of climate in causing

phonetic variety ; effect of

savage customs ; correspond-

ing sounds of the same words

in allied dialects, ib. 301-3 ;

Grimm's great law amended
and amplified, ib. 304 ; table

IL E

of equivalent Aryan sounds
;

early date of some -
*" tlie

changes; theories of Fick and
Schmidt ; second home of the

Aryan race, ib. 305-6.

Synonyms and homonyms con-

founded, and the former re-

solved into the names of dif-

ferent beings in the epithetic

stage of language, as in Ushas,

Eos, DaJiand, and Daphne :

Pravianthas, transplanted to

Greece, became Prometheus,

and had for his brother Epi-

neiheiis, ii. 251-2.

Syntax, or the arrangement of

words in a sentence, according

to Professor Erie ; study of

comparative accidence in ad-

vance of comparative syntax
;

labours of Jolly, Bergaigne,

and others, i. 428-9 ;
position

of words and varied develop-

ment of the germs of syntax of

each family
;
growth of Aryan

;

Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit

forms and usages, ib. 429-32 ;

agreement, and want of agree-

ment, in families
;

pelc-mele

order of Latin words in a sen-

tence
;
place of the verb ; Ber-

gaigne on the position of the

Aryan ; apparent violations of

the rule ; Greek and Latin, //-'.

433-4 ; false analogy
;
proper

names Damasippas and Hip-
podamas; Agathos and Dai-

vion; curious use of the article

in Greek
;
proper names com-

pounded with Forum anl
Portus, ib. 435 ; order of words:

in the primitive sentence illus-

E
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trate the Latin credo and San-

skrit ^sraddadJiami; reason for

placing the verb at the end
;

changed in English, Scandi-

navian, and the Romanic dia-

lects ; the infinitive, its depen-

dence, place, and government

;

preposition ; simple and com-
])ound sentences ; connection

and fusion in Aryan opposed
to Semitic ; defects of both

;

contrast of Greek with its

manifold particles, subtle ana-

lysis of thought, and delicacy

of expression during the po-

lished period of their mental

activity, ib. 439.

Tell (William), the Swiss hero,

a double of the I'alna-Toki of

Norway, and the English Wil-

liam Cloudeslee, ii. 255-6.

Teutonic group of languages, the

Gothic, Norse, Low and High
German ; their range and re-

lation to each other, ii. 8S-94.

Three main conditions for the

production of every vowel

sound ; differences of action

in quick and lively utterances,

and weak exspiration ; the

spiritus loiis and asper ex-

plained, i. 262-3.

Totemism distinct from Sha-

manism; bears the same re-

lation to the Indians of North
America as Shamanism to

the Ural-Altaic stock ; the

totem, generally an animal, is

the symbol and object of wor-

ship to every member of a

tribe ; rationalistic explana-

tion defective, ii. 294 ; epony-

mous heroes, and the close

connection between totemism

and mythology ; MicJiabo,''''\\\(i

great hare," from whom, the

Algonkin family claim their

descent, really a solar hero,

like Quetzalcoatl of Mexico, or

Huayna Capac of Peru, proved

by his epithets and attributes,

ib. 295.

Transitional modes of spelling,

and the use of new type, ii.

348-9-

Trinairgunatwamapannai r ba d

-

hyante, analysis of, i. 113.

Tripthongs, existence of, dis-

puted, i. 267.

Tunguse closely allied to Mon-
gol, is divided into three

branches, ii. 201.

Turkish-Tatar languages, and
where spoken, ii. 193.

Turkish verb, like the Finnic,

rich in forms ; by means of

suffixes represents the most
minute and varied differences

of meaning ; Turkish litera-

ture copious, ii. 199-200.

Tylor on survivals in language,

i. 118.

Type of literary excellence varies

with race ; the Chinaman pre-

fers his own language and

style to that of Plato or Shake-

speare; and Montezuma would

probably have preferred an

Aztec poem to the works of

iCschylus and Goethe, ii. 68.

Uigur language in the fifth cen-

tury had an alphabet, and pro-
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duced a considerable litera-

ture, ii. 199.

Ural-Altaic family of lan^^uages
;

their chief distinguishin<; fea-

ture, the law of vocalic har-

mony ; division of the vowels

into stron^j, weak, and neutral

;

the rule not common to all the

members ; neglected by some ;

and in the oldest Magyar texts

anti-harmonic forms are com-
mon ; origin of this division

of the vowels, ii. 202-3 ; their

classification in the principal

languages, fiote, 203 ; use of

affixes; other relations of noun

and verb denoted by amalga-

mation, 204 ; languages from

the first characterized by per-

spicacity and logical vigour,

fitted the speakers to become

the originators of the culture

and civilization of Western

Asia ; compared with the

English, ib. 205.

Value of Pitman's phonetic al- 1

phabet, ii. 347.

Vanity of race and language,

the consequences of; inflection

regarded as the highest stage

in the development of speech
;

reasons for the wide-spread

opinion, ii. 66-7 ; work of

comparative philology in ror-

recting false notions, ib. 67-8.

Variations in the first and last

versions of a whispered story

when compared have little in

common, ii, 255'

Varying forms of the same words

when slightly changed, sepa-

rate and acquire totally difit'e-

rent meanings ; Latin, Creek,

Sanskrit, Umbrian, Oscan,

and (iothic examples, i. iSS-

9 ; vocalic difference utilized

by the Greeks forgramniatical

purposes ; uses ofreduplicated

syllables; (ireekand Sanskrit

verbal forms compared ; Se-

mitic case endings ; Negro
Dinka mode of formingcertain

plurals, and the Chinese tones,

alike due to emphasis, ib.

18S-91.

\'ater on the nature and origin

of speech ; assumed that the

first men spoke logically, i. 33.

Veddahs of Cevlon unable to re-

member the names of their

wives unless present, i. 10 1
;

never seen to laugh, ib. 106.

Verb, history of, traced back

with greater certainty than the

noun ; continuous decay ofthe

latter ; both apparently refer-

able to the same stems, ii.

149-50; intlection the charac-

teristic of the verbs mostly by

affixed pronouns ; Old Egyp-

tian noun and verb compared,

ib. 1 50-1 ; way in which pro-

nouns came to be affixed to

stems not known, ib. 151; the

Aryan verb from the first

seems to have denoted time

and mood, ib. 152-3; other

relations indicated by flection,

ib. 153-63.

Vicious pronunciation, English,

French, Setshuana, North

German, and Armenian, i.310-

II.
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\'oc;ibularics of children widely

different, ii. 314-15.

Vocal organs of animals ; the

human ori^^anism comj)arcd

with that of the lower animals;

the quadrumana, birds, ser-

pents, insects, and tish, i.

350-3-

Voice of two kinds, true and fal-

setto ; how produced, and

causes of their difference, i.

247 and note; numberless

varieties and peculiarities of

voice enable the blind to dis-

iin;^uish males from females

and recognize their friends;

extreme range, from the deep-

est male to the highest female

voice nearly 5^ octaves ; the

different notes produced by the

differences of tension in the

vocal chords'; IMadam Mara's

2.000 changes, /'/''. 249-50;

«:hief varieties of voice ; difife-

j-enccs in the organs ; nature

of \entriIoquism not quite un-

derstood ; character of the

voice, and how modified, ib.

251-2.

Voice, organs of; their structure

and functions ; inarticulate

sounds the stepping-stones to

real language, i. 237-41 ; na-

tural cries ofmanand animals;

children's attempts to speak,

and their resemblance toman's

first efforts to create a language

for himself, ib. 242-3 ; hard

and soft breathings of the

Greeks and Danish glottal

catch; why the rough breath-

ing cannot be sung, ib. 243-4.

Voltaire's pun on ctymolof^y,i.6o.

Vowel sounds, how produced
;

the quality of the voice neces-

sarily the same, as the throat is

a musical instrument with its

own peculiar tone, i. 253; par-

tial tones and their infiuence;

Donders and Ilelmholtz on
characteristic pitch ofvowels

;

number of possible vowel

sounds almost infinite from

the variable forms of the vocal

organs ; Prince L-L. Hona-

parte's alphabet contains 75
vowels ; Italian pronunciation

of vowels adopted in phono-

logy, ib. 253-5 ; fundamental

vowel sounds a., /, and u; rela-

tive effort required for their ar-

ticulation, and the organs em-
ployed,//;. 255-7; endlessmodi-

fication of the primary vowels

by slight changes in the posi-

tion of the organs
;
places of

e and o and their variations;

other vowel sounds ; increase

of neutrals in English pronun-

ciation, ib. 257-9; capability

of modification of vowel

sounds, ib. 260.

Waitz contends that the sen-

tence is the unit of language,

not the word ; and that the

incorporating languages of

America are a survival of its

primitive condition every-

where, i. 85-6 ; on agglutina-

tion and flection ; his idea of

the Chinese harmonizes with

its antiquity; Friedrich Miiller

agrees with him that the sen-
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tencc " is the shortest expres-

sion of thou^^ht ;" luusds and
(Unas cxphiined, ib. 87.

VValhich or Rum.miiin a Neo-
Latin lonj;uc introduced into

. Daciii by the Konian legion-

aries ; divided into two

branches, the northern and
southern

; the latter abounds
with All)anian and Greek
words; the Latin vowels modi-
tied and the dcfmite article

posttixcd, ii. 120-1.

Weber on the Latin ef, (ireek

eti, Zend aHi, ami Sanskrit

(iti, i. 114, noie.

Westphal's views fail to explain

the phenomena of language
;

on the evolution of the verb

and curious return to the

kinesis of Aristotle, i. 84.

Whistling, how anti where pro-

duced, i. 252.

Whitney's theory of the speech

of primitive man summarized,

i. V9-8o; his views require too

many assumptions and are

beset with ditViculiies and in-

superable objections, //». 81-2;

ii. 4-5.

Words like English dot^f, Latin

JoreSy txc, not traceable to any

root, ii. 7.

Words, peculiar, found in the

dictionary of every separate

language ; common to Kuro-

l)ean and Asiatic dialects, ii.

i>8.

Zend and Zend-avesta, first Eu-

ropean knowledge of, obtained

by Duperron from some Parsi

priests at Surat, who returned

to France in 1762 with over a

hundred MSS., which enabled

liurnouf (Eugene) to correct

his translation of the Zend-

avesta and the uncritical

teaching he had received in

the East ; the Zend-avesta de-

scribed, and the relative age

of its parts, ii. 7S-S0.
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